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ABSTRACT 

Karl P. McLaughlin 

 

‘DEFRAGMENTING THE PORTRAIT’:  CATALINA CLARA RAMÍREZ 

DE GUZMÁN, EXTREMADURA’S NO CONOCIDA SEÑORA OF THE 

GOLDEN AGE 

 

Key words: Seventeenth century, Extremadura, burlesque, occasional poetry, female 

authors, feminism, pintura poetry 

 

Modern critical works on the seventeenth-century Extremaduran author 

Catalina Clara Ramírez de Guzmán are sparse, with the exception of recent interest 

manifested by a small group of feminist scholars in the United States. Apart from 

intermittent mentions of her poetry, she is virtually unknown among British 

Hispanists. This thesis seeks to fill many existing gaps in knowledge on her by 

providing a broader critical assessment of her surviving poetry than has been 

available thus far, particularly by situating it and its author within their historical, 

literary and social contexts and drawing thematic and stylistic analogies with works 

by other authors, male and female. 

Part I will concentrate primarily on historical aspects. It will establish the 

reputation enjoyed by the poet in her day and review references to her work in 

modern critical literature. It will also provide a detailed reconstruction of the poet‟s 

family antecedents and discuss the evidence of a literary community in her home city 

during the period in which she was active as a writer. 

Part II will focus on the poetry itself, specifically a consideration of the 

thematic content of a broad representative selection of Ramírez de Guzmán‟s verses, 

which were not published until nearly two centuries after her death, and an 

examination of her interaction with the genres of occasional verse, verse portraiture 

and burlesque and satirical poetry, all of which will be discussed against the 

background of their respective traditions. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Perhaps because some consider Spain slightly backward – a poor stepchild 

to the rest of western Europe – people often express incredulity when they 

discover that Spanish women wrote in the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries. Did women in Spain actually write then? Did they use 

pseudonyms? Did they all live in convents? Women, in and out of convents, 

did write. What‟s more, their words are recorded in hundreds if not 

thousands of texts, waiting to be recovered from their slumber. (Vollendorf, 

2005b: 187) 

 

No-one knows for certain how many women in the Spain of the Counter-

Reformation wrote: critics differ in their estimations of the extent of female 

authorship during the period although virtually all agree that the very act of writing 

was considered in itself something of a transgression of societal norms.
1
 Recent 

scholarship has gone some way to clarifying the picture by deepening knowledge on 

well-known female writers and, perhaps more importantly, bringing to light evidence 

of the literary activities of several lesser-known figures.
2
 This thesis is about a 

woman from the latter category, Catalina Clara Ramírez de Guzmán (1618-c.1684). 

The first full-length monographic study of the author to date, it aims to assist with 

the task of helping her emerge further from the slumber referred to by Vollendorf in 

her authoritative work on the lives of early modern Spanish women. As a surviving 

corpus of almost 120 poems – one of the most extensive extant collections of poetry 

by a female author of her day – in two manuscripts in Madrid‟s Biblioteca Nacional 

(Mss. 3884 and 3917) attests, Ramírez de Guzmán did indeed write. She neither used 

                                                 
1
 Smith (1989: 14) signals Spain‟s obsession with domestic privacy as a factor that would account for 

the lower numbers of women writers compared to other European countries. Fox suggests that the 

„pressures on women to remain silent and enclosed, verbally, sexually and scribally, can only have 

increased as print culture developed and there was greater access to both literary and religious models 

to inspire would-be female poets‟ (2008: 3). 
2
 „Much of that research has shown that women‟s voices were often more than dimly heard and in 

widely ranking places, only subsequently being written out of the literary-historiographical record‟ 

(Vollendorf, 2009: 33). 



 

 

2 

a pseudonym nor, in contrast to many of her peers, chose what Schulte van Kessel 

(1993: 151) has dubbed the „social security‟ of conventual enclosure common among 

wealthier urban women. The relative obscurity she has endured for several centuries 

has been lifted to some degree by recent contributions which have helped raise her 

profile as part of the general emphasis on female literary figures of Golden Age 

Spain.
3
 Despite this vibrant recuperative activity, however, Ramírez de Guzmán is 

still a long way from even approaching the centre stage occupied by canonical 

women authors such as María de Zayas, Luisa de Carvajal or Sor Juana Inés de la 

Cruz, who have inspired an abundance of articles and monographic studies in recent 

times. Much remains to be written about her life and work and the contexts in which 

her career unfolded. Particularly among British Hispanists the author is still largely 

an unknown figure – a „no conocida Señora‟.
4
 The content of her profile would 

probably be fuller today had it not been for a change in career direction by the author 

of this thesis over two decades ago which forced a very promising line of inquiry to 

be given up in its early stages.  

Thanks to changing sensitivities and shifts in critical emphasis and attitudes 

over the past quarter of a century or so, Ramírez de Guzmán has become a more 

familiar name, at least among the growing ranks of gender perspective Hispanists. A 

number of her poems now feature in works that deal with the lives and cultural 

production of early modern women authors from Spain and she has become the 

focus of increased attention in explorations of the spaces of autonomy sought out by 

                                                 
3
 See, in particular, Olivares and Boyce (1993), Mújica (2004) and Borrachero (2006, 2009). The 

conferences and publications of the United States-based GEMELA („Grupo de Estudios sobre la 

Mujer en España y las Américas pre-1800‟) have been particularly valuable also in promoting the 

cultural production of early modern women writers. For a useful overview of the evolution of 

scholarship in the field, see the introduction to the special edition of Letras Femeninas (Vol. 35.1) in 

honour of Electa Arenal, which was published in 2009. 
4
 The expression, which has been borrowed for the title of this thesis, is taken from the opening line of 

a poem discovered by the present author, which is addressed to Ramírez de Guzmán by an admirer 

and fellow-poet, Vicente Díaz de Montoya  (see Chapter 1).  
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female writers in male-dominated environments. This surge in interest – confined 

largely to the United States
5
 – has occurred with surprising speed if compared to the 

scant attention paid to the poet in the decades that followed the publication of the 

first (and, until very recently, only) edition of her poetry in 1929 by Joaquín de 

Entrambasaguas.
6
 Equally surprising, it has not been accompanied by similar interest 

in her home region, apart from the occasional acknowledgement at local level. A 

measure of this neglect can be seen in the fact that a plaque below the bust dedicated 

to the poet in Llerena, her birthplace, gives the year of her death as 1654 (see 

Appendix 2), yet the same local authorities have, at various times, underlined the 

historical value of her poetic account of Llerena‟s celebrations in honour of the birth 

of Prince Philip Próspero, who was born in 1657, three years after she „died‟!  

This inconsistency is, admittedly, an extreme example but it is not the only 

one. A current web portal of the government of Extremadura designed to promote 

interest in regional writers and purporting to offer „una amplia información sobre los 

escritores nacidos en la Comunidad Autónoma, o relacionados vital o afectivamente 

con ella, desde el siglo XVI hasta el presente‟ gives details and selections of texts of 

more than 150 authors, but makes no mention of Ramírez de Guzmán.
7
 The two 

situations are indicative of how little is really known about this intriguing author. 

The choice of Ramírez de Guzmán as a research topic is easily explained. In 

addition to the obvious need for more detailed investigation of early modern women 

writers generally,
8
 there is an acknowledged necessity to move beyond the relatively 

                                                 
5
 A notable exception is New Zealand‟s Fox (2004, 2008). 

6
 All quotations from the poetry of Ramírez de Guzmán in this thesis will be taken from the 

Entrambasaguas edition. For ease of reference, the numbers of the poems will be given (for example, 

XIX) instead of full titles, unless the latter are specifically required. Punctuation, spelling and accents 

in the quotations reflect the usage adopted by Entrambasaguas.  
7
 See http://www.escritoresdeextremadura.com/escritoresdeextremadura/maiores/index.php. 

8
 Best summed up by the assertions by Cruz (2006: 84) that „no culture is entirely known or 

understood by studying only half its population‟ and Mújica (2004: ix) that „although men wrote 99 

percent of Golden Age texts, more than 50 percent of Spain‟s population during the sixteenth and 
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few high-profile authors and genres to have captured the majority interest of scholars 

thus far.
9
 A secular writer whose literary career spanned several decades

10
 and whose 

humorous compositions carry as much weight as her serious poems, if not more, 

Ramírez de Guzmán deserves attention as something of a rare figure among her 

female contemporaries. Known today exclusively for her poetry, we know from 

various references in her own verses as well as in those of other poets that she wrote 

at least one novella, the pastoral El Extremeño, which must now be considered lost. 

Had it survived, it might well have elevated her status to that enjoyed by 

seventeenth-century practitioners of the genre such as Zayas or Mariana de Carvajal. 

A second important reason is that the increase in scholarship on Ramírez de 

Guzmán in recent years has taken place so rapidly that she has risen from being a 

virtually unknown figure to being known almost exclusively as a writer on the 

margins, a welcome addition to the still incomplete picture of Spanish female 

authors. Such a rapid process has, perhaps inevitably, brought some unintentional 

consequences, an obvious one being that little work has been done on the overall 

thematic content of her surviving poems or on her contribution to genres she 

practised with relish. The valuable efforts to situate Ramírez de Guzmán in the 

framework of seventeenth-century women authors have included almost no 

investigation for the purpose of placing her work in the more general context of the 

                                                                                                                                          
seventeenth centuries consisted of women. The fact that so few women wrote increases rather than 

diminishes the importance of those who did […] These women bring unfamiliar perspectives to 

familiar themes and allow us to form a more accurate notion of early modern Spanish society.‟   
9
 It is worth noting also that women‟s poetry of the day has attracted much less attention than female-

authored prose. The need for a broader focus has been highlighted by Vollendorf (2000: 266): „As 

conference papers, dissertations, and recent publications suggest, research in this field remains 

somewhat limited to a small number of women and texts […] In order to build on the solid foundation 

of research and editions, we need to continue to include a larger spectrum of women‟s texts and a 

larger range of approaches both in our teaching and our scholarship‟. 
10

 On both counts (secular status and career length), she can be considered deserving of study: Mújica 

(2004: lxxiv) notes that „convents produced the bulk of Spanish prose as well as poetry written by 

women in the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries‟ and draws attention to the fact also that most 

secular women writers who achieved recognition did so for works produced in their youth, with 

writers who pursued their literary careers later in life constituting „a tiny minority‟ (2004: xlvi).   
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poetry of her day. There is no disputing that, given women‟s different positioning in 

culture compared to men, a feminist framework is crucial to a discussion of female-

authored poetry. Mújica (2004) is among those who have underlined the useful tools 

which feminist theorists have provided for examining women‟s writing and the 

importance of an awareness of how gender affects literary expression, although like 

other critics she warns also that the notions of écriture feminine, like those of 

linguistic determinism, should not be embraced blindly or applied indiscriminately 

(2004: lxxx).
11

 

An initial proclivity in the gendered approach to women‟s writing of the 

period to see an upfront opposition in the content and style of female writers and to 

isolate their commonalities by focusing on what constitutes women as a distinct 

literary group, what differentiates them from rather than what unites them to their 

male colleagues, is giving way to an appreciation of the considerable overlap of 

motifs present in the conscious or unconscious agenda of female writers. Although a 

substantial part of feminist research can be said to be premised on and seek 

endorsement for the assumption that women authors of the day set out to counter 

male-author trends and discourse and/or seek out their own spaces as females in their 

literary texts,
12

 an increasing awareness is discerned in some more recent treatments 

that women did not necessarily or always employ their writings to oppose the social 

system or patriarchal literary traditions. In a recent reappraisal of Zayas‟s La traición 

                                                 
11

 Although voiced some time ago, a similar warning by Kolodny to critics still holds true today: „Be 

wary of reading literature as though it were polemic […] If when using literary materials to make 

essentially what is a political point, we find ourselves virtually rewriting a text, ignoring certain 

aspects of plot or characterization, or over-simplifying the action to fit our „political‟ thesis, then we 

are neither practicing an honest criticism or saying anything useful about the nature of art‟ (1975: 90).   
12

 Referring to women writers of the period, Powell and Schlau (2009: 48) note that „each woman was 

by that act opposing cultural hierarchies, mappings and orthodoxies of gendered spaces, roles and 

beliefs‟, which would explain the self-consciousness and self-representation that are „overarching 

motifs‟ in women‟s texts. Barry (2002: 126) refers to the „handicap‟ the female writer is seen as 

suffering in being forced to use „a medium which is essentially a male instrument fashioned for male 

purposes‟.  
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en la amistad Bayliss alerts to the need to be wary of always viewing the writing of a 

female author in relation to her literary context only as in opposition to it, subverting 

its codes and conventions from the ideological periphery:  

Scholarship on the play has thus far presumed of it a mode of exemplarity that 

resonates comfortably with the more explicitly stated purpose of Zayas‟s prose 

fiction, pressing the play‟s inherent ambiguity into the service of a protofeminist 

reading of all cultural production by women in the period. A fresh look at the play 

and its current reception among scholars suggests a state of scholarship on early 

modern writers that needs to be opened up to alternate methodologies and points of 

view. New lines of inquiry promise to shed light on what has thus far been occluded 

or marginalized by scholars (2008: 1).
13

 

  

Where an author such as Ramírez de Guzmán offers less and less obvious 

feminist content – considered alongside those of Zayas and Sor Juana Inés de la 

Cruz, for example, her works present comparatively few explicit manifestations of 

criticism of patriarchal attitudes or concerns at women‟s limited educational and 

social possibilities – the lens of critical study necessarily has to be widened to take in 

as yet underdeveloped aspects of her poetry. As Derrida has argued convincingly 

(1982: 317), it is not possible to restrict texts to only one meaning, to claim that they 

belong to only one network or field of discourse. In approaching Ramírez de 

Guzmán, therefore, we need also to look beyond the specifically female voice 

identified by critics in her work and (to borrow Kristeva‟s expression) look also to 

the „jurisdiction of other discourses which impose a universe on it‟ (cited by Cullen, 

1981: 116). 

It should be emphasised at this point that the lack of a wide-ranging 

contextualisation is far from exclusive to modern gender-based approaches: indeed, 

it is a shortcoming which, as will be shown later, has characterised studies of 

Ramírez de Guzmán before and after the publication of her poetic works by 

                                                 
13

 As Bayliss asserts also, „critical reception of La traición en la amistad exemplifies the extent to 

which the lens of feminist critical theory has thus far dominated contemporary research on early 

modern dramaturgas to the exclusion of other concerns, such as their relationship with the aesthetic 

sensibilities of their male models‟  (2008: 2).  
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Entrambasaguas, whose limited analysis is reflected in the fact that only 20 pages of 

the 60 comprising the Introduction concern the actual poems. Moreover, 

approximately half of the 235 endnotes in the edition deal with manuscript variants 

of the texts, with only three notes establishing parallels with other poetry of the day. 

The treatment of Ramírez de Guzmán‟s work in anthologies featuring her poems has 

also been extremely cursory, while references to her poetry in the small number of 

biographical studies undertaken to date have been minimal. A broader-based and 

more comprehensive reappraisal of Ramírez de Guzmán, who, in terms of the range 

of poetic metres employed and variety of subject matters addressed in her verses, is a 

much more polyvalent poet than the partial approaches taken until now suggest, is 

therefore long overdue in order to achieve greater depth and balance in 

considerations of her work.  

A third and final reason for focusing attention on Ramírez de Guzmán, hinted 

at already above, relates to her home region. For many people, Spanish as well as 

foreign, Extremadura remains very much an unknown quantity. In modern times its 

inhabitants have frequently voiced the complaint that, in all matters, particularly 

those of political and economic importance, Cáceres and Badajoz – the two biggest 

provinces in Spain – are consistently relegated to positions of minor significance. 

Their grievances may be extended with some justification to include the area of 

literature, particularly that of the Golden Age. While much has been written about 

authors from Madrid, Aragón, Valencia and the cities of Andalusia, domestic and 

foreign attention paid to Extremadura has been comparatively scant, despite the 

place it deserves on Spain‟s literary map for the contributions made by its humanists, 
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playwrights and poets to Spanish letters during the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries.
14

 

While Extremadura‟s geographical location was enviable – at the centre of 

some of the most important communications networks of Renaissance Spain 

(Madrid-Lisbon, Seville-Salamanca) and an obligatory route therefore for 

intellectual developments –, that same favourable situation facilitated the exodus of 

countless young talents to established centres of learning, often never to return. 

Many of its famous literary figures either came to prominence outside their native 

region or had tenuous links with it. Apart from the isolated case of Plasencia, an 

important ecclesiastical centre with many schools and colleges, there appear to have 

been few traditional focal points of literary activity in Extremadura to unite local 

writers or to capture the interest of those from beyond its borders. Moreover, the lack 

of established printing presses forced home talent to look elsewhere to have work 

published.
15

 Given these constraints, it is hardly surprising that an overwhelming 

majority of Extremadura‟s literary figures became imbued with the migratory spirit 

of their military counterparts and travelled outside their native land to seek fame and 

fortune.
16

  In only a small number of cases did such authors maintain a close affinity 

                                                 
14

 Well-known literary figures include Francisco Sánchez („El Brocense‟), Benito Arias Montano, 

Pedro de Valencia, Gonzalo Correas, Diego Sánchez de Badajoz, Bartolomé de Torres Naharro, 

Micael de Carvajal, Vasco Díaz Tanco, Gregorio Silvestre, Joaquín Romero de Cepeda, Luis Zapata 

de Chaves, Cristóbal de Mesa, Alonso de Acevedo, Micael de Solís, Juan Antonio de Vera y Zúñiga 

(Count of La Roca) and Luisa de Carvajal. Although voiced many years ago, Rodríguez-Moñino‟s 

comment concerning the need for a concerted effort to fill the void of knowledge on Extremadura‟s 

collective literary heritage – „existen postes de la red telegráfica pero no el tendido de la línea‟ (1935: 

4) – still holds true to a large extent today, notwithstanding the efforts of late by local critics such as 

Teijeiro Fuentes (1999) to remedy at least some of the gaps with respect to the Golden Age. 
15

 A small number of towns did have early presses, for example, Coria (1489), Mérida (1544) and 

Badajoz (1550), although production was limited to the printing of religious treatises and legal 

documents (cartas de poder, cartas de venta, etc). For a study of Extremadura‟s printing tradition, see 

Rodríguez-Moñino (1945).  
16

 Barrantes was among the first to associate this migratory spirit with the problems faced in locating 

and assessing the work of Extremadura‟s authors: „Dejaron nuestros abuelos tan desparramados sus 

escritos por el mundo como sus huesos, según era de esperar de una raza aventurera‟ (1881: 28-29). 

Academic interest in Extremadura‟s history in the English-speaking world has tended to focus on the 
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with their birthplace, hence the difficulties in deciding who may and who may not be 

justifiably viewed as an Extremaduran author, a dilemma which has inevitably given 

rise to substantial controversy.
17

  

No such difficulties or controversy exist in the case of the subject of this 

thesis. As a writer who remained in her native region throughout her long life, a 

close affinity that can be explained at least in part by the limitations imposed by her 

gender, Ramírez de Guzmán offers an interesting contrast.
18

 Her literary career 

coincided with a period of noticeable decline in the number of writers of prominence 

in Extremadura, which appears to have been struck by a plague that targeted literary 

talent, for not one figure of national importance in terms of published work emerged 

in the seven decades up to 1700. That is not to say, of course, that Extremadura did 

not produce writers during this period. As we will see later, several towns and cities, 

among them Llerena and Plasencia, had active communities of writers whose names 

are virtually unknown in modern times.
19

 Undoubtedly, published works have been 

lost and the production of various writers lies unexamined in anonymous or forgotten 

manuscripts. However, with no Lope or Cervantes to provide a comprehensive 

record of authors of renown during this latter period, the search becomes even more 

difficult. Whatever the reasons, the absence of playwrights and poets of note in the 

last two thirds of the century is, at the very least, striking. The apparent dearth of 

talent makes the place occupied by Ramírez de Guzmán all the more remarkable. 

                                                                                                                                          
region‟s emigrant tradition, particularly its historic links with the Americas. Valuable historical 

studies include Altman (1989) and Boyd-Bowman (1976, 1988). 
17

 For example, Pecellín Lancharro‟s bizarre premise, used to include the sixteenth-century poet 

Francisco de Aldana in the category, that the region is entitled to take back something since its assets 

have been repeatedly plundered down the years: „Tantas cosas nos han robado que no resulta delito 

grave el riesgo de atribuirnos algo sin certeza absoluta‟ (1980: 117). 
18

 Not all Extremadura‟s female authors remained in their home region, however. The best-known and 

most widely-studied exception is Luisa de Carvajal. See Rhodes (2000), Rees (2002), Levy-Navarro 

(2005) and Redworth (2008).   
19

 The academies and literary forums held in Extremadura during the seventeenth century, some of 

which will be referred to in a later chapter, remain an unexplored aspect of the region‟s literary 

heritage. A fuller exploration is warranted but is beyond the scope of this thesis.  
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Moreover, the fact that a considerable amount of her literary production deals with 

aspects of her Extremaduran environment, including her life and relationships in her 

birthplace of Llerena, increases her interest for researchers from various fields.  

The thesis which follows expands existing avenues of inquiry in all three 

areas identified above. It will clarify more fully aspects of Ramírez de Guzmán‟s 

work by following multiple lines of exploration, from textual analysis of her poetry 

to a consideration of its historical and cultural significance. Its aim is to provide a 

more comprehensive perspective on both the author and the contexts in which she 

wrote and to examine a much more representative selection of her poetry than has 

received critical attention thus far, in some cases revisiting previously-studied poems 

from different perspectives.  

Several complementary critical orientations will be combined in the 

methodological approach followed, which necessarily extends across a number of 

disciplines. Since the primary focus of the thesis will be a wide-ranging critical 

appraisal of Ramírez de Guzmán‟s work within the framework of the general context 

of the poetry of her epoch, which is known by its periodic, cultural and stylistic 

designation, the Baroque,
20

 it will not engage with the text-centred approaches that 

characterise formalist literary perspectives but will concentrate on an exploration of 

her writings, the author herself, and her sociohistorical reality. Although it might 

seem somewhat anachronistic to return to basic vida y obra analysis, including a 

detailed consideration of what she wrote and not just possible theory-grounded 

reasons why she wrote, it is warranted in this case in order to address several of the 

lacunae noted earlier.  

                                                 
20

 An overview of salient features of the Baroque and a brief discussion of current critical thinking 

around the concept will be given in the introduction to Part 2 below. 
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Unlike previous partial studies, the critical strategy adopted in the thesis is 

informed primarily by a thematic and intertextual perspective on Ramírez de 

Guzmán‟s work, which, it is hoped, will contribute to a fuller understanding of 

women‟s engagement with the written word in seventeenth-century Spain by 

considering how the author‟s approach to poetry dialogues with many topoi and 

rhetorical patterns of her period. Incorporating components of textual and literary 

criticism, it will be underpinned by a comparative focus aimed at establishing 

commonalities and differences in treatment with other poets, male and female, 

including some beyond Spain‟s borders.
21

  

Given the importance of considering literary texts as communicative 

processes taking place within a social context, as products and part of their cultures, 

this approach will intersect at various points with relevant aspects of socio-historical 

and cultural studies, in line with the recent shift in trends towards more historical and 

broadly-contextualised research on women writers, which has given impetus to 

sustained investigation on the material conditions of women‟s lives (Cruz, 2003). An 

exploration of Ramírez de Guzmán‟s family and social milieus, both of which play a 

prominent part in her writings, to an extent rarely seen in contemporary authors, will 

contribute to increasing our understanding of the social history of Spain. While 

bearing in mind the warnings voiced by critics such as Heiple (1994) concerning the 

dangers of misreading literary works in search of their authors, in this case there are 

sound reasons not to confine the focus exclusively to the aesthetic content of the 

poems as free-standing or self-sufficient objects. As Cruz notes, significant aspects 

                                                 
21

 Kristeva has argued in favour of not confining attention to the structure of a text but rather to its 

„structuration‟ (how the structure came into being), which can be achieved by „siting it within the 

totality of previous or synchronic texts of which it was a transformation‟ (Le texte du roman, cited by 

Coward & Ellis, 1977: 52). 
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of women‟s subjectivity can be gleaned through the self-referential traces female 

authors left in their writings (2003: 104).
22

 

A significant portion of Ramírez de Guzmán‟s writings can be considered 

„human documents‟ in the sense established by Abrams (1989: 53-54), that is, as 

artistic (verbal) representations of the agents and events in her world. Her poems 

offer not just valuable information on her interactions with her parents, siblings and 

circle of friends, but also, more generally, a useful sociological portrait of life among 

the rural elite of an important administrative and ecclesiastical city on the periphery 

of Castile. Although certain schools of criticism reject the inclusion of such extrinsic 

elements in literary appraisals, the bi-directional relationship and interplay between 

her poetry and its contexts – in the sense that her poems illuminate aspects of early 

modern life in provincial Spain, while knowledge of these issues assists with a more 

accurate interpretation of the poems – should not be ignored. This analysis is 

particularly fruitful to shed light on the social functions of Ramírez de Guzmán‟s 

writings, which in many cases serve a purpose beyond mere entertainment or self-

expression. The analysis provided will therefore concern itself at various junctures 

with the impact on her poetry of the specific social and historical environments that 

surrounded her and with establishing relevant connections between these and her 

verses. 

An eclectic research methodology has been followed to reconstruct the 

relevant literary, social and historical contexts of the poetry of Ramírez de Guzmán. 

Given the stated objective of examining the Llerena author‟s work in the framework 

of prevailing literary practices, a close examination has been undertaken of primary 

                                                 
22

 Fox also points out that „while the speaking subject of early modern poetry does not necessarily 

represent the poet, or an appeal to post-Romantic sincerity, nevertheless the activities that surround 

the artists clearly exert an influence on the words they produce‟ (2004: 20).  
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sources – poetic manuscripts in the National Library and other libraries in Spain; 

editions of poetry by a wide range of major and minor male and female writers, etc – 

and secondary materials, particularly critical evaluations of baroque poetry and 

authors. The extensive range of poems by Ramírez de Guzmán which will be 

discussed in the chapters which follow has been chosen with the aim of illustrating 

her treatments of popular themes and genres of the poetry of her day. Relevant 

approaches in literary criticism have also been drawn on to identify salient aspects of 

the lyric poetry traditions within which the poet operated and which inform her 

poetic practice.  

Account has also been taken of gender-based critical approaches (including 

modern theories on alternative sexualities) both to the poet and other literary women 

in early modern Spain and other countries. However, since the primary purpose of 

the thesis is not to situate Ramírez de Guzmán and her production exclusively within 

the tradition of women‟s writing, aspects relating specifically to gender will be dealt 

with only tangentially in order not to duplicate unnecessarily the very interesting 

studies carried out in recent years, even though these will inevitably permeate 

various sections of the analysis, which in some cases will offer alternative readings 

of the poems to complement recent interpretations. 

Extensive archival work, including detailed investigation of local and 

national historical sources – municipal and parish archives, Inquisition and Military 

Order records, etc –, has been undertaken for the purpose of compiling an accurate 

biographical picture of the poet and her family, bearing in mind the above-mentioned 

implications this has for a better understanding of her poetry.
23

 In addition, a broad 

                                                 
23

 The methodological contribution made to studies of female authors by the recent growth in 

publications sharing a commitment to mining literary and non-literary sources is acknowledged by 

Vollendorf, who notes how „some of the most probing scholarship being done by historians and 

literary scholars is in the interstices of the two fields‟ (2009: 31). The validity of this approach is 
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range of relevant sociological and historical secondary sources has been drawn on 

with a view to achieving the widest possible contextualisation to support the readings 

offered of her poems.   

Various fragments of knowledge on Ramírez de Guzmán and the contexts in 

which she lived and wrote exist in scattered form in intermittent works published 

down the years. In drawing together partial information held in non-contiguous and, 

for the most part, unconnected compartments and offering new perspectives on her 

life and work, this thesis aims to bring a much greater body of knowledge on the 

writer under one cover. To borrow the term used in computer science, it seeks to 

„defragment‟ the information available on Ramírez de Guzmán, reconstructing it and 

reorganising it in a more readily accessible form to help build a more accurate and 

complete portrait of the author and her production.  

Through an examination of the manuscripts containing her poems and of 

other primary sources, Chapter 1 will show that, in contrast to the comparative 

neglect she has suffered for several centuries, Ramírez de Guzmán was a reputed 

figure in her day both locally and beyond the confines of her native Llerena and 

Extremadura. It will also offer a brief literature review charting modern-day critical 

references to her work and her growing presence in anthologies of Golden Age 

poetry.  

No attempt to reconstruct the contextual contours of the author and her work 

would be complete without reference to her family background, particularly in view 

of the very visible family presence in her writings, as noted above. Chapter 2 

provides a detailed biography of the poet, her parents and her siblings. In tracing one 

                                                                                                                                          
endorsed by, among others, Cruz, according to whom „as part of its documentation of the culture, 

archival studies help unearth the quotidian activities that engaged early modern women‟s lives‟ (2006: 

86). On the contribution of the methods and theoretical perspective of new historicism to clarifying 

the cultural circumstances surrounding early modern Spanish theatrical production, including that of 

female authors, see Bayliss (2008: 7).  
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of the best-known and most influential families in Llerena through three generations, 

the intriguing history of the Ramírez de Guzmáns is also a social history of a 

flourishing provincial centre in the seventeenth century and provides valuable 

information which contributes to clarifying important referential content of the 

author‟s poetry. The task of contextual reconstruction necessarily extends also to the 

literary environment in Llerena. The chapter will therefore examine also the 

evidence, including hitherto unstudied manuscript records of the activities of local 

poets, pointing to the presence of an established literary community in the city and 

will discuss the possibility that the poet herself participated in academies or similar 

forums held in Llerena. The connections established with other writers will 

demonstrate that Ramírez de Guzmán did not operate in a literary vacuum in her 

home city and may well have formed part of a coterie of literate women, even though 

her exchanges were not confined to the members of such a circle. 

Part II of the thesis is devoted to a more in-depth examination of the poet‟s 

surviving works. Prefaced by an introductory overview and discussion of the Spanish 

Baroque and its poetry, Chapter 3 will explore the presence in Ramírez de Guzmán‟s 

writings of four popular themes of the period‟s verse: life/time/death, religion, 

nature, and love. In each individual section a contextualisation of the theme and a 

comparative approach will help draw out parallels and differences between her 

treatment and the treatments found in the poetry of well-known and lesser-known 

male and female contemporaries. As will be seen, her love poetry is a particularly 

fertile area for analysis due to its multiple voicings, some of which pose intriguing 

issues of interpretation.  

Chapter 4 looks at arguably one of the most interesting facets of Ramírez de 

Guzmán‟s production, namely, the large number of pieces marking public- and 
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private-sphere occasions and events, including the rare appearance in her poetry of 

verses dedicated to members of the aristocracy. It will draw out the historical value 

of her longest composition, the only surviving record of Llerena‟s lavish celebrations 

in honour of the birth in 1657 of the heir to the Spanish throne, Prince Philip 

Próspero. A brief examination will also be offered of the poems reflecting various 

poetic fashions of the period, as well as a small number of pieces indicating the 

conscious social use the poet made of her writings to secure outcomes for her family. 

The examination of the author‟s work continues with a specific chapter 

(Chapter 5) dedicated to the sizeable group of her pintura poems, a genre for which 

she showed particular predilection. The verses in which the poet describes herself 

and several women friends have attracted considerable attention in recent years as 

manifestations of female-authored subversions of canonical catalogues of female 

beauty. However, very little effort has been made to place her portrait poems, both 

serious and burlesque, within the overall verse portraiture tradition that attained the 

height of its popularity in the early to mid-seventeenth century, coinciding with a 

major aesthetic emphasis on the links between poetry and painting. Following a 

detailed discussion of the historical and philosophical background of the genre in 

European and Spanish literature, the chapter will draw on examples from Ramírez de 

Guzmán‟s portraits to demonstrate her clear familiarity with the demands of the 

convention and her individual treatment of this literary vogue. 

Chapter 6 brings the thesis to a close by situating Ramírez de Guzmán in the 

satirical and burlesque tradition of seventeenth-century Spanish poetry. It will 

discuss a representative selection of the poems in which she derides, among other 

things, physical and moral defects, male vanity, bizarre female fashions and 

women‟s questionable religious vocation. It concludes with an analysis of arguably 
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her best-known poem, the one most frequently quoted in anthologies containing her 

poetry: a witty sonnet on the subject of a tiny man. As the chapter will show, while 

echoing many of the thematic and stylistic approaches seen in her contemporaries, 

the poet‟s comic pieces draw much of their inspiration from true-life figures from 

Llerena‟s social spectrum. 

In offering a much broader and fuller perspective on the author than has been 

available until now and drawing out multiple thematic and stylistic commonalities 

with other baroque poetry, the thesis which follows aims to offer a better-informed 

understanding of Ramírez de Gumán and her poetry and of her participation in early 

modern cultural production. It transcends the restrictive focus of inquiry that has 

characterised studies to date, particularly the unintentionally limiting classification 

attached to her as a female author. Such approaches, one could argue, have done her 

an injustice in excluding a more wide-ranging analysis of how this polyvalent author 

engages with and stamps her personal seal on prevalent trends of seventeenth-

century poetry, both male and female-authored. By situating her more accurately in 

her contexts, the thesis makes a substantive contribution to the state of knowledge on 

both the poet and her socio-literary and historical environments. It also represents a 

significant contribution to a more detailed understanding of the literary heritage of 

Golden Age Extremadura, which, as noted above, has received comparatively little 

attention from critics thus far.   

This introduction opened with a quote from Vollendorf and ends with another 

appropriate message from the same critic regarding possible causes for the limited 

scope of research in the case of certain authors: 

Although the lack of available modern editions presents itself as an obvious 

explanation for the absence of criticism on many women‟s texts, this only partially 

explains the problem of limited critical inquiry. In fact, this is a thorny issue: we do 

not study an author in part because her texts are not readily available; yet, texts do 
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not become readily available unless someone – a publisher, an individual scholar – 

expresses initial interest in an author (2000: 279). 

 

Culminating an interest first expressed more than two decades ago, the research 

conducted for this thesis enables a more accurate and comprehensive picture of 

Ramírez de Guzmán to be assembled. Constraints of space do not permit an 

exploration of certain individual aspects such as a study of the verse forms used by 

the poet or of specific features of language and imagery, which must be left to a later 

occasion. It is hoped, nonetheless, that the portrait offered will stimulate further 

critical interest in this under-studied author and will encourage others to explore 

those areas either not considered or only superficially addressed in the pages which 

follow. 
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PART 1 

1. RAMÍREZ DE GUZMÁN VIEWED BY HER CONTEMPORARIES AND 

BY MODERN CRITICS 

In an attempt to situate Catalina Clara Ramírez de Guzmán in the minds of 

readers unfamiliar with her work, and before proceeding in later chapters to a more 

detailed exploration of aspects of her background and poetry, this opening chapter 

will attempt to establish the reputation she enjoyed in her own day and will then 

review the opinions her work has merited from critics from the second half of the 

nineteenth century, when her poems were rediscovered, to the present day, which, as 

already stated in the Introduction, is witnessing increased interest in her work, due in 

no small measure to the attention paid to the poet by feminist scholars.  

1.1. Ramírez de Guzmán viewed by her contemporaries 

Bearing in mind that evaluations of literary figures tend to be based on the 

acclaim earned by their published works, it might seem a somewhat onerous task to 

attempt to chart the reputation of a writer who, as far as is known, did not see any of 

her works in print. The reasons for not publishing are unclear and there is no sure 

way of knowing whether her writings were intended solely for the consumption of a 

private community of readers or whether societal prejudices played a part in 

preventing them from reaching a wider audience in print.
1
 Rodríguez-Moñino 

                                                 
1
 Although Llerena did not have a printing press at the time other barriers are equally likely to have 

been a factor. Robbins (1998: 36) states that „while there is plenty of evidence that women wrote 

fiction, autobiography, verse and drama, these circulated only in manuscript […] to publish was 

considered indecorous for a noble women‟. According to Brownlee (2000: 14) „in the sixteenth and 

seventeenth centuries, it was both socially and ethically controversial to be a professional woman 

writer of nonreligious literature […] Writing women were socially tainted‟. The dramatic conflict 

between their desire to write and the modesty expected of them due to their education may explain the 

multiple manifestations of humility in their works (Ferrer Vals, 2006). Criticism of secular women 

writers was not confined to moralists of the day. Misogynistic denunciations included Zabaleta‟s 

diatribe against female poets in his Errores celebrados (1653): „Juntemos, pues, ahora las propiedades 

de la poesía con los defectos y propensiones de una mujer y veremos lo que resulta. Miedo da 

pensarlo. En la poesía no hay sustancia; en el entendimiento de una mujer, tampoco. Muy buena junta 

harán entendimiento de mujer y poesía […] ¿Cómo ha de andar su casa donde, en lugar de agujas, hay 

plumas y en lugar de almohadillas, cartapacios? […] La mujer poeta es el animal más imperfecto y 
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warned four decades ago of the error of constructing a critical appraisal of baroque 

literature solely on the basis of printed and other surviving texts. As the 

Extremadura-born critic and bibliographer has shown (1968), the poetry of the 

period was disseminated first and foremost orally, then in manuscript form and, 

lastly, in print. It is now an accepted fact that a large proportion of Spanish poetry of 

the period circulated in manuscript form and hence much of what was popular at the 

time may not have reached us today.
2
 

However, these constraints do not render an attempt to assess the popularity 

enjoyed by Ramírez de Guzmán during her lifetime entirely futile. Although too 

young to merit mention by Lope de Vega in the comprehensive catalogue of poets 

provided in his Laurel de Apolo (1630) and despite not featuring among the female 

authors praised by Zayas in her Desengaños amorosos (1647), unequivocal 

indications exist as to the interest her work generated among her contemporaries. An 

obvious starting point is the presence of a substantial number of her poems in two 

compilation manuscripts of the period (Mss. 3884 and 3917 of the Biblioteca 

Nacional in Madrid) and the fact that they are transcribed in at least six different 

hands. 

Ms 3884 is the first in a series of seven composite volumes bearing the 

general title Poesías Varias. A note on fol. 4 of its 423 folios indicates the contents 

are all from the seventeenth century, although references in the actual poems appear 

to narrow the period to 1649-1684. In addition to many individual leaves, a large 

                                                                                                                                          
más aborrecible de cuantos forman la naturaleza.‟ (1972: 43-44). Societal prejudices against women 

authors led María de Zayas to defend her decision to publish in the preface of her Novelas amorosas y 

ejemplares: „Quién duda, lector mío, que te causará admiración que una mujer tenga despejo no solo 

para escribir un libro, sino para darle a la estampa […]‟ (Zayas, 2007: 159).  
2
 More recently, Griffin et al have also emphasised the need to take into account the prevailing 

methods of dissemination when building a picture of the period‟s literature: „Whether or not it was 

eventually printed, most Golden Age poetry circulated in manuscript among a small coterie of wits 

and fellow poets‟ (2008: xi). The authors also highlight the many oblique and overt references to 

contemporary events and individuals in such poetry that need to be deciphered by modern-day 

readers.   
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number of which still bear their original fold marks, the manuscript contains three 

inserts in the form of booklets whose original foliation has been deleted and 

amended to fit that of the overall volume. 102 poems by Ramírez de Guzmán occupy 

part of one of the three booklets (190r-269v), appearing in a section prefaced by the 

heading „Todos los versos que siguen son de Doña Catalina Clara‟ (219r) (see 

Appendix 3). Although there is no explicit indication of where her poems end, the 

noticeable differences in the titles, style and content of the poems as of fol. 242r 

indicate clearly that those that follow are not by her.
3
 The fact that the Llerena poet 

has the largest number of poems of any author in the entire volume and that the 

compiler specifically signals the point as of which her poems begin (information 

which is not given for other authors) underlines her importance in the manuscript. 

Moreover, the familiar term of address („Doña Catalina Clara‟) indicates she was 

well known among the target audience of the original booklet. 

Ms 3917 (447 folios), the sixth of eleven volumes in a collection entitled 

Parnaso español, is much more varied than Ms 3884 in terms of handwriting and the 

types and sizes of the paper used, while also covering a longer period. The dates 

mentioned in poem titles and/or marginal notes run from 1617 until 1682. The poems 

by Ramírez de Guzmán appear in a less orderly manner than in the previous 

manuscript and occupy several small inserts, one of them entitled „Poesías varias de 

doña Catalina de Guzmán‟ (354v). A small number of these poems also appear in Ms 

3884 with minor variants. Some of her pieces are grouped together with poems 

addressed to her by other poets on the subject of her novella, El Extremeño (see 

below). One of her poems in this manuscript, a ballad to her friend Isabel de Tordoya 

                                                 
3
 The failure to detect these clear differences has, on occasions, led critics to reach erroneous 

conclusions concerning the author and her work. On the basis of one mistaken attribution, Ruiz 

Guerrero states that Ramírez de Guzmán „confiesa sus deseos eróticos con una sinceridad excepcional 

para una poeta del XVII‟ (1996: I. 146). However, the poem cited in support of the claim (a ballad 

beginning „Despertad, que viene el alba‟) is clearly not by the poet. 
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(234r-236v), is of particular interest since it is almost certainly in the poet‟s own 

hand, as a comparison of her signature in a document in the Llerena archives and the 

handwriting of this poem reveals.
4
 

There is no way of knowing how the poems reached the respective compilers 

but the inclusion of such a large collection of her verses (almost 120 poems in total) 

in two manuscripts containing poetry on a wide range of themes and reflecting an 

equally wide range of styles by authors from many parts of the country, including 

famous names such as Quevedo, Villamediana, Juan de Salinas and Antonio de 

Solís, indicates that Ramírez de Guzmán‟s writings were sufficiently well known and 

appreciated to be copied by several different copiers, thus providing an initial pointer 

to her popularity in the mid to late seventeenth century.  

As will be shown in later chapters, multiple references in her poems attest to 

her popularity as a writer in her home city of Llerena, where she was called on by 

local convents and seminaries to compose verses for singing on religious occasions. 

At the request of friends and acquaintances she also penned compositions on an 

extensive range of subjects and produced poetic accompaniment for the sending of 

gifts. From information in her verses we know also that her poems prompted 

requests from local authors, both male and female, some of whom wrote verses in 

response to hers. That her works circulated among her friends and even among 

persons she did not know well is also clear. Poem XXIV, for example, is addressed 

to an unnamed lady who wrote a décima in response to one she had written,
5
 while 

                                                 
4
 More careful attention has been paid to punctuation in this poem compared to the other poems. 

Interestingly also, the letter „h‟ is not used except in one word („humo‟, l. 53) and it appears to have 

been added in a different hand. I am grateful to Aránzazu Borrachero for her help in clarifying these 

details.   
5
 „Pidiéndole a una Señora, que no trataba mucho, una décima que había hecho en oposición de otra 

mía‟. 
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elsewhere we learn that her displeasure at the delayed return of a book of poems lent 

to a female acquaintance prompted a poetic reminder:  

Ese libro que dichoso 

mereció ser vuestro objeto 

bien se ve, que no es discreto 

cuando se ve venturoso. 

Ya tiene a el dueño invidioso 

con tan gustosa asistencia, 

y faltando la paciencia, 

señora, a estorbarlo vengo 

pues las dichas que no tengo 

no ha de gozar en mi ausencia. (LXXXV, 11-20) 

 

Given her keen sense of humour, it is not difficult to imagine the expectation 

which would have surrounded the appearance of her burlesque commentaries on 

local events and personalities. Her skill in composing witty verse portraits, an aspect 

of her poetry which is the focus of a later chapter (Chapter 5), was especially 

appreciated and led to various requests: 

Que la retrate Celia me ha mandado 

y sólo obedecerla es mi cuidado (I, 1-2) 

Un retrato me has pedido (XLIX, 1) 

Que me retrate agora 

mandais, sin considerar (LII, 1-2) 

 

Among those with whom she exchanged literary correspondence, two men in 

particular appear to have competed for access to her writings. Juan de Almezquita, a 

local lawyer and poet, requested the poems contained in her novella El Extremeño on 

at least one occasion:
6
 

A Vos, décima musa, que en persona 

bebisteis los cristales de Helicona;  

y quedasteis tan clara  

que para negar versos tenéis cara. 

A Vos mis peticiones se enderezan, 

atended con cuidado que ya empiezan. 

Con versos, versos pido, 

mas si dais en no dar yo me despido, 

que cantando tan mal fuera locura 

                                                 
6
 „Silva de don Juan Bernardo de Almezquita pidiendo por segunda vez a mi señora doña Catalina 

Clara los versos de El Extremeño‟. For the full poem, see Entrambasaguas (1929: 262-63). 
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porfiando estragar la compostura. (BNM Ms 3917, 280v) 

 

Despite the almost contemptuous manner in which his poetry was treated by 

the poet (see CVI, 37-44), Jerónimo de Sola, a veinticuatro (councillor) from Seville, 

held her talents in high regard and, like Almezquita, asked to borrow her poetry: 

Y para que yo en mi Gloria 

quede, muy humilde os ruego 

me deis vuestros versos, pues 

es gloria el verlos. (Ms 3917, 279r)
7
 

 

His perseverance was rewarded by Ramírez de Guzmán‟s decision to lend him her 

novella (which he in turn passed on to Almezquita),
8
 although Sola‟s delay in 

returning it led her to write another poetic reprimand (CIX), which not only achieved 

the desired effect but also led to the following laudatory décimas from the borrower: 

Respuesta de Don Jerónimo 

Estimo haber granjeado 

a vuestro insigne Extremeño 

tanto por ser de su dueño 

como por ser extremado. 

Tu prosa y verso igualado 

hablando en su ingenio unido 

deçir y pensar subido 

bien digno de admiración 

que merece sin pasión 

ser de todos aplaudido. 

De la dicha que he logrado 

mil parabienes me doy, 

divina Clori, pues hoy 

el libro de tu cuidado 

le ha mi afecto celebrado 

por único y cosa rara: 

y así nadie se admirara 

ni tuviera a acción grosera 

que historia tan novelera 

por ser sola la llevara. (Ms 3917, 349r-v) 

 

                                                 
7
 Another version of the same poem appears with minor variants on fol. 2r of the manuscript. 

8
 Entrambasaguas‟ belief that poem CX of his edition was written by Ramírez de Guzmán is highly 

questionable. A side note in the manuscript (fol. 350r) indicates that it was written by Almezquita, 

who was probably disappointed at having such little opportunity to read the book. Entrambasaguas 

also mistakenly transcribes „una amiga‟ instead of „un amigo‟ in the title. It is unlikely that the lavish 

praise contained in the poem would have come from the poet herself: „ese libro sin igual, / en que tan 

hermosa historia / haceis al mundo notoria‟ (15-17). Almezquita stresses that to receive the book 

would be „la mayor gloria‟ for him. Poem CVIII appears to be her reply to the request set out in CX.  
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It is likely that the unpublished and now lost El Extremeño earned Ramírez 

de Guzmán most plaudits from her contemporaries. Its popularity is further 

confirmed by a poem by the Franciscan friar, José de Santa Cruz, a celebrated figure 

in Extremadura for his detailed ecclesiastical history, Chronica de la Santa 

Provincia de San Miguel (1671), and an occasional poet.
9
  His „Décimas en alabança 

del Extremeño de mi Señora doña Catalina Ramirez de Guzman‟ are of interest not 

only for the testimony they offer as to the popularity of the novella but, equally 

importantly, because they provide almost the only surviving clues concerning its 

content:
10

 

Lucirá vuestro Extremeño 

con las gracias que le abonan 

que todas tres le coronan 

a todo el resto de empeño […] 

Verá el crítico las tramas 

tan bien sueltas, como urdidas; 

las raíçes tan aridas 

como pomposas las ramas; 

el decoro de las damas, 

la lealtad de los galanes, 

y los trágicos afanes 

o los alegres tan vivos, 

que al pecho son incentivos 

y a la adoración imanes. 

En fin, en obra tan prima 

del estilo a la sustancia 

no se descubre distancia 

en que puede obrar la lima. 

Otra vez, Clori, en la cima 

del Parnaso vendimiad 

ingeniosa novedad, 

                                                 
9
 For details of a competition in which he participated, see Chapter 2, note 96. 

10
 The popularity of the seventeenth-century novella, particularly those by female authors, has 

attracted increased critical attention of late, including from a sociological perspective. For Romero-

Díez, the genre represented an essential component of the culture of the Baroque: „the short novel 

constitutes the cultural space in which one of the most important ideological debates of the time is 

negotiated and discussed: the redefinition of a new urban nobility. The conflicts that arise from the 

relations between the young ladies and gentlemen who wander through the pages of the novels 

translate symbolically into the conflicts of a social group trying desperately to redefine itself‟ (2005: 

163). Given the Extremaduran (and probably rural) context of Ramírez de Guzmán‟s novella, we can 

only hypothesise whether its underlying intentions conformed to those identified by Romero-Díez. 

However, there is no disputing the relevance of the lost work as proof of Ramírez‟s insertion in the 

literary trends of her day. 
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que en lo escrito, aunque más bueno, 

no habéis dexado rebusca 

a nuestra curiosidad.  (Ms 3917, 351v) 

 

The reputation of Ramírez de Guzmán was not limited to the confines of her 

home city and province, particularly following the appearance of her laudatory 

décimas (CXVIII) in the preliminaries of Fray Pedro de Jesús María‟s Vida, virtudes 

y dones soberanos del venerable y apostólico Padre Hernando de Mata (Malaga, 

1663).
11

 News of her talents spread in the conversations of friends and 

acquaintances, reaching distant parts. Clear proof of this is found in a manuscript 

held by the Biblioteca de Castilla-La Mancha (formerly Biblioteca Pública de 

Toledo), the Turbia Aganippe by Vicente Díaz de Montoya,
12

 which contains two 

letters in verse addressed to „Catharina Clara de Guzmán, insigne Poeta‟ (109v-

114v). 

Although aware of their existence thanks to information provided by 

Gallardo (1863-88: II. 764-70), Entrambasaguas was unsuccessful in his efforts to 

locate the letters for inclusion in his edition of Ramírez de Guzmán‟s poetry: „no las 

insertamos, como sería nuestro deseo, porque cuantos esfuerzos hemos hecho […] 

para averiguar el paradero de este interesante manuscrito inédito han sido inútiles, y 

creemos que por desgracia ha de considerarse entre los definitivamente perdidos‟ 

(1929: 39). Discovered by the present author, the letters offer testimony as to the 

                                                 
11

 Little is known about Fray Pedro de Jesús María. The Biblioteca Nacional attributes several works 

to him, most of them from the early part of the seventeenth century. He is listed by the library under 

an alias (Fray Pedro de la Serna) as the author of a 1615 publication setting out the statutes of his 

religious order (Order of Mercy).   
12

 Ms 494 of the Borbón-Lorenzana Collection of the library: Turbia Aganippe. Varios poemas de el 

D[oct]or D. Vicente Díaz de Montoya. Es el tomo Tercero de sus obras, y recogido Año de 1696. The 

few known details of the life of this author, who was also an accomplished artist judging by the 

excellent drawings accompanying the verses, are limited to information given in the opening section 

of the manuscript. He was born in Talavera de la Reina in 1650 and, on the death of his parents, was 

reared by an elder brother. He was sent to Granada for schooling and showed an early interest in 

poetry, winning various prizes in literary gatherings. After serving as a curate in the mountain village 

of Canencia (Madrid), from where the letters to Ramírez de Guzmán were probably written, he 

returned to Toledo where he gained a doctorate in Theology. He died on 25 June 1696, aged 45.  
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regard in which the young painter and poet held a writer who was unknown to him 

personally and also provide indications concerning the reputation of Ramírez de 

Guzmán (who was middle-aged at least then) as a prolific author. The curious poetic 

correspondence is studied in detail in a recent article, which reproduces both poems 

in full (McLaughlin, 2009). In view of the important references it contains, the first 

of the poems is included here: 

CARTA que a instancias de un Amigo suyo escrivio el Author sin conocerla a D. 

Catharina Clara de Guzman, insigne Poeta. Romance. 

 

No conocida Señora, 

a quien me fuerza q[ue] escriba 

con desahogo el ver, que 

no soys de mí conocida. 

De quien cierto Amigo mio 

me saca, para aplaudirlas, 

o admirarlas, en estatua 

vuestras gracias los mas dias: 

Tántalo haciendome el gusto, 

pues con ellas a la vista 

se me huyen, y no toco, 

sino solo las noticias. 

Vos, q[ue] de el Castalio Coro 

mas numerosa Talia 

penetrais de el dividido 

Monte la encumbrada cima. 

En cuyos labios se agota 

de la fuente christalina, 

q[ue] devió el ser a vna huella, 

el nectar, y la ambrosia. 

Vos; pero donde, Señora, 

tanta digresión camina? 

que senda sigue mi pluma, 

que jamas sus punctos pissan? 

De el camino comenzado 

necia, o vana se desvia, 

quien Diablos, pluma ignorante, 

coplas tan serias te dicta. 

Yo te entraré por camino: 

Vos, con quien, por más q[ue] digan, 

es niña de teta Vrania, 

y vna fregona Polimnia: 

Vos, q[ue] teneis mil romanzes, 

pero no bellaquerías, 

y q[ue] al componer octavas 
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soleis hacer maravillas; 

Sabed, que yo soy vn hombre 

tan metido en mis casillas 

que con ser cura me ignora 

aun la misma medicina. 

Enterrado estoy en nieve 

sin mirar la luz de el dia, 

gozando los privilegios 

de la mejor garapiña. 

Nadie me ve, ni me entiende 

alguno, por mi desdicha, 

q[ue] son, Señora, muy cultas 

estas soledades mias. 

Tan solo estoy, q[ue] en mis libros 

ninguno ay de Jesuita, 

solamente porque huelen 

a cosa de Compañía. 

Esta razón, y otras muchas 

oy a pediros me obliga 

vn Romance, aunq[ue] este escrito, 

Señora, en lengua latina. 

Vea catorce sonetos 

vuestros yo, cinco quintillas, 

treze canciones reales, 

diez decimas y seis lyras. 

Poco pido, pues q[ue] son 

tantas vuestras poesias, 

q[ue] solamente de Octavas, 

me dicen que teneis Rimas. 

Remítame algo jocoso 

vuestra gracia peregrina, 

y temple el buen humor suyo 

el de mi melancolia. 

Vuestra erudición en coplas 

me participad propicia, 

aunq[ue] las humanidades 

vuestras no logre en mi vida. 

No conmigo os estrañeis, 

si os teneis por erudita, 

dexaos leer, no podre assí 

negaros q[ue] sois leída. 

Llenadme el concepto, q[ue] é hecho 

de vos, q[ue] a fuer de vejiga 

pretende llenarse a soplos 

de la Musa, q[ue] os inspira. 

Yo procuraré pagaros 

luego en la moneda misma, 

aunq[ue] yo sea algo falso, 

y a vos os tengan por fina. 

Pondre assí en las ruedas de 
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la Fortuna, y Catharina 

Vn clavo, aquel q[ue] me hecharen 

sus poemas, y mis dichas. (Turbia Aganippe, 109r-111v) 

Amused and no doubt flattered by such praise and attention from a man more 

than 30 years her junior who was, judging by the references contained in the light-

hearted ballad, clearly familiar with her witty style, the Llerena poet sent her new 

admirer a reply, probably accompanied by some of her poems, but was disappointed 

that Díaz de Montoya delayed so long in continuing their correspondence. Her 

complaints, conveyed through a mutual friend, reached the young Toledan, who 

composed a second ballad (SEGVNDA CARTA a la misma Señora respondiendo a 

las quexas que dio al Author en carta de un Amigo suyo (q[ue] recivio Vispera de 

Año nueuo) de no auerla buelto a escribir), in which he offers an allegorical apology 

to ask for forgiveness for his oversight.
13

  

1.2. Early references by critics 

Approximately two centuries were to pass from the date of composition of 

the two poems by Díaz de Montoya (late 1660s at the earliest) until the discovery by 

Barrantes of Ramírez de Guzmán‟s works in the two Biblioteca Nacional 

manuscripts referred to above. Surprisingly perhaps, given such a valuable find, 

Barrantes chose not to study the poems in detail or include an extensive selection in 

his book, publishing instead just two pieces: the longest poem – a „Relación en 

coplas de pie quebrado de las fiestas que celebró Llerena al nacimiento del Príncipe 

nuestro Señor Don Felipe Próspero‟ (according to Barrantes, „es burlesca y tiene 

algunos rasgos plausibles‟) – and a witty self-portrait („una ingeniosa composición‟) 

(1865: 295-99). 

                                                 
13

 The poem begins as follows: „Las vltimas boqueadas / estaba, Señora, dando / el Año ya moribundo 

/ con la candela en la mano […] Cuando a mi noticia vino, / q[ue] vuestros pulidos rasgos / me daban 

por esta cara / con lo omisso, ó con lo ingrato. (Turbia Aganippe, 112r). 
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Between 1865 and the publication of the edition by Entrambasaguas (1929), 

the name of Ramírez de Guzmán appeared in a small number of books and articles, 

although the references were confined to brief and general comments on her poetry. 

Gallardo, for example, merely acknowledged the existence in the Biblioteca 

Nacional of „varias poesías suyas en que se dan noticias de un libro que compuso 

con el título de El Extremeño‟.
14

 

In one of his frequent attempts to raise the profile of Extremaduran literature, 

Díaz y Pérez listed the poet among the authors who had contributed to placing the 

region on the literary map: „Extremadura también llevó un gran contingente de 

autores y obras a la época de nuestra decadencia literaria […] pueden citarse a los 

poetas Catalina de Guzmán de Llerena, a Gonzalo de Figueroa y a Juan Fuentes 

Vizcarreto, nacido en Badajoz; a Vicente García de la Huerta, de Zafra, y otros 

tantos‟ (1883: 44). The following year, Díaz y Pérez included her (this time under 

the name of Doña Catalina María Ramírez de Prado y Guzmán and with incorrect 

biographical details) in his lengthy bibliographical dictionary of Extremadura‟s 

famous sons and daughters but again he refrained from any meaningful analysis of 

her work (1884-88: II. 263-67). 

Although he did not include any poems by Ramírez de Guzmán in an 

interesting anthology entitled Cancionero de la Rosa, Pérez de Guzmán indicated 

that he had come across „obras ignoradas de varios poetas de superior mérito, como 

[…] Doña Isabel de la Cueva y Silva, y Doña Leonor, y Doña Clara Catalina de 

Guzmán‟ (1892: 139). In the years that followed, Pérez de Guzmán devoted 

considerable attention to the unexplored field of women authors of the sixteenth and 

seventeenth centuries, publishing a series of articles in La España Moderna under 

                                                 
14

 The reference appears on page 71 of an „Índice de Manuscritos de la Biblioteca Nacional‟, 

appendixed by Gallardo to vol. II of his Ensayo de una biblioteca española, published in 1866. 
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the title „Bajo los Austrias: la mujer española en la minerva literaria castellana‟.
15

 

His study of a number of sonnets by Leonor de la Cueva is followed by brief 

references to Ramírez de Guzmán and extracts from two of her poems: 

A tan gentil poetisa no puede seguir en este cuadro otra menos gentil […] Aquél era 

un espíritu festivo como culto, en que el aticismo más refinado le botaba por todas 

las venas de su musa juguetona. Leyendo algunas de sus composiciones ¿quién no 

cree andar al tope con el numen de Quevedo? ¿Retrata a D. Francisco de Arévalo, 

„que era muy pequeño de cuerpo‟? ¡Los enanos de Velázquez se trazan por su 

pluma! […] Anastasio Pantaleón de Ribera y ella se trocaron los retratos 

humorísticos en versos, como ahora podrían trocarse dos caricaturas fotográficas. 

¿Qué suma de ingenio por una y otra parte!  (1898: 100-01) 
 

However, there is no substance to Pérez de Guzmán‟s belief that she 

corresponded with Pantaleón, who died in February 1629 when – as the biographical 

study in the next chapter will show – she was aged just ten. She could not, therefore, 

have been the Catalina or „Clori‟ to whom he dedicates a number of poems, 

including a self-portrait. The mistake had already been made by Pérez de Guzmán in 

his Cancionero de insignes poetisas: in a note added to the title of one of Ramírez de 

Guzmán‟s poems, the self-portrait beginning „Un retrato me has pedido‟, he states 

that it was written for Pantaleón, who sent her a reply in the form of his own portrait 

in verse. However, Pantaleón‟s self-portrait beginning „Ya que queréis conocerme, 

bellisima Catalina‟ was already written by May 1626, when it was submitted for a 

certamen.
16

 

At the turn of the twentieth century, Vivas Tabero dedicated several pages to 

the author, whom he described as a „distinguida literata y escritora de indudable 

                                                 
15

 In the early 1890s, Pérez de Guzmán‟s keen interest in female poetry of the Golden Age led him to 

compile an extensive Cancionero de insignes poetisas de España (siglos XVI y XVII), including nine 

poems by Ramírez de Guzmán. The Cancionero is currently held by the Hispanic Society of America 

(Ms. B2466). A note at the beginning of one of the poems (fol. 216) erroneously refers to the poet as 

the Duchess of San Germán, a mistake Pérez de Guzmán was to repeat in his brief reference to her in 

his article in La España Moderna. A copy of another poem, the description of the festivities held in 

Llerena to mark the birth of Prince Philip Próspero, appears in HSA Ms. B2454 (fols. 1-13).   
16

 BNM Ms 3941 („Cuaderno de versos de Anastasio Pantaleón de Ribera‟) contains poems written 

for the certamen, which Pantaleón was asked to organise by the Duke of Lerma (fol. 1v). A portrait 

entitled „Señas de Anastasio Pantaleón‟ (fol. 60r) begins „Ya que quereis conocerme‟. It is possible 

however that Ramírez de Guzmán was familiar with his writings through her great-uncle, Lorenzo 

Ramírez de Prado, whose magnificent library included several works by the young poet.  
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personalidad‟ although wrongly believing her to have hailed from his native Zafra. 

His comments are far from original or enlightening and constitute to a large extent a 

reworking of views already expressed by Barrantes and Díaz y Pérez:  

El estilo de la poetisa extremeña es burlesco, y su musa es ingeniosa, no faltándole 

rasgos plausibles […] De sentir es que no haya noticias de El Extremeño, libro que, 

al decir de D. Jerónimo Sola, debió estar escrito en prosa y verso. De lo dicho se 

colige que Doña Catalina tenía mucho ingenio, no le faltaba inspiración y manejaba 

la sátira como los mejores poetas de la Corte del Rey Felipe IV. (1901: 415-19) 

 

The valuable bibliographical dictionary of female writers compiled by 

Serrano y Sanz between 1903 and 1905 provided the most detailed description of the 

poetry of Ramírez de Guzmán published until then (1903-05: I. 481-492). For the 

first time, titles and first lines of all the poems (along with some incorrect 

attributions)
17

 were given, along with full transcriptions of a small number of pieces. 

As was to be expected in a work of such proportions, however, the information 

offered amounted to little more than a descriptive account of the poems, with a 

minimum of biographical detail.  

That Serrano y Sanz did not hold the Llerena poet in high regard became 

clear a decade later with the publication of his Antología de poetisas líricas (1915), 

in which he dismissed her poetry in the following terms: 

Próxima a doña Cristobalina [Fernández de Alarcón] en orden al tiempo, pero a 

mucha distancia tratándose de numen poético, floreció en Extremadura doña 

Catalina Clara de Guzmán […] los versos de doña Catalina ofrecen múltiples 

resabios de culteranismo y de mal gusto; los únicos en que chispean algo de 

verdadero ingenio son unos en que hizo su autorretrato, muy conocidos desde que 

los publicó don Vicente Barrantes (1915: xxiv). 

 

                                                 
17

 Sixteen poems were attributed to Ramírez de Guzmán by Serrano y Sanz on the basis of their 

physical proximity to her verses in Ms 3884. However, the majority appear also in cancioneros 

compiled or published before the poet was even born or when she was very young. For example, a 

ballad beginning „Ojos, cuyas niñas bellas‟ (Serrano y Sanz, no. 124) is virtually the same as that 

published in the Primavera y flor de los mejores romances que han salido ahora nuevamente en esta 

Corte, recogidos de varios poetas, por el licenciado Pedro Arias Pérez (Madrid, 1621). Several 

others, including „Sin color anda la niña (Serrano y Sanz, no. 123) and „Perdóneme tu hermosura‟ (no. 

130) had already appeared, with minor variants, in the Segunda parte del Romancero general y flor de 

diversa poesía, recopilados por Miguel de Madrigal (Valladolid, 1605). 
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Although acknowledging Serrano y Sanz‟s achievement in producing a 

dictionary of great bibliographical interest, Joaquín de Entrambasaguas refuted at 

length his criticism of Ramírez de Guzmán‟s talents. In the introduction to his 1929 

edition of her poetry, Entrambasaguas expressed quite the opposite opinion: 

Innegable es la importancia de las obras de doña Catalina Clara de Guzmán entre las 

producidas por las demás poetisas de su tiempo, si se tienen en cuenta las 

particularísimas tendencias que las integran y la originalidad de su estilo. Ni doña 

Antonia de Mendoza […] ni doña María Nieto de Aragón […] ni doña Bernarda 

Ferreira de la Cerda [...] por no citar sino unas cuantas de las más representativas, se 

apartaron de la ya trillada senda del culteranismo creado por Carrillo y Sotomayor, 

que había de llevar la poesía castellana – muerto ya el maravilloso artífice don Luis 

de Góngora – a las extravagancias decadentes de Trillo Figueroa y de Sor Juana Inés 

de la Cruz en varias de sus obras. 

Solamente doña Catalina Clara – tal vez debido a su alejamiento de los centros 

literarios – apartóse totalmente de la norma general y escribió poesías no culteranas 

cuya sátira, pletórica de gracia e ingeniosa intención, a menudo cruel, realzada por 

un estilo conceptista siempre alejada el mal gusto, y legítimo hijo de Quevedo, 

recuerda vivamente las inimitables obras del gran poeta satírico madrileño. (1929: 

40-41)  

 

Praising the satirical style of several shorter pieces, Entrambasaguas likened 

her to one of the most renowned poets of the early seventeenth century, Juan de 

Tassis, Count of Villamediana, a leading exponent of the contemporary vogue for 

satirical verses on every conceivable subject: 

Algunas de esta clase de composiciones son verdaderos epigramas en que luce 

maravillosamente doña Catalina Clara su extraordinario ingenio satírico, como por 

ejemplo la dedicada a aquel galán que siempre estaba riéndose para lucir sus dientes, 

a una bizca […] modelos en su género todas estas composiciones epigramáticas, por 

la sobriedad de palabras, lo certero y exacto del ataque y la gracia incomparable del 

asunto pudieran atribuirse, sin empacho, a la sutil musa del Conde de Villamediana. 
(1929: 51-52) 

 

Of particular interest, according to Entrambasaguas, were the verses in which she 

offered detailed insight into daily life in her provincial city:  

Estas poesías suyas, que pueden calificarse de asunto local, son interesantísimas para 

el estudio de la vida social provinciana – en una ciudad tipo – durante el siglo XVII; 

medio ambiente curiosísimo pero poco conocido, ya que no ha tenido su género 

literario como el de las ciudades populares, reflejado fielmente en las novelas 

cortesanas y picarescas. (1929: 49) 
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Disputing the view expressed nearly three decades earlier by Alenda y Mira, for 

whom Ramírez de Guzmán‟s Relación was a „papel escasísimo de descripciones y en 

el conjunto de muy poco interés‟ (1903, I: 338), Entrambasaguas considered the 

account of Llerena‟s celebrations marking the birth of Prince Philip Próspero in 1657 

as the most important of her „journalistic‟ poems.
18

 The narration in verse of the 

town‟s fiestas was not the only poem singled out for individual praise: 

De las poesías amorosas, merece especial atención el precioso romance A unos ojos 

dormidos, cuyo estribillo, que no hubiera desdeñado el mismo Lope de Vega, tiene 

todo el encanto y frescura de los cantarcillos populares […] También se inspiró 

algunas veces en asuntos morales y filosóficos, para cuyo desarrollo no carecía de 

disposición. Dedica composiciones a la Esperanza – una de ellas un soneto 

maravilloso – al alma, al hastío que produce el tiempo […] y sobre todo un Soneto al 

amor que por la elevación de sus ideas, la belleza de su forma y la pulcritud de su 

versificación puede enfrentarse sin peligro con los mejores de su época (1929: 57-

58).
19

 

 

Entrambasaguas had little doubt concerning the position Ramírez de Guzmán 

merited among early modern female authors, a place denied to her only by the late 

discovery of her verses: „Si la obra de Catalina Clara no hubiera permanecido inédita 

y casi desconocida hasta el presente, es indiscutible que su fama habría sobrepujado 

a la de las poetisas españolas contemporáneas suyas‟ (1929: 41). 

1.3. Post-Entrambasaguas appraisals of the poet 

The publication of the first ever edition of her poetry prompted increased 

critical interest in Ramírez de Guzmán. Nelken, for example, listed her among 

women authors who were influenced by the satirical works of Quevedo and 

highlighted the witty spontaneity of her verses: „Introduce en sus versos una 

donosura, muy siglo XVII, que parece fluir con toda naturalidad, pero que no dejaría 

de merecerle hondos desvelos‟ (1930: 134). 

                                                 
18

 „Hizo un verdadero derroche de gracia e ingenio, logrando a menudo una relación viva y llena de 

interés que nada ha perdido a través de los siglos, y constituye una muestra preeminente de la 

literatura satírica del siglo de oro‟. (1929: 53).  
19

 As we will see in Chapter 3, he was less complimentary about some of her religious poetry. 
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Not surprisingly, critics from Extremadura took it upon themselves to 

advance the cause of the region‟s „newest‟ literary figure. López Prudencio devoted 

two short sections of his Notas literarias de Extremadura (1932) to a study of her 

work, in which he stressed that, although one of many seventeenth-century women 

poets, she was among the very few to pen purely secular verse. Her artistic merit, 

according to López Prudencio, lay in her ability to evade the clutches of the two 

dominant poetic trends of the period, culteranismo and conceptismo, which had 

taken on quasi-epidemic proportions:
20

 

Escribe doña Catalina Clara en un momento en que están en plena floración el 

conceptismo y el culteranismo, las dos plagas que infectaron el campo de nuestras 

letras. Habían brotado estas orientaciones en fuentes puras y tan caudalosas, como 

genio primoroso de Góngora y poderoso de Quevedo. Pero una vegetación profusa y 

viciosa de imitaciones, secas de la sabia y lozanía original, había infestado el caudal, 

convirtiéndolo en muerto pantano. Doña Catalina Clara supo librarse, en absoluto, 

de las mismas. En toda su producción no se advierte ni el más leve síntoma del 

culteranismo que viciaba el ambiente literario; ni aun del conceptismo empalagoso 

que entenebrecía hasta los más triviales intentos, con sus retorcidas sinuosidades de 

expresión. Y tiene esto mérito si se tiene en cuenta que el tono y la inspiración de 

doña Catalina Clara, festivo y humorista preferentemente, era el que con más 

dificultad se libraba, en aquellos días de caer en la moda conceptista, casi 

absolutamente dominante en el campo de la sátira y de la ironía […] (1979b: 122). 

 

López Prudencio was taken to task the following year by Rodríguez-Moñino over his 

appreciation of Ramírez de Guzmán and another female poet, Luisa de Carvajal. For 

Rodríguez-Moñino, who was also from Extremadura, regional fervour had blinded 

him to the reality of their merits and had rendered him incapable of objective 

criticism: 

                                                 
20

 Regrettably, López Prudencio‟s study is characterised by tedious verbosity and is more of an 

attempt to reconstruct her „fisionomía espiritual‟ than a reliable analysis of her poetry. The resulting 

picture of a solitary woman plagued by sadness cannot be considered accurate given that the author 

limits himself to „evidence‟ found in a small number of melancholic poems, such as the „Romance a 

un imposible‟ and the „Soneto a la esperanza‟. The exaggerated conclusions are matched only by the 

exaggerated language in which they are expressed:  „Sobre la herida de sus renunciaciones, tiende el 

velo suave de una mansa ironía, bajo la cual palpita dolorosa y calladamente el dolor de sus 

desencantos […] De largo en largo esta tristeza brota como una lágrima, que se vierte de los ojos 

rebosantes, y a lo largo de las mejillas, se desvanece en la luz suave de una sonrisa empapada en 

renunciadora desesperanza […] El desencanto de la vida agosta, en el alma de Catalina Clara, todas 

las flores de la ilusión, y la deja como un desierto en que no queda una seroja de esperanza con que se 

pueda encender siquiera un desmedrado hogaril que conforte el yermo de su vida‟ (1979b: 121-29). 
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Un poco cegado por el ardor regional, López Prudencio ve en estas dos mediocres 

poetisas, de poco interés, salvo rarísima excepción, poco menos que dos musas 

redivivas, vertiendo en el ánfora de sus estrofas licor emotivo. No nos atrevemos – 

perdónenoslo el señor López Prudencio – a ser canéforos de ninguna de ellas en un 

banquete literario en donde esté representado algo más de la mediocridad clásica. 

Escritoras como Catalina Clara […] pueden contarse por docenas en la literatura 

española […] Lo que pasa con estas dos escritoras, que si bien no deshonran ningún 

parnaso, tampoco pueden estimarse por sobresalientes […] ninguna de ambas 

merece que por ellas se aparte de su curso lo que llama López Prudencio el río de la 

celebridad, tan alborotado, tan bullicioso. (1933b: 8-9) 

 

In the late 1950s, Arturo Gazul, a historian and author from Llerena, included 

brief general comments on Ramírez de Guzmán‟s verses in his valuable biographical 

details of the family of the poet (1959). Gazul underlined the documentary value of 

her „poesía eminentemente localista‟ and, like Nelken and others, detected a marked 

Quevedesque tone in many poems, although he stressed that she was more tempered 

in her satire and lacked the venom of the Madrid poet. Her poetry, he noted, was 

similar in some respects to that of Polo de Medina, an accurate reflection of the 

period‟s conceptista style, which she never allowed to become overly obscure or 

artificial in her writings:  

Su barroquismo está totalmente vinculado a su época. Aquellos ingeniosos 

malabarismos de palabras, aquellas metáforas mitológicas, el conceptismo de 

muchos de sus versos – si bien rehuyen lo culterano –, son como plantas, a veces 

viciosas, que nutren la corriente de la moda. Sin embargo, esta poesía, más ingeniosa 

que profunda, tiene en Catalina Clara una fluidez y una espontaneidad incluso en lo 

artificioso, de una seducción personalísima (1959: 510). 

  

For Gazul, Ramírez de Guzmán was of particular interest as one of very few 

women of her century to compose humorous and satirical verse, genres she might not 

have practised so openly had she known her poetry would be divulged outside the 

intimate circle of her friends and family: 

No debió pensar nunca que estos versos suyos, chanceros y burlones, llegaran un día 

a publicarse. La mujer española se ha puesto muy seria siempre a la hora de escribir 

para el público […] la mujer ha guardado para sus charlas, y algunas para su 

correspondencia, la vena satírica y la risa y donaire que a tantas les rebosa de su 

alma. A la literatura le han dado, en la poesía, sus penas de amor o sus cantos a la 

naturaleza, cuando no sus deliquios de divino amor. O, si en prosa, novelas 

sentimentales o dramáticas. La mujer humorista o satírica es un fenómeno aparte 

[…] De aquí que Catalina Clara sea un caso aparte. Y lo es precisamente por lo que 
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hemos dicho: porque no debió pensar que su poesía trascendiera del pequeño círculo 

de sus amistades y su familia (1959: 502). 
 

Nearly two decades later, in 1977, in a short and largely uninteresting chapter 

dedicated to Ramírez de Guzmán in his book Mujeres Extremeñas, Gutiérrez Macías 

included her, together with Pedro Cieza de León and Luis Zapata de Chaves, among 

the small number of authors who had brought literary honour to their birthplace of 

Llerena. However, his appraisal of her poetry, based entirely on opinions expressed 

by previous critics, can scarcely be considered helpful or enlightening: 

Catalina Clara dominaba el pensamiento y la rima. Hay que constatar su gran sentido 

de humor, que lo reflejó en su producción. Escribió romances, sonetos, décimas a 

todo lo habido y por haber. Y hemos de reconocer que con una intención poética y 

una finura difícilmente igualables […] La Ramírez de Guzmán es una verdadera 

conceptista. En ella se revela el pensamiento, que se le aprecia más y mejor en las 

décimas que en el soneto (1977: II. 41-43). 

 

Apart from a small number of minor references to her work,
21

 the only other 

noteworthy critical mention during the late 1970s and 1980s was the brief study by 

Pecellín Lancharro in his comprehensive Literatura en Extremadura (1980). The 

Llerena writer, he argued, deserved credit for the thematic variety of her verses, the 

elegance of her nature poems, the poignant sincerity of her moral pieces, and her 

skilful handling of a wide range of metres, particularly her accomplished use of the 

décima form.
22

 However, above all else it was her independence of mind and 

measured approach in the face of the prevailing influences that constituted the 

hallmarks of her character and shaped the direction of her poetry: 

La admiración por Catalina Clara aumenta si pensamos que apenas conoció otros 

horizontes que los de su comarca, y no obstante llegaría a adquirir cultura, 

independencia espiritual y disposición de ánimo nada frecuentes en cualquier otra 

mujer de su época. De ahí las notas que resaltan en sus poesías: 

-Cuando el rol que la sociedad de entonces parece imponer a las escritoras es el 

cultivo de los géneros religiosos o morales, la obra de Catalina es absolutamente 

profana. 

                                                 
21

 See, for example, Cuevas García (1979: 112); Raya Tellez (1979: 44); Camacho Macías (1984: 1).  
22

 Entrambasaguas drew attention to this aspect also in his edition of the poems: „en ellas logra una 

perfección digna de Lope, Góngora o Quevedo‟ (1929: 59). 
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-En lugar de una postura más o menos sumisa con el ambiente, sus composiciones 

muestran una vena satírica capaz de acercarse al sarcasmo. Del que no escapa ni la 

misma autora. 

-Cuando se podía temer que el conceptismo – cauce prometedor para su inspiración, 

irónica por excelencia – iba a constituirse en modelo absorbente para Catalina Clara, 

ésta sabe conducir su producción en esta línea, pero guardando siempre una 

admirable mesura (1980: 213-14). 

 

During the last two decades approximately, verses by Ramírez de Guzmán 

have appeared in a small number of anthologies of early modern Spanish poetry, 

particularly female-authored. Blecua included one poem, the „Soneto a un hombre 

pequeño: D. Francisco de Arévalo‟ in the second volume of his Poesía de la Edad de 

Oro (1984), giving her dates as 1611-c.1670. Two years later, Clara Janés 

reproduced three poems – „Romance pintando el invierno‟, „Retrato suyo‟ and 

„Soneto a el Temor‟ – in her anthology Las Primeras Poetisas en Lengua 

Castellana, accompanying them with incorrect references to her date and place of 

birth: „Nació en Zafra (Extremadura) a finales del siglo XVI‟ (1986: 208). A small 

number of her poems were published also in two other anthologies of women‟s 

verse: Jiménez Faro‟s Panorama Antológico de Poetisas Españolas (Siglos XV al 

XX) (1987), in which she is one of only two seventeenth-century authors to appear, 

and Navarro Pascual‟s Antología poética de escritoras de los siglos XVI y XVII 

(1989). 

In Extremadura, Teijeiro devoted a 24-page section to Ramírez de Guzmán in 

his study of poets from his home region, describing the Llerena writer and Luisa de 

Carvajal as „dos mujeres para la historia de la poesía extremeña‟ and „dos escritoras, 

dos poetisas, de gran ingenio y de extraordinaria formación cultural y espiritual‟ 

(1999: 339). However, the opportunity for a detailed evaluation of her poetry was 
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passed over and the book repeats much previous information, particularly the 

opinions expressed by Entrambasaguas and Gazul.
23

  

The appearance of a new edition of the author‟s poetry in 2004 by a publisher 

specialising in Extremadura should, perhaps, have heralded a new era of interest, 

similar to that which followed the publication of her poems in 1929. Once again, 

however, an opportunity was missed and the book, which contains many printing 

errors, merely reproduced the Entrambasaguas version of 75 years earlier, with no 

attempt to update knowledge on either her life or her work.
24

 Unsurprisingly, this 

edition has prompted little further interest and the repetition of several serious 

mistakes by Entrambasaguas, including the omission of an entire line in one 10-line 

poem (VII) and incorrect transcriptions of important words, is the clearest indication 

that Ramírez de Guzmán has still not received the attention she deserves from her 

own region. Further proof of this lack of attention can be found in a new anthology 

of Extremaduran poetry produced recently by the regional government. Although 

describing the poet as „otra mujer digna de ser rescatada en nuestro recorrido por el 

Siglo de Oro‟, the anthology contains just one poem by her (the sonnet to a woman 

friend beginning „Cuando quiero deciros lo que siento‟) and inexplicably gives her 

dates as 1611-1654 (García Quintás et al., 2007: 17).  

In contrast to this situation of relative neglect at local level, one specific field 

of research can be identified as making a significant contribution to raising the poet‟s 

profile among modern-day audiences: feminist scholarship. The boom in research on 

pre-nineteenth century women authors from Spain and Spanish America has been 

accompanied by a noticeable increase in scholarship focusing on the cultural 

                                                 
23

 In addition to repeating previous opinions, Teijeiro views virtually all the content of the poems in 

terms of their self-referentiality, failing to realise that the poet adopts different poetic voices in her 

compositions.   
24

 Catalina Clara Ramírez de Guzmán, Obras poéticas (Brenes: Muñoz Moya Editores Extremeños, 

2004). 
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production of female writers of the Golden Age, a trend which, as noted in the 

Introduction, has played an invaluable role in bringing Ramírez de Guzmán to the 

attention of a broader public over the past decade or so. 

Much of the credit for the recent upsurge in scholarly interest must go to 

Julián Olivares and Elizabeth Boyce, whose groundbreaking work Tras el espejo la 

musa escribe (1993) includes a 56-page section (153-208) on the author. The book 

has been instrumental in placing her poetry within reach of a wider readership.
25

 The 

section comprises 32 poems (including an attribution rejected by Entrambasaguas), 

accompanied by explanatory notes and a small amount of biographical detail, some 

of it erroneous: like earlier critics, Olivares and Boyce give her date of birth as 1611 

(not 1618) and estimate the year of her death as some time after 1663. Setting the 

trend for what has become almost the exclusive focus of recent critical attention, in 

the introduction to their interesting discussion of the lyric of ten women writers of 

the period the authors examine the verse portraits in which Ramírez de Guzmán 

parodies courtly-love descriptions of the beloved „dama‟ and analyse her love poems 

as examples of the accommodation, adaptation and subversion by women of male-

dominated amorous discourse. However, the useful insight offered is spoiled by 

occasional misreadings of poems in arriving at certain important conclusions.
26

 

It is probably no coincidence that, since the publication of Tras el espejo, the  

poetry of Ramírez de Guzmán has begun to feature more prominently in recent 

                                                 
25

 A number of recent anthologies, among them Aguilar Perdomo (2007), which includes three poems 

by Ramírez de Guzmán (348-51), rely on Tras el espejo as their only source of information 

concerning the poet.   
26

 For example, Boyce and Olivares argue that a poem in which the poet eulogises the beauty of her 

mother on the latter‟s birthday is of particular interest because it marks a departure from the usual 

approach to descriptions of this type: „Hay que notar que, en primer lugar, la madre de la poeta ya 

sería de una edad y estado que la apartarían del típico encomio petrarquista. Su belleza existe sin 

valoración masculina. En este poema la señora no es admirada por los hombres, sino por la 

naturaleza, a la cual ella eclipsa‟ (1993: 88). As its title and content clearly indicate, the subject of the 

poem (CXVII) is in fact Ramírez de Guzmán‟s younger sister Antonia Manuela, not her mother, and 

the argumentation is therefore flawed. 
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anthologies of female authors, among them Kaminsky‟s Water Lilies/Flores del 

Agua (1996), which offered, for the first time, English translations of some of her 

verses. In a very brief introduction, Kaminsky singles out the poems on domestic 

themes as being of particular interest:  

Catalina Clara Ramírez de Guzmán‟s domestic poems deal with themes rooted in her 

daily life and reflect the aristocratic habits and attitudes of her time. The poet 

observes and comments, sometimes acerbicly, on particular situations, providing us 

with an intimate view on her world, a world in which women are as visible as men 

[…] Her poems reveal a complicated individual, a direct and opinionated woman of 

good humor, a woman who as a careful observer of society could be both 

contemplative and critical (1996: 383-84).
27

 

 

The poet also appears in Caballé‟s 4-volume compendium of female writers 

of Spain and Latin America, La Vida escrita por las mujeres, which reproduces 14 

poems but offers little by way of critical analysis, save for a description of her verses 

as stylistically uncomplicated and typical examples of the moderate conceptismo that 

characterised satirical poetry (2004: 433-51). 

A growing presence is also detected in American academic environments,
28

 

particularly in courses and conferences organised by feminist literary circles. In 

addition, Ramírez de Guzmán has featured (although not as a monographic subject) 

in two academic theses, in the United States and New Zealand,
29

 and her love poems 

and serious and burlesque verse portraits have merited scrutiny by a small group of 

                                                 
27

 Unfortunately, of the four poems included (which are copied from Serrano y Sanz‟s Apuntes) two – 

numbers 2 and 3 – are almost certainly not by her. 
28

 The reading lists for several university courses in Spanish Studies now feature poems by Ramírez 

de Guzmán. Recent courses offered include „Early Women Writers in the Spanish Empire‟ at Stanford 

University, where three poems featured in the session entitled „Women‟s attitudes, expression and 

self-actualization‟. The University of Georgia‟s syllabus for Spanish has included poems by her as 

examples of female writings of the Golden Age, while her poetry appears also in the Spanish 

Discipline Seminar on „Sex, Love and Marriage in Golden Age Spanish Literature‟ at the University 

of Minnesota, Morris, and in the Spanish Women Authors programme offered by Grand Valley State 

University in Michigan.   
29

 Ramírez de Guzmán is one of four female poets discussed in the section dealing with women 

writers of the Baroque in Walliser‟s unpublished Ph.D thesis (1996). Walliser‟s only source for the 

poems cited is the book by Olivares and Boyce, which she incorrectly believed to be the „completa 

edición‟ of the poet‟s work (247). A small number of sonnets by her are discussed by Fox in her 

detailed study of five seventeenth century women writers (2004), which was updated and published as 

this thesis was nearing completion (2008). 
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gender perspective scholars in the former country, including Mújica (2004), 

Borrachero (2006) and Martín (2008). A measure of the increasingly prominent 

place accorded to the author among Spain‟s early modern women writers can be 

gauged from the fact that aspects of her poetry are dealt with in three essays in a new 

book on female poets of the Golden Age, which was due to appear as this thesis was 

being submitted.
30

  

It may seem somewhat anomalous that, despite the clear growth in interest in 

her work during the course of the last decade, the presence of Ramírez de Guzmán in 

the British academic community has been non-existent and, as already noted, she 

remains very much an unknown figure – a „No conocida Señora‟ – for Hispanists in 

these shores. It is hoped that this first monographic thesis on her life and work will 

stimulate interest in this under-studied Extremaduran poet and contribute to raising 

her profile here and elsewhere. The detailed exploration of Ramírez de Guzmán will 

commence with a reconstruction of the contexts in which her career unfolded, 

beginning with a biographical study of her family followed by a reconstruction of the 

literary community in her home city of Llerena, which will be the subjects of the 

next chapter. 

                                                 
30

 Among its most recent additions (2009), Tamesis Books lists a volume entitled Studies on Women’s 

Poetry of the Golden Age (ed. Julián Olivares), describing it as a „companion to Julián Olivares' and 

Elizabeth Boyce's revised anthology "Tras el espejo la musa escribe": Lírica femenina de los Siglos 

de Oro’. Regrettably, the book appeared too late to be taken into consideration in this thesis.  
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2. CONTEXTUAL CONTOURS: FAMILY AND LITERARY COMMUNITY 

As noted in the Introduction, the thorny issue of context in the reading of 

authors has been a source of considerable debate, with various critics placing 

question marks against aspects such as biographical relevance in the study of the 

works of Golden Age writers. A number of formalist theoretical approaches to 

literary studies (particularly New Criticism) which separate authors from their work, 

see text – the internal characteristics of the work itself – as the only source of 

meaning and therefore discourage the use of external evidence to explain the said 

work. However, such rigid approaches disqualify many possibly fruitful perspectives 

for understanding texts. Over and above our natural interest in authors from bygone 

eras, which encompasses not only their creations but also the lives they lived, there 

are occasions when interpretations of literary works need to take at least some 

account of the contextual contours within which they were produced. 

Particularly where poetry is consciously used by an author as a medium for 

social and personal interaction, there is good reason to look away from its intrinsic 

formal and stylistic characteristics to non-textual circumstances, including the 

contextual situation of the poem, without which an accurate reading can be difficult. 

Even an authoritative voice such as Heiple, whose seminal treatment of literary 

sincerity in Garcilaso de la Vega warns of the dangers of conflating biography and 

fiction and rewriting an artist‟s life to make it conform to his fiction, acknowledges 

that distortions of literary evaluation can arise occasionally when alienating a text 

from its extratextual points of reference and attempting to exclude social, religious 

and authorial circumstances as having any bearing on it (1994: 11-12).
1
  

                                                 
1
 See also Fox (2004: 20), who makes the point that „the activities that surround the artists clearly 

exert an influence on the words they produce‟.  Other critics who have drawn attention to the need for 
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In addition to the required examination of the dominant literary practices and 

fashions that influenced her writings, ample justification exists in the case of 

Catalina Clara Ramírez de Guzmán for close scrutiny of her more immediate 

environments: her family and the social and cultural milieus of seventeenth-century 

century Llerena, where she lived throughout her entire life. As noted earlier, the 

significance of the self-referential traces female authors left in their writings for an 

understanding of aspects of women‟s subjectivity is widely acknowledged (Cruz, 

2003: 104). Establishing whether Ramírez de Guzmán wrote in an encouraging 

literary environment, as well as an exploration of aspects such as the educational and 

socio-economic status of her family, the activities of its members, and her network 

of relationships beyond her family, are all helpful for facilitating our reading of her 

texts as artistic reflections of and observations on her social reality, a facet to which 

she accorded as much importance as she did to more universal poetic issues of her 

time, judging by the number of her poems that fall within the category of poesía de 

circunstancias or occasional verse (see Chapter 4). As will become clear in the 

course of this thesis, a substantial amount of her literary production concerns aspects 

of her existence in these milieus, which have evident implications for how her poetry 

should be read. 

Bearing in mind how little is known about this secular author, who is located 

„on the edge‟ in several respects, including geographically, a preliminary 

contextually-based historical exploration retains even greater validity as a critical 

enterprise. Situating her in the contours of her geographical and social loci on the 

margins of the Spain of the Hapsburgs assists in furthering our knowledge of the 

sensibilities and experiences arising from her creative existence outside prevalent 

                                                                                                                                          
a detailed knowledge of a wide range of contemporary contexts and issues for an understanding of 

much Golden Age poetry include Griffin et al (2008: xi).  
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literary movements and doctrines and therefore constitutes a relevant component in a 

meaningful appraisal of her work. Furthermore, a critical construction of the author 

and her work includes also her social construction, which will show a woman who 

was socially and economically independent with a considerable personal fortune. 

Many important aspects of the contexts in which Ramírez de Guzmán lived 

and wrote have still to be clarified fully. This situation, although regrettable, is 

unsurprising. At the most obvious level, we are dealing here with a female author 

who spent her long life hundreds of kilometres from the main centres of power and, 

consequently, was less exposed to the economic, political and other influences of 

larger cities and more conditioned by her day to day existence. The fact that her 

works were not published in her lifetime has almost certainly deprived us of valuable 

direct information concerning her background, her social relationships and the 

influences and motivations that led her to join the ranks of Golden Age women 

authors, given that such details were often illuminated in the introductions to printed 

works of the period. In contrast to the cases of Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz or Luisa de 

Carvajal, no surviving memoirs or correspondence contribute to a picture of her 

career and thoughts.
2
 

Still, the scant attention paid to her life by scholars during the past century 

and a half since her poetry came to light cannot fail to strike us as surprising. It is 

ironic to note that, until now, the small number of individuals who have devoted time 

to clarifying aspects of her background have manifested little or no interest in her 

                                                 
2
 In particular, the importance of Carvajal‟s writings for helping piece together her life has been 

acknowledged: „By the standards of the early modern world she left behind an astonishing quantity of 

biographical writing, with almost 180 personal letters, two thirds of which inform friends in Spain and 

the Low Countries about why she came to London and what it was like to live there […] We even 

know a lot about Luisa‟s childhood thanks to the spiritual memoirs she wrote at the behest of her 

confessors‟ (Redworth, 2008: 4).   
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literary works,
3
 while recent critical interest in her writings has largely ignored the 

biographical component and helped perpetuate many factual errors made by earlier 

critics, including Entrambasaguas in his 1929 edition of her poetry.
4
 

 The lack of attention is particularly puzzling bearing in mind, as already 

noted, the important (self)referential dimensions of Ramírez de Guzmán‟s work, 

which is replete with allusions to circumstances and events directly linked to the 

environments from which her poetic communications arose. Consequently, her 

writings cannot be dissociated from these environments. The chapter which follows 

will commence with a reconstruction of her most immediate environment, namely, 

her family, which occupies a prominent place in her verses, a significant number of 

which are addressed to or have as their subject her parents and siblings and her 

interactions with them, and are clearly intended to serve a specific poetic function.
5
 

A reconstruction also of what is known of the poet‟s own life from her writings and 

other primary sources will draw out relevant relationships which will assist with a 

more accurate reading of her poems, while serving to rectify important aspects of the 

biographical information that has accompanied studies on the author to date. The 

second part of the chapter will further situate Ramírez de Guzmán and her works 

within their contextual contours by widening the focus to consider another crucial 

aspect of her creative existence: the literary community in Llerena at the time she 

                                                 
3
 Between them, Antonio Carrasco García and Arturo Gazul, who discovered valuable documents 

relating to the Ramírez de Guzmán family during the course of their work in the Llerena archives 

several decades ago, devoted only a few pages to her poetry. Gazul‟s interest in the author arose, at 

least initially, out of his desire to trace the history of land owned by him which once formed part of 

the Ramírez estate. 
4
 Even Entrambasaguas‟s interest in the biographical aspects of the poet was a passing one, stemming 

primarily from his research into the Ramírez de Prado branch of the family, to whom he devoted 

considerably more attention (1943a, 1943b). A measure of the lack of attention paid is the inaccurate 

chronology he gives of the births of the poet and her siblings (1929: 16).  
5
 Although various references will be made here, the family poems will be discussed further in 

Chapter 4, which examines the author‟s occasional poetry. 
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was writing and the possible existence of academies and similar forums in which she 

is likely to have participated. 

2.1. THE RAMÍREZ DE GUZMÁN FAMILY 

2.1.1. Previous biographical references 

  The first biographical details of the poet came to light in 1865 when 

Barrantes published a „Relación en coplas de pie quebrado que celebró Llerena a el 

nacimiento de el Príncipe Nuestro Señor, D. Phelipe Próspero‟, noting that „es 

indudablemente obra de doña Catalina de Guzmán, autora de otra titulada El 

Extremeño, y hermana de don Lorenzo Ramírez de Prado‟ (295). The basis for this 

last assertion was the discovery of another poem by her, the „Romance a una prisión 

de su hermano Don Lorenzo Ramirez‟, which Barrantes considered a „curioso dato 

para la historia del docto sacerdote, gravísimo embajador y sesudo consejero, Don 

Lorenzo Ramírez de Prado‟ (1865: 297).
6
 

 Expanding on this belief concerning the kinship between the poet and the 

influential politician, Díaz y Pérez suggested Zafra as her birthplace, although he 

thought she probably spent long periods in Llerena, where another branch of the 

family lived (1884-88: II. 261-65). The same opinions were repeated in 1898 by 

Pérez de Guzmán, who published extracts of two poems and offered the new 

information that she was married to Francisco de Tutavilla, Duke of San Germán and 

Commander of the Spanish troops during the war with Portugal (1898: 100). At the 

turn of the twentieth century, the Zafran writer Vivas Tabero (1901: 415-19) listed 

her among famous citizens of his home town and followed Díaz y Pérez in 

suggesting that she spent much time in Llerena. 

                                                 
6
 As will be shown below, the subject of the ballad was, in fact, her own brother, also called Lorenzo. 
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 In a very brief account of her family background, Serrano y Sanz (1903-05: I. 

481-92) repeated much of the above, although he dismissed the possibility that she 

was the wife of the Duke of San Germán. In a surprising turn of events in 1923, 

Méndez Bejarano included her in his Diccionario de Escritores, Maestros y 

Oradores naturales de Sevilla y de su actual Provincia, describing her as a „dama 

sevillana que brilló en el siglo XVII por su numen en el cultivo de la poesía‟ (1923: 

265), an opinion based on his mistaken belief that she was related to Juan Ramírez 

de Guzmán, author of the Descendencia del Santo Rey Don Fernando y de los 

conquistadores de Sevilla (1652). 

 As a result of his investigations into the Ramírez de Prado family,
7
 carried 

out mainly in the Archivo Histórico Nacional (AHN) in Madrid, Entrambasagus was 

able to correct some of the erroneous information given by earlier authors. In the 

introduction to his 1929 edition of her poetry, he provided new and – it was thought 

– more accurate details concerning the poet and her family. According to 

Entrambasaguas, she was the great-niece (not the sister) of Lorenzo Ramírez de 

Prado. The eldest child of Inquisition official Francisco Ramírez Guerrero and Isabel 

de Guzmán, she was born in 1611 and spent her entire life in Llerena, where she died 

around 1670.
8
 

While corroborating to some extent the biographical details offered by 

Entrambasaguas, documents contained in the Llerena archives (which he never 

visited, relying on information supplied by his colleague, Antonio Rodríguez-

Moñino) as well as in the AHN and elsewhere contradict many of his assertions. 

Research carried out by two local historians, Arturo Gazul and Antonio Carrasco 

                                                 
7
 Entrambasaguas published nine short articles on the Ramírez de Prado family in the Revista del 

Centro de Estudios Extremeños between 1929 and 1932. The articles were subsequently merged to 

form a single publication (1943a).  
8
 Entrambasaguas included in his edition an extract from what he believed to be the baptism 

certificate of the poet, dated 16 July 1611 (1929: 63). 
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García, brought to light valuable new information, including the genuine baptism 

details of the poet and other documents contributing to a fuller picture of her life and 

family background.
9
 Detailed consideration of their findings and extensive archival 

investigation, which has helped uncover numerous unpublished documents, allow a 

much more complete picture to be offered of the writer and her family in this 

thesis.
10

 To facilitate the task of situating the members of the large family, a tree is 

provided in Appendix 4. 

2.1.2. The Parents 

Isabel Sebastiana de Guzmán, the youngest daughter of Juan de Guzmán 

and Catalina de Terrazas, was born in Llerena at the beginning of 1586.
11

 On 2 

August 1609,
12

 at the age of twenty-three, she married Francisco Ramírez Guerrero 

and dedicated the rest of her life to raising her large family, giving birth to eleven 

children in a period of eighteen years, of whom only six were to survive to 

adulthood. Unlike her mother-in-law, Beatriz Pinelo, who played an active role in 

the affairs of her family and took on several of her late husband‟s administrative 

posts, she appears to have led a life more typical of her sex at the time, playing little 

or no part in the administration of family business. She appears on only one occasion 

in the verses of her daughter, who chides her for persisting with her domestic chores 

                                                 
9
 See Gazul (1949) and (1959). Carrasco García‟s discoveries, presented to the „IX Coloquios 

Históricos de Extremadura‟ in Trujillo in 1979, were subsequently published in a chapter of his book 

La Plaza Mayor de Llerena y otros estudios (1985: 89-135). Information supplied to him by the 

present author is acknowledged on p. 112.  
10

 A comprehensive biographical study of the Ramírez de Guzmán family through four generations, 

based on detailed investigations conducted in municipal and national archives, is currently being 

prepared by the present author for publication in a regional historical journal.  
11

 A direct descendant of García Fernández, first Señor de Villargarcía and Grand Master of the Order 

of Santiago (1385-87), and linked indirectly to the Duke of Arcos, doña Isabel never allowed her 

noble lineage to be called into question. For details of friction between Isabel de Guzmán and the wife 

of Pedro de Almezquita over their respective lineages, see Entrambasaguas (1929: 66). 
12

 APG, Libro de Matrimonios 1591-1628, fol. 109. 
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even in times of poor health (poem XXIX).
13

 The date of her death is unknown 

although it must have occurred shortly before September 1661, when two of her 

daughters signed a carta de poder in which both parents are referred to as being 

deceased.
14

  

 Francisco Ramírez Guerrero was born in Fuente de Cantos in 1589. The 

only male among five siblings, he accompanied his parents to Llerena, where his 

four sisters were nuns in local convents, at the beginning of the seventeenth 

century.
15

  He was aged twenty when he married Isabel de Guzmán and the couple‟s 

first child was born early the following year.
16

 Francisco inherited his father‟s 

interest in public affairs and from 1617 onwards participated actively in the 

administration of religious and secular institutions, holding a range of positions of 

responsibility in Llerena and neighbouring towns. As the personal representative for 

many years of María Corella, Countess of La Puebla, and later as administrator of 

the noble family‟s properties in Extremadura, his name appears in numerous legal 

documents in local archives.
17

 In 1619 he succeeded his father as regidor perpetuo of 

Villa de la Reina and treasurer of the alcabalas of Fuente del Maestre, an office he 

                                                 
13

The lack of presence of the mother figure in the period‟s literature has been underlined by various 

critics, including Pfandl: „La mujer como madre era algo misterioso, de lo cual no se hablaba fuera de 

los límites del hogar. La madre […] no figura nunca como personaje en las comedias, ni es objeto de 

glorificación in la lírica‟. Quoted by Fox (2004: 83).  See also Vigil (1986: 126). 
14

 AHM, Protocolo de Juan de Aguilar, 1661-65, fol. 83r. 
15

 By 1605 the family was well established in Llerena. Francisco‟s father, Antonio Núñez Ramírez, 

was appointed contador del Santo Oficio and in 1607 he and his wife bought two houses in Llerena: 

one in the Puerta Nueva and another in the „plaça publica debaxo del portal de la carcel‟. The former 

was one of the most splendid homes in the town and was valued half a century later at 10,000 ducats. 

To consolidate the family‟s social status, in 1616 Núñez applied for the lower nobility title of 

hijodalgo notorio for himself and his son. According to Vassberg (1984: 92-93), hidalgo status was 

much less common (a mere 1%) in the south of the country compared to the north. The granting of the 

title is recorded in AHM, Libro de Toma de Razón desde 1613, „Tabla de los Hijos de algo que 

Llerena tiene admitidos‟, no. 43.  
16

 Isabel was probably already expecting her first child when she married since a daughter, Beatriz 

Escolástica, was baptised almost exactly seven months later. Suggestions of a marriage of expediency 

would appear to be reinforced by the fact that Francisco was a few years younger than his wife and 

from a family of lesser lineage. 
17

 The family had a long association with the nobles, who are the subject of a décima by Ramírez de 

Guzmán (XCIX). Francisco‟s father-in-law was the chief representative of the Count of La Puebla, 

Alonso de Cárdenas, who was godfather to Francisco‟s second son, Juan, born in 1619.   
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held for more than twenty years. He was frequently absent from home, spending 

long periods in Madrid in connection with his many posts and as Llerena‟s 

representative in important hearings.
18

 His absences are recorded in a number of 

poems by his poet daughter (XII, XL, LXXXIX, XCV). 

Keen to increase his standing in the community, Francisco successfully 

lobbied for appointment as one of Llerena‟s eight regidores for a one-year term in 

1628 and the following year secured the position of regidor perpetuo on payment of 

2000 ducats to the Royal Treasury, although only after an appeal to the Supreme 

Council against the decision by his council enemies to exclude him initially. His 

reputation as a competent administrator led to his appointment in 1634 as the 

financial representative of Fabio Centurión, Marquis of Monesterio.
19

 The efficient 

manner in which his mother handled the running of the family properties enabled 

him to dedicate himself almost exclusively to public affairs but from 1641 (the date 

of her will) onwards he assumed this responsibility also and in subsequent years 

signed various rental agreements for houses owned by the family in Calle del 

Capellán Mayor, Calle de las Armas and the town‟s main square. In the case of the 

last of these, he took care to insert a clause reserving the balconies and high windows 

at the front of the house for personal use during local fiestas.  

An army officer also, Francisco Ramírez enjoyed the privilege of a semi-

permanent command of a Company assigned to the garrison.
20

 Despite the assertion 

                                                 
18

 In April 1622, for example, he was sent to represent the town in a dispute with members of the 

Inquisition tribunal over seating privileges in the Iglesia Mayor during religious ceremonies. See 

AHM, Libro de Toma de Razón desde 1613, fol. 238r. 
19

 Another member of the Centurión family, Adám (Marquis of Estepa), is the subject of poem 

XXXIII by Ramírez de Guzmán, in which she expresses her hope that he is elevated to Grandee status 

by Philip IV. 
20

 Following a warning from Madrid concerning a possible attack by Portuguese rebels, Francisco and 

fellow-officers were ordered to inspect the local militia: „y se avise para ello y haga notoria la dicha 

cedula real a los capitanes D. Francisco Ramírez Guerrero […] para que asistan con ella y prevengan 

lo necesario […] visitando las armas de los soldados, para si faltan alguna o algunos soldados‟. AHM, 

Libro de Acuerdos, 1628-32, fol. 234r. 
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by Entrambasaguas that he was an official of the Inquisition in Llerena, no evidence 

exists to support this claim. His name does not appear in the monthly accounts of 

payments to the members of the tribunal that sat in the town and no reference is 

made to him as an official during the investigations carried out by the Inquisition 

following applications by Lorenzo Ramírez de Prado (1625) and by Francisco‟s two 

sons (1642) for posts as familiares.
21

 Had he held such a privileged position it is 

unlikely he would have omitted to include the title among the many by which he 

liked to refer to himself in public documents. 

 There can be no doubt that Ramírez was a prominent and highly influential 

member of the community in Llerena during the first half of the seventeenth century. 

A close friend of aristocrats, including the Duke of San Germán, who is the subject 

of a eulogy in verse by his daughter (poem CXIII, discussed in Chapter 4), he 

maintained excellent relations also with high-ranking local authorities: Diego de 

Leyna, the provincial governor, acted as a witness to his marriage in 1609, while 

Francisco Ramírez de Haro, a governor of Llerena, was a regular visitor to the family 

home during the 1640s.
22

 

 Close ties were maintained also with the illustrious Ramírez de Prado branch 

of the family. In January 1625, Lorenzo – a prominent member of Philip IV‟s 

Council – appointed Francisco as his representative in all matters relating to his 

application for admission as a familiar of the Inquisition.
23

 His brother Alonso, an 

                                                 
21

 The social importance of this junior Inquisition rank is referred to in note 28 below.  
22

 According to a visiting Inquisitor, the latter showed favouritism towards the Ramírez de Guzmán 

brothers at the time of their application for Inquisition posts: „El gov[ernad]or de esta ciu[da]d […] 

favorece a los pretend[ien]tes con exceso hallandose en su casa con muchas cenas y solfeando con sus 

herm[an]as a el brasero‟ (AHN, Inquisición, Legajo 2727, „Carta de Lorenzo Gutiérrez‟, 24 December 

1642).  
23

  AHN, Inquisición, Legajo 1515, Expediente 3: „Inform[aci]on de la limp[iez]a de don lorenzo 

Ramirez de Prado‟, fol. 7r. 
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influential judge in the Royal Chancellery of Granada,
24

 represented Francisco‟s 

interests on a number of occasions in proceedings before the court, while another 

brother, Marcos (Bishop of Michoacán in Mexico), regularly sent money from the 

New World to his relatives in Llerena.
25

  

 A stubborn and self-confident man, Francisco was unafraid to take a stand 

against those who wronged him, be they influential officials or members of the 

nobility. He brought proceedings against the town governor, Pedro González de 

Villoslada, in February 1630, when the latter blocked his request for a Crown 

investigator to be sent to look into the council accounts, and again on 21 April of the 

same year, when he was imprisoned by González after a heated argument concerning 

the administration of the alcabalas of Fuente del Maestre.
26

 In 1647, Francisco took 

Antonio de Mendoza Híjar, Marquis of the Dragón de San Miguel, to court for 

damage he caused to the wall of the Ramírez family chapel in the Iglesia Mayor, an 

incident recorded by his poet daughter in the form of witty redondillas (CII).
27

 

 It was inevitable that such an outspoken member of the community should 

create enemies for himself. Reference has already been made to the unsuccessful 

attempt to exclude Ramírez from the list of Llerena‟s new regidores perpetuos. 

However, the most prolonged campaign directed against him was not mounted until 

the last years of his life and arose out of the application by his two sons to be 

admitted as familiares of the Inquisition.
28

 The brothers submitted their applications 

                                                 
24

 Alonso is cited by Elliott as an example of hugely wealthy royal officials of the early seventeenth 

century, with a personal fortune in excess of one million escudos (2002: 317-18). 
25

 On 30 March 1642 Francisco authorised Alonso to take delivery of „mil pesos de plata que el 

yl[ustrí]s[i]mo S[eño]r don fr[ay] marcos Ramirez de Prado Obispo de mechoacan ynbia […] a la 

d[ic]ha doña beatriz ramirez de guzman‟. Although Beatriz was aged twenty-six, Francisco refers to 

himself as „padre y leg[íti]mo adm[inistrad]or de la d[ic]ha mi hija‟, AHM, Protocolo de Juan 

Pompa, 1642, fol. 656v.  
26

 AHM, Libro de Acuerdos, 1628-32, fols. 127r and 181v. 
27

 For details of the dispute, see AHM, Protocolo de Cristóbal de Aguilar, 1647, fol. 46r.  
28

 The social prestige of the unpaid position would have appealed greatly to the brothers, particularly 

since a ceiling had been placed on the number of familiars (25) to which the Llerena tribunal was 
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to the Supreme Council early in 1642 and few problems were envisaged given that 

their grandfather had served as a contador of the Inquisition in Llerena and their 

great-uncle Lorenzo Ramírez de Prado had been admitted nearly twenty years 

earlier. Nonetheless, certain tribunal members were determined to ensure that the 

application failed and that the family name was tarnished for ever. Lorenzo 

Gutiérrez, a visiting Inquisitor, informed the Supreme Council of opinions 

concerning the Ramírez family expressed by various locals, including one who 

allegedly remarked ten years before that he was „admirado de la vanidad de este 

judio‟, a comment so widely remembered in Llerena that „hasta los niños lo saben‟. 

Gutiérrez reported that he had also heard the family referred to as being „judios de 

los quatro costados‟.
29

 

 A particularly vicious campaign was mounted to blacken the name of one of 

the family‟s closest friends, Inquisition notary Juan de Liaño, who was accused of 

disclosing details of secret tribunal deliberations to Francisco. One particular 

allegation made against Liaño was to result in a protracted investigation by the 

Supreme Council: his enemies explicitly stated that his support for the brothers‟ 

applications stemmed from his secret marriage to their elder sister, Beatriz. Liaño, it 

was alleged, had not obtained permission from the Supreme Council or even the 

mandatory marriage licence to wed Beatriz, who was said to be expecting his child. 

Furthermore, he had not dared draw up the required proof of his intended bride‟s 

                                                                                                                                          
entitled. For a detailed account of the origins and role of familiars and other subordinate personnel of 

the Holy Office, see Pérez (2006: 117-26). The Inquisition section of the AHN in Madrid contains the 

correspondence relating to the application between the Llerena tribunal and the Supreme Council. The 

letters provide fascinating insight into Francisco Ramírez‟s influence and the enmity he generated, not 

to mention the bitter rivalries that characterised political life in Llerena. 
29

 AHN Inquisición, Legajo 2727, „Cartas, esped[ient]es y memor[ial]es del año de 1642 (Llerena)‟, 

„Carta de Lorenzo Gutiérrez‟, 24 December. Llerena had a substantial converso community at the 

time (over one hundred Jewish families chose to convert rather than be expelled from the town in 

1492). It is possible that the family‟s persistent efforts to raise its social standing might reflect a desire 

to rid itself of converso origins. However, it is worth noting that the accusations were directed at 

Francisco‟s side of the family, which was not originally from Llerena.  
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limpieza de sangre because of fears that the lack of pure blood in her family would 

not only lead to the rejection of his request for permission to marry but would almost 

certainly result in his removal from office. For these reasons, according to his 

accusers, he took steps to have all potentially incriminating documents removed 

from the Inquisition archives.
30

  

 Other steps were taken to blacken the name of Francisco Ramírez, his family 

and his known allies. Secret plans were made to put his four daughters on public trial 

in 1644 for crimes against the faith although the proposal failed to obtain the 

unanimous support of the tribunal.
31

 Attempts were made also to exclude from the 

list of investigating officials any person known to support the applicants.
32

 One 

further accusation was levelled at Francisco during this vindictive campaign: 

Francisco Díaz de Cabrera requested that no important correspondence be sent via 

the normal channels since Ramírez and his alleged son-in-law had full control of the 

postal system and inspected all mail on arrival in Llerena. 

 While it would be foolish to accept as gospel these and other allegations, it 

cannot be denied that there was at least some foundation to the accusations that 

Francisco attempted to influence the outcome of the inquiries into his sons‟ 

applications. He enlisted the help of his cousin, Pedro de Cuéllar, and of Cristóbal 

Reyes, an Inquisition notary, to ensure an abundance of sympathetic witnesses for 

                                                 
30

 Ibid., „Carta de Pedro de Llarena Bracamonte‟, 29 September. Over two years were spent 

investigating the allegations, although for some unknown reason no reference is made to the marriage 

after July 1644 and it is possible the accusations were dismissed, given that other inquiries into the 

brothers‟ background continued after that date. However, no record exists of the brothers‟ 

appointment as familiars. 
31

 AHN, Inquisición, Legajo 2728 (Caja 1), „Cartas, esped[ient]es y memor[ial]es del año de 1643 y 

1644 (Llerena)‟, „Carta de Cristóbal Serrano‟, 8 September 1644. 
32

 One tribunal member, Juan de Montejo, was singled out for criticism of bias: „se halla tan 

empeñado con ellos […] porque D. Fran[ci]sco Ramirez lo regala, y a su muger la traen en el coche y 

la convidan a las fiestas de toros y otros festines con esperança de que el Inq[uisid]or Campo Mendez 

lo [h]a de nombrar por informante‟ (AHN, Inquisición, Legajo 2727, „Carta de Pedro de Llarena 

Bracamonte‟, 29 September 1642). 
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examination in Fuente de Cantos, even though he was aware that his intervention 

would leave him open to charges of manipulation.
33

 

 What emerges from the Llerena and AHN archives is a picture of an 

extremely influential individual who was disliked by many of his local government 

colleagues due to his outspoken character and his refusal to side with them on certain 

administrative issues. His close contacts with prominent politicians, powerful judges 

and members of the nobility were a source of resentment and jealousy. There appears 

to have been no middle ground in Llerena: people either supported him fully or sided 

with the sizeable group of his declared opponents. The city was divided into two 

almost warring factions and the opinion voiced by one of the Inquisition 

investigators appointed to deal with the application by the Ramírez de Guzmán 

brothers is all too revealing: „hallamos esta ciudad diuidida en bandas sobre este 

negocio y mirandonos todos a las manos y siendo opuestas las parcialidades no ha de 

ser muy facil conseguir la satisfaccion de entrambas‟.
34

 

 On 27 August 1649, seriously ill in bed, Francisco Ramírez dictated his last 

will and testament. He appointed his wife and two sons as his executors and 

bequeathed his possessions to his surviving children in equal portions. The gravity of 

his illness prevented him from signing the document with more than an illegible 

scrawl, which had to be supported by a sworn declaration from the officiating scribe 

that it was the signature of the dying man.
35

 

                                                 
33

 As he wrote in a letter dated 29 November 1645, „estas cosas no son p[ar]a escribirlas sino habladas 

y podria venirme gran riesgo de que se supiese que yo daua estas advertencias, y pues V.M. es 

ministro las sabra callar y obrar‟. AHN, Inquisición, Legajo 2729 (Caja 2), „Cartas, esped[ient]es y 

memor[ial]es del año de 1645 y 1646 (Llerena)‟. 
34

 AHN, Inquisición, Legajo 2728 (Caja 1), „Carta de Francisco de Cea‟, 30 June 1644. 
35

 AHM, Protocolo de Gaspar Díaz de Aguilar, 1649, fol. 517r. 
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2.1.3. The Siblings  

As stated earlier, of the eleven children born to the marriage of Francisco 

Ramírez Guerrero and Isabel de Guzmán during a period of eighteen years, only six 

survived to adulthood.
36

 As historians have shown, such a high mortality rate was 

not uncommon in the seventeenth century.
37

 The first-born child was baptised on 11 

March 1610 in the parish church of Nuestra Señora de La Granada and, as dictated 

by tradition, was named Beatriz Escolástica, after her paternal grandmother.
38

 She 

was confirmed on 15 April 1613 but died some time before April 1616, when her 

name was given to another daughter (see below). A second daughter, Catalina, was 

born in the summer of 1611. Named after her maternal grandmother, it was this child 

whom Entrambasaguas mistakenly believed to be the author of the collection of 

poems he published in 1929. She was baptised on 16 July 1611 but did not survive 

long enough to take part in the confirmation ceremony of April 1613. 

 The first male child, Mateo Antonio, was born in 1612. To the relief of his 

parents he came through the early months of life and was confirmed along with his 

elder sister, Beatriz Escolástica. On 23 October 1619, he acted as godfather to a 

younger brother, Pedro, a role he performed again at the baptism of a third male 

child (Miguel) almost two years later, in 1621. From this date onwards, however, no 

further mention of the young boy is to be found and it has to be assumed that he died 

soon after. 

                                                 
36

 References are found in the verses of Ramírez de Guzmán to just five brothers and sisters: Beatriz, 

Pedro, Lorenzo, Antonia Manuela and Ana Rosalea (Appendix 4). 
37

 „Survival was the first great human trial in pre-industrial Europe. Highest child mortality was in the 

first five years of life. About 40 per cent of children died before the age of ten; over 54 per cent died 

before they were twenty […] These appalling figures were normal […] They make it possible to say, 

for Spain, as for Beauvais in France in the same period, that two live births were necessary to produce 

one adult life‟ (Kamen, 1980: 41). Among the examples typical of the period, Kamen cites the case of 

Lorenzo Sánchez de Páramo, who fathered eleven children, six of whom died before reaching the age 

of three. 
38

 As noted above, this first child was probably conceived before her parents‟ marriage since it is 

unlikely she would have survived even the first year of life had she been born more than two months 

prematurely. 
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 The spring of 1614 saw the arrival of a second boy, Juan, who was baptised 

on 19 April. He reached the age of seventeen since his name was put forward in 

1631 for the position of Alcalde de la hermandad por el estado de hijosdalgo, the 

same post held by his paternal grandfather over a decade earlier.
39

 By 1641, 

however, he was no longer alive given that he is not mentioned by his grandmother 

in her will and the family entail passed to a younger brother. Moreover, the absence 

of any reference to Juan in his sister‟s poetry would indicate that had died by the 

time she began to show an interest in writing and hence it is likely his death occurred 

some time in the 1630s. 

 The first child we can be certain survived beyond adolescence was baptised 

on 23 April 1616.
40

 The arrival of this third girl afforded her parents the opportunity 

to perpetuate the memory of their first-born daughter and she was given the name 

Beatriz María. The „Tisbe‟ of her sister‟s poetry (XXII, CIV), she lived with her 

siblings in the family home for most of her life.
41

 She remained single until, aged 

forty-eight, she married Alvaro de Hinestrosa y Cabrera, the son of her godfather 

Juan de Hinestrosa. Their marriage took place on 24 February 1664 but was short-

lived.
42

 The childless widow survived her husband for at least two and a half years, 

since she was present at the division of the family estate on 19 September 1666. Her 

death must have occurred before 1674, the year in which the houses allotted to her in 

the division were rented by her sister Catalina Clara to a local businessman (see 

below). 

                                                 
39

 AHM, Libro de Acuerdos, 1628-32, fol. 185r. 
40

 From information contained in a poem by Ramírez de Guzmán (CIV), this daughter was almost 

certainly born at the end of July (1615) and the delay in baptising her is surprising, given the number 

of early deaths among the couple‟s first children.   
41

 As stated above, Beatriz was linked romantically with Inquisition notary Juan de Liaño and it was 

alleged that the couple had secretly married without the mandatory licence.   
42

 A note at the side of the entry in the church register indicates that her husband did not survive long 

enough for the velaciones, the second part of the ceremony after the desposorio („Murio d[ic]ho D. 

Alvaro y no se velaron‟), suggesting he was probably seriously ill at the time. APG, Libro de 

Matrimonios 1641-1674, fol. 265r. 
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 Pedro Antonio Ramírez de Guzmán („Píramo‟) was born in the autumn of 

1619. Not surprisingly, given that he succeeded his elder brother in the family entail 

and became head of the family on the death of his father, his progress is easier to 

chart through the archives in Llerena and elsewhere. Like his father, he was an army 

officer (he is referred to in various documents as a „Cap[it]an de Ynfanteria‟),
43

 

occasionally assuming command of don Francisco‟s troops when the latter was ill. 

On the basis of a sonnet written by his sister (XCVII), Entrambasaguas wrongly 

concluded that Pedro probably died at the Battle of Rocroi in 1643. This was far 

from the case, however, and his name appears up to August 1686 in many documents 

located by the present author in municipal and other archives.  

 Pedro was frequently absent from Llerena and on several occasions is 

referred to as residing in other parts of the country.
44

 His absences, like those of his 

father, are recorded in a number of poems (XLI, XLIII, XLIX, LII) by his sister 

Catalina Clara, to whom he was particularly close. In keeping with family tradition, 

he participated actively in public administration and although he did not inherit his 

father‟s posts he figures prominently in the protocols in other capacities.
45

 In the 

mid-1660s he was appointed juez administrador de los R[eal]es servicios de 

millones y rentas R[eal]es de la V[ill]a de Lugo y su partido por su Mag[esta]d‟,
 46

 a 

Crown post which entailed frequent visits to the northern territories and would 

explain his absence from the division of the family estate in 1666.  In 1669 he was 

appointed administrador general de los puertos secos, with responsibility for 

                                                 
43

 See, for example, AHN, Órdenes Militares (Santiago), Expediente 392, fol. 21v. 
44

 A letter of 5 March 1648 authorising him to represent his father in a case before the Royal 

Chancellery of Granada states that Pedro lived in the city (AHM, Protocolo de Cristóbal de Aguilar, 

1648, fol. 133r). In November 1674 he was living in Madrid, according to information contained in a 

carta de poder authorising him to represent his sister Antonia Manuela in a fiscal dispute. 
45

 In 1650 he is referred to as juez particular para la venta y arrendamiento de los estancos de 

aguardientes de la ciudad de Llerena y su partido and depositario del arca de tres llaves de centenas. 

AHM, Protocolo de Gaspar Díaz de Aguilar, 1650, fol. 85r. He was also the financial representative 

of the Dominican monks in Llerena for many years. 
46

 AHM, Protocolo de Gaspar Díaz de Aguilar, 1665 (julio a diciembre), fol. 920r. 
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overseeing the collection of excise duties at Castile‟s land borders
47

 and a decade 

later took up the post of lieutenant to the governor of the Order of Santiago‟s 

Province of León (of which Llerena was an administrative capital), representing him 

at meetings of Llerena council and presiding over civil proceedings brought before 

the governor‟s office. 

However, he held his privileged post for just seven years since ailing health 

prevented him from attending council meetings after 14 August 1686. Strangely, the 

death of such an important official is not recorded in the minutes of later council 

sessions and this, along with the absence of Pedro‟s will from the protocols, prevents 

us from establishing an exact date for his death, although we can assume that it took 

place in the winter of 1686. Despite his influential position in the community and by 

no means insignificant wealth, Pedro remained a bachelor and, when in Llerena, 

resided with his sisters in the family home.  

A fourth boy, Miguel, was born in the autumn of 1621 but once again his 

parents were to mourn the loss of a child given that he died before the age of three 

and was not confirmed in the ceremony of spring 1624. Another son – Lorenzo, the 

„Lauro‟ of his sister‟s verses – was born in 1622. The ninth member of the family, he 

was destined to live a long and incident-full life. More academically-minded than 

Pedro, Lorenzo planned to follow a university career in Salamanca and to finance his 

education his father arranged for the transfer to his son of income earned from the 

family vineyard in Pallares (Montemolín), a rural retreat popular with Llerena‟s 

upper classes.
48

  

                                                 
47

 AHM, Protocolo de Gaspar Díaz de Aguilar, 1669 (enero a junio), fol. 545r. 
48

 For the document transferring the income to him, see AHM, Protocolo de Agustín Rodríguez, 1636, 

fol. 361r. A popular saying still survives in Llerena that, to be considered important, one had to have 

„un balcón en Semana Santa, un palco en los toros y una casa en Pallares‟. Other famous residents of 

Llerena with country retreats in Pallares included Zurbarán (Acosta Naranjo, 2002: 263). As will be 

seen later, Pallares held particular importance for Catalina Clara Ramírez de Guzmán.   
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 Lorenzo later took minor religious vows and inherited the family 

chaplaincies, although he can by no means be considered an exemplary clergyman: 

his refusal to obey his superiors and cut his long hair led to a brief spell behind bars, 

not to mention a scolding in verse from his poet sister: „Y súfreme que te riña / que 

será fuerça el hacerlo / cuando la reprehension / me ha venido tan a pelo‟ (CXI, 25-

28). For Entrambasaguas, Lorenzo „debió de ser uno de aquellos clérigos a medio 

ordenar, que tanto abundaban en el siglo de Lope de Vega, más amigos de amores 

que de disciplina‟ (1929: 22). Various references to his romantic inclinations are 

found in the verses of his sister. He attempted to conceal from his family his secret 

courting of a local „pastelera‟ (XLVII)
49

 and was also amorously linked with 

Aminta, one of his sister‟s friends (LXXVII). 

 In 1642, as noted above, Lorenzo and Pedro applied to become familiars of 

the Inquisition, but the opposition of several influential Inquisition and local 

government figures ensured that the progress of the application was delayed for 

several years. Surprisingly, perhaps, the attacks made on the family during the period 

did not include personal accusations levelled at Lorenzo for his lack of discipline or 

his reputation as something of a „galán‟. Not long after, in 1648, Lorenzo was at the 

centre of a major scandal in Llerena when, as a result of an amorous affair with a 

family servant, he fathered an illegitimate child, who was immediately entrusted to 

the care of a local priest.
50

 A speedy marriage was arranged by his father for the 

maid „con fulano abril‟ from a neighbouring town. On 11 March 1650, Lorenzo drew 

                                                 
49

 A witty warning in the poem („no te eche en algún pastel / pues te tiene tan picado‟, 9-10) recalls 

poetic satires of the day directed at pastry-makers (see Chapter 6).  
50

 AHN, Consejo de Castilla, Legajo 33822, „Declaración de Pedro Salcedo Ponce de León‟, fol. 13r-

13v: „Don Lorenzo Ramirez de Guzman el qual siendo soltero tubo por su hijo natural en Venitta 

Maria que tanvien era soltera al d[ic]ho Don Manuel Ramirez que le presenta en ocasion de que la 

d[ic]ha Venitta estava sirviendo en casa de Don Francisco Ramirez Guerrero padre del d[ic]ho Don 

Lorenzo Ramirez y el d[ic]ho Don Manuel se crio por quenta de d[ic]ho Don Lorenzo en las casas de 

Don Juan del Castillo Capillan Mayor que fue de la capilla del Señor San Ju[an] Bautista de esta 

ciu[da]d‟. 
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up a carta de poder authorising his mother and elder brother (his father had died the 

previous year) to take charge of all his possessions in Spain
51

 and departed soon after 

for Guatemala to take up a church post, probably aided by his great-uncle, the 

Bishop of Michoacán. He married Elvira de Aguilar and remained in the service of 

the church in Guatemala for over three decades, although like his father and elder 

brother he held public office also.
52

 The date of his death is unknown but it must 

have occurred between 1685 and 1697.  

 Antonia Manuela – the last but one of the Ramírez de Guzmán children and 

the „Antandra‟ of her sister‟s verses (XXVIII, CXVII) – was born on 28 May 1625 

and lived much of her early life in the company of her widowed grandmother, 

Beatriz Pinelo, who rewarded her grandchild in 1636 by granting her a bequest of 

4000 ducats to help the young girl marry or enter a convent.
53

 Antonia Manuela 

never married despite her substantial wealth (which was increased by more than 

43,000 reales in 1666 when the family estate was divided up among the siblings) and 

her beauty, if a verse portrait composed by her sister (XXVIII) is to be in any way 

believed. Like her grandmother, she also brought a young relative (a cousin from 

Zafra called María de Mendoza) to live with her in her final years. Her last will and 

testament, in which she refers to herself as the only surviving member of the family, 

is dated 25 February 1697, although she did not die until 4 February 1706, aged 

eighty.
54
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 AHM, Protocolo de Cristóbal de Aguilar, 1650, fols. 174r-175r. 
52

 He is listed as alcalde ordinario del ayuntamiento de la ciudad de Guatemala in 1674 (Fuentes y 

Guzmán, 1883: 193) and later in 1679 as governor of the province of Comayagua in neighbouring 

Honduras (Durón y Gamero, 1904: 243). 
53

 AHM, Protocolo de Agustín Rodríguez, 1636 (enero a junio), fol. 814r. 
54

 The will was mistakenly inserted in a later protocol (AHM, Protocolo de Agustín Bustamante, 

1706, fols. 56r-63r). Documents discovered by the present author reveal that its opening triggered an 

acrimonious legal battle given that Antonia Manuela designated as her sole heirs the family of María 

de Mendoza, excluding her brother Lorenzo‟s illegitimate son, Manuel, despite the fact that, like her 

brother and sisters, she had treated him as her nephew, even appointing him as the family chaplain in 

1688. The dispute was resolved in Manuel‟s favour and he was granted possession of the family 
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 The youngest of the eleven children, Ana Rosalea (the „Anarda‟ of Catalina 

Clara‟s poems: III, XXIII, LXXIX, CXIV, CXVI), was born on 27 January 1628. 

Very little is known about her early life, which was spent in the family home in Calle 

de la Puerta Nueva. In November 1661, aged thirty-three, she married don García 

Alonso de Villalobos, abogado de los Reales Consejos, by proxy at a private altar in 

the house of Catalina Zambrano, the widow of the wealthy Knight of Santiago, 

Pedro de Cárdenas,
55

 and left Llerena shortly afterwards to join her husband in his 

home town of Úbeda (Jaén). Despite the wishes expressed by Catalina Clara in a 

short piece penned in celebration of her sister‟s wedding – „Dilátese su progenie / en 

tan bella sucesión / que eternice su memoria / que es fortuna mayor‟ (LXXIX, 21-24) 

– the couple produced no children or at least none survived long enough to inherit 

the family fortune. The date of her death is unknown but she was no longer alive in 

1697 when her sister Antonia Manuela drew up her will.  

2.1.4. Catalina Clara Ramírez de Guzmán  

The paucity of details concerning the life of Ramírez de Guzmán constitutes a 

formidable hurdle in any endeavour to piece together her biography.
56

 As a woman 

in seventeenth-century Spain, she figures little in the male-dominated protocols and 

other public records. A provincial writer who, as far as is known, rarely moved 

beyond the confines of Llerena and its surrounding area, she does not feature in the 

journalistic Avisos of the day by Jerónimo de Barrionuevo or José Pellicer. 

Fortunately, as part of a large and prominent family and daughter of one of the most 

influential (although not always popular) citizens of her home city, she was not 

                                                                                                                                          
homes and other properties on 11 September 1706. The documents submitted by Manuel in support of 

his inheritance claim are contained in AHN, Consejo de Castilla, Legajo 33822 („Autos de posesión 

del vínculo y mayorazgo que fundó Doña Beatriz Guerrero‟), fols. 7-75. 
55

 APG, Libro de Matrimonios 1641-1674, fol. 238v. 
56

 As stated in the Introduction to this thesis, a plaque below a bust of the poet erected a few years ago 

in her native Llerena incorrectly gives the year of her death as 1654.    
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doomed to the total historical oblivion suffered by many women writers of her era. 

Even with the little information we possess, we probably know more about her 

background than we do about several of her renowned contemporaries, including 

Mariana de Carvajal and Ana Abarca de Bolea.  

Contrary to the assertions of Entrambasaguas and others, the poet was born not 

in 1611 but seven years later in 1618. Neither was she the eldest of the Ramírez de 

Guzmán children. She was the sixth born, although only the second to survive to 

adulthood. She was baptised by Juan de Valencia Guerra, parish priest of Llerena‟s 

Iglesia Mayor, on 18 August 1618. As already noted, she was given the name of an 

elder sister who had died during infancy, in order to perpetuate this sibling‟s name 

and that of her maternal grandmother, Catalina de Terrazas y Vera y Aragón. She 

was confirmed almost six years later on 15 April 1624 with her brother Pedro and 

sister Beatriz. 

 Despite the reservations expressed by Astrana Marín,
57

 it can be assumed 

that, as members of an affluent upper class family in an important provincial centre, 

she and her siblings would have received a high standard of education. Llerena‟s 

growing importance in previous decades, culminating in the granting of its city 

charter by Philip IV in 1641, attracted numerous aspiring middle and upper class 

families, as well as large numbers of letrados, licenciados and escribanos keen to 

pursue careers in public affairs. Its enviable geographical location close to the border 

with Seville, the country‟s new economic centre on account of its monopoly of trade 

with the New World, and its excellent pastures and thriving market made it an 

obvious choice also for merchants and farmers. An important military garrison, it 

hosted a large contingent of army officers and was the occasional residence of the 
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 „Es muy raro que en Llerena adquiriese doña Catalina Clara la cultura sólida, el gusto exquisito y la 

delicadeza finamente cortesana que muestra en sus composiciones poéticas‟ (cited in Gazul, 1949: 4). 
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aristocratic commanders of the region‟s forces, a role which was to increase 

considerably after the outbreak of the war with Portugal in 1640.
58

 Llerena‟s 

ecclesiastical and administrative importance was unquestionable: home since 1485 to 

the third largest of the Inquisition‟s tribunals in Castile, its jurisdiction covered over 

five hundred towns and an area of more than 40,000 km
2
.
59

 Moreover, its numerous 

convents and monasteries ensured the presence of large numbers of learned 

clergymen. It was also the capital of the Order of San Marcos de León and, after 

Mérida, the chief administrative centre of the military orders of Santiago and 

Alcántara in the region. With a population of around 10,000 and a buoyant economy, 

it offered healthy career prospects for the new breed of middle-class bureaucrats who 

were making their presence felt strongly in Spanish society. 

Llerena‟s thriving artistic community encouraged painters and sculptors to set 

up workshops in the town, which was within relatively easy reach of the flourishing 

Seville market.
60

 In 1617, the young Francisco de Zurbarán, who was born in nearby 

Fuente de Cantos in 1598, moved to the town from Seville, where he had served an 

apprenticeship, and remained for over a decade until his return to the Andalusian 

capital in 1629, although he maintained close personal and professional contact with 

Llerena for many years after his departure.
61

 Shortly after arriving he was 

commissioned by the council, whose members included Ramírez de Guzmán‟s 

                                                 
58

 Poem XCII by Ramírez de Guzmán refers to the requisitioning of horses in Llerena by the Army for 

the war effort. The town‟s military importance in the late sixteenth-century is reflected in Calderón‟s 

El Alcalde de Zalamea (Act I, Scene II), in which the Captain and his troops are ordered to await in 

Zalamea the arrival of their general, Don Lope, from Llerena with the rest of the company.  
59

 The Llerena tribunal was, along with Toledo, one of the earliest to be created in the country, just 

three years after the first permanent tribunal was set up in Seville. Numerous autos de fe staged in 

Llerena during the late sixteenth and early part of the seventeenth century are recorded in various 

legajos of the Inquisition section of the AHN. A poem (XXX) by Ramírez de Guzmán concerning an 

official visit by an Inquisitor and his tiresome secretary is discussed in Chapter 4. 
60

 For a detailed account of Llerena‟s artistic community in the late sixteenth century see Carrasco 

García (1982). 
61

 Zurbarán‟s time in Llerena is dealt with in the following works: Caturla (1948), Gazul (1948), Lepe 

de la Cámara (1964) and Martín Burgueño (2004).  
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grandfather, to design a fountain for the main square as part of a costly new 

municipal water supply system. Recent research suggests that another famous artist, 

Francisco Pacheco, also spent time in Llerena in the early part of the century to paint 

the ceilings of the convent and church of Santa Clara (Ruiz Banderas, 2008). Llerena 

was also proud of its literary heritage as the birthplace of renowned authors such as 

Luis Zapata de Chaves, the soldier and historian Pedro Cieza de León, and the 

learned doctor Juan Soropán de Rieros, whose Medicina española en proverbios was 

published in 1616. The evidence points, therefore, to the existence in seventeenth-

century Llerena of an „ambiente y una tradición propicios a la formación cultural de 

Catalina Clara y al fomento de sus aficiones literarias‟ (Gazul, 1949: 4).  

From references contained in her verses we can learn something of the type 

of education received by the poet, one which contradicts opinions concerning the 

standard of education among women in southern Extremadura during the period.
62

 

Her familiarity with classical languages can be gauged from the use of expressions 

such as orates fratres (CXV) and nigra sum, sed fermosa (I), and she makes the 

point, albeit humorously, that the study of Latin („tan buen arte‟) is more becoming 

for ladies than military matters (I, 36-40). A familiarity with aspects of mythology is 

also seen in the references to, among others, Nestor, Venus, Atlas, Juno, Pallas and 

Narcissus in her verses, which also contain allusions to Biblical history – „los 

cabellos de Absalón‟ (XIV and CXIV) – as well as contemporary literature, 
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 According to Marcos Alvarez and Cortés Cortés „las mujeres carecían prácticamente de los más 

elementales rudimentos de la expresión escrita, lo que presuponía una ausencia casi absoluta de 

niveles culturales básicos. Esa marginación no conoce excepciones por razón de linaje o privilegios: 

era una constante vinculada al sexo‟ (1987: 41-42). However, Redworth (2008: 17) argues that „Spain 

was in the vanguard of female aristocratic education‟. Vollendorf, who stresses the considerable 

guesswork required in research in this field due to the dearth of primary texts that accurately 

document women‟s education levels, notes that „women in the early modern period regularly engaged 

in a broad spectrum of educational activities and they received education in more forms than has 

previously been acknowledged‟ (2005b: 170). Unlike Zayas, Ramírez de Guzmán does not articulate 

in her work any form of criticism concerning limited access to education for women. 
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including Vélez de Guevara‟s El Diablo Cojuelo (XLII),
63

 Góngora‟s „Aprended 

flores de mí‟ (CXI) and the popular estribillo attributed to the Count of Salinas, 

„Solo el silencio testigo‟ (XXV). 

  From declarations made by a visiting Inquisitor we know that she and her 

sisters were schooled in music and often entertained distinguished visitors to the 

family home with recitals.
64

 It was this musical talent that no doubt led local 

convents to call upon her to compose pieces for singing during religious festivities 

and processions (poems LXIV, LXVI). It would appear that she also had a sound 

knowledge of contemporary affairs, including the latest developments in the conflict 

with Portugal (to which detailed reference is made in her eulogy of the Duke of San 

Germán in poem CXIII), the workings of the Military Orders (e.g. XLIV, 19-20), the 

aristocratic hierarchy of Spain (a number of nobles are referred to in CXV), the 

jargon of scribes (CIII, 185-200) and even fiscal terminology, such as „media annata‟ 

(VIII, 5).  

 Given the close bonds that existed with the Ramírez de Prado branch of the 

family, it would not be unreasonable to assume that the poet would have had access 

to the library of her great-uncle, Lorenzo, which was one of the most extensive in the 

country, containing hundreds of works by classical and contemporary authors.
65

 A 

distinguished writer and poet, Lorenzo was almost certainly the cousin to whom 
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 The witty description of a lady‟s eyes in poem I („Sus ojos, que hermosura están roncando‟) appears 

to be a direct borrowing also from the work (Vélez de Guevara, 1988: 104).  
64

 See note 22 above.  
65

 The influential politician and humanist was granted a special licence by the Pope to purchase books 

that had been banned or expurgated by the Inquisition. On his death in 1658 his widow had to request 

an inventory of the library by the Inquisition in order to remove the works covered by the licence 

prior to selling the contents. For details and a complete list of the contents of the library, see 

Entrambasaguas (1943b). No poems by his great-niece appear in the inventory. 
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Ramírez de Guzmán sent an early poem with a request for advice on how to improve 

her style (VII: „Inviando una Silva, que fue la primera que hizo, a un pariente‟).
66

  

  The poet‟s religious education, influenced by her pious grandmother Beatriz 

Pinelo and her four aunts who were nuns in local convents, would have instilled in 

her a strong sense of devotion. Although we find no sign of the mystical fervour 

which inspired her fellow Extremaduran, Luisa de Carvajal, her small amount of 

surviving religious verse indicates a profound adoration of God: 

Señor, solo es mi deseo 

serviros toda la vida; 

y la tendré por perdida 

si en otra cosa la empleo. (XIII, 1-4) 

 

Significantly, the only possessions she mentions in her poder para testar (see 

below), apart from the luxurious bed hangings left to her sister Antonia Manuela, 

were of a religious nature: an Italian painting of St Joseph with the Virgin and Baby 

Jesus, and a large tapestry depicting the Biblical story of Jacob, items she 

bequeathed to her sister and nephew respectively. 

 Ramírez de Guzmán‟s close relationship with her family is reflected in the 

more than twenty poems dedicated to her parents, brothers and sisters. The picture of 

Francisco Ramírez that emerges from the Llerena and national archives contrasts 

sharply with that conveyed in his daughter‟s poetry, which documents a particularly 

affectionate bond between the two. That her father approved of her literary activities 

is clear in one décima penned on his behalf to apologise for his delay in paying for a 

consignment of vinegar (XXXIV). The sadness caused by his frequent absences from 

home in connection with his multiple offices is summed up by his adoring daughter 

in one of the pieces: 
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 The poem opens this. „Primo, cuando no por míos / por poeta platicante / de mi musa vergonzante / 

corregid los desvaríos‟. During the investigations into Ramírez de Prado‟s background in the late 

1620s, witnesses in Llerena stated that, despite the true relationship between the poet‟s father and the 

humanist, both used the term cousin when greeting each other. 
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De mi firmeza y amor 

quiere hacer prueba la ausencia 

y hallará más resistencia 

cuando juzga más temor 

mas ¡ay! que es tan superior 

su poder a mi poder 

que aunque esté firme en querer 

hará su rigor severo 

que aquel por quien vivo y muero 

diga que no puedo ver. (XL, 1-10)
67

  

 

 In the case of her three sisters, once again everything points to a harmonious 

and loving relationship.
68

 As mentioned earlier, as young ladies they would often 

spend evenings gathered round the fire singing and listening to music, occasionally 

in the presence of local dignitaries. In the style typical of the popular pintura poems 

of the day,
69

 the poet penned individual poem portraits of each sister, whose 

birthdays she also commemorated in verse. For Ana Rosalea, the youngest member 

of the family and ten years her junior, she was a source of comfort in times of 

distress caused by young love and offered her advice on how to punish a suitor‟s 

inconsiderate behaviour (III). 

 The poet was close also to her two brothers, Pedro and Lorenzo. The former 

was, without doubt, her favourite and her poems contain multiple manifestations of 

her devotion to him: „Dichosa mil veces Clori / que a voces puede decir / que te 

adora‟ (XV, 29-31). To accompany him on his travels she composed a number of 
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 Cruz, however, interprets one poem by the poet as evidence of just the opposite: „en una décima de 

ocasión a su padre encargándole un manto de Madrid, la poeta pone de manifiesto su poca esperanza 

en el amor paterno. Le proporciona de antemano la excusa que pudiera ofrecer el padre por no 

cumplir con su deseo […] anticipa y hasta justifica el rechazo del padre‟ (1996: 59). Another poem 

(XCV), in which the poet expresses concern that a bout of gout may hamper her father‟s return, 

clearly suggests a much more affectionate relationship.  
68

 In later years, it appears that this harmony may have deteriorated, perhaps due to a disagreement 

over the family properties. The notarial deed setting out the division of the estate in 1666 refers to 

disputes which presumably involved the four sisters given that Pedro spent most of his time away 

from Llerena and Lorenzo lived in Guatemala. The opening section of the document speaks of 

„algunas diferencias y dudas‟ which the siblings consulted with lawyers before deciding to resolve the 

matter formally „para conserbar la union y buena hermandad que siempre an tenido, y por escusar 

pleytos‟ (AHM, Protocolo de Gaspar Díaz, 1666, fol. 330r). 
 

69
 Given the important place the genre occupies in her poetry, a specific chapter will be devoted to 

these and other pintura poems (Chapter 5).  
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poems on various subjects, along with a witty verse portrait of herself (XLIV) in 

which she voices jealousy at the thought that it will enjoy the privilege of his 

company while she has to suffer his continued absence: 

Mi amor Píramo no ignora 

ni el alma que cuerda os di, 

que si la copia es así 

que ha de andar siempre con vos,  

aunque una seamos las dos 

tendré yo celos de mí. (LII, 5-10)
70

 

Her feelings for Lorenzo, on the other hand, are more ambiguous and appear 

to have been conditioned somewhat by his reputation as a carefree and undisciplined 

young man, whose conduct (for example, his refusal to cut his hair on the orders of 

his church superiors) did not always meet with her approval, even though she was 

aware that her sisterly advice was doomed to fall on deaf ears due to his 

stubbornness: „obstinado y temoso / te haces sordo a los preceptos‟ (CXI, 83-4). 

However, the two were in constant touch after his departure for the New World in 

1650. Documents contained in the AHN reveal that they corresponded regularly and 

Lorenzo often sought her counsel, as well as news of his illegitimate son, Manuel.  

The poet played an important role in the upbringing of her only nephew. 

With the boy‟s father thousands of miles away and his mother having moved to 

another town to begin a new life shortly after his birth in 1648, responsibility for 

Manuel‟s welfare passed to his aunts and uncles. Due to Pedro‟s frequent absences 

from Llerena, and the departure of Ana Rosalea and Beatriz after their marriages, 

Manuel – then a young man – saw more of Catalina Clara and Antonia Manuela than 

any of his other relatives. He was a constant companion for his poet aunt for almost 

two decades and she repaid his devotion in January 1681 by donating to him the 
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 The presence of Pedro in his sister‟s poetry is examined in greater detail in Chapter 3. 
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prosperous vineyards and estate which she owned in Pallares but could no longer 

look after. The donation is recorded in a protocol in Llerena‟s archives: 

Sepase como yo D[oñ]a Catalina Clara Ramirez de Guzman vez[in]a de esta ziudad 

de llerena == digo que por quanto yo tengo mucho amor y boluntad a Don Manuel 

Ramirez de Guzman Pres[viter]o mi sobrino de quien e rezevido y espero rezevir 

muchas y muy buenas obras que piden remuneración […] otorgo que hago donación 

y dejo sin grazia y remuneración a favor de d[ic]ho Don Manuel Ramirez de 

Guzmán Pres[viter]o mi sobrino para si y sus erederos y sucesores presentes y 

futuros […] de vna heredad de viñas lagar y bodega con sus vasijas mostos vinagre y 

demas aderentes y predios que le son anejos la qual esta al sitio de Pallares termino 

de la villa de montemolin al pago que llaman arroyo membrillo […] y con el animo 

deliberado de que dicha eredad no se pierda por falta de mi administración y que no 

puedo cuidar por mis ocupaciones y achaques.
71

 

 

A few years later, she bequeathed to her nephew one of her most treasured 

possessions: the tapestry of the story of Jacob which had been valued almost twenty 

years earlier at 1,600 reales. As already mentioned, it was Manuel who informed his 

father of the passing away of his aunt and Lorenzo‟s reply to the letter not only 

provides a clear picture of the relationship between aunt and nephew, but also 

underlines the impact of her death on him: 

Hijo Manuel e recivido tu carta de pesame por la falta de mi S[eñor]a Doña 

Catt[alin]a mi her[man]a ilustre […] y te [h]e estimado mucho el justo dolor que 

tienes tan grande como es la perdida que me significa y yo conozco que [h]as hecho 

de este infausto suceso por que perdiste una m[adr]e que como tal te amaba y una 

maestra que con su discrecion y con su ejemplo te estaria siempre Beneficiado […] 

Alegreme de ver quan cuerdamente sientes y escribes y con quanta ternura te [h]a 

puesto la muerte de mi hermana y esto juntamente con agradarme te lo agradezco 

mucho.
72

 

 

 Beyond her family, the poet maintained close contacts also with her many 

friends and acquaintances in Llerena. The privileged location of the impressive 

Ramírez home would have ensured that her estrado was a focal point for social 

gatherings of ladies from the affluent classes. Her allocation in the division of the 

family‟s assets in 1666 included, under the heading „alhajas de estrado‟, a large rug 

and „un estrado de diez almohadas de terciopelo berde sin asientos, en quinentos 
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 AHM, Protocolo de Alonso Calderón (1681), fol. 23r. 
72

 AHN, Consejo de Castilla, Legajo 33822, fol. 20r. 
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reales‟. Several of her poems are dedicated or addressed to female friends, among 

them a piece to comfort a lady during her bereavement (XXXII) and two décimas to 

an ill friend (XXXV and XXXVI). In addition, her lengthy burlesque account of 

Llerena‟s celebrations in honour of the new-born Prince Philip Próspero in 1657 

(CIII) is written to an unnamed female friend who was absent from the city at the 

time. 

As she did for her sisters, she composed verse portraits of members of her 

female circle: Celia, the widowed Laura, and the beautiful Aminta, who appears to 

have been the object of her brother Lorenzo‟s attentions. Of all her friends, the poet 

appears to have been particularly close to Isabel de Tordoya, daughter of the city 

governor in the 1650s (CV), and to the anonymous „Clori‟ who is the subject of 

several poems.
73

 The absence of one friend prompted her to compose a tender 

sonnet, which is striking in its use of the conventional themes of courtly love to 

convey her deep affection: 

¿Qué importa que me mate vuestra ausencia, 

si en el morir por vos hallo la vida, 

y vivo de la muerte a la violencia? 

Pues el remedio sólo está en la herida 

mas si no he de gozar vuestra asistencia 

la piedad que vivo es mi homicida. (XCVI, 9-14)
74

 

 

 From her verses we know that, as a young woman, she kept abreast of 

contemporary fashion and would take advantage of her father‟s visits to Madrid and 

other cities to ask him to buy her the latest garments, including a bodice (XII) and a 

cloak (LXXXIX). Her detailed knowledge of the different types of cloaks is evident 

from her poem to Tordoya, which contains references to several styles, such as the 
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 The fact that the poet occasionally uses the name „Clori‟ to refer to herself in her verses has led 

some critics to view all the „Clori‟ poems as self-referential. However, it is highly unlikely that she is 

the subject of, for example, the hyperbolic description contained in the décimas „A una dama 

cazadora‟ (LIX). 
74

 This sonnet will be discussed in detail in Chapter 3. 
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„manto de gloria‟, „de humo‟, and „de anascote‟. Other verses contain an assortment 

of items of clothing: „pretenilla‟ (XXIII), „perendengues‟ and „rapaçejos‟ (CIV) and 

„chamelote de agua‟ (CXVI), to name but a few.  

 The question of romantic involvement with one or more young men from 

Llerena cannot be resolved easily. Information contained in the document recording 

the donation of her rural property in Pallares to her nephew in 1681 reveals that she 

remained single her entire life („me hallo en estado de donzella sin hixos ni erederos 

forzosos‟). From her writings we know that she was on friendly terms with at least 

three young men: Jerónimo de Sola, Juan Bernardo de Almezquita, and a certain 

„don Jaime‟, who was fortunate enough to obtain her portrait, although this is the 

only news we have of him. With Sola, a veinticuatro (councillor) from Seville and 

fellow-poet, she maintained frequent literary correspondence and lent him her 

novella, El Extremeño. However, her treatment of his poetry in some rather cruel 

verses would suggest anything but a romantic relationship: „Ciega ni sorda no 

estuve, / y lo deseé al leerlos / muda sí pues que no he dicho / sus defectos‟ (CVI, 

37-40).  

 Entrambasaguas suggested that Ramírez de Guzmán was probably courted by 

Almezquita, who was a lawyer from one of Llerena‟s most prominent families. A 

friend of the aforementioned don Jaime, he sent several requests to her for a verse 

portrait also and she eventually complied, albeit only after much playful teasing 

(CVII). A considerable amount of literary correspondence passed between the two, 

particularly on the subject of El Extremeño, the verses of which she initially refused 

to lend to Almezquita despite his persistent demands (CVIII). 

 One can only hazard a guess as to the extent of such involvement between the 

poet and Almezquita and it may well be that their relationship was purely literary. 
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The opinion of Entrambasaguas that enmity between the two families, apparently 

triggered by a dispute between the mothers over seating in church and access to the 

estrado of the wife of the governor of Llerena (1929: 35), would have posed an 

insurmountable obstacle to romance cannot be dismissed entirely and this barrier 

might explain the composition of the poignant ballad „A un imposible‟ (LXXVI), 

addressed to a troubled heart.
75

 While she wrote a number of poems on the subject of 

or alluding to the amorous relations of others (her brother, sisters and several young 

ladies in Llerena), no explicit evidence exists of a specific relationship with a local 

gallant in her own case. Given its clear echoes of a contemporary thematic 

commonplace, the complaint at the falsity of men addressed to her mother in poem 

LXXXVII cannot be taken as a reflection of individual disillusionment with love: 

Quiera quien quisiere 

que yo no quiero 

que un amor se me pague con çelos. 

Entendidos tengo, 

madre, a los hombres 

que entretelan el ruego 

con las traiciones. (LXXXVII, 1-7) 

 

The reasons for the poet‟s spinsterhood are unlikely ever to be clarified fully 

but it cannot fail to appear striking that, like her sister Antonia Manuela and her 

brother Pedro, she did not marry despite her family‟s prominent social position. The 

late age (forty-eight) at which Beatriz wed suggests also that marriage may not have 

been a paramount concern for the very wealthy siblings.
76

 Although as historians 

such as Armon (2002: 51) have shown, shortages of manpower in seventeenth-

century Spain (due to war) and the disproportionate ratio of survival from females to 
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 As will be shown later, however, the motive of the poem may have been very different. 
76 

The family estate was valued at 680,000 reales (more than 60,000 ducats) when it was divided up 

among the siblings. After the properties which were part of the entail of the eldest male, Pedro, were 

separated off, each was allocated possessions worth 54,119 reales. By way of comparison, Kamen 

describes the 44,000 reales left by the wealthy Valencian merchant Felipe Peris to each of his five 

unmarried children in 1674 as „an enormous sum‟ (1980: 264). 
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males clearly contributed to reducing the probabilities of marriage for many women, 

it may well be that the poet chose to remain single in order to retain her 

independence and be able to continue her intellectual and literary pursuits. As Lerner 

(1993) indicates, learned women in the early modern era were mostly single and 

although their intellectual activities may have been encouraged initially as young 

women, they were severely discouraged later in life. The incompatibility between 

women‟s creativity and their traditional role in the society of the day often forced 

upon them a choice between the life of a woman and the life of the mind: „There was 

no accepted role for a woman to lead a „normal‟ woman‟s life and also to think. 

What the cost was to society in general through the loss of talent and intellectual 

work of half of the population cannot be estimated‟ (1993: 30). That same cultured 

outlook and independence of mind may have constituted a formidable barrier for 

Ramírez de Guzmán, bearing in mind the traditional preferences of Spanish men:  

El hombre español no suele enamorarse de una mujer que destaque por su talento y 

cultura. Salvo excepciones, la prefiere ignorante y vulgar, porque para él es 

insufrible esta suerte de superioridad espiritual. Entre una belleza inteligente y una 

belleza estúpida hará el amor a la estúpida, porque la siente como más suya, con un 

dominio más fácil y absoluto de su corazón. (Gazul, 1959: 509)       

 

 What we know or can surmise about the life of the author is not confined to 

information contained in her verses. From the above-mentioned document dividing 

up the family assets in 1666 it appears she was particularly attracted to the peaceful 

life of the countryside. By far the bulk of her allocation in property and household 

effects took the form of the family‟s productive vineyard – with its own wine press, 

cellars and house – situated in the village of Pallares and valued at 40,000 reales. 

Presumably, Ramírez de Guzmán spent many days as a young girl and as an adult in 

this tranquil rural setting, which would have provided ideal inspiration for her 

nature-themed poems, for example, the descriptions of flower-filled gardens (XVI), 

babbling brooks (LXI and LXVIII), a rustic winter scene (L) and a flower-covered 
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hill (LXXI). More importantly, it was the setting for her pastoral novella El 

Extremeño, as is clear from the laudatory verses written by Fray José de Santa Cruz, 

a family friend and author of the Crónica de la Santa Provincia de San Miguel 

(Madrid, 1671). In his décimas in praise of the book, the clergyman speaks of the 

fame she brought to Pallares and its renowned harvests: 

Tan alegre otoño suena 

su destreça, y tan opimos 

frutos de ella reçebimos 

que se han hecho singulares 

las vendimias de Pallares […] 

Envidioso Baco está 

de las vendimias de Apolo 

viendo que ya no es él solo 

quien fama a Pallares da. (BNM Ms 3917, fol. 350v)  

 

 The document recording the division of the estate also reflects the poet‟s 

keen interest in art. She asked to receive as part of her individual allocation a large 

number of the paintings formerly owned by her grandparents and parents, including 

the most valuable of the collection, a large canvas depicting the Virgin valued at 

1000 reales. As mentioned above, almost all the works she received were of a 

religious nature, for example, portraits of the Child Jesus, the Passion, and various 

saints. The only non-religious paintings are described in vague terms as „quatro 

lienzos de los tiempos, de doscientos reales‟ and „unas sivilas en sesenta reales‟. 

Although none of the paintings has been traced, it is possible that at least some 

would have been the work of Zurbarán, who was known personally to the Ramírez 

family. 

Apart from this valuable document,
77

 the notarial record of the donation made 

to her nephew in 1681 and her own poder para testar, the name of Catalina Clara 

Ramírez de Guzmán appears in just two other places in the protocols and other 
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 The poet‟s signature at the end of the document is reproduced in Appendix 1.   
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public records of Llerena. In September 1661, she and her sister Beatriz signed an 

authorisation for Francisco de Figueroa, a local lawyer, to represent the family in 

proceedings brought against them by the trustees of the Convent of St Francis over 

interest payments on censos.
78

 In 1674 she drew up a carta de arrendamiento to rent 

the house she owned in the „portal del pan‟ on the main square for a period of two 

years and an annual fee of thirty-six ducats. Like her father many years before, she 

was unwilling to give up the privileges offered by the location of the house and 

inserted a clause in the lease setting aside one of its high windows for her personal 

use during fiestas and bull-fights.
79

  

 By 1681, her health was failing and, as stated above, she transferred 

ownership of the land and house in Pallares to her nephew since she was no longer 

able to look after the property. Three years later, on 25 September 1684, the gravity 

of her condition prevented her from drawing up a full testament and instead she 

granted a formal poder para testar to her brother Pedro setting out her last wishes.  

She requested that her body be buried in the family crypt in the Iglesia Mayor, where 

her parents and grandparents lay, and appointed Pedro as her executor and sole heir 

to her substantial fortune. Her weak condition prevented her from signing the 

document herself („aunque saue firmar dijo no se atreue por la grauedad de su 

enfermedad‟) and a witness had to sign on her behalf.
80

 

It is unlikely that the wealthy sixty-six year-old spinster would have survived 

much longer although it is by no means certain that her death occurred immediately. 

The letter from her brother Lorenzo in Guatemala to his son Manuel, who had 

written to him to inform him of his aunt‟s death, is dated 11 October 1685 – a full 

year after the poder para testar – and it is unlikely that Manuel would have delayed 
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 AHM, Protocolo de Alonso Calderón, 1659-66, fol. 83r. 
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 AHM, Protocolo de Gaspar Díaz de Aguilar, 1674, fol. 289r. 
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 AHM, Protocolo de Alonso Calderón, 1684, fols. 644r-646r. 
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in notifying his father of such an important occurrence. A more accurate estimate of 

her death may be some time in early 1685 therefore. The poignant letter by Lorenzo, 

already referred to above, leaves no doubt as to the key role she played in the lives of 

both men, while also revealing her role as a counsellor to her brother despite the 

distance which separated them for over three decades: One passage in particular 

records the devastation Lorenzo felt on learning of his sister‟s death, even though it 

was not entirely unexpected: 

Estoy inconsolable por faltarme sus consejos y dotrinas que desde alla me 

alcançaban y aca me alumbrauan, el dolo que siento [h]oy y la soledad en que me 

hallo con esta falta es de suerte que Aunque el ensayo a dias que hago con tan 

inprospero suzeso me pudiera tener fortalecido para tolerar este golpe, y no me sirue 

el habito hecho a los trabaxos pasados para suauiçar este porque Antes pareze que 

Aquellos me debilitaron para que el presente me Rinda mas.
81

 

  
As a direct descendant, through her mother Isabel de Guzmán, of García 

Fernández de Villargarcía de Guzmán (Grand Master of the Order of Santiago in the 

late fourteenth century), the poet was entitled to be buried in the Guzmán crypt 

beneath the high altar of the city‟s main church, although the lack of parish records 

for deaths during this period prevents us from stating this with certainty.
82

 Like her 

maternal grandmother, her mother, her sister Antonia Manuela and her two brothers, 

she had far outstripped the normal life expectancy of her day. Some consolation this 

was at least for a family that suffered the premature deaths of five of its members. 
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 AHN, Consejo de Castilla, Legajo 33822, fol. 20r. 
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 Her place of burial is nonetheless given with certainty in local information. See Llerena‟s web 

portal: http://www.nuevoportal.com/andando/pueblos/extrema/badajoz/llerena.html#historia 

http://www.nuevoportal.com/andando/pueblos/extrema/badajoz/llerena.html#historia
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2.2. LLERENA’S LITERARY COMMUNITY  

 

Reference has already been made in the introduction to this chapter to the 

validity of reconstructing the environments that influenced the writings of Ramírez 

de Guzmán. A further component of her most immediate environment – the presence 

of poets in the family – will be examined in this second section, which will then 

widen its focus to discuss a key aspect of the contextual contours within which her 

career unfolded: the existence of an active community of poets in and around 

Llerena during the time she was writing. The possibility that at least some of her 

verses were composed for an academy or similar literary forum will then be 

discussed.
83

 

As already noted, the lack of surviving published works by local authors from 

the period constitutes a formidable obstacle when trying to piece together an accurate 

picture of Llerena‟s literary heritage. However, as will be shown in this section, 

strong indications exist both in the poems of Ramírez de Guzmán and other sources 

that this provincial city, with its sizeable representation of the Spanish social sectors 

traditionally associated with literary pursuits (professionals, clergy, affluent classes 

etc), was home to a flourishing community of writers. 

2.2.1. Poets in the family 

That Ramírez de Guzmán became imbued with a literary spirit should come 

as no surprise. Within her own family, a poetic tradition and an encouraging literary 

environment can be traced without difficulty. Passing reference has already been 

made above to the reputation of her illustrious great-uncle (only thirty-five years her 

elder), the humanist Lorenzo Ramírez de Prado, whose prestige as a politician and 
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 As noted in the Introduction, a fuller study of Extremadura‟s academies and similar literary circles, 

some of which will be referred to briefly here, is warranted to add to current knowledge of the 

region‟s literary heritage. 
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administrator was accompanied by his reputation as a writer. A prolific author, he 

published several works in the early seventeenth century and was well-known in 

literary circles. His friends included Juan de Jáuregui, whose Orfeo he proof-read 

prior to its publication in 1624 (Jáuregui, 1973: II. 3), and Lope de Vega, who 

praised him (and his brother, Alonso) lavishly in his Laurel de Apolo.
84

 The small 

number of surviving poems by the cultured politician, including his famous 

„Respuesta al memorial de Don Francisco de Quevedo‟, were published by 

Entrambasaguas in his detailed studies of the Ramírez de Prado brothers.
85

 His 

library was one of the most impressive in the country, containing an outstanding 

collection of works by classical and contemporary authors.  

The poetic tradition was not limited to the more distinguished branch of the 

family and indirect evidence suggests it existed much closer to home also. Although 

nothing of his production survives, Francisco Ramírez Guerrero, Catalina Clara‟s 

father, is listed alongside Lorenzo Ramírez de Prado and other figures from 

Extremadura, including Antonio de Monroy y Zúñiga, by Fernando de Vera y 

Mendoza in his Panegyrico por la poesía (Montilla, 1627: fol. 55r) as being among 

those who „merecen eterna alabança e imitacion‟.
86

 In addition to his poet daughter, 

at least two of Francisco‟s other children shared his literary pursuits. Pedro Antonio 

is praised by his sister for his talents – „Están como dos hermanas, / armas y letras en 

ti‟ (XV, 13-14) – although none of his writings has been located. Fortunately, more 

concrete evidence is available from several sources of the literary aficiones of her 

other brother, Lorenzo, whose practice of poetry is alluded to specifically in the 
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 The brothers, „dos ingenios singulares‟, are the subject of a 28-line section which includes the 

following eulogy: „Y diles, Mazanares, / a griegos y latinos / que vengan peregrinos / a rendir a su 

templo, / con tan raros escritos por ejemplo, / leyes, versos, anales, oraciones, / Baldos, Tácitos, 

Livios, Cicerones, / que en sus prados contemplo / fertilidad de ricos atributos, / flores de honor, y de 

virtudes flores‟. See Lope de Vega (2007: 340-41). 
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 See Entrambasaguas (1943a, 1943b).  
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 For details of the Panegyrico, see Fernández-Daza Álvarez (1994b).  
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poem dedicated by his sister to his imprisonment for disobeying ecclesiastical orders 

to cut his long hair („pues sabes tú que los dos / nos entendemos a verso‟, CXI, 11-

12). The only surviving poem by Lorenzo, a 120-line romance written to his great-

uncle, the Bishop of Michoacán, and beginning „Ya que a mi pesar, Señor, / tantos 

mares nos dividen‟, appears in one of the two manuscripts containing his sister‟s 

poetry. The title of the ballad,
87

 which was probably written in the early 1640s, 

suggests some form of rebuke had been received from the Bishop regarding the 

conduct of Lorenzo, who takes the opportunity in his response to correct his 

distinguished relative‟s opinions of the young men of Extremadura and to promise to 

rectify his behaviour: 

No apliqueis antes la pena 

que el delito les obligue 

forzando de ajenos yerros 

los grillos que ya me impiden. 

Liga el castigo a el culpado 

y el premio a el que no delinque, 

que a la virtud y a la culpa 

el rey sano las distingue […] 

Si el obstinado diamante 

penado de irreducible 

a los ruegos de la sangre 

se ablanda mas que se tiñe; 

y si aún el bronce mas duro 

a impresiones se permite, 

y ya tratable aprehende 

cuanto los sinçeles dicten 

yo, que ni la pertinacia 

de piedra sigo difícil 

ni broncamente le usurpo 

a el terso metal lo firme; 

ni diamante soy, ni bronce, 

pero aun cuando los imite, 

en Vos, Señor, he de hallar 

con la sangre los buriles. (Ms 3917, fol. 384r) 
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 „Romance en que se procura apartar a el Señor Obispo de Mechoacan del mal concepto que tiene de 

los moços extremeños. Procurale apartar dese yntento don Lorenço Ramírez, su sobrino‟. BNM Ms 

3917, fols. 383r-384r. 
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Although it is his only known poem, the ballad is not the only proof of 

Lorenzo‟s literary activities. Indeed, it would appear that he moved in local literary 

circles and participated in discussions of contemporary authors. A group of poems in 

the same manuscript (Ms 3917) provides the only direct clues today concerning the 

existence of a poetic community in Llerena at the time. It is worth dwelling briefly 

on these poems for the valuable information they offer. 

2.2.2. Llerena’s poetic community 

On 17 January 1650, several months before Lorenzo Ramírez de Guzmán 

departed for the New World, Cristóbal González Gallego wrote from nearby Ribera 

del Fresno to seek news from his friend and fellow-poet, Antonio Valdarrago, in 

Llerena.
88

 The poetic letter, a romance based on a succession of proverbs and 

colloquial expressions, is of interest for its references to what appears to have been a 

circle of local poets, including Lorenzo, who was also a friend of González Gallego:  

Deseo saber de ti 

(cumpleme aqueste deseo) 

como estan los dos amigos 

Don Fran[cisc]o y Don Lorenzo 

gloria este de los Guzmanes 

si aquel lo es de los Arebalos 

y los demas que con la 

etcetera comprehendo. (Ms 3917, 375v)  

 

González Gallego asks to be brought up to date not just with respect to mutual 

friends but also with the activities of the circle, which gathered at night to discuss 

poetry (for example, the innovative works of the late Góngora) and attended musical 

evenings in the local convents:  
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 Dubbed „un segundo Poliphemo‟ by his friend, it seems Valdarrago lost an eye at birth: „Cortísima 

fue la dicha / que tubiste en erederos / pues que de solas dos niñas / la una te faltó en naciendo‟ (fol. 

375r). Nothing else is known about him, although he appears to have been a neighbour of the Ramírez 

family according to a reference in another poem in the section, an anonymous self-portrait which 

suggests Valdarrago‟s authorship: „parezcome a las tapadas / mas con una diferencia, / que ellas son 

tuertas adrede / pero yo lo soy por fuerça‟. The poem ends „yo me llamo Don Ant[oni]o / y bivo a la 

puerta nueba‟ (387v). 
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Ay conversación de noche, 

hablase sobre el comento  

del insigne Cordoves cuyo 

estilo siempre es nuevo. 

Vase a los trucos de dia 

o al dulce dibertim[ien]to 

de la musica suabe 

las tardes a los conbentos. (Ms 3917, 375v)
89

 

 

A key member of the group, González Gallego – „el Menor de Valencia‟ as 

he calls himself in his poems
90

 – provides the common link with several poets from 

the area who were contemporaries of the Ramírez de Guzmán siblings. Judging by 

the number of his compositions in Ms 3917 and others addressed to him or written 

about him,
91

 he appears to have been the best known and most active of the local 

authors and corresponded not only with his near neighbour but with friends further 

away, including Sancho de Arévalo in Seville, who also knew Valdarrago.
92

 

From another poem in this section of the manuscript we learn that Sancho de 

Arévalo, who was probably a relative of the Francisco mentioned in the above 

ballad, left Llerena to serve an apprenticeship in the Andalusian capital with Agustín 

Moreto.
93

 Blaming Moreto for keeping his friend too busy to fulfil his promise to 

send him „dos comedias y Romanzes mas de mil‟, González Gallego asks for a good 

word to be put in on his behalf with the illustrious poet and playwright.  

Y al gran Moreto de quien 

sois venturoso aprendiz 

ya del cothurno, en lo heroico 
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 Although the question marks are missing in the manuscript, this section of the long ballad is a series 

of questions addressed to Valdarrago. 
90

 The name probably refers to his membership of the Order of Friars Minor, which had a convent in 

Valencia de las Torres, a few kilometres north of Llerena, although it may also have been an 

academic pseudonym. 
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 The fact that he is referred to in the titles only as „el menor de Valencia‟ suggests the compiler 

knew him personally and considered unnecessary the use of his proper name.  
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 „Baldarrago‟ is mentioned by name in one of González Gallego‟s poems to Sancho (Ms 3917, fol. 

380v). 
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 The only recorded presence in Seville of Agustín de Moreto (1618-69), a prolific playwright and 

highly regarded author of entremeses, was in 1656 when he was commissioned to write loas and other 

works for the city‟s Corpus celebrations. See Moreto (2003: 15-16). The exchange of poems between 

González Gallego and Sancho de Arévalo must, therefore, have taken place around this time.  
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ya del juicio en lo civil, 

las grandes avilidades 

de mi ingenio le dezid […] (Ms 3917, 378v) 

 

The request was granted: in his reply, Sancho excuses his delay in writing and 

assures his friend that, even though Moreto had already returned to Madrid, he had 

taken good note of his talents.
94

 Proof that González Gallego resided or at least spent 

time in Llerena around this period can be seen in the closing lines of another poem in 

the section, the witty „Pintura a una Dama‟ of a certain „Doña Cardo‟ (377r-378r): 

Pongamos fin a estas coplas 

que ban pasando de treintta 

mi rreyna lo dicho dicho 

a seis de mayo en llerena.
95

 

  

González Gallego clearly had a predilection for the burlesque, which is the common 

denominator of the pieces. In the aforementioned portrait poem he refers humorously 

to his twin hats as a member of a religious order and poet: 

Lo sucio de mi sotana 

lo dira que soy poeta 

que mal pudiera andar limpio 

nombre que con „po‟ empieza. (Ms 3917, 377v) 

 

A certain amount of misogyny is evident also in his representations of women as 

fickle characters. He warns Valdarrago: 

No ay que fiar de ninguna 

siempre les place lo nuevo 

y es como candil a aire 

la que por firme tomemos. (Ms 3917, 376v) 

 

a criticism which is repeated in his portrait of Doña Cardo:
 96

 

Dizenme que de los hombres 

culpa la poca firmeça 
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 „Pero consolaros puede / que en su mem[ori]a vivis / y en el moderno Parnaso / os colocó con 

Solís.‟ (379v) 
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 González Gallego included a humorous (and at times obscene) verse portrait of a lady, apparently 

the object of his affections, in another witty romance addressed to Sancho, which he insisted should 

not be divulged. A note at the end states „no divulgue Vmd. estos disparates ni diga su auctor‟ (381v).  
96

 As we will see in the chapter dealing with Catalina Clara Ramírez de Guzmán‟s love poetry, female 

authors such as María de Zayas responded to such attacks with verses of their own in which they 

attribute the same defects to men. 
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pues si nosotros de vso 

lo tienen de costumbre ellas. (Ms 3917, 377v) 

 

Not all the production of the „menor de Valencia‟ was burlesque, however, 

nor were his literary activities confined to his immediate circle. Several years later, 

along with renowned poets such as Calderón, Francisco de la Torre and Antonio de 

Solís, he took part in the certamen organised by Madrid Jesuits to mark the 

canonisation of St Francis Borgia, earning third prize for a poem submitted to Asunto 

XII.
97

 The record of the competition commemorating the canonisation is of interest 

for the information it offers concerning the contributions by a small number of other 

authors from the province of Badajoz, including the governor of Llerena, José 

Carrillo de Toledo, whose ballad submitted for a separate topic in the competition 

earned first prize.
98

 The only female participant from Extremadura was María de San 

Bernardo de la Asunción, a Dominican nun in St Catherine‟s Convent in Zafra, 

whose poems merited two distinctions (166r and 191v).  

Another member of the circle of poets based in or around Llerena was Juan 

Blanco from the town of Villagarcía de la Torre, like Ribera del Fresno just a few 

kilometres from Llerena. Ms 3917 contains one poem by him, the 56-line romance 

en ecos addressed to González Gallego:  

Ya señor Menor Gallego, 

llego a ver que valerosa 

osa mi Musa en perversos 

versos darse a cualquier obra. (Ms 3917, 247r) 

 

The light-hearted tone and content of the piece suggest it was intended to entertain 

his colleague and fellow poet rather than for dissemination. Indeed, its sole purpose 
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 The topic set for the poets was „Parabien a su santidad en doze disticos, o en veinte versos heroycos 

de aver ensalçado sus Blasones, dedicando las seis estrellas de sus Armas à Diademas de los seis 

santos canonizados‟. Another member of the Order of Friars Minor in Extremadura, José de Santa 

Cruz, the author of a poem praising Ramírez de Guzmán‟s novella, El Extremeño, was awarded 

second prize in the same section (Fomperosa, 1672: 225r).  
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 „Assumpto setimo: Romance que en catorce coplas explique la confusion y sentimiento del 

Demonio, viendo que San Francisco de Borja avia adquirido por su humildad lo que el avia perdido 

por su soberbia‟ (Fomperosa, 1672: 176v).  
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appears to be to offer distraction for the absent González Gallego and inform him of 

Llerena‟s celebrations in honour of the city‟s patron, the Virgen de La Granada (15 

August). Blanco expresses sadness at the prospect of spending the fiestas alone 

without his friend: 

Me tienen con gran cuidado 

dado a una inquietud penosa 

no sabiendo a quien me arrime 

y me quite las congojas. (Ms 3917, 247v) 

 

It has been worth dwelling briefly on this only surviving record of the verse 

correspondence between the poets given the unequivocal evidence it offers 

concerning the presence in Llerena of some form of established literary community 

during the middle part of the seventeenth century, when Catalina Clara Ramírez de 

Guzmán was active as a writer. The poems represent a valuable addition to the scant 

information available in the literature on local writers of the day. Apart from 

Ramírez de Guzmán, only Inquisition official Pedro de Llarena Bracamonte is listed 

among Llerena‟s literary figures of the period by Díaz y Pérez in his detailed 

bibliographical dictionary of Extremaduran authors.
99

 However, bearing in mind the 

serious accusations he made against the family in 1642, when the poet‟s two brothers 

applied to become familiares, it is unlikely that he would have been part of a poetic 

circle in which she or her brother(s) participated. 

Although her verses are silent on the matter and the lack of proper names 

makes it impossible to identify the individuals with whom she exchanged poetry, it is 

unlikely that Ramírez de Guzmán would have been unaware of the existence of such 

a group, not least since her brother was a member prior to his departure for the New 

World. Even bearing in mind the overtly male banter (and occasional misogyny) 
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 Llarena Bracamonte is described by Díaz y Pérez (1884-88: I. 533) as a „literato y poeta […] fue 

autor de varias obras, pero de ellas parece que no llegó a publicarse más que la siguiente: Paraphrasis 

poetica latina in cantica canticorum Salomonis (Madrid, 1631)‟. 
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manifested in some of the exchanges, the wit and humour that characterise the poems 

are, as will be shown in later chapters, very much in keeping with her own style and 

it is possible that she too may have participated in similar exchanges. A reference 

does appear to a „menor de Valencia‟ in a humorous piece („A la preñez de una 

dama‟, CXV) addressed to an unborn child, whom she urges to move from Valencia 

de las Torres to Llerena to be delivered, although it is not certain that the play on 

words has a specific person in mind.
100

 

Even if it cannot be established beyond the level of plausible hypothesis that 

she played a part in the activities of this particular group, we do know for certain that 

she corresponded with local poets and had access to their verses. In some cases, 

poems by other writers prompted her to compose pieces on similar themes, as 

indicated in the title of poem LXXIII: „Redondillas, por haber visto otras a el mismo 

asumpto‟. From evidence contained in her poems and in other parts of Ms 3917 it is 

clear that she exchanged verses with (and lent her novella El Extremeño to) at least 

Jerónimo de Sola and Juan de Almezquita.
101

 A poem (CX) erroneously attributed to 

her by Entrambasaguas but which is clearly not by her indicates that El Extremeño 

was borrowed by Sola and passed on to his friend Almezquita, who was privy to an 

exchange of verses between Sola and Ramírez de Guzmán concerning the novella.
102

 

Almezquita asked to borrow the book a second time after his enjoyment of it was 

interrupted by the owner‟s request to Sola for its return: 

De vuestro Extremeño, atento 

Sola me presto la historia 
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 „Vente a naçer a Llerena / y busca aquí a tus comadres. / No seas menor de Valençia, / que allá irás 

en siendo grande‟ (CXV, 73-76). 
101

 Two décimas by a Juan de Amesquita appear in the preliminaries of the Flor de Apolo by Miguel 

de Barrios (Brussels, 1665). However, it has not been possible to establish with certainty that this 

person is the same as Ramírez de Guzmán‟s correspondent. A recent edition of the Flor de Apolo 

indicates that he was a colleague of Barrios in the Spanish army in Flanders (Sedeño Rodriguez, 

2005: 87).   
102

 For example, Almezquita repeats some of the expressions used by Ramírez de Guzmán in her 

décima to Sola (CIX).  
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porque en mí hubiese memoria 

de tan raro entendimiento. 

Pero un precepto violento 

me suspende, o interpola 

leer la docta parola 

que mi amigo mereció (CX, 1-8) 

 

Other local authors appearing in her verses include a blind poet, to whom she 

dedicates a décima (LVIII) in response to praise received from him, and a certain 

„Albano‟, whose poem she acknowledges she had read (LV: „Vuestra décima he 

leído‟).  

Llerena‟s literary community was not an exclusively male affair. As noted 

earlier, Ramírez de Guzmán circulated her poems to female friends also and, just as 

her verses were requested by acquaintances, so too did she request compositions by 

other women, even some who were not well known to her.
103

 At times, the delays 

suffered in receiving her works back from loan prompted her to pen a poetic 

reminder to reclaim them.
104

  

2.2.3. Ramírez de Guzmán and academy links 

Having established the presence of a community of poets and drawn out clear 

connections between Ramírez de Guzmán and other local authors, it is appropriate 

now to turn our attention to another aspect which merits exploration in seeking to 

contextualise her work: the possible existence of, and her participation in, academies 

or literary forums in Llerena around this time. 
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 See, for example, poem XXIV: „Pidiéndole a una señora, que no trataba mucho, una décima que 

había hecho en oposición de otra mía‟. 
104

 In a poem in which she enquires about the health of one woman‟s hypochondriac husband, the poet 

takes the opportunity to request the return of a booklet of her verses: „Ese libro que dichoso / mereció 

ser vuestro objeto, / bien se ve, que no es discreto / cuando se ve venturoso. / Ya tiene a el dueño 

invidioso / con tan gustosa asistencia, / y faltando la paciencia, / señora, a estorbarlo vengo / pues las 

dichas que no tengo / no ha de gozar en mi ausencia‟ (LXXXV, 11-20). 
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By the early seventeenth century academies had become „verdaderas fábricas 

de producción de versos‟ (King, 1963: 36),
105

 with staggering amounts of poetry 

penned specifically for them. Although originally designating formal institutions 

created by aristocratic patrons as an outlet for Renaissance humanist preoccupations, 

the term acquired in Spain a much looser meaning and came to be used not just for 

formal gatherings of intellectuals but also for more occasional reunions for a range 

of purposes, including poetry readings. As González Maya notes: 

Estas reuniones de amigos o academias podrían considerarse como una 

representación del espíritu festivo o escapista de la época y obedecían a variados 

intereses. Desde la plataforma para ambiciones más elevadas hasta la simple reunión 

de amigos, donde reinaba la camaradería o la búsqueda de premios. Muchos fueron 

los participantes en estas reuniones y pocos los que las ignoraban. (2006: 88) 

 

We have already seen above, from the reference by González Gallego, that 

some form of regular gathering took place in Llerena that included discussion of 

contemporary poets. Was Llerena any different to other towns and cities in Spain in 

the mid-seventeenth century in terms of forums of this type?
106

 Sadly, the published 

literature on the academies of the period records just one such institution in 

Extremadura: the Badajoz Academy of 1683 which was held in the home of Manuel 

de Meneses Moscoso and attended by a range of local personalities, including army 

officers and politicians. 

However, a manuscript in the Biblioteca Nacional in Madrid provides 

unequivocal evidence of academy activity in Extremadura in the middle of the 

century. A section of Ms 17.517 (La Rosa de Fr. De Loysa y otras poesías) contains 

„poesías Vurlescas a una academia de Plasencia‟, preceded by a lengthy petition to 

the organisers by one of the participants. The title, „Peticion p[a]ra la Academia 

                                                 
105

 The most important academies of the period have been the subject of detailed attention by authors 

such as King (1963) and Egido (1984). More recent studies include Robbins (1997). 
106

 „Literary academies were ubiquitous in seventeenth-century Spain: wherever two or three poets 

were gathered together, up sprang a literary academy‟ (Robbins, 1997: 7) 
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primera del año de 1650‟, indicates the gathering was one of a number held in the 

town around that time.
107

 Previously unstudied, the manuscript record is valuable not 

just for the evidence it offers of a hitherto unknown forum held in one of 

Extremadura‟s most important cities but also for the intertextual clues it provides 

concerning the participants‟ awareness of the subjects of other academies. In the 

petition, the anonymous author complains to the academy‟s president that the three 

topics chosen – „Quien mereze mas, Filis que ama obligada o Laura por inclinazion‟, 

„A una mariposa que yendose à abrasar un ayre la apagó la luz‟, and „A una dama 

que riyendose se le cayeron los dientes postizos‟ – were too well-worn and the 

academy should focus on new ones. Referring to the third topic, the petitioner 

bemoans the fact that it had been doing the rounds for so long that half of it was 

eaten up by woodworm: 

Al uno por lo menos de puro Viejo se le cayeron los dientes y de andar hechado por 

estos rincones la mitad de el se comio la carcoma. El asumpto era a un Viejo que 

quitando el sombrero a una dama se quito juntam[en]te la cauallera, y la dama de 

risa se escupio los dientes postizos: este pelarse descomedido y este desdentarse de 

risueño, fue antiguamente el asumpto entero, pero ya deue lleuarse el Rey mitad de 

asumptos como mitad de juros (182v-183r).
108

 

 

As the poetry of Anastasio Pantaleón de Ribera reveals, the same topic was one of 

four set for a certamen organised by one of the most famous academies in Madrid, 

held at the home of Francisco de Mendoza in May 1626.
109

  

Turning our attention back to Llerena, it is important to bear in mind that 

although a small number of towns in Extremadura already had printing presses by 
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 Several of the poems that follow the witty request in Ms. 17.517 presumably formed part of the 

academy‟s proceedings, although it is likely they were submitted to another sitting several months 

later. The themes differ from those referred to in the petition and various allusions to the „noche de 

San Juan‟ suggest the academy was convened as part of celebrations marking the shortest night of the 

year. 
108

 The anonymous petitioner asks the president of the academy to order that the bones of the topics 

be buried and not disturbed for another 500 years. He also composes a witty epitaph for inclusion on 

their headstone.  
109

 „Asvnto IV. Tenga por precepto (en los Versos que gustare a poeta) una satira a cierto galan que 

quitandose el sombrero a su dama, se le derramo, quando menos la caballera; a la dama tambien, que 

riendose recia deste desaire, se le cayó media docena de dientes postizos‟ (Pantaleón de Ribera, 1944: 

II. 129). 
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the mid-seventeenth century, Llerena‟s first press did not open until almost a century 

later (1745), which might help account for the lack of knowledge available on local 

writers and academy-type events, although it should be remembered also that many 

gatherings of this type were essentially oral affairs.
110

 

We can only hypothesise as to the likely venues for such forums in Llerena 

and surrounding parts, although prominent local aristocrats such as the Duke of San 

Germán or the Count of La Puebla
111

 and public figures including the above-

mentioned José Carrillo de Toledo, the governor of Llerena, may have acted as 

patrons or hosts. Owners of one of the most impressive houses in Llerena, the 

Ramírez family were also ideal candidates to host gatherings, including poetic 

circles. As a reputed local writer, Ramírez de Guzmán would certainly have led or 

taken part in lyric events in the family home, coinciding perhaps with visits by her 

illustrious relative and reputed poet Lorenzo Ramírez de Prado. From the documents 

relating to her brothers‟ application to become Inquisition familiares we know that 

the family, perhaps in a bid to assert its social status, regularly entertained 

distinguished visitors with musical evenings. Cultural gatherings of the day 

commonly included a literary component, often in the form of improvised 

competitions in which invited participants would test their wit and ingenuity by 

composing verses on topics set by the hosts or organisers. The evidence concerning 

Ramírez de Guzmán‟s participation is, admittedly, circumstantial but in view of the 

                                                 
110

 Egido highlights orality as an important feature of Spanish academies and literary forums such as 

poetry competitions: „la voz en las Justas no era letra manuscrita sino para ser dicha y cantada y 

escenificada como en el drama‟ (1990: 159). See also Blanco (1988) and Robbins (1997: 14). 
111

 Don Diego de Cárdenas, Count of La Puebla, was himself a poet: a sonnet by him was published in 

Alonso de Alarcón‟s Corona Sepulcral. Elogios en la muerte de Don Martín Suarez de Alarcón, hijo 

primogénito del Exmo. Señor Marqués de Trocifal, Conde de Torres Vedras, escritos por diferentes 

plumas (Madrid, 1652). The Count‟s circle of poet acquaintances included Juan de Salinas, who 

penned a rebuke to him over his neglect of his official duties in Seville in 1642 (Salinas, 1987: 327). 

Related indirectly to him through her great-uncle Lorenzo, Ramírez de Guzmán wrote a poem on the 

absence of the Count and his wife (XCIX). 
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active literary community and the social environment in which she and her family 

moved, the possibility is by no means far-fetched. 

We need, therefore, to look to her works for further support for this 

hypothesis. While there is no way of knowing if the lost El Extremeño, with its 

pastoral context and combination of poetry and prose, fell within the genre of 

„novelas académicas pastoriles‟ (King, 1963: 113) which were based on (or written 

for recital at) academy gatherings, the profile of her surviving verses corresponds 

largely to the subjects of a number of well-documented academies, whose topics 

ranged from the purely trivial and burlesque to the more serious. Several of her 

poems recall the tone and content of formal and non-formal academies and a 

significant proportion would not be out of place in the published records of similar 

celebrations during the seventeenth century. 

As Davies has shown (1971: 123-24), a favourite topic of academies was 

verse portraiture, a subject of great predilection also for Ramírez de Guzmán, whose 

poetry includes no fewer than eight retratos in a variety of metres. Portraits 

submitted to academies were a common feature of the works of many major and 

minor poets of the period and the style and content of a witty self-portrait produced 

by Antonio de Solís for one academy – beginning „Mi Retrato me ha pedido / La 

Academia Mantuana‟ (1968: 151) – recall the Llerena poet‟s self-deprecating 

humour in poem XLIX. The published proceedings of other academies of the day 

further confirm the popularity of portrait poems, particularly burlesque ones: the 

Academia que se celebró en día de Pasqua de Reyes, siendo Presidente Don 

Melchor Fernández de León (1674) includes one entitled „Porque no parezca 

demasiada melancholia añade un retrato a una hermosa en un Romance de dos ecos, 

para que hasta en los ecos lo parezca‟. For its part, the Academia del Príncipe de 
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Esquilache, an important social event in Zaragoza in the 1660s, tasked its poets with 

a „Pintura de una fea, por apellidos de personas conocidas en Zaragoza‟ (Egido, 

1984: 121). The subject of authors „talking to portraits‟, as in Ramírez de Guzmán‟s 

„Soneto a un retrato de una dama‟ (LXX), was also popular in academy contexts. 

Examples include the aforementioned Badajoz Academy of 1683, to which Alonso 

de Morales contributed the sonnet „Fabio ausente habla con su retrato, enbiandosele 

a Lisi‟. 

The thematic similarities with academic verse extend beyond portrait poems. 

As King observes, triviality was a characteristic feature of such forums: 

Tenemos que admitir que, con ciertas meritísimas excepciones, la “erudición” 

académica era trivial, trillada y de segunda mano; se repetían cansadamente los 

mismos temas: lugares comunes de la crítica literaria, el análisis de los vicios y las 

virtudes o de la psicología del amor (1963: 102-03). 
 

 The works of Pantaleón de Ribera record the topics set by one of the most 

famous academies of the period, held, as noted above, in May 1626 at the home of 

Francisco de Mendoza (brother-in-law of the Count Duke of Olivares) and attended 

by well-known poets such as Solórzano, Bocángel and Gabriel del Corral. Among 

the topics set to test participants‟ ingenuity were „un soneto describiendo cierto 

desmayo de Clori sangrada‟
112

 and „un romance jocoso relatando las quejas de un 

joven galán que no ha sido capaz de atrapar a una dama coja‟. The verses of Ramírez 

de Guzmán feature several on the subject of the blood-letting of women (XXXV and 

XXXVI), including one in which the beautiful Belisa faints but makes a full recovery 

(LXXX), while the „cojo‟ theme is the subject of a burlesque romance (XLII) 

dedicated to Maria Gago, a nun who succumbed to her persistent lame suitor.
113
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 „The subject of blood-letting, frequent in non-academy verse, was even more popular within the 

academies throughout the century‟ (Robbins, 1997: 78-79).  
113

 The décima which follows the ballad indicates that she wrote more than one poem on this subject.  
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Nuns and their strange gallants were a favourite target for academy satires
114

 and it is 

likely that such compositions played a major part in poetic certámenes held in 

convents (Deleito y Piñuela, 1952). Ramírez de Guzmán‟s delightful admonition to 

Gago, a nun in St Anne‟s Convent in Llerena, could conceivably have been penned 

specifically for a gathering of this type. 

The titles of other poems indicate the poet‟s adherence to the often 

complicated rules laid down by the organisers of academies and competitions. 

Ingenuity was tested to the limit by the thematic straightjackets imposed by academy 

secretaries, who would make life difficult for poets by insisting on the inclusion of 

specific names and/or references to bizarre situations in their contributions.
115

 

Indeed, those who failed to comply with the rules of the „asunto‟ were regularly 

named and shamed in the closing vejámenes. The elaborate and contrived titles of a 

number of pieces by Ramírez de Guzmán conform closely to the category of poems 

identified by Robbins as academy-specific, examples of the „many pieces which 

have come down to us with no clear indication that they originated in an academy, 

but whose detailed specificity suggests that they did‟ (1997: 86).
116

 Obvious 

candidates include poem IV, „A una hija de un sargento mayor, que entrándola 

monja, la dijo su padre que si no gustaba de serlo, que el rey la daría un hábito de 

santiago como a otras dos hermanas suyas; y a todas las llaman „sargentas‟. 

Convidaron a comer a una Marquesa y a un hombre muy desigual; y a la fiesta llevó 

soldados‟, and poem VIII, „Respondiendo a un hombre que escribió un papel a dos 

                                                 
114

 Among the poems submitted to an academy held at the Salamanca home of Francisco de Aldana, 

Count of Salas, were quintillas by Domingo de Rocha Ferrer on the topic „A una monja que haziendo 

cara a todos se enamoró solo de un Calbo‟. See Simón Díaz (1950–: IV. 1573 (9)). 
115

 „Within the academy, it is not only the poet‟s skill and ingenuity which is on show, but also that of 

the Academy secretary who has invented the topic‟ (Robbins, 1997: 72). 
116

 Robbins cites as an example the Hurtado de Mendoza ballad entitled „Estando un caballero con 

una señora y una hija suya, avisaron que estaba allí un astrólogo, de que ella gustaba mucho, y fue 

necesario que se escondiese, y también la hija, y en la pieza a que se fue halló a la moza, que se 

ofendió de que hubiese entrado donde ella estaba‟. 
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damas, enviándoles un dinero en cuartos para que le comprasen de hilo de plata, y 

diciendo que enviaba a dos la comisión porque cada una estorbase a la otra cobrar la 

media annata‟.  

Furthermore, the frequent use made by Ramírez de Guzmán of pastoral 

names to designate the subjects of many poems (Anfriso, Clori, Lauro, Tisbe, 

Píramo, etc) coincides closely with the practice of academy poets, who would 

„conceal‟ the subjects and targets of their compositions, particularly those of a witty 

nature, behind such pseudonyms. One such target, the tiny „Felicio‟ who is the 

subject of one of her most acclaimed pieces (CXII), may well have been the brunt of 

verses penned for a specific gathering in Llerena. In an accomplished display of 

Quevedesque satire, Ramírez de Guzmán pokes fun at the stature of Francisco de 

Arévalo, who, we will recall, was one of the men (along with her brother Lorenzo) 

whom Cristóbal González Gallego enquired after in his poem from Ribera del 

Fresno. The close resemblance between the sonnet and another one in Ms 3917 (fol. 

386r) by an unnamed author on exactly the same subject may indicate that the theme 

was a competition topic. Considered alongside the content and tone of the 

anonymous poem (entitled „Soneto a un caballero pequeño por un amigo suyo‟), 

particularly its reference to Arévalo‟s critical attitude towards poetry written by 

anyone but himself („de las coplas ajenas gran censura; / de sus propios conceptos 

muy pagado‟, 3-4), Ramírez de Guzmán‟s wickedly humorous portrayal of him as an 

„átomo racional; polvo animado; / instante humano; breve abreviatura,‟ (7-8) 

suggests that the two poems were witty pieces penned by friends, perhaps with the 

acquiescence of Arévalo himself.
117

  

                                                 
117

 The sonnet is discussed in greater detail in the examination of the poet‟s satirical verse in Chapter 

6. 
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Of course, not all academy or certamen verse was burlesque or satirical. As 

Robbins notes in his authoritative work, love poetry played an important part in the 

proceedings also and poems based on Petrarchan tropes were common. One of these 

tropes, the sleeping beloved, is the subject of Ramírez de Guzmán‟s „A unos ojos 

dormidos, en nombre de un galán‟ (XXVII), which concludes with what appears to 

be a popular refrain, a possible indication that the poem was written for a set topic. 

This poem is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 3. 

Glosses of well-known poems were also an ever-present component of 

academies and competitions (Dadson and Flitter, 2003: 125-26). Although only a 

small number appear in the surviving poetry of the Llerena author, one of these 

(XXV: „Sólo el silencio testigo‟) provides a further association with academic verse 

given the strong likelihood that the original gloss, attributed to Diego de Silva y 

Mendoza, Count of Salinas, featured in several Madrid academies. 

The indications discussed above are, it is hoped, sufficiently solid to establish 

a connection linking Ramírez de Guzmán to an academy environment. It is worth 

emphasising at this point that, despite the patriarchal context of the period, 

academies, certámenes and other forums such as justas poéticas were far from 

exclusively male affairs and indeed played an important role in fostering the 

emergence of women poets, providing an outlet for female creativity. Although as 

King notes, „las mujeres desempeñaron en las Academias de España un papel mucho 

menos importante que en las de Francia e Italia‟ (1963: 59), that is not to say that 

they did not take part and may even have been accorded a place of prominence. 

Referring to the popular French „salons‟ around the same time, MacLean notes the 

important role played by women on account of their tact and discretion, which 

probably helped bring out the best of the circle, encouraging others to shine, rather 
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than attracting attention to themselves. Perceived by their male counterparts as 

models of good manners, female participants were well placed to act as 

intermediaries between guests holding opposing ideas.
118

 Whether this held true for 

Spain to the same degree is unclear. Either way, by the middle of the century the 

female presence in academies was well established. Walliser makes the interesting 

observation that the fact that literary forums were generally deemed harmless and 

more a domestic affair than a public act could account for the lesser opposition to 

female participation than might be expected.
119

 

Describing a fictional academy of the „mayores ingenios de Sevilla‟ 

(although probably based on a true-life forum, given the amount of detail included), 

Vélez de Guevara‟s El Diablo Cojuelo (1641) mentions the presence of „algunas 

mujeres con manta de medio ojo sentadas en el suelo‟ (1988: 211) who played a 

purely passive role as observers,
120

 in contrast to Ana Caro Mallén, who took an 

active part, reading a silva dedicated to Lope de Vega. In an opening address written 

for the Academia de Madrid, Bocángel lists among the members of the audience 

„hermosas discretas damas / cuyos celados faroles / ni en rayos imita el cielo / ni 

impera en luces la noche‟ (2000: I. 675). 

In the words of Profeti, „en vez de parir y criar […] algunas mujeres en la 

España del Siglo de Oro participan en Justas y Certámenes, obteniendo a veces 
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 For an interesting discussion of the role of women in the salons, see MacLean (1977).  
119

 „Estos centros no eran exclusivos de los hombres […] sino que por el contrario gozaban de gran 

popularidad entre el público femenino. En ellas la mujer podía sentirse „como un igual‟ y participar de 

una cultura prohibida para ella. Zayas y Carvajal recrean en sus novelas lo que debieron ser las 

Academias barrocas: un centro de reunión, diversión y aprendizaje, tanto para jóvenes doncellas como 

para damas con mayor experiencia de la vida. Quizás una de las razones que ayude a explicar la 

amplísima participación femenina dentro de estos círculos sea que en parte estas reuniones se 

considerasen intelectualmente „inofensivas‟, debido al carácter doméstico de las mismas, puesto que 

siempre se celebran dentro de la casa de algún personaje – dama o caballero – de reputación probada‟ 

(1996: 253).  
120

 A decade earlier, Alonso de Castillo Solórzano included a similar reference to covered female 

academy participants in his story Las Harpías en Madrid (1631), although hinting at an ulterior 

motive for their presence: „En breve tiempo se llenó la sala de poetas, de músicos y de los mayores 

señores de la Corte, no faltando algunas damas que de embozo quisieron gozar de aquel buen rato por 

acreditarse de buenos gustos‟ (1907: 114-15).  
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premios‟ (1993: 247).
121

 It will be recalled also that Spain‟s most famous female 

author of the period, María de Zayas, first came to prominence as a poet before 

turning her hand to novellas and participated in various Madrid academies and 

poetry competitions in the 1620s, as well as a Barcelona academy approximately two 

decades later.
122

  

Various studies of the poetry of the century have drawn attention to the role 

of women not just as participants but also as possible hosts of meetings. According 

to Dadson (1983: 65-66), Antonia de Mendoza (Countess of Benavente and the 

„Antandra‟ of Gabriel Bocángel‟s poetry) probably attended the meetings of the 

Academia de Madrid and may even have „run a literary salon in her home, of which 

Bocángel was an assiduous member‟. In her examination of the contribution of lay 

women writers to Spanish literature, Walliser also notes the full role played by 

women in poetry competitions held in Courtly circles to commemorate important 

events such as the death of a member of the royal family. Evidence contained in 

published accounts also records the participation of female poets in the competitions 

held in towns and cities across the country. For example, seven women, including 

Ana Abarca de Bolea, contributed to the Contienda poética que la Imperial Ciudad 

de Zaragoza propuso a los ingenios españoles […] en el fallecimiento del 

Serenissimo Señor, Don Balthasar Carlos de Austria (Zaragoza, 1646). Two decades 

later, poems by local women authors Antonia de Anaya y Maldonado, María de 
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 The „parir y criar‟ reference is to Lope de Vega‟s much-quoted jibe at women poets in La Dama 

Boba: „¿Quién la mete a una mujer / con Petrarca y Garcilaso, / siendo su Virgilio y Taso / hilar, 

labrar y coser? / Casadla y veréisla estar / ocupada y divertida / en el parir y criar‟.  
122

 The anonymous author of the prologue to Zayas‟s Novelas amorosas (1637) refers to her „honra de 

nuestra España (a quien las doctas Academias de Madrid tanto han aplaudido y celebrado)‟. For 

references to her academy participation, see Brown (1993) and Zayas (2007: 13-15). 
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Chaves y Sotomayor and Beatriz de Solís featured in the University of Salamanca‟s 

tribute to the recently-deceased Phllip IV.
123

 

It was not just the royal deaths that prompted competitions. The birth of 

Philip Próspero, son of Philip IV, in 1657 was marked by numerous certámenes, 

consisting not just of poems in honour of the newborn Prince but also descriptions of 

local festivities. Llerena‟s celebration of the auspicious occasion lasted several days 

and is recorded in great detail by Ramírez de Guzmán in her longest poem (CIII: 

„Relación en coplas de pie quebrado de las fiestas que celebró Llerena a el 

nacimiento de el Principe Nuestro Señor Don Felipe Próspero‟), which she wrote for 

an absent female friend.
124

 Although no record has survived, the possibility that one 

or more competitions were also organised as part of the city‟s fiestas is a distinct 

one. 

Lastly, an easily-overlooked reference in the lengthy title of one poem (LXII) 

offers a further possible clue to female participation in an academy or similar forum 

in Llerena. The title – „Respondiendo a un soneto de un hombre ridículo cuyo 

apellido era Castaño. Que habiéndolo dado una dama un vejamen en que el no acertó 

a responder más que se holgaba de ser el instrumento de la conversación, y la 

antífona, y esto refirió tantas veces que se hizo reparo particular; salió muy obligado 

de una que le picaba con mas disimulo, y le envió un soneto gracioso con un 

hermano de la tal, mostrándose en él muy agradecido‟ – is so detailed and contrived 

that it could easily have originated in an academy-type setting, notwithstanding the 

clear reference to the poet and her brother. Of interest is the mention of the vejamen. 

In its widest sense, the term meant any form of satire publicising a person‟s physical 

and moral shortcomings. However, it had another meaning also: originally 

                                                 
123

 See Roys y Mendoza, Pyra real que erigio [...] la Universidad de Salamanca [...] a la gloriosa 

memoria de su Rey y Señor D. Phelipe IV el grande (Salamanca, 1666). 
124

 The unique account will be discussed in Chapter 4 below.  
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designating a satirical ceremonial for newly-graduated students at universities 

(Madroñal Durán, 1994) by the seventeenth century the vejamen had become a 

formal and obligatory component of academies and poetry competitions. 

In this last and usually most eagerly-anticipated piece of business on the 

agenda, a poet of reputed wit would be appointed to deliver an oral satire on the 

participants and even on the academy itself.
125

 From the title of poem LXII, it would 

appear that a female participant entrusted with the job of delivering the vejamen used 

it to ridicule a certain „Castaño‟, whose response led to further jibes, this time from 

Ramírez de Guzmán. Her contribution, which Castaño‟s gullibility led him to believe 

was generous towards him, prompted him to send her (via her brother) a sonnet 

expressing his gratitude, to which she in turn replied with another cruel sonnet based 

on the multiple associations of his surname (see Chapter 6).  

The reference – if our interpretation is correct – is a valuable one, given the 

absence of documentary evidence of academy-type forums in Llerena during the 

period, let alone of the possible participation by women in such gatherings. The 

evidence discussed in this chapter, some of it circumstantial and/or based on 

analogies with analogous situations in the rest of Spain, confirms the existence of a 

literary community and points also to the celebration of poetic forums in the city and 

its area of influence during the period Ramírez de Guzmán was writing. The multiple 

clues contained in her poems offer grounds to believe that at least some were penned 

for such occasions and it is a matter of regret that no formal records survive of local 

academies or similar gatherings to enable us to complete our picture of the activities 

                                                 
125

 The satirical tradition is referred to in Calderón‟s auto sacramental, El Sacro Parnaso (1659) in 

which Regocijo announces he is about to commence his vejamen: „Adsum, y pues es decente / que a 

lo grave en estos casos / siga lo jocoso, empiece / el vejamen, y ninguno / se me enoje y se me queje‟ 

(Scene XVII).  
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of Llerena‟s circle of poets. A number of poems and general aspects of Ramírez de 

Guzmán‟s poetry have been touched on in this chapter, which completes our 

introductory examination of the immediate contexts in which the author lived and 

wrote. Part II of this thesis will discuss her verses in greater detail, beginning with a 

consideration of the presence of important themes of baroque poetry in her writings. 
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PART 2 

3. BAROQUE THEMES IN THE POETRY OF RAMÍREZ DE GUZMÁN  

3.1. Introduction 

The remaining chapters of this thesis will be devoted to a more detailed 

examination of the poetry of Ramírez de Guzmán and will attempt to situate it in the 

broader context of the lyric output of her day. Before proceeding to an exploration of 

important thematic aspects of her verse, it is appropriate to dwell for a moment on 

the period, whose poetry, like that of the Llerena author, is characterised by its wide 

variety of manifestations, from Petrarchism in its purest forms to the most biting 

satires, and equally wide variety of metres, with quintessential (and in some cases 

revived) Spanish arte menor forms such as seguidillas, coplas, romances, letrillas, 

villancicos and redondillas coexisting alongside arte mayor Italianate forms such as 

the sonnet, tercets, and, in particular, the silva, which was the vehicle for some of its 

most famous works.  

Baroque is the designation most frequently used nowadays to describe the 

style that prevailed in the literature of Western Europe between approximately the 

end of the sixteenth century and the last third of the seventeenth. However, despite 

its widespread acceptance the term is „notable for its resistance to a precise 

definition‟ (Friedman, 1995: 53). Critics down the years have failed to agree on what 

actually constitutes the Baroque, which has been linked variously to florescence, 

maturity and decay, with some claiming it applies only to the visual arts and others 

that it extends to all forms of art.
1
  

Beginning with Wölfllin‟s re-evaluation and revalorisation (1888) of the 

Baroque (which he argued should be viewed not as a degeneration or betrayal of 

                                                 
1
 Confusion also surrounds the etymological origin of the word, for which two possible origins have 

been identified: as the Portuguese name for an irregular-shaped pearl and as the name of a scholastic 

syllogism. 
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Renaissance clarity and harmony but as an autonomous valid style) and particularly 

since Maravall‟s persuasive arguments – set out in his comprehensive analysis of the 

factors of crisis that marked the period and led to a new attitude towards the world 

(1975) – that the Baroque has to be considered a historical structure rather than more 

specifically as a stylistic descriptor, and an international phenomenon as opposed to 

a single national context, extensive critical effort has been devoted to identifying and 

clarifying its defining traits. 

Such efforts have met with varying degrees of success. In his review of 

Maravall‟s Culture of the Baroque, Elliott notes that „generations of scholars in 

pursuit of the baroque have suffered all the frustrations of Bernini‟s Apollo in pursuit 

of Daphne‟.
2
 

For some, baroque has been the art of the Counter-Reformation Church and of an 

absolutist monarchy, an art expressive of power and triumph. For others […] it has been 

the art of an expanding and creative seventeenth-century Europe, an art of exuberance. For 

still others, it has been the art of a society in crisis, an art of anxiety and tension. All of 

these „explanations‟ have had their critics and none has proved very persuasive. This is 

scarcely a cause for surprise. It is hard enough to find common denominators in the 

infinitely complex and varied Europe of the seventeenth century, and harder still to make 

convincing connections between the aesthetic and literary sensibility of an age and its 

political and social organization‟ (1987: 26). 

 

Among recent interesting contributions to this pursuit, the collection of essays 

entitled Hispanic Baroques: Reading Cultures in Context (2005), whose very title 

(Baroques, plural) is indicative of the difficulties faced in seeking to encapsulate a 

multi-faceted historical and cultural period under a formalistic label, highlights the 

recycling and multiple permutations undergone by the concept at the hands of 

literary/cultural critics and artists from various fields and academic disciplines. 

Although the mere fact that the Spanish Golden Age has been sub-divided 

into two separate periods necessarily points to the existence of a distinct cultural, 

                                                 
2
 Appropriately, Elliott opens his review with the question „A style, or an age?‟ before proceeding to a 

lucid summary of the complexities and contradictions posed by the term (1987: 26). 
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political and intellectual outlook in each, inevitably reflected in their respective 

literatures, the status of Baroque as a problematic label has long been acknowledged, 

partly because not all literary creations during the period conformed to the traits 

commonly ascribed to it or represented a triumph of complexity and complication. It 

is nonetheless acknowledged that the period term‟s value „outweighs the problems 

inherent in its usage, however, for it not only serves to distinguish seventeenth-

century culture from that of the preceding century, but links Spain very broadly to 

international trends, thereby countering what has long been a forceful element in 

Spanish historiography, namely, the view of Golden Age Spain as intellectually or 

culturally isolated‟ (Robbins, 2004: 137).
3
  

Various comparisons of styles between the Renaissance and the Baroque 

have concluded, in essence, that, compared to the uni-dimensionality, 

symmetricality, balance and relative clarity of the art of the former, Baroque is 

multi-dimensional, asymmetrical, imbalanced and relatively obscure,
4
 reflecting a 

shift from a harmonious universe – a microcosm(self)/macrocosm(world) 

relationship operating at almost every level, in which everything was bound together 

in natural sympathy (Terry, 1993: 35) – to a fundamentally different outlook, 

triggered in no small measure by the crisis in values and the challenging of 

Renaissance views by scientists and philosophers.
5
 

However, although recognised as divergent from the Renaissance, the 

Baroque did not necessarily constitute a radical departure from certain cultural 

                                                 
3
 Torres (2007: 3) also points out that „the term Baroque, denoting a cultural era marked by a complex 

style concept, is simply too „useful‟ to be discarded‟, although she warns also of „concomitant dangers 

in an unproblematic application of the Baroque as epoch‟.  
4
 Gracián refers in his Agudeza y Arte de ingenio (1648) to the emergence of a style that was „lo no 

natural, lo vario, lo injertado, lo fiero, incluso lo fiero y monstruoso; lo contrario a lo armónico, 

equilibrado e igual‟ (2001, I: 39). 
5
 For a useful summary of the factors connected to the political, intellectual and social contexts of 

seventeenth-century culture which led Spaniards to adopt a markedly ambivalent view of themselves 

and the surrounding world, see Robbins (1998).  
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aspects of the latter. Indeed, the profound continuity between the two (a point 

underlined by a long line of critics)
6
 helps explain at least in part some of the 

dualities and tensions that characterised a period in which authors often found 

themselves at something of an intellectual crossroads: on the one hand looking back 

to the Renaissance yet seeking to break from its mould, reacting against its perceived 

authority and rigidity and, at the same time, seeking to cater for a much broader 

audience than the educated elite of the previous century. The Renaissance can be 

said to have provided the basic foundations of baroque poetry, but the latter adopted 

its own complementary and at times opposing and contradictory treatments. 

Inevitably, the reaction against religious and political authority and 

orthodoxy during this century of ideological conflict and challenging of certainty 

(for example, in Descartes' methodic emphasis on doubt rather than on certainty, 

which marked an epistemological innovation in its day) was paralleled by 

interrogation of canonical literary traditions. As dynamic subjects, authors positioned 

themselves in one or other direction, and often both (hence the Janus-face 

association of the Baroque), rarely maintaining a static position and constantly 

rearticulating themselves and their positions in a context of literary flux.
7
 The 

resulting ambivalences and tensions between form and content („manner over 

matter‟), containment and freedom, sensuality and sacred, beauty and ugliness, 

                                                 
6
„The relationship between the Renaissance and the Baroque is itself characterized by a process of 

continuity, intensification and transformation. Baroque writers take existing elements of Renaissance 

culture and, due to the changed intellectual and political climate, forge these into a distinct conception 

of the human condition‟ (Robbins, 2004: 142). Cohen, who documents the presence of a number of 

main features associated with the Baroque in Petrarchism and in the poetry of Fernando de Herrera, is 

another to have emphasised the absence of a sharp dividing line between the two: „the creators of 

Baroque poetry did not for a moment think of themselves as the founders of a new school, or as in 

rebellion against the immediate past‟ (1963: 12). 
7
 Speaking of the factors influencing the production of text in the seventeenth century, Mariscal refers 

to the network of boundaries and interests in place before and during the production of any cultural 

artefact: „This „formation‟ is constituted not only by the pressures of social macrotext but also by the 

constraints of the literary mode employed. In some cases, these pressures and constraints led to a 

reaffirmation of established norms, in others to their disruption and rearticulation‟ (1991: 30). 
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idealism and realism, and a host of other similar conflicts, have rightly been 

pinpointed as characteristic markers of the Baroque, which also witnessed an 

amalgam of „culto‟ and popular, serious and frivolous („veras y burlas‟), melancholic 

and festive, often in the same author.
8
  

A profound but gradual change in aesthetics, particularly a greater emphasis 

on sensuality and sumptuousness in description, on language as an end and not just a 

means, has also been identified. Many baroque authors took the Renaissance 

penchant for exaltation and imitation (imitatio, in the dual sense of Art imitating 

Nature but also authors imitating previous literary models and texts)
9
 much further, 

pursuing invention (inventio) and seeking to generate a sense of wonderment 

(admiratio) through highly-detailed description supported by all known artifices, 

including audacious metaphor and far-fetched hyperbole. Part of a more liberated 

and imaginative conception of poetry characterised by a greater degree of self-

expression, invention also took forms other than extrinsic embellishment, most 

noticeably a predilection for subversion of established genres and an increasing taste 

for parody and burlesque.
10

     

As noted above, although there is general agreement that the term Baroque 

does carry some notion of period, of style and indeed of internationalism, it does not 

imply that all the period‟s literature, including lyric poetry, represented a clean break 

from what went before and what comes after. In fact, the presence of several of its 

                                                 
8
 Maravall notes, in reference to the festive spirit of the age, that „el carácter de fiesta que el Barroco 

nos ofrece no elimina el fondo de acritud y de melancolía, de pesimismo y desengaño, como nos 

demuestra la obra de un Calderón‟ (1975: 319). For a discussion of melancholy and the crisis in 

Spanish subjectivity of the day, see Rodríguez de la Flor (2005). 
9
 For a discussion of the rhetoric and practice of imitation, see Darst (1985). Heiple (1994: 55) recalls 

that „Renaissance rhetorical writers advocated imitation of previous texts as a method of training and 

of mature artistic practice‟.  See also Smith (1988: 30). 
10

 According to Vollendorf, the writers of the Baroque necessarily had to adapt to and invent new 

ways of catering for the increasingly wider readership of the period: „In Spain, authors cultivated 

every possible genre with baroque flair. Poets invented new words and wrote tangled syntax, popular 

plays produced bleeding bodies or pale cadavers to audiences, and fiction relied on unlikely 

coincidences to move the plots forward. All in the service of wonder‟ (2005a: 229). 
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hallmark traits, such as the tension between appearance and reality, or the emphasis 

on desengaño, has been documented in earlier texts. The difference was the 

frequency, intensity and immediacy of the manifestations of this pessimistic outlook, 

which acquired near obsessive status for certain authors. Renaissance and Baroque 

can therefore be said to be set apart by the much stronger emphasis on desengaño, 

often as an antidote to the engaño or deceit present at every level, not just personal 

and institutional,
11

 but sensory, intellectual and existential also. Disillusionment with 

a decadent and morally-debased society led many writers to advocate a rejection of 

urban/courtly life in favour of a solitary existence through study and retirement or 

closer contact with nature, a return to the Golden Age myth. In emphasising the 

ephemeral nature of power and glory, poetic attention also focused increasingly on 

the past, not just in the form of evocations of ruins
12

 (for example, Quevedo‟s 

sonnets on the ruins of Rome or Rodrigo Caro‟s commemoration of Itálica) but, most 

noticeably, through recreations of classical mythology, which provided a fixed frame 

of reference and counterweight to the perceived instability of the day.
13

  

Tensions such as the above have been attributed by some critics to the 

growing influence of sceptism and, in particular, Neostoicism, „which in Spain led to 

a century of moralists urging individuals to separate appearances from reality and so 

disabuse themselves from the false values of this world [...] The interconnected 

                                                 
11

 Various critics identify the emergence of satire as a literary genre in the seventeenth century as the 

product of disillusionment, which led to attacks on all institutions, not only government. 
12

 According to Griffin (in Griffin et al., 2008: 93), „a facet of this tradition in Spain was a poetry that 

focused upon Spanish ruins more specifically as an emblem of national decline‟, as in Quevedo‟s 

ballad „Son las torres de Jonay‟.   
13

 According to Torres, who examines the literary and artistic uses of classical mythology during the 

century, „an obsessive aspect of the general Baroque aesthetic was a dedicated commitment to the 

treatment of mythological material‟ which became „one of the most dominant intertextual strands of 

the period‟ (2007: 3-4). Among other reasons, Torres ascribes the continuous popularity of classical 

mythology to the fact that „set in a timeless past, which can often be made to speak to „„every time‟‟, 

myths explore essential questions that reflect the individual‟s eternal desire to understand himself and 

his often fraught relationship with the world‟ (2007: 6). The common store of mythological tales and 

classical allusions was also exploited as a form of literary shorthand, easily recognisable by audiences 

of the day. Subversion of the tradition produced countless examples of mythological burlesque also, 

by poets such as Polo de Medina, Quevedo and Góngora.   
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notions of „ser/parecer‟ and „desengaño/engaño‟ define more than any other the 

contours of the sharply antithetical Baroque world view‟ (Robbins, 2004: 142-144).
14

 

This view translated into a basic awareness of the unreality of life, a paradoxical 

realisation that the process of flux is the only reliable process offered by worldly 

existence, that all experiences, despite their attractiveness and powerful evocations, 

are unreliable and volatile, as short-lived and deceptive as a dream. As Hill and 

Caracciolo-Trejo note, „from there it is a short and necessary step to seeing all 

human life as itself entirely a dream‟ (1975: 174), a sentiment powerfully summed 

up by Segismundo in his soliloquy in one of the Spanish Baroque‟s best-known 

dramatic works, Calderón‟s La vida es sueño. A further consequence of this step was 

the increased exploration in literature, particularly poetry, of the role of Art in 

exploring the boundaries between illusion and reality, between dream and waking. 

Approaches to baroque poetry have often tended to concentrate on either 

stylistic or thematic considerations. In the former approach, attempts to situate the 

period in terms of its salient features stress the coexistence of two trends: a 

particularly ornate manner of writing – an excess of signifier over signified, based 

largely on neologisms, hyperbaton and elaborate borrowings from classical culture, 

exemplified in several of Góngora‟s best-known works, notably his Soledades
15

 – 

and the widespread use of conceit.  

However, it is important to recall that such ornate style was not new. Similar 

styles have been documented in previous literature as far back as the Church Fathers 

and thirteenth-century mystics, and one common stylistic feature (asyndeton) has 

                                                 
14

 Robbins also notes „a fraught tension between absolute certainty and radical insecurity‟ seen in 

baroque literature. In turn, the „ubiquity of doubt‟ produced by a waning of the confidence embodied 

in the humanist tradition was countered by an aggressive assertion as to the absolute truth of 

Catholicism (2004: 145). 
15

 In his regard, Beverley highlights another important paradoxical feature of the period: „The 

Baroque penchant for difficulty, which was supposed to be a mark of its differentiation from the 

vulgo, produced paradoxically a popular taste for extravagant syntax and images‟ (1992: 219). 
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been traced back through the Middle Ages and as far as Horace (Curtius, 1990: 285-

86). Indeed, as Alonso has shown in various studies (1978), the attribution of the 

paternity of the culto style to Góngora is also questionable and his role as an 

innovator has been somewhat exaggerated to the detriment of the place merited by 

Fernando de Herrera (1534-1597), who is now acknowledged as being a crucial link 

in the chain in the evolution of culteranista poetry from Garcilaso onwards.  

Equally, if we say that baroque style abounds in conceits (puns and unusual 

metaphorical associations) we run into difficulty: while the period is undoubtedly 

filled with such examples, including Quevedo‟s fire-water paradox of the flame of 

love that swims a river and, in English poetry, Donne‟s well-known image of the 

compass, it should be recalled that conceptista techniques were not peculiar to the 

century and similar forms of expression were known in the writings of Petrarch and 

those of his fifteenth- and sixteenth-century followers. Many of these ingenious 

forms were derived from the antithesis and paradox that underpinned the intellectual 

subtleties of troubador love poetry, numerous instances of which can be found in 

Hernando de Castillo‟s Cancionero General (1511). The suitability of the Spanish 

language to such intellectual word play had already been underlined in the early 

sixteenth century by Valdés in his Diálogo de la Lengua (c.1535).
16

 Conceptismo 

can therefore be more accurately viewed as a recurring mode that returned with 

special persistence and intensity during the Baroque, which witnessed a noticeable 

upsurge of interest, particularly among poets such as Quevedo, López de Zárate and 

                                                 
16

 „Tenemos muchos vocablos equívocos, y más os digo que, aunque en otras lenguas sea defecto la 

equivocación de los vocablos, en la castellana es ornamento, porque con ellos se dizen muchas cosas 

ingeniosas muy sutiles y galanes‟ (Valdés, 1969: 133). 
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the Argensola brothers, in the witty epigrams of Martial, who was described in 1648 

by Gracián as the „primogénito de la agudeza‟.
17

  

Regarding the second approach – consideration of thematic features –, a 

similar dilemma is faced. While forming the essence of baroque tensions and 

„sensibilité‟, themes commonly associated with seventeenth-century verse, such as 

the instability of life and a general and often gloom-ridden preoccupation with time 

(and, as an extension of this, the omnipresence of death), are not unique to the 

literature of the day and comparisons have been drawn with, for instance, the 

fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, which displayed a similar feeling for the horrors 

of death and concern at the futility of a life doomed to end in death,
18

 a major 

concern also of modern-day existentialism.  

However, a notable difference discerned between Baroque and Renaissance 

is the treatment of such issues, reflected, for example, in the increased violence of 

the terms of comparison and the emphasis on death and dissolution contained in 

Góngora‟s much-quoted sonnet „Mientras por competir con tu cabello‟ (ending „En 

tierra, en humo, en polvo, en sombra, en nada‟) when considered alongside arguably 

the most famous of Garcilaso‟s sonnets, „En tanto que de rosa y azucena‟, in which 

the onset of the twilight of the lady‟s life is described much more benignly through 

the analogy of a snow-topped mountain. As if to emphasise man‟s slavery to time, 

the poetry of the Baroque is replete with allusions to clocks, sundials, burning 

candles and other forms of time measurement. Baroque poets also stressed the need 

to take pleasure in the present, even if such pleasures tended to be fleeting also. In 

                                                 
17

 It is important to recall also that, for all the associations of Góngora with ornate difficulty and 

syntactical disruption, Gracián‟s illustrations of the various forms of „agudeza‟ take more examples 

from the Cordoban poet than from any other writer, including Quevedo.  
18

 Almost a century ago, in his Waning of the Middle Ages, the Dutch cultural historian Johan 

Huizinga documented the widespread presence of the theme of death in the literature of the late 

mediaeval period, which, like the Baroque, was characterised by weariness, pessimism and decadence 

and suffered numerous wars and devastating plagues.  
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the Horatian carpe diem tradition, reinforcing with heightened intensity the messages 

of Renaissance writers, they urged man to indulge while he could in the joys of his 

youth, an injunction frequently conveyed through sensual references to female 

beauty or elements of Nature, or – in the Ausonian „Collige, virgo, rosas‟ variant 

favoured by a long line of poets from Garcilaso to Góngora – a combination of both. 

  The aforementioned elements of continuity with previous ages need therefore 

to be kept in mind in any consideration of the Baroque, which critics now agree 

cannot be set apart as a monolithic historical or stylistic structure.
19

 Part of the 

explanation may lie in the fact that baroque poetics offered relatively little by way of 

originality in terms of the elaboration of a theory of poetry. To a large degree, it 

inherited, modified and passed on the formulations of the Renaissance. Baroque 

poetics derived its theory from the precepts of Aristotle, with a varying mingling of 

Horatian loci and rhetorical dicta: poetry‟s two central purposes are to be both useful 

and pleasing; the poet must possess the faculty of invention; poetry is related to the 

real world in that it is imitation of Nature and yet it cannot transgress the norms 

imposed by Nature, etc.
20

 As Smith has shown, based on evidence from preceptiva of 

the period, „the apparent contradiction between the poetic plainness and theoretical 

dependency of the sixteenth century and the poetic excess and theoretical autonomy 

of the seventeenth is in fact a gradual progression‟(1988: 21).  

Which is not to say that important thematic „common denominators‟, to 

return to Elliot‟s term, cannot be identified in the poetry of the day. As mentioned 

                                                 
19

 Arthur Terry is among those who have forcefully argued that poets of the day did not necessarily 

set out to react against literary usage or figures from earlier periods: „In the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries, this [reaction] may be true at the level of ideas (the Counter-Reformation was in many ways 

a reaction against Renaissance values) but it hardly applies to poetic style which shows a remarkable 

continuity throughout [...] the seventeenth century poets do not deliberately exclude any aspect of 

sixteenth-century theory or practice‟ (1968: 19). Such continuity was already underlined almost half a 

century ago by Cohen in his comment, referring to lyrical poetry, that „not all Renaissance pearls were 

perfectly rounded, nor all Baroque pearls misshapen: they possessed each others‟ qualities‟ (1963: 

10).   
20

 For a fuller discussion see Terry (1993) and the section on Baroque poetics in Preminger (1974).  
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above, although not specific to the period, a number of themes acquired special 

transcendence in the lyric poetry of the Baroque, both in Spain and in Europe 

generally. In their useful anthology of poems from the period, Hill and Caracciolo-

Trejo (1975) identify five categories – nature, artifice, love, life/time/death, and 

religion – as being of special significance due to their widespread presence. As will 

be seen in this chapter, certain aspects of the themes became dominant and even 

obsessive during the period. 

Having outlined briefly a number of salient aspects of the poetry of the 

period, it is appropriate to turn now to an examination of the presence in the work of 

Catalina Clara Ramírez de Guzmán of some of those identified in order to establish 

the degree to which the Llerena poet can or cannot be considered baroque. In some 

respects, she can be said to be less typical of her age, given that, as various critics 

have noted (see Chapter 1), her poetry manifests virtually no influence of the 

intricate and extravagant style of an age in which difficulty was lauded as an 

aesthetic property and a sign of erudition. Noticeably absent from her work also are 

the reconstructions of classical mythology that captured the imagination of many of 

her contemporaries. In both cases, however, she is less of an exception among the 

women authors of her day. Indeed, of female poets only Cristobalina Fernández de 

Alarcón might be viewed as rivalling her male counterparts in terms of the presence 

in her verses of erudite and classical content or rhetorical accomplishment.
21

 

Ramirez de Guzmán‟s „baroqueness‟ is much less questionable when thematic 

aspects are considered, as an examination of four of the five thematic headings (all 

except artifice) identified by Hill and Caracciolo-Trejo as being representative of the 

lyric output of the century will demonstrate.  

                                                 
21

 It is worth bearing in mind in this context that the education of early modern women was 

considerably less influenced by the intellectual stimuli to which males were exposed in schools and 

universities. 
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The examination which follows will contribute to a more comprehensive and 

accurate picture of the Llerena author‟s work given that, as noted in the Introduction 

to this thesis, critical interest in Ramírez de Guzmán has tended to focus on a 

relatively small number of her surviving poems and, consequently, fails to reflect 

adequately the range and diversity of her production. There is no disputing that the 

poems singled out for recent attention are important for an understanding of her 

writings and offer deeper insight compared to the minimal analysis provided by 

Entrambasaguas (1929), who condenses many key aspects into little more than a 

sentence or two. At the same time, this limited view has necessarily resulted in the 

exclusion of several major thematic components which are equally significant for 

constructing a proper appraisal of her poetry, particularly its insertion in the broader 

literary traditions of the day. While the relative weight of the four categories in her 

production is arguably less substantial than is the case of many of her 

contemporaries, the themes nonetheless constitute important components of her 

output, as the consideration of the representative selection which follows will show. 

For each theme the literary context, including examples drawn from both male and 

female authors, will be considered along with the individual treatment found in the 

verses of Ramírez de Guzmán.  

3.2. Life, Time and Death 

A cursory glance at the poetry of Ramírez de Guzmán would suggest it 

differs from much baroque verse on account of its relatively minor preoccupation 

with death and associated themes such as the inexorable passing of time and the 

futility of human existence, which, as noted above, were major concerns in the verse 
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of the period.
22

 Of her nearly 120 known poems, death is the direct subject of only 

two and its presence in other poems can be considered purely testimonial (references 

to mourning or the courtly-love „death in love‟ paradox). Her surviving production 

contains no poems on the ruins, clocks, sundials, hourglasses and other symbols of 

the passing of time that fired the imagination of her contemporaries as pretexts for 

reflections on universal and individual life.
23

 In contrast to the numerous eulogies 

composed by her female contemporaries on the passing away of members of royalty 

and the nobility,
24

 we find no encomiastic funeral poems marking the deaths of 

public figures, an absence which, even taking into account that she lived her entire 

life in a provincial capital and not at Court, might strike us as surprising given the 

family‟s close links with members of the local aristocracy, some of whom were 

personal friends.
25

 Neither, it appears, did she participate in the ritualistic 

commemoration of the deaths of renowned poets. A possible explanation may be that 

she had not yet begun her literary career at the time of the death of Lope de Vega, 

whose passing generated a plethora of posthumous tributes, many of them by female 

                                                 
22

 According to Balbín Núñez de Prado (1991: 54), „tal vez no existan en toda la literatura occidental 

reflexiones sobre la brevedad de la vida y los efectos destructores del tiempo tan hondas y 

artísticamente logradas como algunas de las muy numerosas que produjo el siglo XVII español. 

Indiscutiblemente, su abundancia e intensidad responden a ese resuelto pesimismo con el cual afronta 

nuestro barroco los avatares de la existencia humana‟. See also Camacho Guizado (1969: 169): „El 

hombre español del siglo XVII, los poetas, sienten el paso del tiempo, la proximidad y lo inexorable 

de la muerte con mayor intensidad tal vez que ninguna otra época. Esta sensibilidad obsesiva de la 

muerte puede explicar la abundancia de la elegía funeral‟. Rosales (1966) also underlines the 

extraordinary importance of time and death in the literature of the era. The many manifestations of the 

obsession with death and the contemplation of the brevity of human life in the poetry of Quevedo 

include his famous sonnet „Miré los muros de la patria mía‟, which ends with the vivid expression of 

death‟s imminence and omniscience: „y no hallé otra cosa en que poner los ojos / que no fuese 

recuerdo de la muerte‟ (1981: 32).  
23

 Such themes were occasionally taken to extremes, as in Ulloa y Pereira‟s morbid sonnet „A las 

cenizas de un amante puestas en un reloj de arena‟ (Blecua, 2003: 258).   
24

 Well-known poems by Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz include her sonnets marking the death of her 

patron and close friend Leonor Carreto, wife of the Marquis of Mancera. Violante del Cielo‟s funeral 

poetry includes elegies of the Duchess of Aveiro, the Countess of Penaguiao and General Andrè de 

Albuquerque. According to Navarro, who draws attention to the extensive female participation in 

funeral writings, these occasions afforded women an ideal opportunity to express themselves in public 

without arousing suspicion (1989: 47-48).  
25

 Despite her personal relationship with the Count and Countess of La Puebla, whose absence is the 

subject of XCIX, she appears not to have written a poem marking the Count‟s death in 1659.  
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poets.
26

 However, she was certainly writing at the time of Quevedo‟s death almost a 

decade later (1645) and it might seem strange therefore that she did not use her 

verses as a vehicle for a personal tribute to a poet from whom she almost certainly 

drew inspiration. Again, Llerena‟s remoteness from the main centres of literary 

activity may have been a contributing factor, impeding her participation in the 

commemorative occasions that often marked the deaths of figures of renown. 

However, as this section will endeavour to show, many other aspects of her verses do 

reflect seventeenth-century poetic treatments of death and of the negative faces of 

collective and individual existence.
27

 

For the reasons outlined above, the only elegiac poem by Ramírez de 

Guzmán, on the death in battle of a young soldier (XCVII), stands out in her 

surviving production. The dedicatory sonnet to the dead soldier can be said to be 

typical in various respects of the treatment of the theme during the period, 

particularly the Christian conceptual emphasis on life out of death. A worthy 

example of Spanish elegiac verse, it displays several of the characteristic features of 

the genre identified by, among others, Camacho Guizado (1969) and Wardropper 

(1967b).
28

 Echoing the Greek epigrams on death, the tribute to the unidentified 

                                                 
26

 For example, Violante del Cielo‟s liras „A la muerte del Fénix de España, Lope de Vega Carpio‟ in 

Juan Pérez de Montalbán, Fama póstuma a la vida y muerte del Doctor Frey Lope Félix Carpio 

(1636), fol. 54r. Del Cielo also penned a sonnet tribute marking the death in 1644 of her friend and 

fellow-writer, Bernarda Ferreira de la Cerda. More than 20 poems by women appear in the Lágrimas 

panegíricas a la temprana muerte del gran poeta y teólogo insigne Doctor Juan Pérez de Montalbán 

(Madrid, 1639). 
27

 The poet‟s familiarity with such topics is manifest in the title to one melancholy-filled poem, 

„Redondillas, por haber visto otras a el mismo asumpto‟ (LXXIII) which is addressed to the poetic 

voice‟s mind and describes a torment-filled conflict between reason and desire. The poem ends on a 

note of frustration, signalling that an Aristotelian or scholastic compromise between the two is not 

possible and the dilemma cannot be resolved:  „Sólo dos remedios hallo / y mil imposibles veo: / o 

cumplir lo que deseo, / o dejar de deseallo‟ (17-20). 
28

 Wardropper cites, among these characteristics, the focus on a death, as opposed to death per se: 

„Insiste la elegía en la peculiaridad, la singularidad de cada muerte […] lo importante es que empiece 

por la reacción individual que constituye la experiencia de la muerte por parte del vivo‟ (1967b: 8). 
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soldier,
29

 who was possibly a member of the Extremaduran militias that bore the 

brunt of the fighting in the early part of the war against Portugal (1640-1668), is far 

from a sad lament: there is no reference to personal grief or tears of mourning and 

the sole regret expressed is that the brave soldier‟s life was extinguished in its prime 

(„en edad florida‟, „tan verde primavera‟).
30

 The eulogy is, rather, one of consolation 

in which Christian optimism is clearly to the fore in the removal of the negative side 

of death, which is instead viewed as the gateway to a better life.
31

 

Moriste, joven, en edad florida, 

dando vida a tu fama con tu muerte 

no te engañó, te mejoró la suerte 

pues pasas por la muerte a mejor vida. 

Si la parca fatal, enfurecida, 

cortó el hilo a tu vida, bien se advierte 

que invidia fue, porque tu brazo fuerte 

no le quitase el nombre de homicida. 

No aclame el enemigo la victoria 

de que agosto tan verde primavera 

del tiempo muerta, y viva a la memoria. 

Tu valor te mató, que no pudiera 

otro que él lograr tan gran victoria, 

y quiso echar el resto en la postrera. (XCVII, 1-14) 

 

The sonnet is noticeably devoid of the extreme hyperbole and exaggerated 

rhetorical devices employed in the celebrations of deceased patrons, poets and 

friends in the funeral verse of the period. The sole reference to classical mythology, a 

commonplace in pieces of this type, is the mention of Atropos cutting the thread of 

                                                 
29

 Entrambasaguas (1929: 21) mistakenly believed the poem to be a tribute to the poet‟s brother, 

Pedro, who may have died at the Battle of Rocroi in 1643. As noted in the biography of the Ramírez 

de Guzmán family, Pedro survived for at least another 40 years. No clues exist in the poem as to the 

identity of the young soldier. 
30

 Heiple (1994: 266) notes a similarly detached tone in some sonnets by Boscán and Garcilaso, who 

„present the deaths of real people who were close to them, but they studiously avoid all references to 

any personal or emotional involvement‟. The Ramírez de Guzmán poem stands in marked contrast to 

some of the funeral sonnets by Góngora, which, according to Guillén (1961: 39) have „very little to 

say about death or the person who died; what bulks large in them is the sepulchre or the tomb‟. In his 

sonnet on the death of Cardinal de Sandoval y Rojas, the deceased is not actually mentioned until line 

11.  
31

 „Pero la presencia de la muerte se ve contrarrestada por el fuerte sentimiento cristiano que la 

transforma en un tránsito amable a mejor vida. Así, los poetas no cansan de repetir una y otra vez que 

morir no es sino nacer a nueva vida, haciendo de este juego de conceptos el gran tópico funeral 

barroco‟. See Camacho Guizado (1969: 142). 
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life, envious of the soldier‟s heroism in battle.
32

 Nonetheless, it displays a number of 

the stylistic features typical of the genre, particularly the concision of form, the use 

of paradox and antithesis (lines 2 and 11), the hallmark superlatives, in this case to 

underline the soldier‟s singular bravery (12-13), and the emphasis on lasting fame.
33

 

Simple in construction, with its repeated counterbalancing of life and death, and 

sincere in its posthumous extolment of the young soldier, it is all the more 

remarkable given its unique place in the poetry of the author.
34

 

The poet could not have known that, in a somewhat ironic twist of fate, a 

poem she composed on the very masculine subject of tragic military heroism would 

be chosen three and a half centuries later as a tribute to the bravery of the first 

Spanish woman soldier to die on active service. Private Idoia Rodríguez also met an 

early death, aged just 23, in a landmine explosion in Herat province (Afghanistan) in 

February 2007. A website dedicated to her memory has carried the sonnet for almost 

three years since her death.
35

  

The optimistic view of death conveyed in the above sonnet contrasts sharply 

with that expressed in a non-elegiac poem in redondillas (LXXV), which offers a 

melancholic reminder of the inexorability of time, not to say a significant 

counterpoint to the „festive spirit‟ image that permeates much of Ramírez de 

Guzmán‟s poetry, as we will see in later chapters. Bearing in mind the clear parallels 

                                                 
32

 Allusions to the untimely severing of the thread of life appear frequently in the period‟s elegiac 

verse, including poems by women. One of several sonnets composed by María Nieto de Aragón on 

the death of Queen Isabel of Bourbon includes the following lines: „Oy luciente farol la determina / el 

hilo que cortó Parca temprana / disponiendo el Ocaso en la mañana‟ (Castrillo, 1645: 100). Leonor de 

la Cueva uses a similar analogy in a poem dedicated to the death of her father, which begins „Dejad, 

cansados ojos‟: „Mas la parca cruel con mil rigores, / fiera y embravecida / cortó el hilo al estambre de 

la vida‟ (BNM Ms 4127, 189-90).   
33

 According to Camacho Guizado: „[...] no sólo se consuela el poeta barroco ante la muerte con la 

idea cristiana de la nueva y mejor vida, también la fama asegura al muerto la supervivencia. La gloria 

póstuma, de tipo terreno, opera ahora tal vez con mayor fuerza que en el Renacimiento‟ (1969: 171). 
34

 The tone and expression used are reminiscent also of Gabriel Bocángel‟s sonnet beginning „Tu 

obstinado cadáver nos advierte‟, also addressed to a soldier killed in battle: „Fuerte es la Parca, pero tú 

más fuerte; / no se debió a su golpe tu caída, / tú contra ti la ayudas ya rendida, / ¿que quién pudiera si 

no tú vencerte?‟ (2000: I. 131). 
35

 http://juliogebe.blogspot.com/2007/02/homenaje-idoia-rodriguez.html. Accessed 26 March 2010. 

http://juliogebe.blogspot.com/2007/02/homenaje-idoia-rodriguez.html
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with other existential reflections in verse on the pointlessness of living, the female 

poetic voice of the poem (marked in line 8) cannot be equated with certainty with a 

personal manifestation by the author, although the piece does seem to indicate a shift 

in style and reflect a more sombre mood. The introspective gaze back at an illusory 

and fleeting life in this dramatic monologue recalls poignant baroque treatments of 

the interconnected themes of time and death: 

Recatándote de mí 

vas, tiempo, tan sin ruido 

que hasta mirarte perdido 

no siento que te perdí. 

Tan sin gozar de la vida 

me vas llevando a morir, 

que me puedo persuadir 

a que la paso dormida. 

Nada ocupa mi memoria, 

que tengo por preeminencia 

un limbo en cada potencia 

donde no hay pena ni gloria. 

Tal vez de razon ajena 

digo en vida tan ociosa: 

por tener alguna cosa, 

me holgara de tener pena. 

Tan sonsa conformidad 

no quiere el alma sufrir 

porque vivir por vivir 

es mucha simplicidad. (LXXV, 1-20) 

 

Reminiscent of Quevedo‟s sonnets on a similar theme,
36

 Ramírez de 

Guzmán, in arguably the most forceful manifestation of desengaño seen in her 

poems, bemoans the silent and imperceptible slipping away of time in an uneventful 

life whose sole purpose is to lead to death. While echoing the dream-like quality of 

life seen in Calderón‟s La vida es sueño („que me puedo persuadir / a que la paso 

dormida‟), the poem goes much further in conveying the devastating emptiness of 

the speaker‟s life, one so bereft of positive aspects and memories – the three powers 

                                                 
36

 Quevedo‟s retrospective laments on a wasted and illusory life include the sonnet „Arrepentimiento 

y lágrimas debidas al engaño de la vida‟, which is similar in tone to the poem by Ramírez de Guzmán: 

„No sentí resbalar, mudos, los años; / Hoy los lloro pasados, y los veo / riendo de mis lágrimas y 

daños‟ (1981: 7).  
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of the soul (intellect, memory and will) are in a limbo of oblivion – that she willingly 

clings to her sorrow to salvage at least something from it. The empty void is summed 

up emphatically in the use of negatives in the central section of the poem, 

particularly the placing of „nada‟ at the beginning of line 9. The speaker‟s 

resignation at the realisation of the pointlessness of her existence is summed up in 

the closing lines in her rejection of „living for the sake of living‟. The 

disillusionment expressed in the poem has been interpreted by one critic as an 

example of the melancholy felt by the poet at „societal restrictions upon her 

opportunities for mental pursuits […] an implication of injustice against the 

limitations imposed on women‟ (Soufas, 1996: 175). However, although bearing 

some resemblance to pieces penned by female authors,
37

 nothing in the poem itself 

supports this contention that the sentiment of deep dissatisfaction expressed is 

necessarily gender-related.
38

 

The redondillas are by no means the only manifestation of a profound 

disillusionment with life in Ramírez de Guzmán‟s poetry. A small group of poems 

(including this one) appearing close together in Ms 3884 (fols. 235-40) deserves 

mention for the clear echoes of the desengaño identified in the introduction to this 

chapter as a hallmark trait of the poetry of the day. In keeping with the pessimistic 

outlook which viewed life as a sequence of falsehoods, a common theme running 

through several of the pieces is the transformation of a normally positive sentiment 

(Hope) into a negative and bitter experience. Hope is portrayed not as one of the 

                                                 
37

 See, for example, Marcia Belisarda‟s „Romance melancólico‟ (BNM Ms 7469: 31r) and Leonor de 

la Cueva‟s melancholic quintillas on a sad and miserable life, beginning „Vida, ¿para qué eres buena / 

envuelta entre tantos males?‟ (BNM Ms 4127: 197-98). 
38

 For Rodríguez de la Flor (2005: 16) melancholy was a fundamental component of the crisis in 

Spanish subjectivity at the time: „Everything in this epoch is part of a superior „melancholic moment‟ 

composed by a real or imaginary loss of meaning which profoundly affects the whole social space. 

Moreover, there is also a feeling of despair which appears as an internal tension, working with 

devastating effects within the texts of the time, texts which vertebrate the collective imaginary of such 

a grave moment‟. The same author notes the classical prestige of melancholy, which was often 

attributed to creative minds.  
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three theological virtues but in terms of its classical mythological association 

(Pandora‟s Box), which paradoxically considered it as the most evil of evils because 

it prolonged human torment.
39

 The poems are constructed around many of the key 

words of the disillusionment-filled world that pervaded baroque literature, a stark 

contrast with the zest for life and vitality of the previous century. Several of the 

pieces take as their theme the deceit-ridden associations of Hope although, as we 

shall see, the perspective offered differs in each. 

Recalling the many sonnet treatments of the theme in the period‟s poetry,
40

 

the illusory and elusive nature of Hope is foregrounded most prominently in poem 

LXXXII, the only one in the group which does not take the form of a poignant 

monologue. The impersonal and detached reflection offered on the dangers of Hope 

is replete with the customary references to illusion, flattery, fiction and dreams, etc, 

and is structured around central paradoxes, juxtapositions (truth/fiction, remedy/pain, 

happiness/sadness, distance/proximity) and allusions to the dream-reality tensions of 

the Baroque:  

Es la Esperanza un apacible engaño 

que no cumple el deseo y lo entretiene; 

fantasma aduladora que previene 

gusto a el fiar un año y otro año. 

Tiénese por remedio, y hace daño 

pues con él no se aplica el que conviene. 

Finge que puede dar lo que no tiene, 

facilitando el bien con arte extraño. 

Gozo soñado es, cuya alegría 

                                                 
39

 In his philosophical work, Human, All Too Human (1878), Nietzsche refers to the cruel ploy of 

Zeus in deceiving man into believing Hope („Elpis‟) was his salvation from the evils released by 

Pandora. 
40

 Examples include García de Salcedo Coronel, „Contra la esperanza humana‟, which opens „Lisonja 

de la vida, engaño hermoso‟ (Blecua, 2003: 284). Also, Francisco Manuel de Melo‟s sonnets „A los 

engaños de la esperanza común‟ and „Acusa la esperanza‟  (Estruch Tobella, 1994: 17, 25). Arguably 

the clearest parallel in terms of style and content is the sonnet by the Count of Villamediana entitled 

„Qué es la esperanza‟: „Es un lícito engaño la esperanza / y tregua con que el bien miente al cuidado, / 

sombra de amor, deliquio que, adulado, / vive de cultivar lo que no alcanza […] Su término es 

presente y nunca llega, / y es causa que, muriendo de su efecto, / de no cumplir lo que promete vive‟ 

(Tassis y Peralta, 1969: 315). 
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en pena se convierte en despertando,
41

 

viendo ficción lo que verdad sería. 

Antojo que distancias acortando 

hace lisonjas a la fantasía 

y al fin aparta lo que va acercando. (LXXXII, 1-14) 

 

Another philosophical piece on the same subject of the illusory qualities of 

Hope (XCI, also a sonnet, but this time addressed to the poetic voice‟s „Temor‟) 

adopts a less bleak tone. Here, the degree of negativity is mitigated somewhat as the 

speaker, although manifesting a similar self-awareness of Hope‟s treachery, pleads 

throughout to be allowed to cherish it nonetheless. In place of the detached tone seen 

above, first-person references (possessives, verbs) dominate.
42

 As in the previous 

poem, central importance is accorded to the paradoxes and antithetical features 

habitually found in reflections of this type, in this case summarised neatly and highly 

effectively in the opening reference to the duality and fleeting nature of Hope 

(„apenas nace cuando a penas muere‟, line 2), a description which, like Quevedo‟s 

„pañales/mortaja‟ and „cuna/sepultura‟ associations, situates birth and death close 

together within the same line.
43

 The poetic voice movingly expresses the desire for 

respite from anguish, despite the acute realisation that any remedy will be short-lived 

(both the „alivio‟ and „aliento‟ are „corto‟) and a sham consolation („no estorbes que 

me engañe si pudiere / fingiendo que en mi mal habrá mudanza‟). However, in 

keeping with the ambivalent attitudes of the Baroque, this fictitious relief from 

personal torment is still desirable. The speaker opts for illusion ahead of reality and, 

                                                 
41

 The motif of dream-like existence occupied an important place not just in literature but in 

philosophical treatises of the day, including several famous works in Spain and beyond. Dating back 

to classical times, the „dream argument‟, which postulates, as part of a general opening up of 

knowledge to doubt, interrogation of the reality of life as perceived through the senses, was 

popularised in Descartes‟ Meditations on First Philosophy (1641).  
42

 See also the openings to other poems in the group: „¡Que de veces apartarte,‟ (LXXIII); „Alma, que 

sólo te siento‟ (LXXIV); „Recatándote de mí‟, (LXXV); „¿Quién te ha dicho, corazón‟, (LXXVI). 
43

 It will be recalled also that English poets of the day engaged in similar metaphysical plays, 

frequently juxtaposing „tomb‟ and „womb‟ in their verses.  
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even if the choice appears to denote a sense of optimism, it is tinged by the 

knowledge that even this fleeting satisfaction will be purely delusory.   

Deja vivir, Temor, a mi esperanza 

que apenas nace cuando a penas muere; 

y si no ha de lograr, deja que espere, 

ya que está el bien del mal en la tardanza. 

No tengo en sus promesas confianza 

mas le agradezco que adularme quiere; 

no estorbes que me engañe si pudiere, 

fingiendo que en mi mal habrá mudanza. 

Si esperar la esperanza me entretiene, 

deja tan corto alivio a mi tormento 

que por lisonxa el gusto lo previene. 

No me niegues, Temor, tan corto aliento, 

ya sé que el concederte me conviene: 

que es seguir la esperanza asir el viento.
44

 (XCI, 1-14) 

 

A third poem in redondillas on the same subject (LXIX) offers a further shift 

in tone. Although once again underlining the multiple treacheries masked by 

adulatory Hope („siempre aseguras la vida / hasta topar en la muerte‟, 27-28) the 

poetic voice signals a more positive perspective through the realisation that the 

failure to achieve Hope is less fatal than the consequences of seeing its tantalising 

pursuit satisfied. Rather than a conclusion arrived at after a process of reflection 

developed in the poem, the positive lesson drawn by the speaker is signalled from 

the opening lines:  

Ya, de lograrte, Esperanza, 

me va faltando la fe, 

pero yo escarmentaré 

de tan necia confianza. (LXIX, 1-4) 

 

The remainder of the poem underlines the speaker‟s awareness of the pitfalls of 

foolish trust in Hope, whose contradictory attributes are enumerated throughout in a 

series of oxymorons („Todo tu placer es susto. / Todo tu ataxo, rodeo. Lo imposible 

                                                 
44

 The hope/wind association is commonly found in poetry of the day. See, for example, the Bocángel 

sonnet „Propone el autor discurrir en los afectos del amor‟, which closes thus: „Porque si todo amor es 

esperanza / y la esperanza es vínculo del viento / ¿quién puede amar seguro en su firmeza?‟ For a 

discussion of this recurring image in Bocángel‟s love poetry, see Dadson (1992a: 865-66).   
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facilitas […] tu verdad es la mentira‟). As the poetic voice warns repeatedly, the 

danger lies paradoxically not in the pursuit but in the actual grasping of hope: „Todos 

temen el perderte / estando el riesgo en hallarte‟ (19-20).  

As the above examples illustrate, although the poems dealing with one of the 

major thematic preoccupations of seventeenth-century poetry account numerically 

for a relatively small proportion of Ramírez de Guzmán‟s output, they represent a 

crucial, and until now largely overlooked, component of her work. The 

consciousness of time and death may be less prominent than in the works of other 

poets of the day but the forcefulness and poignancy of the treatment provided 

compare favourably with contemporary approaches to the themes. Although the 

actual word desengaño may appear little, the baroque concern with appearances, 

delusion and falseness, along with the period‟s general mood of pessimism and 

melancholy, constitute a very visible presence in her writings.    

    

3.3. Religion 

Religion frequently offered a solution to the crisis of values that characterised 

baroque existence and many major and minor writers turned their attention to God 

and religious faith as one of the few permanent anchor points available in a fleeting 

and anguish-ridden existence (Balbín Núñez de Prado, 1991: 64). As Hill and 

Caracciolo-Trejo illustrate in their anthology, an important thematic component of 

the poetry of the period was the continued battle between the time-dominated 

fragility of the body and the timeless aspirations of the soul.
45

  In the biography of 

the family, it was noted that Ramírez de Guzmán would have received a solid 

religious education in Llerena, probably influenced by her pious grandmother, 

                                                 
45

 „Man may be born to unhappiness, live only to die; yet still one possibility of existence outside 

Time, beyond Death, remained: God. Many poems are built around a contrast between powerful 

description of the forces which destroy man and final expression of faith in the one who can destroy 

those forces‟ (1975: 176).  
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Beatriz Pinelo, and her four aunts, who served in local convents for several decades. 

An indication of her religious devotion can be seen in the fact that when the family‟s 

possessions were divided up among the six siblings in 1666 she requested many of 

the religious paintings once owned by her grandparents and parents, including the 

most valuable in the collection, a large canvas depicting the Virgin valued at 1000 

reales. Almost all the paintings received were on religious themes: portraits of the 

Child Jesus, the Passion and various saints. Nearly two decades later, she reaffirmed 

her deeply-rooted Christian beliefs when, seriously ill and close to death, she drew 

up the poder para testar in favour of her brother Pedro Antonio.
46

 

In view of these indications, it might appear surprising that her surviving 

poetry reflects little of the devotional manifestations found in verses of the period, 

including the works of secular authors. Comprising a group of just six compositions, 

the percentage of poems of a religious nature seems particularly low. By way of 

comparison, religious themes account for most of the surviving poetry of one of the 

best-known female poets of the early seventeenth century, Cristobalina Fernández de 

Alarcón (c.1576-1646), whose fame rests on just 15 extant compositions. 

The reasons for this minor presence of sacred verse in Ramírez de Guzmán‟s 

work are unclear although it should be remembered that, unlike many early modern 

women poets, she was not a nun. The possibility that she composed more religious 

poems than have reached us cannot be ruled out and such a hypothesis is all the more 

likely given that, although no records survive, Llerena‟s many convents and its Jesuit 

College would almost certainly have organised justas and other competitions to mark 

significant religious events such as the canonisations of saints and she would have 

                                                 
46

 „Firmemente creo en el misterio de la santisima Trinidad Padre y Hijo y espiritu santo tres personas 

distintas y un solo Dios berdadero y en todo aquello que cree tiene y confiesa N[uestr]a Santa madre 

yglesia catolica cristiana romana debajo de cuia fee y creencia e vibido y protesto morir como católica 

cristiana temiendome de la muerte que es cosa natural a toda criatura vmana deseando poner a mi 

alma en berdadera carrera de Salvaçion‟. AHM, Protocolo de Alonso Calderón, 1684, fol. 644r. 
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been a natural contributor to these occasions.
47

 The fact that one of her few surviving 

religious pieces is a gloss may suggest a set topic for a literary forum, although the 

title gives no clues as to which:    

Señor, solo es mi deseo 

serviros toda la vida; 

y la tendré por perdida 

si en otra cosa la empleo. 

Y así será mi recreo 

sólo padecer por Vos 

y confirmados los dos 

mis trabajos os ofrezco, 

y si con ellos merezco, 

«yo bien quisiera, mas Dios». (XIII, 1-10)  

 

The fervour expressed in the décima is a notable exception among her 

religious-themed poems, which point rather to the practice of a „familiar type of 

devotional poetry‟ (Terry, 1993: 5). Lacking the exploration of the voyage of the 

soul or the deep spiritual vision and profound Marian veneration that characterise the 

verses of her Extremaduran colleague Luisa de Carvajal,
48

 the poems can be viewed 

more appropriately as the voices of others, contributions to community spiritual life 

rather than manifestations of individual religious sentiment. Whether the departure 

from the norm, in an age in which, as noted above, literary expressions of religious 

devotion were common, was a conscious reaction against a poetic fashion expected 

of a female author is an issue that cannot be resolved easily.
49

 Either way, there is no 

doubt that some of the verses on religious themes rank among her poorest in terms of 

                                                 
47

 Again Cristobalina Fernández provides an interesting comparison. Excluding the three laudatory 

poems dedicated to fellow authors, the bulk of her compositions (10 of 12) are submissions to justas 

and certámenes, all on religious themes. 
48

 Marian devotion enjoyed a marked resurgence in the decades that followed Spain‟s crucial military 

victory in the sea-battle of Lepanto (1571), which was attributed to the intercession of the Virgin. 

Poetic treatments of the decisive intercession include Fernández de Alarcón‟s sonnet „A la batalla de 

Lepanto‟, published in the Segunda Parte de las Flores de Poetas Ilustres de España (Sevilla, 1611). 
49

 Vollendorf notes, however, in her recent study of the lives of seventeenth-century Spanish women 

that while religion emerged as an important facet of women‟s lives, not all of the texts they produced 

dealt with spirituality (2005b: 187). 
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literary merit although, as will be shown below, they are very much in line with 

some contemporary treatments of the subject matters. 

Two of the longest religious poems are dedicated to the Virgin and from their 

titles we learn that they were composed – perhaps at the request of a nun aunt – for 

singing at convents during processions: in one case (LXIV) to seek the Virgin‟s 

intercessory powers to end inclement weather; in the other (LXVI) for the opposite 

purpose, namely, to bring rain to terminate prolonged drought. At the request of local 

Jesuits the poet also penned a décima to commemorate the celebration of 

communion at the local College (XVIII). Two hagiographic poems (a ballad to St 

Catherine and a poem in seguidillas metre to St Francis of Assisi)
50

 complete the 

small group of religious pieces, three of which appear together on the same page in 

Ms 3884 (fol. 234). 

The above-mentioned „commission‟ component and musical context should 

not be overlooked in any judgement of the literary value of the pieces. Ramírez de 

Guzmán is, from this perspective, little different to many of her Golden Age 

contemporaries. As Wardropper has shown, „not only popular songs but also the 

events of daily life and the objects used form the basis of a good deal of religious 

poetry in Spain‟ (1986: 483). Even bearing in mind the above considerations, 

however, it would be difficult not to agree at least partly with the criticism directed 

by Entrambasaguas at the poems dedicated to St Francis and St Catherine, which he 

described as „afeadas por un ridículo conceptismo – casi insólito en la autora – que 

imposibilita discutir cuál de ellas es peor‟ (1929: 58). The former (LXXXVIII), 

which was probably motivated by the existence of an important convent bearing the 

                                                 
50

 In their discussion of the importance of hagiography as a model underlying a number of the stories 

of María de Zayas, Greer and Rhodes recall that stories of saints‟ lives were recommended reading for 

women (Zayas, 2009: 19). 
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saint‟s name in Llerena,
51

 is constructed around rather infantile word plays, even 

though they are in keeping with poems of the day on the same theme, as a 

comparison with a poem to St Francis by Jerónimo de Cáncer in redondillas de pie 

quebrado indicates.
52

  Like Ramírez de Guzmán, Cáncer concentrates not on 

spiritual aspects but on a series of witticisms derived from stories associated with the 

saint, including his decision to throw himself into bramble bushes to overcome doubt 

and temptation: „Mil damas rubias y garzas / el demonio le fingió, / mas poca lana 

sacó / y ésta en zarzas‟ (2007: 326).
53

 A second poem by Cáncer to the saint 

underlines the latter‟s legendary generosity in granting indulgences („El no tiene que 

perder, / no hay sino vivir alerta, / que quien le alcanza las mangas / dizque gana 

indulugencias‟ (2007: 278), an attribute referred to by the Llerena poet in similar 

terms in her praise: 

Muchas indulugencias 

tiene esa manga 

pues que dándolas siempre, 

nunca se acaban. (LXXXVIII, 17-20) 

 

Arguably the poorest of the religious group, the piece borders on poor taste in places 

as Ramírez de Guzmán focuses her efforts on word plays.  

Yo no ignoro, Francisco, 

que sois gran santo, 

mas tenéis muchos hijos 

sin ser casado. […] 

Buen exemplo a los frailes 

dais con las monxas 

pues en cada convento 

teneis devotas. (LXXXVIII, 1-4, 13-16) 

 

                                                 
51

 As noted in the biography of the family, the Ramírez de Guzmáns were involved in a financial 

dispute with the trustees of the convent in 1661. 
52

 Several thematic and stylistic similarities are also seen between Ramírez de Guzmán‟s seguidillas 

and two poems by Antonio de Solís to St Francis, which are also built around a succession of 

humorous references to the saint (1968: 223, 334).  
53

 Ramírez de Guzmán also refers to the brambles episode, albeit less directly: „Ni examino el 

achaque, / mas sé que es çierto / que en la zarza sentistis / grande provecho‟ (LXXXVIII, 9-12). 
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The rest of the poem is unremarkable, repeating the above pattern of a pun in the 

closing line of each stanza.  

The 24-line ballad to St Catherine is of more interest than Entrambasaguas 

would have us believe, due to the indications it provides concerning the poet‟s 

familiarity with the legends surrounding the life of her revered namesake,
54

 even if, 

in places, the portrayal is unflattering (haughtiness, vanity, etc): 

¿De que sirve Catalina 

el aclamaros por sancta, 

si con la espada en la mano 

jactando os estais de guapa? […] 

¿Ni decir que merecisteis 

la gloria por apistada 

si de una hicisteis tres ruedas 

quizás por estar mas ancha? (LXV, 1-4, 13-16) 

  

The contrast with a well-known poem from the previous century, „A Santa Catalina 

Mártir‟ by Santa Teresa de Jesús, which begins „Oh gran amadora / del Eterno Dios‟, 

could not be more obvious. The closing lines of Ramírez de Guzmán‟s poem are of 

interest also because they demonstrate her familiarity with the conventional language 

of mystical poetry,
 
even if she herself appears not to have written such poems:

55
 

Y no es la mayor fineza, 

pues también disteis el alma 

a quien con nombre de esposo 

gozais por edades largas. (LXV, 21-24) 

  

The two ballads composed for singing during processions at convents near 

Llerena‟s main church (Nuestra Señora de La Granada) depict their subject – the 

statue of Our Lady – in more favourable terms. In the first, the merciful and 

                                                 
54

 Her predilection for her namesake may have been influenced by the fact that the sixteenth-century 

church dedicated to St Catherine was one of the most important in Llerena. The saint is still invoked 

today by women seeking a husband, an association which can only be considered ironic given 

Ramírez de Guzmán‟s spinster status throughout her long life.  
55

 The poem is the only one in her work that contains the conventional vocabulary found in the 

spiritual poetry of the period („alma/esposo/gozar‟). The term „feMysticism‟ has been coined to refer 

to the significant participation of female authors in the genre of spiritual texts expressing the search 

for union with the divine. Clearly, Ramírez de Guzmán does not fall within the category, either in 

terms of the number of poems she wrote or their content.    
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forgiving Virgin, whose mere presence suffices to end the bad weather, is described 

using the stock hyperbole found in verse portrayals of beautiful women, including 

the commonplace dawn analogy:  

¿Quién ha de dudar, Señora, 

que cesen las tempestades 

cuando tan hermosa aurora 

para anunciar el sol sale? (LXIV, 1-4) 

 

The second (LXVI) depicts the Virgin in traditional religious terms as epitomising 

the godly and virtuous woman described in the Bible,
56

 full of grace and a generous 

benefactress always willing to succour those in need:  

Muy de nuestra parte estáis, 

Señora, pues que se ve 

que tan cerca del pedir 

está en vos el conceder. 

A nuestras necesidades 

tan piadosa atendeis 

que antes que salgan a verlas 

las salís a socorrer. (LXVI, 1-8) 

 

The shortest of the religious poems, on the subject of the Eucharist,
57

 is another 

commissioned piece („en nombre de los padres‟, according to the title) and derives 

its entire effect from the extended paradox which plays on the name of the religious 

order – the Company of Jesuits, whose college in Llerena was located next to the 

Ramírez family home – and the priests‟ plight at being deprived of the presence of 

Christ: 

Sin vos, Señor, ha quedado 

soledad la Compañía. 

Vuestro pan de cada día  

sea el pan sacramentado.  

                                                 
56

 The description of Mary as a „nave que de lexos / el pan a el mundo traeis‟ (13-14) is a direct 

Biblical borrowing: „She is like the merchant's ship, she bringeth her bread from afar‟ (Proverbs 

31:14). The reference to a „pozo de aguas vivas‟ (9) also corresponds to Church tradition and alludes 

to the symbolic title of Mary. See the Song of Solomon 4: 15. 
57

 The theme of the sacramental host occupies an important place in the divine poetry of female 

authors. Its significance as the real flesh of Christ afforded women poets the opportunity to feed 

mystically on his male body in their verses. For a discussion of female devotion to the Eucharist 

during the period, see Halixzer (2002: 213-14). It is striking to note that, with the exception of this 

décima, Christ is totally absent from the religious poetry of Ramírez de Guzmán.  
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Volved ya desenojado 

a decidnos, Señor, Vos, 

siendo uno mesmo los dos 

como pasará ni un día 

de Jesús la Compañía 

sin la compañía de Dios. (XVIII, 1-10) 

 

Here too the tone stands in marked contrast to more serious treatments of the 

communion theme, particularly the sonnets of Luisa de Carvajal.
58

 However, it is 

worth recalling that not all treatments were purely spiritual. Marcia Belisarda‟s witty 

ballad „Al Santísimo Sacramento‟, which mimics the style of satirical academy 

vejámenes, humorously describes Christ‟s changed colour on being transformed into 

the communion host: „Jesús, que colores muda, / como a una rosa encarnada, / le 

puso el amor un día, / y hoy a la nieve se iguala‟ (BNM Ms 7469, 10v). For its part, 

Ana Abarca de Bolea‟s Vigilia y Octavario de San Juan Bautista includes a ballad to 

the „Santísimo Sacramento‟ in which a procession of communion bread and wine is 

likened to „dos bellas zagalas‟, one dressed in white and the other in red, as they 

walk through the village (1993: 145-46). 

In addition to the above religious poems, it is important to note that religion 

provides the backdrop for a number of irreverent satirical pieces by Ramírez de 

Guzmán, some of which overtly call into question the authenticity of religious 

vocation. The genre leaves her more scope for her natural witty style and the 

outcome is more accomplished than when she is corseted by strictly religious 

considerations. As we will see in Chapter 6, which discusses these poems, in keeping 

with a widespread poetic practice of the era nuns are on the receiving end of acerbic 

attacks, with abundant references made to their fickleness. One woman who 

                                                 
58

 For example, the „Soneto espiritual de Silva a la ausencia de su dulcísimo Señor en la Sagrada 

Comunión‟, or „Soneto de Silva al Santísimo Sacramento‟ (1965: 437). Carvajal‟s Eucharist poems 

are discussed at length by Cruz in the collection of essays edited by Olivares, Studies of women’s 

poetry of the Golden Age (2009), which was due to be published as this thesis was nearing 

completion.     
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constantly changed her mind about becoming a nun, leaving convents soon after 

entering, is cleverly described as „una luna con enaguas‟ (XLIV, 4) whose capricious 

conduct irks her poet friend. Other nuns targeted include one whose affections are 

secured by a lame suitor (XLII) and a group of women who enter a convent against 

their parents‟ wishes (XXXVII). It was not just female members of the religious 

community who came in for satirical treatment: a „padre muy dilatado‟ is ridiculed in 

poem XIV for his long-winded sermons. 

In terms of poetic artistry Ramírez de Guzmán‟s verses on purely religious 

themes are among the least accomplished and interesting of her compositions, even 

bearing in mind their undoubted public function and the strong likelihood that 

audience expectations would have led her to prioritise easily-recognisable thematic 

content (for example, in the poems to the Virgin, St Francis and St Catherine) ahead 

of originality. In contrast to the spiritual verses in popular metre of Sor Juana, 

including the villancicos composed for performance in cathedrals in Mexico – 

described by Sabat de Rivers as „la mejor muestra de su religiosidad‟, full of 

„bulliciosa alegría cristiana‟ (1982: 57) – Ramírez de Guzmán‟s sacred poetry (if 

indeed the term can be applied to her case) falls some way short of the standard set 

by her contemporaries and offers relatively little in terms of its contribution to the 

genre in the seventeenth century. 

3.4. Nature 

As noted in the introduction to this chapter, various literary conventions from 

earlier periods not only retained their popularity during the Baroque but found 

increasing favour during the century, undergoing significant transformations in some 

cases. One of these was the literary pastoral, the roots of which lie in classical 

antiquity:  Theocritus, Bion, Moschus and, in particular, Virgil, whose allegorical 
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pastoral scenes signalled the emergence of the herdsman as representative of the poet 

and of all humans generally. The influence of Garcilaso‟s Eclogues spurred a revival 

of the pastoral eclogue during the Spanish Renaissance to such an extent that it 

„became the prime poetic form for the remainder of the century‟ (Dadson, 2007: 38). 

As Dadson notes, however, by the end of the sixteenth century it had „more or less 

run its course; its potentialities had been exhausted […]. What it did offer, though, 

was a model to be subverted or rewritten‟ (39). Various critics have analysed in 

detail the multiple rewritings and subversions – the „revolution within a recognisable 

frame‟ (Torres, 2007: 55) – in the evocations of the pastoral of the type innovated by 

Góngora in works such as the Polifemo and Soledades. In an age characterised by 

intensified exploration of the relation between nature and art, bucolic settings offered 

ideal contexts for novelty of treatment, combining the visual presence with a 

heightened verbal presence which in many cases became increasingly unintelligible 

as the poetic goals shifted from explaining nature to outshining other words 

(Friedman, 1995: 59). 

However, not all baroque uses amounted to such overt and complex negation 

or dismantling of the established literary codes and conventions of the pastoral. In 

more moderate forms, bucolic settings continued to be used for a range of functions 

and intentions as quasi-permanent backdrops and pretexts for poetry on love, death, 

religion and politics.
59

 Typically of the duality of the period, prefigured in Garcilaso, 

in poetry as well as in the pastoral romances of Cervantes and Lope de Vega the 

pastoral visions of an ordered, innocent world, the locus amoenus, were frequently 

tinged with introspective sentiments of loss and melancholy, reflecting the prevalent 

sentiment of disillusionment. Seeking refuge in a metaphorical Arcadia of feeling 

                                                 
59

 Beyond the charade of pastoral pseudonyms used by participants, it also provided settings and 

themes for a significant amount of the academy poetry of the day (Finello, 1994: 129).  
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and thought, writers took the opportunity to focus on the psychology of, among other 

things, human love.
60

 Noticeably also, but again in keeping with the ambivalences of 

the Baroque, nature was not always presented as a harmless force and its more 

negative side was frequently foregrounded. Nor was it evoked purely for its purely 

aesthetic and literary interest: through the use of contrast, the theoretically perfect 

natural world was compared to human life as lived and nature was harnessed as a 

vehicle for social criticism, including attacks on the man-made urban universe, 

especially courtly life. 

Pastoral convention played an important part in the work of many women 

writers,
61

 including Ramírez de Guzmán. As noted earlier, like many post-

Cervantine novellas, her lost El Extremeño was almost certainly set in a pastoral 

context, judging by various references addressed to her by other poets which point to 

a mixture of prose pastoral story (and probably love intrigue) and poetical interlude. 

Given her penchant for writing about situations and people known to her, El 

Extremeño probably portrayed living persons in a pastoral disguise, echoing the 

tradition set by Virgil in his Eclogues. It may also have been a pastoral novel „à clef‟, 

designed, if not for publication, for the entertainment of the upper class members of 

the poet‟s circle, the typical audience associated with such novellas.  

Although Ramírez de Guzmán did not participate in two of the genres which 

enjoyed wide appeal during the period, the pastoral elegy and the mythological 

                                                 
60

 „The pastoral talked only about love and its attendant emotions of jealousy, sadness, happiness, 

absence, presence, but that is all the nymphs and shepherds ever do: talk. There is no action, no 

physicality, no passion. Love is purely philosophical and intellectual, the shepherds a sort of courtly 

debating society‟ (Dadson, 2007: 48). As an example of Góngora‟s subversions of the convention, 

Dadson analyses the central role played in the Polifemo by the very physical and passionate love of 

Acis and Galatea. 
61

 Greer and Rhodes (Zayas, 2009: 21) assert that women poets made frequent and adaptive use of the 

conventions of pastoral poetry since it provided a gender-equal space in which both male and female 

characters expressed desire. According to Rhodes (1987: 134), the fact that in many cases the female 

characters in pastoral books did not adhere to the prescribed conduct for women, frequently voicing 

their amorous desires, helped account for the popularity of such works among female audiences. 
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fables based on the pastoral eclogue popularised by Garcilaso, a large number of her 

poems display pastoral features, ranging from the use of pastoral names in place of 

the proper names of individuals to pastorally-framed eulogies of friends and 

members of her family. Most noticeably, however, the pastoral setting was adopted 

by the Llerena poet for descriptions of nature.
62

 

A cursory reading of the poetry of the late sixteenth and first half of the 

seventeenth centuries suffices to identify a widespread preoccupation with nature 

and things natural. Individual features of nature, particularly flowers (roses, lilies and 

carnations etc), mountains, rivers and streams, ceased being components of broader 

narrative and became subjects in their own right,63 in many cases leading to some of 

the best-known moralising verse of the period. In a noticeable intensification of 

Horatian carpe diem entreaties, nature and the transience of human existence were 

regularly interwoven, as in Francisco de Rioja‟s well-known silvas, „A la rosa‟, „A la 

rosa amarilla‟ and „Al verano‟. Gardens in particular acquired near obsessive status 

for certain authors, invariably forming narrative settings for their poetry.
64

 Gardens 

took on new meaning as titles of collections of secular and religious verse, which 

were no longer merely „obras‟ or „rimas‟ but „jardines‟ and „ramilletes‟ also.
65

 In a 

continuation of the Renaissance tradition, Petrarchan hyperbole drawn from natural 

                                                 
62

 It will be recalled that Thalia, who is mentioned by Vicente Díaz de Montoya in his poetic epistle to 

Ramírez de Guzmán, was the muse not just of comedy but of pastoral poetry also (one of her 

attributes being the shepherd‟s crook) and it is possible that some of her works to which he had access 

were on such themes.  
63

 Blecua is among those to have highlighted the prevalance of a new descriptive poetry during the 

Baroque: „esta poesía es sumamente original, sin ninguna deuda con la renacentista, que no conoció el 

tema, sí la Naturaleza más o menos estilizada al servicio de otras cosas, pero no como un fin en sí 

misma‟ (2003: 13). Woods (1978: 16) refers to „the emergence of a genre of what might roughly be 

termed descriptive poetry about nature‟.   
64

 As Orozco Díaz notes, „basta ojear los títulos de la época barroca para darnos cuenta del especial 

valor que como realidad y como tema poético ha adquirido el jardín‟ (1989: 139). The seventeenth-

century garden poem is discussed in detail by Cohen (1963: 89-108), who refers to the importance of 

the refuge offered by „imaginary Edens‟ for many poets of the period (89).    
65

 See, for example, Alonso de Bonilla, Nuevo jardín de flores divinas (1617), Alonso de Castillo 

Solórzano, Fiestas del jardín (1634), José Martínez de Grimaldo, Jardín de fragrantes flores al 

Santísimo Sacramento (1653) and the Ramillete de divinas flores para el desengaño de la vida 

humana (1629) compiled by Gerónimo de Madre de Dios. 
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elements was frequently employed to extol the beauty of ladies (and their pastoral 

counterparts, the „serranas‟ and „zagalas‟) and even the virtues of religious figures.
66

 

However, in keeping with the tensions and ambivalences of baroque poetry, nature in 

all its splendour was harnessed for the opposite effect also, including for melancholic 

laments at personal (often love-related) situations.
67

  

The nature-themed poems of Ramírez de Guzmán evidence a close 

familiarity with many of the features mentioned above and reflect several of the 

attributes identified by Woods (1978) as being characteristic of descriptive verse of 

the period, ranging from purely narrative function to moral purpose. Although only 

eight of her surviving poems are devoted specifically to the theme, the poet clearly 

took great pleasure in her descriptions of nature. Like Lope de Vega, who confessed 

in one epistle that his cherished Madrid garden was a source of poetic inspiration – 

„mi huertecillo me dará concetos / sacados de las frutas y las flores / de la 

contemplación dulces efetos‟ (1969: 1210)
68

 –, she likely drew inspiration from the 

surroundings contemplated during visits to the family‟s rural retreat in the village of 

Pallares, which she was to inherit in 1666. As noted earlier, information contained in 

the laudatory décimas by Fray José de Santa Cruz points to Pallares as the pastoral 

setting for El Extremeño.
69

 

                                                 
66

 The application of the convention in mystical verse forms the basis of the 164-line ballad entitled 

„El jardín del convento‟, („En estas verdes hojas‟) in which Sor Marcela de San Félix draws on an 

impressive range of flowers and plants to convey her love for Christ. For a discussion of the 

transcendental meaning given to the elements of nature in the ballad, see Arenal and Sabat-Rivers 

(1988: 83-86).   
67

 Dubois, referring to French poetry, notes that „what characterizes Baroque poetry is its own 

peculiar view of nature as closely linked with man, endowed with his emotions and sharing in them 

[…] Nature, or perhaps rather the forces of nature, take on a human shape, something helped by a 

conventional mythology but one which is recast by the poet into a more personal and dramatic form‟ 

(1961: 253).   
68

 „Epístola Segunda al Reverendísimo Señor Don Fray Placido de Tosantos, Obispo de Oviedo, del 

Consejo de Su Majestad‟, 280-82. The epistle was published in Lope‟s La Circe (1624). 
69

 „Envidioso Baco está / de las vendimias de Apolo / viendo que ya no es él solo /quien fama a 

Pallares da.‟ (BNM Ms 3917, fol. 350v). 
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Unlike much nature-themed verse of the day which was written in sonnet 

form, Ramírez de Guzmán‟s nature poems are composed in traditional metre (all but 

one are romances or redondillas) and vary in length from a brief 10-line description 

of a stream (LXI) to the detailed 68-line portrait of a garden (XVI). Her knowledge 

of the conventions used by her predecessors and contemporaries emerges clearly 

throughout these and other poems. Her retratos make extensive use of nature as 

grounds for hyperbolic comparisons with the physical features of the lady, usually to 

underline the latter‟s superior beauty (see Chapter 5). The comparisons are not 

confined to verse portraits: natural splendour is portrayed as a pale imitation of 

human beauty in several other poems also. The sun, for example, is „vergonzoso‟ on 

realising it is no rival for Anarda on her wedding day (LXXIX, 4). Elsewhere, the 

traditional roles of the sun and the sunflower are reversed: the sun follows 

Antandra‟s every move, paradoxically becoming her „sombra‟, and is no match for 

her beauty since she holds the unfair advantage of having two suns of her own (her 

eyes): 

Airecillo que vas a dar soplo 

a las flores de que viene el sol 

mira bien si es Antandra divina, 

que los soles que vienen son dos. 

Si el sol es su girasol, 

¿como, airecillo, no sales 

que las flores y las aves 

no equivocan su arrebol? (LXXXVI
 
, 1-8)

70
 

                                                 
70

 Ramírez de Guzmán frequently follows the convention of describing feminine beauty in terms of 

cosmic grandeur, particularly the use of nouns synonymous with light („luces‟, „soles‟, „estrellas‟ etc). 

The tradition of comparing the lady‟s presence to, for example, the arrival of dawn is referred to by 

Orozco Díaz: „con la salida de la pastora o dama, que se confunde con la de la aurora  – ya que 

compite la luz de sus ojos con la del sol – todo se alegra: las flores se abren, las aguas ríen y las aves 

cantan. El gusto por la acumulación y yuxtaposición de colores y luces, propia del poeta barroco, 

encuentran en el tema ancho campo donde desarrollarse‟ (1989: 145).  
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Aside from the hyperbolic descriptions of her three sisters, Ramírez de Guzmán 

turned to nature for panegyric use, most noticeably in her eulogy of the Duke and 

Duchess of San Germán: 

Ansi, del heroico Duque, 

la eçelsa estirpe preclara 

ilustre se continúe 

en sucesión dilatada 

y en bellísimos pimpollos, 

fresca rosa castellana, 

el jardín de su hermosura 

de felicísimas plantas. (CXIII, 119-26)
71

 

 

In addition to these stock metaphors, which are too numerous to list here, the 

poems also offer typical descriptions of gardens, mountains and meadows, together 

with the omnipresent streams, brooks, springs and fountains that fill works of the 

period.
72

 On the surface at least, the natural world portrayed is often idyllic, full of 

vivid colours and fragrances, a sensuous and idealised world of harmony. The 

picture corresponds frequently to that found in Renaissance literature, namely, trees 

swaying in the wind, fresh fields bathed by crystalline streams, innumerable flowers 

and the presence of songbirds. Absent, however, is any connotation that this world 

represents a refuge from the material falsity of the man-made or courtly world 

(„menosprecio de corte / alabanza de aldea’).  

Although Ramírez de Guzmán‟s portrayals of natural elements are rooted to a 

large extent in stock hyperbole and associations – a field in flower is a „florido 

tapete‟, a stream is the Gongoran „sierpe de cristal‟, waters are „aljófar‟ or „blanco 

aljófar‟, etc – and the adjectives and verbs used can be found readily on almost any 

                                                 
71

 The Duchess is described as a „sol que sin fatiga alumbra‟ (81). Woods (1978: 54-56) identifies 

panegyric use as a specific category in which the poets of the period exploited descriptions of nature 

to the full.  
72

 Examples include Góngora („¡Oh claro honor del líquido elemento‟), Esteban Manuel de Villegas 

(„Pára, blanco arroyuelo‟) and Villamediana, („En cunas de esmeralda desta fuente‟). The stream was 

often a metaphor for love, as in the well-known Quevedo sonnet „Compara el discurso de su amor con 

el de un arroyo‟.  
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page of descriptive poetry, in addition to these clearly familiar associations a more 

personal seal is placed on many descriptions and the opportunity is seized for more 

original and interesting imagery, such as the extended military metaphor running 

through the wintry country scene depicted in the ballad beginning „Qué amenazado 

está el campo‟ (L). The green field, once home to countless flowers, has become a 

December battleground where nature deploys her entire arsenal, including snow in 

the form of icy bullets fired from the clouds (note the witty play on colours based on 

the two meanings of „blanco‟ as „white‟ and „target‟). The ferocity of the chilly 

onslaught is such that the streams and rivers are paralysed with fear. However, 

underlining the cyclical process of rebirth in nature, the poem reminds us that, even 

in the face of this bitter siege by the north wind, hope exists in the form of the arrival 

of Spring, which will come to the rescue with its armies of flowers: 

Piezas disparan las nubes 

desde sus muros celestes, 

siendo campo de batalla 

el que de flores fué albergue. 

Balas de cristal esparce 

sobre el florido tapete, 

blanco de su puntería 

a pesar de tanto verde […] 

Su miedo helados confiesan 

los arroyos y las fuentes, 

si no es que muertas las flores 

ya ser espejos no quieren. 

Trata de treguas el marzo 

y abril socorros le ofrece, 

con exércitos de rosas 

y escuadrones de mosquetas. (L, 9-16; 21-28) 

 

Although much less common in poetic descriptions of nature, the military 

metaphor is found in some works of the period, including the meditation on a garden 

by Pedro Soto de Rojas, which contains the following description of a fountain, 

represented as a sea battle:
 
 

La pertinaz galante artillería, 
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con el humo de balas, que son perlas, 

moja las luces del amante día;  (1981: 108)
73

 

 

A more direct comparison can be established with an anonymous poem contained, 

like the ballad by Ramírez de Guzmán, in BNM Ms 3884 and which presents a 

similar treatment: 

Guerra publica a los montes 

el erizado diciembre 

fiero general, de tanto  

volante escuadrón de nieve, 

talando viene las selvas 

y aprisionado las fuentes. (Ms 3884, 314r)
74

 

 

It is not just these metaphorical associations which evidence a more original 

treatment by Ramírez de Guzmán of the natural and pastoral context. It would be 

misleading to see the poems as offering a purely conventional usage of established 

topoi. A striking feature is the absence of human interaction (persons with each other 

or with nature) in the pieces. Apart from the poetic voice (the pastoral „Clori‟ of 

XXVI) the poems are totally lacking in human presence. The pains of love, where 

aired, are not voiced by the lovelorn shepherds and shepherdesses that populated the 

pastoral but by nightingales and streams. In place of flesh and blood individuals, the 

protagonists of the poems are natural elements, particularly water (rivers, streams, 

brooks) and flowers, which are endowed with attributes and conducts normally 

associated with humans.
75

  

                                                 
73

 The analogy is taken up at various points in the poem, for example, when the jasmines are likened 

to archers firing scented arrows: „Verdes las calles, cándidos arqueros / bravos soldados de jazmín 

florido, / Cupidillos de amor llenos de antojos, / dulces rayos apuntan a los ojos, / del olfato, y 

disparan al sentido‟ (1981: 130). 
74

 Other more original metaphors employed by Ramírez de Guzmán include poem XVI („Descripción 

de un jardín), which is based on the extended conceit that the cold waters of the stream are a prison 

(albeit a pleasant one) in which the flowers are shackled to prevent them from escaping: „Grillos de 

cristal les calza; / guardas les pone de nieve; / porque como tienen pies / recela que se le ausenten. / 

Cadenas de blanco aljófar / mal segura les previene / prisión tan rica. Soborno / mas que castigo 

parece‟ (XVI, 45-52). 
75

 „El jardín cuyas flores se han penetrado de un total sentido humano – más de uno recordará que 

tuvieron alma – se hará independiente‟  (Orozco Díaz, 1989: 147). 
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Flowers in particular are attributed a wide range of human behaviours, traits 

and feelings. In the lengthy garden description (XVI), the carnations and lilies use 

the stream as a mirror to apply their make-up, the rose faints on seeing its competing 

reflection, and (in the only allusion to mythology in the nature poems) the narcissus 

– smarting from a past lesson – avoids the same fate by looking away: 

Claro espejo a su hermosura 

cristalina les ofrece 

donde el clavel se arrebole 

y la azucena se afeite. 

De verse allí tan bizarra 

la rosa se desvanece, 

compitiéndose a sí misma 

en hermosas altiveces. 

Escarmentado el narciso 

mirarse en ella no quiere, 

que es atrevido el que incurre 

en un delito dos veces. (XVI, 5-16)
76

 

 

The wallflower, meanwhile, is humble and courteous, the pansies pride themselves at 

being able to go anywhere they please, and – in a striking use of alliteration („pues 

hechas sus hojas ojos / la sombra del sol parece‟, 27-28) – the sunflower is portrayed 

as engaging in „amantes demonstraciones‟ by shadowing the sun closely (echoing 

the conceit of LXXXVI, discussed above). Flowers are not alone in exhibiting 

human attributes and behaviour. The water in LXXII is „cortés‟ and „hildalgo‟ (13-

14), noble qualities seen also in the stream of LXVIII that dashes gallantly to the aid 

of flowers, kissing the feet of elm trees to seek permission to flow past them and 

then bribing the poplars with its precious pearls so it may continue its journey: 

Y aunque galán de la selva 

quiere ostentarse brioso, 

porque le concedan paso 

besa los pies a unos olmos. 

Pródigo da de sus perlas 

muchas vueltas a unos chopos 

                                                 
76

 In much of the poetry in this style, such „behaviour‟ was triggered by the physical presence of a 

lady or „zagala‟. In this particular variation of pastoral convention, however, no lady of superior 

beauty is present and the flowers are merely reacting to their own reflection in the water.    
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a quien quiso sobornar 

porque no le hagan estorbo. (LXVIII, 13-20). 

 

In a delightful opening demonstrating Ramírez de Guzmán‟s attention to musicality, 

the poignant lament of a nightingale (the subject of LXVII) causes streams to shed 

tears and a brook to take a short cut in its haste to listen to the birdsong. The neatly-

expressed „callar/decir‟ juxtaposition of the closing lines conveys the natural world‟s 

empathy for the nightingale‟s plight: 

Tan dulce una filomena 

puebla de quexas el viento 

que hace llorar a las fuentes 

que le sirven de instrumentos […] 

Que no cante, le aconseja 

discretamente un jilguero, 

porque si lo mete a voces, 

dirán que tiene mal pleito. 

Así dejó la harmonía 

y los que tuvo suspensos, 

si el sintió lo que decía, 

lo que callaba sintieron.  (LXVII, 1-4, 13-20) 

 

Inevitably perhaps, spaces in which human behaviour operates have the potential to 

become spaces of conflict. A closer reading of the nature poems reveals that beneath 

the surface of the apparently simple and harmonious bucolic world portrayed lies one 

tainted by more negative elements, a scenario in which conflicts triggered by 

passions normally associated with humans are played out. It is striking to note that 

six of the eight poems comprising the nature group contain references to negative 

traits such as jealousy, selfishness, envy, ingratitude and pride, the presence of which 

in the natural world gives rise to the same conflictive situations seen in the human 

universe, of which at least some of the poems can be read as allegories. The 

nightingale of LXVII sings not of the joy of love but of the pains of jealousy and is 

advised to silence its expression of torment in order to avoid malicious talk. For its 

part, the harmonious setting of poem LXXII is disrupted by the ingratitude of the 
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palm tree, which is criticised by the poetic voice for the lack of appreciation shown 

towards the water that brings it life:  

De aquella palma me asombra 

que se te remonte ingrata 

cuando le pagas en plata 

lo que le debes en sombra. (LXXII, 1-8) 

 

The palm‟s ingratitude is contrasted with the flowers‟ expression of their debt to the 

generosity of the water, an image conveyed through an unusual combination of the 

senses („lenguas de olor‟): 

Mejor saben el favor 

las flores agradecer, 

pues que te deben el ser 

dicen con lenguas de olor. (LXXII, 9-12)
77

 

 

However, the portrayals of the components of the natural world of Ramírez de 

Guzmán are not fixed or stereotyped, and virtually all the elements (birds, water, 

plants, etc) exhibit positive as well as negative traits. The grateful flowers of LXXII 

stand in sharp contrast to those of XXVI, whose inconsiderate behaviour is the cause 

of the plight of a disconsolate spring. The poem is the most explicit example in the 

group of the use of a natural setting not as the classical locus amoenus but as the 

allegorical backdrop for amorous complaint,
78

 in this case the popular „crying 

streams‟ variant.
79

 The spring voices its distress at the criticism received from the 

                                                 
77

 The debt owed by flowers is taken up in another poem which extols the beauty of a lady, who is 

credited as the source of the fields‟ splendid livery: „Mayorazga de los campos, / pues su pie los 

alimenta / y deben a su contacto / la más lucida librea.‟ (LXIII, 13-16). The Petrarchan notion that 

contact with the lady‟s feet sufficed to bring colour to the meadow was common currency in the 

poetry of the day and allowed poets to indulge in word play based on the description of feet as 

„plantas‟. See, for example, Hurtado de Mendoza‟s pastoral ballad beginning „Pastores, que me 

abraso‟, which includes the lines „debiendo el campo flores / a breves plantas bellas‟ (cited in Blecua, 

2003: 280). Lope de Vega derides the convention in his sonnet entitled „Justifícase el poeta de que no 

nacen flores cuando las damas pisan los campos, porque estima en más la verdad de Aristóteles que el 

respeto de Platón‟: (2008: 401).     
78

 This reading is reinforced by the fact that a second version of the poem (Ms 3917, fol. 355r) 

replaces the word „favor‟ of line 21 with „amor‟.   
79

 According to Alonso, „la contemplación de fuente o río (tema frecuentísimo en la poesía amorosa 

de Quevedo) atrae irremediablemente la imagen de las “lágrimas como río”‟ (1987: 624). The use of 

nature as an idyllic setting for amorous sentiment is parodied by Lope de Vega in his satirical poem 

„Describe un monte sin qué ni para qué‟ (2008: 139). 
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flowers to which it carries water and is encouraged by the poetic voice to take drastic 

action to punish the offenders: 

Clori, a quien dió sollozando 

estas quejas su raudal, 

esto dijo a su corriente 

quiriendola aconsejar; 

«Si el favor hace ingratos 

fuente apacible, 

sequedades aprende, 

para hazer firmes.» (XXVI, 18-24) 

 

Entrambasaguas‟ assertion that the poet‟s use of nature was entirely description for 

its own sake (1929: 58) fails to take into account her adherence to the contemporary 

practice of drawing on natural contexts for philosophical or moralising messages. As 

Woods has shown (1978: 65), moral purpose conveyed through exemplary use of 

nature, as in the Trillo y Figueroa sonnet, „En vna sobre el mar caída roca‟, was one 

of the main rhetorical features of natural description in seventeenth-century verse. 

Allegorical evocations of nature for moral censure abound in the poetry of the day 

and include Quevedo‟s combination of the rose and almond tree as reminders of 

beauty and human pride: 

Reprehensiones son, ¡oh Flora! mudas 

de la hermosura y la soberbia humana, 

que a las leyes de flor está sujeta. (1981: 337) 

 

Examples of similar usage in Ramírez de Guzmán include the closing 

strophes of poem XVI, which describe the flowers‟ sad awareness that they are 

destined to die early, a powerful reminder that beauty and happiness rarely go hand 

in hand: 

Desgraciadas por hermosas 

su temprana muerte temen 

porque la dicha y lo bello 

andan juntos pocas veces. (XVI, 57-60) 
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The clear carpe diem associations (the flowers being female archetypes) intersect 

here with criticism of human falseness
80

 given the direct reference in the following 

lines to one of the consequences of loss of beauty: the transformation of admiration 

into scorn and, in the case of love, certain abandonment:  

Con sequedad el agosto 

las trata y así adolecen 

viendo que su estimación 

en desprecio se convierte. (XVI, 61-64)  

 

As in the description of the winter scene (L), however, the poet ends on a note of 

optimism, reassuring the garden flowers that their fragrance will enable them to 

transcend the death brought by the searing summer heat: 

Esperanza de vivir 

aún después de muertas tienen, 

que en sus aromas quemadas 

vuelven a renacer fénix. (XVI, 65-68) 

 

It is this optimism that sets Ramírez de Guzmán apart from many poets of the day,
81

 

for whom flowers were a cruel symbol of the inexorable passing of time, as in 

Francisco de Rioja‟s silva „A la rosa‟: 

Pura, encendida rosa, 

émula de la llama 

que sale con el día,  

¿cómo naces tan llena de alegría 

si sabes que la edad que te da el cielo 

es apenas un breve y veloz vuelo. (Blecua, 2003: 250) 

 

Elsewhere, the intentions underlying the moralising use of nature by Ramírez 

de Guzmán are less clear, in some cases due to the lack of clues provided in the titles 

                                                 
80

 The reference to the non-permanent qualities of the flowers‟ beauty, which is on loan from Spring 

(„galas alquiladas‟, l. 53), could also conceivably be interpreted as a reflection of false reality, the 

„ser/parecer‟ duality frequently present in baroque verse. 
81

 Góngora also adopts an optimistic tone in the use of nature to explore the apparent death/life 

contradiction of such comparisons. In the Soledades, for example, birds „represent the continual 

replenishment and vitality of Nature in whom, though death is inescapable, life ultimately prevails. 

Flowers can therefore be without contradiction used by Góngora as symbols of transience: each 

bloom will die, but flowers will continue to bloom‟ (Jones, 1966: 29). Mariana de Carvajal also 

emphasises the hope brought by a change in season in a poem („Al Invierno‟) in her novella Amar sin 

saber a quien: between the burning summer and the rigours of winter „nace en octubre una esperanza 

nueva; / desátanse los muchos arroyuelos, / todo lo muda el tiempo, y lo renueva‟ (1663: 172).   
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as to the purpose of the pieces,
82

 which are open to various possible interpretations. 

Several of the poems fit the category referred to by Woods in his authoritative work 

on the natural world in baroque poetry:  

Sometimes a poem may quite explicitly take nature as its theme. But at other times 

there may be an implicit theme which differs from the overt theme of the poem and 

is balanced with it in such a way that we may be in doubt as to what the poet‟s true 

intentions are. The subject matter of Renaissance poetry is rarely as imprecise or 

enigmatic. (1978: 16) 

 

Examples in the Llerena poet‟s verses include a reckless stream which is rebuked for 

its presumptuousness and for exaggerating the perils it faces as it rushes headlong to 

its destiny: 

No corras tan bullicioso 

ni con tanta presumpción 

afectes tu perdición 

cuando no aventuras nada 

que como es plata, quebrada 

no pierde la estimación. (LXI, 5-10)
83

 

 

A clearer and more sustained example is poem LXXI, „Redondillas a un monte‟, 

which is of interest for the multiple messages conveyed by Ramírez de Guzmán. The 

redondillas are addressed to a majestic mountain, which is forcefully reminded that 

it would be nothing without the surrounding members of the natural kingdom:  

Monte que así te levantas, 

Rey de toda la campaña; 

y a ese río que la baña 

haces que bese tus plantas. 

No por alzarte a mayores 

te remontes, presumido, 

pues por estar bien vestido 

has menester a las flores. (LXXI, 1-8) 

 

                                                 
82

 No such doubts arise in overtly moralising poems such as Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz‟s sonnet 

entitled „En que da moral censura a una rosa, y en ella a sus semejantes‟ (2007: 57).  
83

 A similar critical tone is seen in the description of a convent fountain in Ana Abarca de Bolea‟s 

pastoral novel Vigilia y Octavario de San Juan Bautista: „Fuente que en círculo breve / presumes de 

gran caudal, / si tus principios observas, / no te precipitarás‟ (1993: 189).  
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In an appropriate play echoing literary references of the period to earthly mortality 

and the pitfalls of vanity, the closing stanza contains a harsh warning to the arrogant 

mountain not to forget its humble origins and condition: 

Atiende a aquestas verdades 

y tu presumpción destierra. 

Acuérdate que eres tierra 

y dejarás vanidades. (LXXI, 25-28) 

 

Ostensibly an attack on human pride and vanity, the piece offers a number of 

possible other interpretations, including allusions to the necessary interdependency 

of all things in nature, even in the most rigid of hierarchies.
84

 The series of 

admonishments directed at the mountain for its arrogance („ufano‟, „presumido‟, 

„loca estimacíon‟, „vanidad‟) underline its need for all its „subjects‟ (flowers, birds, 

stream, wild animals) to act in harmony with it to sustain its monarchy. One possible 

interpretation is that the poem‟s emphasis on regal allusions (the mountain is the 

sovereign of the surrounding countryside, its vassals are forced to kiss its feet, etc) 

represents political criticism aimed at Spain‟s authoritarian system of government. 

However, the poem has been attributed an alternative meaning by Olivares and 

Boyce, who read the allusions to mutual interdependency as evidence of Ramírez de 

Guzmán‟s use of nature to represent male-female conflict:  

„[...] amonesta al monte – clara imagen masculina – por haberse estimado 

demasiado, olvidando que necesita lo femenino. El monte, presumido, ufano y vano, 

humilla al río (símbolo tradicionalmente femenino) […] El monte/hombre presume 

de autosuficiencia, y por lo tanto maltrata a las criaturas (la mujer) que viven 

dependientes de él, sin darse cuenta de la necesidad de su mutua interdependencia. 

En estas poesías de doña Catalina Clara, la naturaleza es una muestra, o una 

extensión, de una división conflictiva entre lo masculino y lo femenino‟ (1993: 94). 

 

Possible support for such a reading might be found in the fact that all the 

components of the natural universe drawn on by the poet to illustrate the mountain‟s 

                                                 
84

 Interdependency is a common theme of several of the nature poems: the rivers and streams are 

required not only to water the trees and plants but as mirrors to reflect floral beauty. Ramírez de 

Guzmán repeatedly highlights the need for natural elements to operate in harmony. Natural 

interdependency, the premise on which the proper functioning of the natural world is built, breaks 

down when its elements exhibit undesirable human traits. 
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dependence on others are female-gendered („flores‟, „aves‟, „fuente‟, „fieras‟) and, as 

noted above, flowers can often be read as female archetypes in poetry. However, 

such authorial intention is unclear, particularly in the absence of explicit signals of 

this kind in the other nature poems.
85

 Although plurality of meaning cannot be ruled 

out entirely, when considered alongside some of the conventional literary treatments 

of nature found in the poetry of the period it seems rather that there is nothing 

specific about this treatment of the topic that could be said to reflect conflict between 

the sexes.  

Ramírez de Guzmán‟s nature poems, as we have seen, reflect and repeat 

many of the approaches to the theme found in the poetry of her day, from pure 

narrative based on stylised and sensuous description to more philosophical 

undertones, including the use of the poems as vehicles to convey messages 

concerning the human situation. Devoid of the complicated mythology-filled 

imagery and tenuous analogies that characterise culteranista approaches to 

descriptive poetry, they offer instead more accessible descriptions in which, with the 

exception of the poem describing the winter scene (L) (although even this concludes 

on an optimistic note), nature is generally depicted not as a violent force but as an 

appealing, harmonious environment. However, in keeping with the ambivalence and 

paradoxes that characterised the era, this same appealing environment conceals a 

more complex and sadder side, serving as a backdrop for doleful laments and as a 

space of conflict among its inhabitants, which are attributed human qualities and 

shortcomings. 

                                                 
85

 The same authors also read the battle scene in poem L, discussed above, as an allegory of the battle 

between the sexes in which females (flowers) ultimately prevail. However, here too the treatment 

corresponds closely to that seen, for example, in the Soto de Rojas poem and the anonymous ballad in 

Ms 3884 quoted above. 
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3.5. Love   

Compared to many secular and religious women poets of the day, love poems 

occupy a relatively small proportion of Ramírez de Guzmán‟s surviving verse.
86

 At 

around one tenth of her total poems, the figure is less than half that represented by 

amorous verse in the work of, for example, Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz. However, as 

the following section will show, the low ratio is counterbalanced by the interest held 

by the compositions which, while largely echoing the topoi of the love poetry of the 

era, throw up intriguing issues of interpretation which are not easily resolved. 

Critics such as Smith (1988: 12) alert to the dangers of reading love poetry as 

real utterances based on personal experience or as offering valid insight into the 

emotional lives of its authors given that, for the most part, such verses reflected 

engagement with an established literary fashion that required expressions of love to 

be rendered in idealised and fictive terms.
87

 The same warning is sounded also by 

Heiple (1994: xi) in his ground-breaking study of the poems of Garcilaso, in which 

he points out the risks of ignoring the aesthetic norms and ideas that inform poetic 

production in efforts to discern sincerity of emotion. To a large extent these warnings 

hold true for the love lyric of Ramírez de Guzmán, which exhibits many of the 

prescribed components of what was primarily a rhetorical exercise for poets. 

However, her love poems pose complexity at a number of levels, not least their 

shifting poetic voices, which oblige us to reassess the inclination to view them solely 
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 The possibility that her lost El Extremeño contained love poetry cannot be discounted. As noted 

previously, various references by contemporaries indicate that it was a pastoral work comprising verse 

as well as prose, perhaps along the lines of the novellas of Zayas or Carvajal. The mention by José de 

Santa Cruz of the „decoro de las damas, / la lealtad de los galanes‟ in his laudatory poem (BNM Ms 

3917, fol. 350v) points to some form of love intrigue in the story line. In a poem to Ramírez de 

Guzmán in the same manuscript, Juan de Almezquita asks her to send him „los versos de El 

Extremeño‟ (fol. 280r).     
87

 Love poetry was an inescapable obligation for all poets despite the obvious constraints posed by the 

genre. As Dadson notes, „cada nuevo poeta, al momento de dedicarse a escribir poesía amorosa, se 

enfrentaba con una larga tradición de temas, imágenes, incluso rimas ya establecidas. Salir del código 

era una imposibilidad […] A principios del s. XVII ser poeta equivalía a escribir sonetos amorosos. El 

problema radicaba en qué hacer con el tema que no fuera seguir ciegamente un camino ya andado y 

bien trillado por otros‟ (1992a: 863). 
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as seventeenth-century examples of a well-worn art. Before considering these 

„problematic‟ pieces, an examination of the presence of the conventional amorous 

tradition in the poems is appropriate in order to place the group of love pieces in 

context. 

The poems reflect a substantial proportion of courtly-love and Petrarchan 

amatory commonplaces, including the ubiquitous themes of silent suffering, 

obedience in love, the service of the lady, love‟s tyranny, the ennobling cause of 

love, the death-in-life and remedy-worse-than-the-illness paradoxes, the pain of 

absence and the homicidal eyes of the lady, along with the corresponding semantic 

and rhyme associations (for example, „dolor/amor‟, „amor/temor‟, 

„tormento/alimento‟, „sufrimiento/alimento‟, „vivo/muero‟ etc). Such conventions 

are clearly visible in the poems in which Ramírez de Guzmán adopts a male persona, 

for example in the typical outpouring by a gallant of his obsessive and noble love 

(„hidalgo proceder‟) for a lady he does not even know:
88

  

¿De que sirve, corazón,  

tan continuo padecer 

si no aspira a merecer 

vuestra ciega obstinación? 

Servir sin satisfacción 

vuestra locura apetece, 

y aunque la causa merece 

tan hidalgo proceder, 

tanto amar, y tanto arder, 

tema, mas que amor parece.  

Si a quien amais no sabeis 

¿qué esperanza os alimenta? (LXXXI, 1-12) 

 

Although presenting considerable diversity of subject matter, speaking voices (male, 

female and unmarked) and metres (ballads, sonnets, décimas, seguidillas, etc), 

                                                 
88

 The poem, on the theme of a stolen ring, can be considered a variation on the convention of using 

the lady‟s possessions as the starting point for a description of the emotions of love, a tradition whose 

origins have been ascribed to Petrarch (Forster, 1969: 10). According to Robbins, seventeenth-century 

love poetry continued and expanded the trend: „In such compositions a specific and particular object 

is made to carry general and universal significance, as the poet uses it to describe his emotions and his 

experiences of love‟ (1997: 64-65). 
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Ramírez de Guzmán‟s love poems possess a common denominator in that they fix 

their gaze almost entirely on the distress and pain of the amatory experience: a 

„llanto‟ as opposed to a „canto‟ of the joy of love or the pleasure derived from the 

presence of the loved one. Reflecting a popular baroque predilection inherited from 

cancionero and Petrarchan love poetry, many of the pieces focus on the absence of 

the beloved or addressee.
89

 One obedient lover, for example, voices envy at the 

thought that his portrait will enjoy the company of his lady while he is denied her 

presence:   

A dar fe de mi obediencia 

va el retrato, y invidioso 

quedo de que tan dichoso 

merezca vuestra presencia. 

A instantes de su existencia 

feriara siglos de vida; 

y si esa imagen fingida 

quereis que os hable de mi 

volvedle el alma que os dí 

enamorada y sentida. (LI, 1-10) 

 

Two of the poems gloss existing verses conveying the obligatory suffering of the 

lover. The first, a décima (XI), repeats the „yo, vos, señora‟ formula popularised by  

Boscán in his cancionero love poems (Heiple, 1994: 39) and underlines the poet-

lover‟s constancy in the face of the lady‟s cruelty, which paradoxically heightens her 

attraction („tan bien mostrado tenéis, / señora, a mi sufrimiento / que le sirven de 

alimento / los desdenes que le hacéis‟, 1-4). In keeping with courtly-love tradition, 

the ennobling character of a love that is in itself the reward and aspires to nothing in 

                                                 
89

 See, for example, Juan de la Barreda‟s „Décimas al sentimiento de una ausencia‟ and Diego de 

Silva y Mendoza‟s „Juzgando qual sea mayor tormento, los celos o la ausencia‟ (BNM Ms 3773, fols. 

9 and 118 respectively). Similarly, Quevedo‟s sonnet „Solo sin vos, y mi dolor presente‟ (1981: 389). 

Examples in female-authored poetry include Leonor de la Cueva‟s sonnet to Floris beginning 

„Ausente estoy de tus divinos ojos‟ (BNM Ms 4127, fol. 188). According to Heiple „absence is an 

excellent pretext for writing a love poem. The blocking space in this case is a physical space 

separating the lovers that the text bridges with a message. This is a common theme in Spanish 

cancionero poetry as well as Petrarchan verse. The absence or distance can be caused by rejection, in 

which case the poem addresses either the cruelty of the lady or the suffering of the lover as a victim 

seeking compassion' (1994: 37). 
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return is also underlined („cuando ve que por vos muero / sin aspirar a el favor‟, 7-

8).
90

 The second is a gloss of the popular „Sólo el silencio testigo‟ attributed to the 

Count of Salinas and further develops the theme of suffering, on this occasion 

emphasising the inability of words to describe the love felt or torment endured. The 

intimate but highly stylised piece emphasising that the lover‟s suffering will „voice‟ 

his feelings conforms largely to the pattern identified by Heiple in some of 

Garcilaso‟s love verses:
91

 

Aun le falta a mi dolor 

el alivio de quejarse 

pues cuando va a declararse 

le pone mordaza amor. 

Las leyes de su rigor 

obstinadamente sigo 

por ver si callando obligo 

mudo siempre a el padecer 

de mis males ha de ser 

sólo el silencio testigo. […] 

No hay voces que signifiquen 

los quilates de mi amor 

ni palabras que el menor 

de sus afectos publiquen, 

y así silencios expliquen 

este mi dolor esquivo. (XXV, 1-10, 35-40) 

  

Convention is highly visible also in the treatment of the commonplace theme 

of the sleeping lady (a popular academy topic as well as a favoured pretext of non-

academy amatory lyric),
92

 which forms the basis of the longest of Ramírez de 

Guzmán‟s love poems, the 68-line romance entitled „A unos ojos dormidos, en 

                                                 
90

 The theme of the superior merit of selfless love which does not aspire to favours is a feature also of 

the first poem discussed above: „mas, bien, corazón, haceis: / amad, solo por amar, / que aunque 

quiera condenar / vuestro continuo cuidado, / amor desinteresado / ¿cómo se puede culpar?‟ (LXXXI, 

15-20).    
91

 Heiple notes the paradox inherent in such love rhetoric: „The lover will refrain from speaking and 

offer his suffering to speak for him. While the text bridges the gap caused by silence, it takes a rather 

paradoxical position that is not resolved in the poem. If the poet were really to maintain silence, he 

would refrain from all communication, including poetic missives‟ (1994: 46).  
92

 See Quevedo‟s romance „A una dama dormida‟ („Hermosos ojos dormidos‟, 1981: 479) or the 

poem by the Count of Salinas „A unos ojos dormidos‟, which begins „Amadas luces puras‟ (Silva y 

Mendoza, 1985: 151). The popularity of the sleeping lady in academy verse, often as a pretext for an 

unrealistic situation, is discussed by Robbins (1997: 82-83). 
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nombre de un galán‟. The ballad illustrates further the poet‟s familiarity with courtly 

and Petrarchan love rhetoric, reflected in the standard paradoxical references to the 

homicidal yet life-giving powers of the beloved‟s eyes (they are like the eyes of the 

basilisk, no defence or antidote exists against their poison, etc) and the emphasis on 

the catch-22 dilemma of whether it is better to die from their mortal arrows or from 

the pain of not seeing them: 

Si he de morir de no verte, 

dulcísimo basilisco, 

cuanto mexor me estaría 

morir por haberte visto. 

Tus ojuelos me dan vida, 

y advierte que no es estilo 

el que me quiten tus rayos 

lo que me dan ellos mismos. (XXVII, 1-8) 

 

Elsewhere, such literary clichés are combined with more original touches, 

including the extended crime metaphor of lines 9-12 („Y si criminales hacen / el 

adorarlos delito / siempre me hallarán culpado; / pero nunca arrepentido‟) and the 

conceit reversing the usual terms of slavery based on the eyes‟ dark colour (as 

opposed to the traditional „ojuelos verdes‟ associated with hope which were common 

currency in love poetry):  

Dos negros son de Guinea, 

y aunque negros, tan activos 

que han blasonado que tienen 

a muchos blancos cautivos. (XXVII, 29-32) 

  

The theme of captivity (present also in poem XXV above: „tan cautivamente vivo‟) 

reappears again in the form of the customary references to the willingness of the 

lover to sacrifice his free will in subjecting himself to the lady‟s power:  

Tan dueño de mis potencias; 

te veneran mis sentidos; 

que a tu cautiverio trueca 

su libertad mi albedrío.
93
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 The theme of the loss or sacrifice of free will for the sake of love was also a recurrent feature in 

love poetry. For a discussion of the theme in Bocángel‟s sonnets, see Dadson (1992a: 869). The 
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¡Que mucho, si para herir 

te pide arpones Cupido, 

pordiosero de tus rayos 

y de tus flechas mendigo! 

Mal se emplean los rigores 

en quien amante y rendido 

padecer por adorarte 

tiene solo por alivio. (XXVII, 49-60) 

 

 The ballad closes with what appears to be a popular strophe of the period (possibly 

of Cancionero origin), as indicated by the modified rhyme scheme and use of 

quotation marks: 

¡Bien conoció sus engaños 

el que a tus ojuelos dijo 

estas palabras que tienen 

mi corazón por archivo!: 

«Tus ojuelos, zagala, 

me tienen muerto. 

Si dormidos me matan: 

¿que harán despiertos?» (XXVII, 61-68) 

 

Not all the poetic voices in the love poems are male. The popular querelle des 

femmes tradition is present in a rallying cry to women to be wary of the deceit and 

treachery of men. Written in the musical seguidilla metre, poem LXXXVII, which 

recalls some of the anti-male warnings contained in the novellas of María de Zayas 

(without matching their venom), opens with the traditional complaint addressed to 

the mother:
94

  

Quiera quien quisiere 

que yo no quiero 

que un amor se me pague 

con unos çelos.  

                                                                                                                                          
reference by Ramírez de Guzmán bears some resemblance to the poem by the Count of Salinas on 

sleeping eyes referred to in the previous note: „Sentí un oculto imperio / al tiempo que sentí que no 

sentía, / y en grave cautiverio / la libertad preciosa que tenía, / con tan estrechos fueros / que me mata 

el miraros y no veros‟ (1985: 151).    
94

 The love complaint to the mother is a common feature of Golden Age verse, particularly in poems 

written in traditional metres. Well-known examples include Góngora‟s ballad „La más bella niña‟. A 

ballad by Leonor de la Cueva begins as follows: „Pensábase amor, mi madre, / que a su rigor me 

rindiera: / ¡malos años para quien / a sus engaños se entrega!‟ (BNM Ms 4127, fols. 219-20).
 
Poems 

in this style by women authors were often written at the request of other women as an expression of 

their sentiments against men in general and may also have been composed for a literary circle. For 

further examples of this manifestation of the querelle see Olivares and Boyce (1993: 45).  
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Entendidos tengo, 

madre, a los hombres, 

que entretelan el ruego 

con las traiciones. (LXXXVII, 1-8) 

 

The personal tone of the opening lines is abandoned in favour of a more universal 

message as the focus switches to an attack on the betrayal of men generally rather 

than further exploration of the speaker‟s own infelicitous love experience. The 

negative picture drawn in this reflection of disenchantment portrays men as resorting 

to every possible ruse (conveyed in the allusion to devious card players) to deceive 

the objects of their affections into submission, redirecting their attentions elsewhere 

as soon as satisfaction has been gained: 

Todas las mujeres 

vivan alerta 

que las ganan fulleros 

con cartas hechas. 

No hay un hombre en el mundo 

que no sea falso 

ni más piedra de toque 

que un desengaño. (LXXXVII, 25-32)
95

 

 

Although the language and terms of comparison are largely the same, the emphasis 

contrasts with that seen in poems such as Violante del Cielo‟s „Huid de amor 

zagalejas‟, in which the speaker also holds herself up as an example of painful 

amorous experience but centres her moralising message on the pitfalls of love itself, 

not the treachery of men in general:  

No fiéis de sus caricias, 

no de sus gustos fiéis, 

que cual sirena engañosa 

regala para ofender. 

Huíd de sus tiranías, 

que, disfrazadas, tal vez 

áspides son entre flores, 

si flores al parecer. (1646: 120-21)  

                                                 
95

 Male treachery in love is denounced in similar terms in Zayas‟s story Amar sólo por vencer: „No te 

engañen, que no han de ser creídos / cuando su boca más dulzor destila. / Si la que adoran tiene hoy 

consigo, / que mejor llamarla la engañada, / pues engañada está quien de ellos fía; / a la que 

encuentran, como soy testigo, / dentro de una hora dicen que es la amada‟ (1983: 335). 
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The recommendation to her fellow women is not the only instance in which Ramírez 

de Guzmán offers advice against fickle lovers. A romance written to console the 

despondent „Anarda‟ (the pastoral name of her youngest sister, Ana Rosalea) also 

focuses on the pains of love, manifested in her sister‟s tears which are described 

using the typical hyperbole (precious pearls coveted by Cupid, miracles of love, etc): 

Ignorando su valor, 

desperdicia, Anarda, perlas, 

quien duda que valgan mucho 

lágrimas que tanto cuestan. 

¡Que codicioso Cupido 

se ha desatado la venda 

por no perderlas de vista 

cuando llegase a cogerlas! (III, 1-8) 

 

Ana Rosalea‟s tearful plight prompts her poet sister („Clori‟) to encourage her to 

punish the inconsiderate lover by making him jealous:
96

 

Viendo Clori tan continuas 

en su hermosura las perlas, 

consolando su pesar 

de esta suerte la aconseja: […] 

Si el amor a tu amante 

le hace grosero 

prueba a hacerlo advertido 

con darle celos. (III, 21-24, 33-36) 

      

As stated above, much of Ramírez de Guzmán‟s amatory verse emphasises 

the sadder aspects of love. We can only hypothesise whether this mirrored the 

author‟s personal concept of love or whether it simply reflected adherence to well-

worn conventions. Regrettably, the available biographical information fails to clarify 

many important aspects of her personal life and there is no way of knowing for 

certain if these love lyrics were inspired by individual experience and reflect genuine 

                                                 
96

 As noted in the section on the theme of nature, in „Romance a una fuente‟ Ramírez de Guzmán uses 

a natural setting as the backdrop for an amorous complaint (the conventional crying stream) and 

offers similar advice: „si el favor hace ingratos / fuente apacible, / sequedades aprende, para hazer 

firmes‟ (XXVI, 22-24).  The „celos‟ inherent in love („que siempre quien ama, tiene‟, 36) are present 

also in another nature-themed poem (XVI).  
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emotion. From what we have seen thus far, the treatment of love in the poems 

corresponds broadly to that present in much of the period‟s love poetry.  

Although bearing in mind the reservations noted earlier as regards seeking 

autobiographical content in love poetry, a highly intertextual form of writing which 

draws heavily on convention, a small number of poems in the group (including the 

only two amorous sonnets, the metre most widely-used for the psychological 

exploration of love by Golden Age poets) nonetheless merit special attention for the 

possible clues they offer to the author‟s personal situation.  

The first of the sonnets (XVII, on the theme of absence) foregrounds the 

inability of words to express the depth of the love felt by the poetic persona. The 

hope of seeing the absent beloved is the only remedy possible for the pain of love, 

which carries no regrets despite the deep anguish caused. The piece is skilfully 

constructed, with central importance (7-8) accorded to the „silent suffering‟ dilemma, 

as in the „Sólo el silencio testigo‟ gloss referred to above.
97

 The closing lines convey 

poignantly the plight of a soul which, having given itself up entirely to the beloved, 

can only offer its yearning as a further token of its love: 

Acertar a decir mi sentimiento  

fuera desaire de mi pena grave, 

que en el silencio solamente cabe 

la significación de mi tormento. 

De esperanzas de veros me alimento 

que es manjar en la ausencia el más suave, 

y mudamente mi silencio sabe, 

decir callando lo que amando siento.  

Y aunque paso esta pena por amaros, 

no puedo arrepentirme de quereros 

que no déjame el gusto de adoraros 

por ahorrar la pena de no veros. 

Que el alma que no tiene ya que daros 

                                                 
97

 The silent suffering complaint features in the works of other female authors, such as Marcia 

Belisarda‟s „Romance melancólico‟: „En fin, peno, siento y callo, / por no decir lo que siento, / que 

sólo puedo quejarme / de que quejarme no puedo‟ (BNM Ms 7469, fol. 31r). See also Leonor de la 

Cueva‟s liras on the death of her father, which end „no es suficiente mi grosera pluma, /que, pues 

estoy penando, / cuanto puedo decir, digo callando‟ (BNM Ms 4127, fol. 190).   
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gusta de tener ansias que ofreceros.  (XVII, 1-14) 

 

In contrast to the impersonal and even detached tone that characterises a significant 

amount of amatory verse, here the explicitly personal sentiment is underlined 

throughout (for example, the presence of first person references in nine of the first 

eleven lines and the repetition of the possessive „mi‟ to emphasise the individual 

pain and torment suffered). 

Needless to say, the poetry of the period throws up an abundance of similar 

pieces, usually addressed by a male persona to a female beloved, although this was 

not always the case. The intriguing element here is the appropriation by Ramírez de 

Guzmán of a distinctly masculine perspective and discourse not for a poem written 

on behalf of a gallant but as the vehicle to express her love for her brother Pedro, to 

whom she was particularly close, as we saw in Chapter 2. Even bearing in mind the 

unquestionable bonds of affection that existed between the siblings, the content of 

the poem cannot fail to strike us as surprising. While the manifestation of filial 

devotion for her father in another absence-themed poem (XL „A la ausencia de su 

padre‟) might also raise eyebrows due to its explicitly amorous content (the décima 

could easily be included in any collection of love verse on account of its references 

to constancy and harsh rigour and its death-in-love allusions), the unsettling effect 

generated by this sonnet is considerably greater. Taken in conjunction with other 

direct references in her poetry (the description of Pedro as „mi hermano y mi amante‟ 

in XLI and the jealousy expressed at the thought that her portrait will accompany 

him whereas she cannot be with him, LII),
98

 the sonnet raises conjecture as to the 
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 „Mi amor Píramo no ignora, / ni el alma que cuerda os di, / que si la copia es así / que ha de andar 

siempre con vos, / aunque una seamos los dos / tendré celos de mí‟ (LII, 5-10). In contrast to the silent 

suffering conveyed in the sonnet, in another poem eulogising her brother, Ramírez de Guzmán 

expresses her joy at being able to voice her adoration: „Dichosa mil veces Clori  / que a voces puede 

decir / que te adora …‟ (XV, 29-31). By comparison, the absence of analogous references to the 

poet‟s other brother, Lorenzo, is striking to say the least. 
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nature of the relationship between brother and sister. As we saw in the biography of 

the family, both remained single their entire lives and the poet designated Pedro as 

her sole heir in her poder para testar in September 1684. 

The second love sonnet, like that above, combines the themes of absence and 

the impossibility of voicing love-inspired feelings. As in the previous case also, 

neither the gender of the speaker nor that of the addressee is marked in the poem, 

which bears all the hallmarks of courtly-love outpourings by a male speaker to his 

female beloved. Unlike in poem XI referred to earlier, there is no hint this time that 

the suffering is caused by cruel „desdén‟ on the part of the beloved. Rather, the sole 

motive of the fatal wounds of love and the poetic voice‟s anguished condition is the 

beloved‟s absence, which triggers the state of torment conveyed in the reversals of 

the opening lines and reinforced by the succession of paradoxes in the rest of the 

poem („enfermo del remedio‟; pain as a relief to torment; death from love is life-

bringing, etc): 

Cuando quiero deciros lo que siento, 

siento que he de callaros lo que quiero: 

que no explican amor tan verdadero, 

las voces que se forman de un aliento. 

Si de dulces memorias me alimento, 

que enfermo del remedio, considero, 

y con un accidente vivo y muero 

siendo el dolor alivio del tormento. 

¿Qué importa que me mate vuestra ausencia, 

si en el morir por vos hallo la vida, 

y vivo de la muerte a la violencia? 

Pues el remedio sólo está en la herida, 

mas si no he de gozar vuestra asistencia 

la piedad de que vivo es mi homiçida. (XCVI, 1-14) 

 

Once again, however, the title forces us to reappraise our interpretation of the 

piece as simply a carbon copy of the stock manifestations of anguished separation. 

The sonnet is, in fact, a dialogue addressed to an absent woman friend (the title „A la 

ausencia de una amiga, hablando con ella‟ is itself a paradox) and, as in the poem to 
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Pedro, the terms of affection employed may generate some surprise in the reader in 

view of this clear departure from the conventional scenario, particularly the 

extremely rare presence in love poetry of an entirely female triangle (author – poetic 

persona – addressee). Although based entirely on the conventional amatory 

discourse, the open declaration of love for another woman that pervades the sonnet 

cannot fail to evoke connotations of lesbianism, particularly if the piece is 

considered in the context of other poetic exaltations of female friendship, which 

were by no means uncommon during the Baroque.
99

 A comparison with a much-

quoted poem by Violante del Cielo shows clearly that the love expressed for the 

unnamed addressee in Ramírez de Guzmán‟s friendship-separation poem is much 

more intense. In her poem, also a sonnet, Sor Violante focuses exclusively on the 

friendship component of her relationship with the unidentified „Belisa‟:  

Belisa, el amistad es un tesoro 

tan digno de estimarse eternamente 

que a su valor no es paga suficiente 

de Arabia y Potosí la plata y oro. 

Es la amistad un lícito decoro 

que se guarda en lo ausente y lo presente, 

con que de un amigo el otro siente 

la tristeza, el pesar, la risa, el lloro. 

No se llama amistad la que es violenta, 

sino la que es conforme simpatía, 

de quien lealtad hasta que la muerte ostenta. 

Ésta la amistad es que hallar quería, 

esta la que entre amigas se sustenta, 
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 The possible resonances of lesbianism in female poetry of the period are discussed by Boyce and 

Olivares, who surprisingly exclude Ramírez de Guzmán‟s sonnet from their brief consideration of 

poems open to this interpretation, despite its more explicitly amorous content compared to those they 

examine. The authors underline the ungrammaticality of such texts: „un texto de autoría femenina en 

que una hablante femenina tiene como objeto amado o deseado a un hombre - y sobre todo un texto 

en que la amante declara su amor por otra mujer - representa lo que Michael Riffaterre llama „an 

ungrammaticality‟, puesto que la tradición amorosa establece que el amante es masculino y el objeto 

amado es femenino. Una „ingramaticalidad‟ es cualquier elemento que impide una lectura mimética o 

que impide la naturalización del texto‟ (1993: 43). In her recent book, which appeared as this thesis 

was nearing completion, Fox remarks that Ramírez de Guzmán‟s love sonnet to her absent friend 

„blurs the line between the homosocial and the homoerotic‟ (2008: 161). Similar readings have been 

suggested in recent years for the love poems of an English writer from the same period, Katharine 

Philips (1632-1664). For a discussion of the homoerotic content of Philips‟ work, see Wahl (1999), 

particularly Chapter 4.  For a discussion of the treatment of female desire and the exploration of 

female homoeroticism in early modern Spanish women dramatists, see Vollendorf (2005b: 74-89).   
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y ésta, Belisa, en fin, la amistad mía. (1646: 9) 

  

Despite shared thematic features such as longing in absence, the priceless 

nature of the relationship, the allusions to death, etc, the tone and content of the two 

sonnets could not be more different. While eulogies of women by women were a 

popular literary fashion – adhered to by Ramírez de Guzmán herself in her praises of 

her sisters as well as in her poem to Isabel de Tordoya (CV) and her extolment of the 

beauty and virtues of the Duchess of San Germán (CXIII) – the amorous 

undercurrents of the same-sex affectivity expressed in this piece may well have 

transgressed the „lícito decoro‟ referred to by Sor Violante. That female-female love, 

even if an open secret, was deemed unnatural is clear from a work by the English 

writer, Margaret Cavendish, whose dramatic work Convent of Pleasure (1668) 

describes the anguish suffered by Lady Happy due to her amor impossibilis for the 

Princess: „But why may not I love a Woman with the same affection as I could a 

Man? No, no, Nature is Nature, and still will be. The same she was from all Eternity‟ 

(cited by Traub, 2002: 290). Even bearing in mind the warnings of modern-day 

critics,
100

 the characteristic rhetoric and excesses of manifestations of admiration, 

and the tendency among women authors to couch their female relationships in 

amorous terms,
101

 the poem appears to suggest more than just an expression of 

feminine tenderness between friends.
102

 The lack of clues as to the identity of the 
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 As Vollendorf notes in reference to lesbian tones in María de Zayas‟s novellas, „we cannot know 

for sure whether our own readings of early modern sexuality (of any sort) accurately decipher the 

erotic codes present in the texts […] we cannot know, for example, which acts were considered more 

sexual than others, nor which expressions of sexuality were acceptable within the language of 

friendship‟ (2000: 270). According to Dugaw and Powell (2006: 124), „Baroque sapphic poetry poses 

an unapologetic erotic rhetoric between women that challenges the heterosexual normativeness 

customary to our modern era‟. One of the features of this type of poetry was „erotically charged, not 

just affectionate, language that often plays with the reader‟s discomfort at such women-to-woman 

ardor‟.   
101

 As, for example, in Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz‟s expression of her „puro amor‟ for her patroness, the 

Marchioness of La Laguna: „Ser mujer, ni estar ausente, / no es amarte impedimento; pues sabes tú, 

que las almas / distancia ignoran y sexo‟ (2007: 133-34).  
102

 The eulogy of female beauty in poem LIX („A una dama cazadora‟) on the Diana the Huntress 

theme may also be significant in this regard. Traub, who studies the import of mythological pastoral 
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dedicatee may also indicate that the sonnet was intended for private consumption 

only, perhaps to avoid the embarrassment of disclosure due to the poem‟s possibly 

transgressive resonances.
103

 

  The final poem to be considered in this section is arguably Ramírez de 

Guzmán‟s finest and most poignant expression of the pain of love. The enigmatic 

ballad entitled „A un imposible‟ (LXXVI) bears favourable comparison with other 

seventeenth-century poems on the subject of impossible love and desire.
104

 

Compared to the other piece addressed to the heart in the group of love poems (the 

décimas on the subject of the gallant who stole a ring from a lady, LXXXI) some 

noticeable differences can be discerned. Most obviously, the use of the familiar form 

instead of the second person plural adds immediacy and intimacy to the dialogue. 

Moreover, whereas the gender of the poetic voice is clearly marked in the title of the 

décimas it is unmarked in this poem and the ballad may well be a more personal 

composition therefore. The description of the desperate plight of a heart doomed to 

endure an eternity of suffering since the object of its affections is unattainable ranks 

among the most moving of Ramírez de Guzmán‟s poems: 

¿Quién te ha dicho, corazon, 

que te puedo socorrer? 

Ríndete a tanto imposible, 

no te engañe tu altivez. 

Sitiado estás de tus ansias, 

lástima es llegarte a ver 

                                                                                                                                          
in the imaging of female-female homoeroticism, shows that „pastoral representation of female 

homoeroticism is derived not from Theocritus or Virgil but Ovid. The imagery of nature is drawn less 

from the shepherd‟s flock than from secluded bowers and grottoes, while the activities are less those 

of shepherds and shepherdesses than of the huntress Diana and her band of separatist nymphs‟ (2002: 

229). Olivares and Boyce, however, see the huntress of the poem as a typical example of the „mujer 

varonil‟, ultimately symbolising female desire to emulate male practices and pleasures (1993: 28).   
103

 The existence of the poem forces us to rethink the tendency to automatically ascribe to a male 

poetic voice some of Ramírez de Guzmán‟s untitled and unmarked conventional amatory discourse 

poems, for example, the décima beginning „Tan bien mostrado tenéis, / señora, a mi sufrimiento‟ (XI). 

The possibility that they too were composed for a woman cannot be ruled out. 
104

 Examples of poems on the same theme by women poets include Leonor de la Cueva‟s sonnet „¿De 

qué sirve querer un imposible?‟ (BNM Ms 4127, fols. 259-60). The fact that the title is a gloss 

suggests the topic was popular in its day. 
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sin poderte retirar 

y sin esperar vencer. 

Si te falta la esperanza, 

¿de quien te puedes valer 

asaltado de deseos 

que te embisten de tropel? (LXXVI, 1-12) 

 

No clues are given to the reason for the heart‟s hopeless situation, save for 

the various allusions to impossible desires. If the ballad is considered alongside the 

two intriguing love sonnets the reason may be a little clearer. One possibility which 

cannot be discounted entirely is that it was precisely the nature of the unusual bonds 

of affection discussed above that prevented Ramírez de Guzmán from achieving total 

happiness in her personal life and could account for her spinster status. The closing 

lines of the ballad may offer a revealing clue that her love poems, while clearly 

participating in the contemporary amatory verse fashion in terms of its thematic and 

stylistic content – demonstrating her familiarity with the genre and her undoubted 

ability to pen successful love poetry –, could also conceal a deeper significance and a 

mystery which will probably never be resolved: „Vive, pues, de desdichado / pues 

morir no puede ser, / vivirá eternidades / quien vive de padecer‟ (LXXVI, 17-20). 
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4. POESÍA DE CIRCUNSTANCIAS: PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SOCIAL 

REALITIES 

Virtually every poet of the seventeenth century penned occasional verse. 

Originating with the classical Latin poets, occasional poetry, including odes to 

monarchs and other public figures on events of importance such as birthdays, 

weddings and funerals, has always been a more or less formal component of public 

and even political poetry.
1
 However, despite occupying in many cases a significant 

place among an author‟s writings, the verses falling within this category are often 

relegated to a marginal position in terms of critical attention, a contradiction which 

has been underlined by Hegel, among others: 

The art of poetry should not seek to maintain an absolutely isolated position in the 

real world, but must, as itself living, enter into the midst of life. Poetry‟s living 

connection with the real world and its occurrences in public and private affairs is 

revealed most amply in the so-called pièces d’occasion […] But by such 

entanglement with life poetry again seems to fall into a position of dependence, and 

for this reason it has often been proposed to assign to the whole sphere of pièces 

d’occasion an inferior value although, to some extent, especially in lyric poetry, the 

most famous works belong to this class. (1998: 995-96) 

 

The same contradiction might be said to exist also in the case of the poems 

written by Ramírez de Guzmán which can be included under the heading of 

occasional verse or „poesía de circunstancias‟,
2
 a category that accounts for a 

substantial proportion of her known production. Among Hispanic women poets of 

the early modern period only Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz comes close to matching the 

Extremaduran in terms of the production of poetry of this type. As this chapter will 

demonstrate, the large group of approximately 50 poems recording or 

                                                 
1
 It will be recalled that in England the creation of the position of Poet Laureate in 1668 aimed 

specifically to institutionalise the genre in the service of the recently restored Stuart monarchy, 

particularly through odes to the King. 
2
 The category is defined by Osuna as comprising „un conjunto de versos relativamente vario, pese a 

contar con el denominador común de la asunción de motivos poéticos del ámbito espacio-temporal en 

que se desenvuelven sus autores; naturalmente, esa relación con el entorno será susceptible de 

diversas particularizaciones, y, así, podremos encontrar poemas que remiten a acontecimientos 

históricamente constatables […] y poemas que, por el contrario, escogen motivos laudatorios más 

genéricos, sin una motivación cronológica precisa‟ (2003: 164). 
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commemorating specific occasions, events and individuals occupies a prominent 

place in Ramírez de Guzmán‟s writings. Straddling the public and private spheres, 

the poems constitute interesting examples of the social and familial use of verse in 

the seventeenth century and enter fully into „the midst of life‟ referred to by Hegel. 

Similar in some respects to the popular comedias of the Golden Age in terms of the 

costumbrista snippets of day to day life which they offer, in many cases the poems 

celebrating or recording specific occasions represent an interesting historiographic 

contribution to our knowledge of a lesser-known Castilian city from the second third 

of the century onwards. These partly literary and partly referential texts also tell us a 

considerable amount about the author herself, particularly her relationships within 

both her domestic and broader social contexts.  

Although inevitably conditioned by the conventions of poetic representation 

followed by the writers of the Baroque, the poemas de circunstancias by Ramírez de 

Guzmán illuminate for modern-day readers valuable aspects of the social reality of 

provincial Spain during the period and therefore deserve our attention due to their 

undoubted socio-historical value. Time and space do not permit an analysis of all the 

pieces but a discussion of a representative sample will help draw out the social 

connections underpinning the poems and will also serve to demonstrate that an 

„occasion‟ for Ramírez de Guzmán did not necessarily have to be of the kind 

typically reflected in the genre. While a number do fall within the category of verses 

directed to public figures or events, many deal with more private occasions relating 

to the poet‟s family and, beyond this, to her immediate social environment in 

Llerena. Both these aspects – public and private – will be addressed in the discussion 

which follows.  
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4.1. PUBLIC OCCASION POETRY 

4.1.1. Eulogising aristocrats 

In keeping with the contemporary literary fashion of eulogies of influential 

aristocrats,
3
 the poetry of Ramírez de Guzmán includes a long ballad addressed to 

one of the most important military figures of the middle of the seventeenth century, 

the Duke of San Germán, Commander of the Spanish forces in Extremadura during 

the war with Portugal. The poem is particularly noteworthy since it is the only 

instance of a culteranista panegyric among her surviving writings and marks a clear 

departure from her characteristic style. The praise of the Duke in this stylised and 

formulaic litany of virtues and achievements conforms closely to the prescribed 

rhetorical canons of laus, including the obligatory references to the importance of his 

lineage, the hyperbole-filled allusions to his bravery and other attributes, his 

deserved eternal glory, etc.
4
 In verses recalling the heroic eulogies by court poets, 

she extols in quasi-epic style the military feats of the Duke: 

Del glorioso San Germán 

milagros cante la fama 

y coronista su pluma, 

eternice sus haçañas […] 

Triunfó de su biçarría 

la rebelde Lusitania 

sino la obliga el agrado, 

la conquistara por armas. (CXIII, 1-4, 53-56) 

 

The multiple references to military victories in „las plaças enemigas‟ such as 

Olivenza, Alconchel and Castillo de Morón (29-45) evidence the author‟s detailed 

                                                 
3
 The popularity of such eulogies during the period is explained in large measure by the ever-growing 

role of aristocratic patrons in the Arts in general. The nobility of the seventeenth century took an 

active role in artistic promotion, often as a means of self-elevation. As the literature of the day shows 

clearly, patronage was acknowledged through laudatory poetry to sponsors. 
4
 According to González Maya, the canons included „la repetición de unas fórmulas, convertidas en 

algunos casos en tópicos. La estructura del elogio abarca los siguientes modi tractandi, no siempre 

aislados ya que a veces se dan la mano con otros recursos como la súplica: la grandeza de la Casa 

nobiliaria; la etopeya del retratado como espejo donde mirarse; los atributos más variados 

(generosidad, belleza, espíritu guerrero, honradez, nobleza, galanura, valentía…); los deseos de 

fertilidad y de vida eterna, los buenos augurios en cualquiera de las facetas de sus vidas; la 

estimación popular y respeto; los milagros de que son capaces.‟ See Cáncer (2007: 63). 
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knowledge of the latest developments in the long-running conflict on the region‟s 

borders. The victories and other achievements were, in her opinion, more than 

sufficient for Philip IV to elevate San Germán to grandee status: 

Goçe de su rey mercedes 

cuantas le presenta haçañas 

que el blason de mereçerlas 

acompaña el de lograrlas. 

De Capitán General 

el bastón que trae por gala 

sea báculo a que se arrimen 

las grandeças que le aguardan.  

Ser Grande, sea la menor 

merced con que satisfaga  

el cuarto Felipe, el Grande; 

fineças son bien logradas. 

¡Vivas mas años que el tiempo! 

y sus heroicas haçañas 

sin conocer el olvido 

mejores fénix renazcan. (CXIII, 57-72)
5
 

 

However, while sharing many features of the numerous eulogies of nobles found in 

the works of poets of the era, the ballad differs in one crucial respect: the lavish 

praise heaped on the Duke for his heroics turns out to be merely an introductory 

pretext allowing Ramírez de Guzmán to move on to the true subject of the poem: the 

Duke‟s wife. 

Despite the ballad‟s title („Romance al Duque de San Germán‟), Catalina de 

Cárdenas („Cloris‟) occupies the remaining two thirds of the poem and is addressed 

directly throughout. The highly personal tone of the piece is emphasised through the 

repeated use of „tú‟ at the beginning of eight central strophes, which contain specific 

allusions to the family background and Madrid origins of the Duchess, whose beauty 

and virtues are extolled using the stock hyperbole: 

                                                 
5
 In another poem in praise of a local aristocrat, Ramírez de Guzmán expresses the hope that the 

Marquis of Estepa will be made a grandee also: „Si es Marqués por excelencia / Duque por merced 

será, / y justicia se le hará / a tan hidalga ascendencia / digna de la preeminencia / de que el Rey cubrir 

le mande / y de que liberal ande / en darle honores y oficios / que a su sangre y sus servicios / le viene 

chico el ser grande‟ (XXXIII, 1-10). 
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Y tú, bellísima Cloris 

cuya beldad extremada 

trasladó de Manzanares 

milagrosa Guadiana. 

Tú, la más hermosa Venus, 

que a mirarte Juno y Palas 

Celebrando el vencimiento 

te ofrecieran la mançana […] 

Tú, que eres compuesto bello 

en quien lo mejor se halla, 

imán de las voluntades 

y atractivo de las almas. 

Dulcísimo laberinto, 

en quien se pierde y se halla 

la mas libre voluntad 

en su cautiverio, barra. (CXIII, 73-80, 111-118) 

 

 As mentioned above, this extremely formal ballad is unique among the poems of 

Ramírez de Guzmán on account of its elevated style, which is totally devoid of the 

hallmark conceptista plays seen in other pieces, and its overtly personal tone in 

conveying the author‟s devotion to her noble friend and her desire to serve her. The 

romance, in which the rhetorical ploy of modesty (captatio benevolentiae) regularly 

found in such pieces is adopted (elevating the virtues of the Duchess while 

understating her own talents),
6
 can be viewed as fulfilling an important strategic 

function for Ramírez de Guzmán as a vehicle for social advancement by cultivating 

the friendship of one of the most influential noble families of the period:
7
 

                                                 
6
 Ana Caro adopts a similar strategy in opening her poetic account of the festivities staged by 

Franciscan friars in Seville in honour of the Holy Martyrs of Japan (1628): „Recebid, señor Juan de 

Elossidieta, / este rudo discursso en vuestro amparo / que de mano tan tosca e imperfecta / sale a luzir 

a vuestro valor raro‟ (Serrano y Sanz, I: 214).  Various critics have drawn attention to the use of the 

rhetoric of humility and other strategies by women writers to circumvent the strict gender codes that 

were intended to rob them of access to intellectualism (Vollendorf, 2009: 27). According to Mújica 

(2004: xlvi), early modern women authors tended to exceed the formal requirements of this rhetorical 

admission of inadequacy, perhaps due to doubts as to their literary abilities.   
7
As Daems notes „occasional verse was also written to negotiate a poet‟s social status, particularly in 

relation to patronage‟ (2006: 54). Another poem, on the absence of the Count and Countess of La 

Puebla, can also be viewed in this context. The poem opens thus: „De los Condes el ausencia / siente 

el lugar a porfía, / pues consiste su alegría / en que dure su asistencia‟ (XCIX, 1-4). Fox mistakenly 

believed this to be the only poem written by the author to nobles: „Ramírez writes no sycophantic 

poetry to other notables, with the single exception of a décima „a la ausencia de los Condes de la 

Puebla‟ (2004: 43). An interesting contrast to these poems of praise is CII, also addressed to a noble 

(„A el Marqués del Dragón de San Miguel‟) but on this occasion to rebuke him for damage he caused 

to the Ramírez family chapel (see Chapter 2). 
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Admite o ilustre Duquesa 

a mi humildad siempre grata 

amorosos desaliños 

que mi Euterpe te consagra. 

Travesuras de mi pluma 

bien sentida y mal cortada 

a tu peregrino ingenio 

dedica mis inorançias. 

Recibe en roncos açentos 

que mi ruda vena canta, 

una inclinaçión, Señora, 

y una voluntad esclava. (CXIII, 167-78) 

 

Although Ramírez de Guzmán, who was around 40 years of age when she 

wrote the poem – the references to military successes of 1657 allow us to fix an 

approximate date of composition –, was sufficiently well-off not to have to depend 

on patronage for her livelihood (unlike many male poets of the day) and had little 

need of „official‟ endorsement for her literary creations, the romance dedicated to 

San Germán and his wife suggests some desire to enjoy if not protection (despite the 

hope expressed in the closing lines that the Duke‟s family will be her „guardian 

angels‟ and „Seraphim‟) at least the valuable social status attached to privileged ties 

with the influential aristocrats.
8
 

4.1.2. Poems to officials 

The ballad is not the only poem written by Ramírez de Guzmán to public 

figures in positions of influence. An easily-overlooked décima offers interesting 

historical insight into the politics of Llerena (XXX).
9
 The flirtatious recommendation 

to a senior Inquisition official to leave behind his tiresome junior – the „secretario 

muy necio‟ of the title – when making social calls to ladies (presumably Ramírez de 

                                                 
8
 The social importance of relations between writers and aristocrats or members of circles of power 

during the period is examined by, among others, Gutiérrez (2005) who analyses the differences 

between „clientelism‟ and patronage and the types of literary creation associated with each. The poem 

by Ramírez de Guzmán would suggest that the same dynamics of patronage generated by the massive 

social, cultural, economic and political movement towards Madrid in the seventeenth century, with 

the inevitable impact on artists and writers, operated in the peripheral provinces also. 
9
 „A un fiscal de corte que, siendo visitador de la Inquisición, visitó a unas señoras en compañía de un 

Secretario muy necio que le asistía siempre‟. 
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Guzmán and her sisters or friends) is conveyed succinctly in the author‟s typical 

style, including her characteristic closing wordplay: 

Muy bien pueden apostar, 

si se permite decir, 

el Fiscal a divertir, 

y el Secretario a cansar. 

Por consejo le he de dar 

a el Visitador fiel 

para no hacer el cruel 

trabajo tan ordinario 

que escriba con Secretario 

y que visite sin él. (XXX, 1-10) 

 

This rare literary mention of the social side of Inquisition work is valuable in helping 

further complete our picture of Llerena social life, not to say the Ramirez de Guzmán 

family‟s networking. The official is clearly on friendly terms with the poet 

(otherwise she would not have dared to pen the rebuke) and may well have 

participated in entertainment organised at the family home. Indeed, Ramírez de 

Guzmán could even be said to be exhibiting a considerable degree of self-confidence 

in using her verses to voice criticism of the secretary without, one assumes, fear of 

retribution.
10

 Whether the short poem was designed specifically to curry favour with 

the powerful dignitary is not totally certain. Given the tense nature of the 

investigation in 1642 into her brothers‟ applications to become familiares of the 

Inquisition, it is unlikely that the official concerned would have been directly 

involved in the case, although from our biographical study we know that accusations 

were levelled at the family for attempting to influence the outcome of investigations 

by entertaining those connected with the inquiries. The accusations were set out in 

                                                 
10

 „Inquisition Secretaries were present at all interrogations and kept a legal record of the entire 

procedure: the declarations of witnesses, the statements of the accused, the torture sessions, the 

subsequent deliberations and sentences. They alone, apart from the Inquisitors and the public 

prosecutors, had access to the court‟s archives. Their functions made them the most important of all 

the district agents, even more important than the Inquisitors themselves, for the latter could be 

removed whereas the Secretaries, barring exceptional circumstances, were permanent, embodying as 

they did the written memory of the Holy Office‟ (Pérez, 2006: 117-18). 
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the abundant correspondence between officials and the Council of the Inquisition in 

the 1640s (see Chapter 2). 

A more plausible reason for the presence of the visitor may have been the 

holding of an auto de fé in Llerena (alluded to in the reference to his „cruel trabajo‟). 

The Inquisition archives record several autos in the mid-seventeenth century, 

including two held in December 1648 and December 1649 in the Convent of Santa 

Clara, where the poet‟s aunts were nuns.
11

 The visiting Inquisitor may also have 

travelled to Llerena as part of the investigation ordered into the activities of the local 

tribunal, which had come to the attention of Madrid due to its internal disputes.
12

  

A clearer use by Ramírez de Guzmán of her poetry to influence officialdom 

is evident in poem XCII, which like that above is of interest on account of its 

historical and sociological relevance. In the piece, the poet seeks to persuade an 

officer tasked with requisitioning horses for the war effort to exempt the family from 

the obligation. As members of the local upper classes, the family would have been 

spared the onerous burden of billeting soldiers imposed on commoners, but – as the 

poem indicates – not from the duty to contribute the material resources needed to 

sustain the campaign.
13

 The loss of the horse would disable the family carriage, with 

serious consequences for day-to-day activities, including social calls, a prospect 

                                                 
11

 Details of the autos, in which three people were tried on each occasion, are given in AHN, 

Inquisición, Legajo 2730. 
12

 The procedures surrounding such high-level visits and the detailed investigations conducted by the 

visiting official are documented by Fernández Nieva (2000), who records two official visits to 

Llerena, one in 1639 and another in 1643. The local tribunal was instructed to make sure everything 

possible was done to ensure a comfortable and pleasant stay for the visiting Inquisitor.    
13

 A valuable account of the financial burden of the war on Extremadura‟s towns and individual 

citizens is given by White (1985), particularly Chapter 10. Although there is no direct criticism of the 

war, the poem may well reflect discontent on the part of the civilian population, which „looked upon 

war as an intrusion of central government into their lives, and as an attack on their local privileges‟ 

(1985: 365).  Documents in the AHN show that various members of Llerena‟s social elite, including 

Inquisition familiars, protested that their privileges were not respected and they were forced to billet 

troops (AHN, Inquisición. Legajo 2729 (1-2). „Cartas, expedientes y memoriales de los años de 1645 

y 46‟.  
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which led the poet to pen a complaint at the „tyrannical‟ measure.
14

 Ramírez de 

Guzmán appeals to the officer‟s sense of gallantry in her bid to have the family 

spared the hardship of losing the horse. As in many of her décimas, the closing lines 

sum up the predicament in the form of a witty pun: 

Apelo de vuestro enojo 

a vuestra galantería, 

que parece tiranía 

dejarnos el coche cojo. 

Cuando es tan corto el despojo 

mas se logra en perdonallo; 

pero si quereis llevallo, 

yo quiero que no ignoreis, 

que en un potro nos poneis 

si nos quitais el caballo. (XCII, 1-10) 

 

Whether an appeal from a woman in such deferential terms, including the playful use 

made of the language of love („apelo/galantería/despojo‟) and emphasis on the 

requisitioner‟s decision-making powers, achieved its intended purpose is anybody‟s 

guess. However, as an example of the use of poetry as a negotiating space to secure 

an outcome for the family, the request constitutes an interesting facet of Ramírez de 

Guzmán‟s writings.
15

 

4.1.3. Llerena’s Philip Próspero celebrations 

If the sociohistorical value of the two décimas discussed above is clear, it is 

even more so in the longest poem by Ramírez de Guzmán. Of her occasional poems 

marking events of public significance, the poetic account of Llerena‟s celebrations of 

the birth of Prince Philip Próspero in 1657 is arguably the most important for several 

reasons, not least its documentary value. It is somewhat ironic that, compared to her 

                                                 
14

 The importance of access to a carriage for women‟s social life is recorded by Jerónimo de Cáncer in 

a décima in which he asks to borrow one from a friend to take his wife to the river for the day. 

According to the poet „todo el verano me ha muerto / por coche mi matrimonio‟. In his commentaries 

on a second décima by Cáncer on the same theme, González Maya notes that riding in a carriage „era 

la pasión femenina de la época. El frenesí de las damas por pasear en coche (carruaje) y el afán de los 

galanes por complacerlas, era general‟ (Cáncer, 2007: 331). 
15

 I am grateful to Aránzazu Borrachero for drawing my attention to this aspect of the poem (personal 

correspondence). 
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portrait poems and a small number of her satirical pieces (see Chapters 5 and 6 

below), virtually no critical attention has been paid to this poem, one of two in her 

surviving collection written in the coplas de pie quebrado metre. 

Before discussing the 368-line description of the fiestas staged by the city to 

celebrate the birth of the ill-fated Prince,
16

 it is worth dwelling briefly on the 

importance of the sub-genre of Relaciones of official festivities. Commemorations of 

public occasions, particularly royal events, played a crucial role in seventeenth-

century Spain. An excellent vehicle for official propaganda, they were regularly 

exploited by the authorities, who often combined the religious and the profane in an 

attempt to regulate and control the diversions of the populace.
17

 Just as religious 

celebrations such as Corpus Christi or canonisations of saints afforded the Church an 

ideal pretext to advance its cause, victories in wars, royal marriages and births, visits 

by foreign royals and other public occasions gave the Crown and its representatives 

the perfect opportunity to reinforce their influence across the country. Critical 

interest in this neglected aspect of Spanish literature has increased noticeably of late 

and has included several monographic works.18 Ferrer Valls is among those to have 

underlined the importance of the Relaciones: „Las relaciones, numerosísimas en el 

Siglo de Oro, son el mayor documento que hoy en día poseemos para hacernos una 

idea cabal de las dimensiones que adquiere la fiesta en el Siglo de Oro y de sus 

pautas de organización.‟ (2003: 29). 

Due it its dynastic significance, the birth of Philip Próspero, eleven years 

after the death of the previous heir to the throne (Balthasar Charles), was a 

particularly joyous occasion for Philip IV and was duly marked by lavish 

                                                 
16

 The boy died shortly before his fourth birthday in November 1661. 
17

 As Barrionuevo aptly noted „bien son menester estos divertimentos para poder llevar tantas 

adversidades‟ (1968-69: II. 51). On the dirigiste aspects of such spectacles, particularly their function 

as distractions from pressing social concerns, see Vidal (2005: 40). 
18

 See, for example, García de Enterría et al. (1996) and Izquierdo Villaverde (1999). 
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celebrations at home and abroad, with nobles and dignitaries competing to stage the 

most impressive festivities.
19

 The long-awaited arrival of the Prince, who is the 

subject of one of Velazquez‟s most famous portraits, was the cue for numerous 

celebrations in his honour, many of which are recorded in Relaciones that offer a 

luxury of detail on the fiestas themselves and peripheral events such as certámenes 

and justas poéticas.
20

 Many plays were also commissioned to mark the auspicious 

occasion (Lobato, 2002).  

In Extremadura, where the war with Portugal was still being fought (as the 

above eulogy of the Duke of San Germán indicates), the celebrations appear to have 

been more muted, perhaps due to simmering resentment at the monarchy for the 

destruction and inconvenience caused by the conflict. Very few surviving documents 

record official celebrations of royal or religious occasions during the war years in the 

region. One of these, a Loa a las fiestas de la boda de nuestra Señora en la ciudad 

de Coria. Año 1652 by Joseph Alvarez de Jaque y Manzanedo, is of interest because 

of its singular combination of the purely celebratory aspects and multiple references 

to Coria‟s heroic resistance in the face of attempted invasion by the Portuguese. 

Through one of the characters, Embidia, the author raises doubts concerning the 

appropriateness of public celebrations given the military conflict: „¿pues cómo es 

                                                 
19

 Musical tributes marking the birth included Calderón‟s El Laurel de Apolo, staged on 4 March 

1658, which was one of the first works to be given the name „zarzuela‟. Abroad, in Florence, Cardinal 

Giancarlo de Medici, brother of the Grand Duke, commissioned Giovanni Moniglia to write the 

scenario for a sung drama in honour of the infant prince. The libretto was sent to Cavalli, who turned 

it into his three-act operatic extravaganza L’Ipermestra, first staged in 1658. 
20

 Among the interesting records is one by Francisco de Roys y Mendoza (1658), which runs to 472 

pages and provides a wealth of detail on the festivities and the accompanying certámenes, with a full 

account of the verses submitted (p. 185). A jocular romance of almost 600 lines by Diego de Vera y 

Tassis describes the different events (bullfights, dances, máscaras, etc). The poem was deemed so 

worthy that the competition judges decided no other entries were needed for the category (p. 442). For 

details of other celebrations in Spain, see Río Nogueras (1994) and Gonzalo García (1999). 
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posible, cómo / que en medio de ahogos tantos / se introduzga el regocijo / donde 

debiera el llanto?‟
21

  

However, several towns and cities in Extremadura did mark the occasion. 

The archives of Badajoz record the decision by the local authorities to hire a well-

known theatre company to perform „cuatro comedias con ocho sainetes nuevos y una 

loa para festejar el nacimiento del Príncipe‟ although a subsequent contractual 

dispute caused the cancellation of the performances.
22

  It can be assumed that, as a 

flourishing provincial city and home to a sizeable community of writers, Llerena 

would have been no different to other parts of the nation in organising poetic events 

to mark the occasion and it is a matter of regret that no evidence of these has 

survived. As for the actual fiestas, the unusual Relación by Ramírez de Guzmán 

constitutes the only surviving information and the historical importance of the piece 

is therefore unquestionable. 

  The poem, which is followed in Ms 3917 by another piece on the festivities 

staged in Madrid in honour of the newborn Prince
23

 (suggesting some attempt at 

thematic grouping by the compiler and also that Ramírez de Guzmán‟s account was 

probably known beyond Llerena), was surprisingly dismissed by Alenda y Mira as 

an irrelevant contribution to the historical records of the public celebrations of the 

period (1903: I. 338). However, it is important on several counts, not just for its 

historical value but also because it is one of relatively few poems of its kind to have 

been written by a female hand. The extent of female participation in Relaciones has 

                                                 
21

 BNM Ms 3917, fol. 28v. Annotations in the manuscript indicate that the loa was staged soon after 

in Badajoz also. 
22

 The approval of the budget for the hiring of the Mariana Vaca Company is dated 9 January 1658 

but the company raised its fees to reflect the additional dangers posed by the proximity of the front of 

the war with Portugal. For details see Marcos Alvarez (1997: 42). 
23

 This anonymous piece is unusual in its direct criticism of the authorities‟ attempts to capitalise on 

the occasion: „Pero que a costa del pobre / quiera la Villa lucir / y de trabajos agenos / haga fiesta para 

sí / de esto sí que se me da a mí‟. Like Ramírez de Guzmán, the author criticises the poor 

horsemanship of the participating riders: „Pero que de los jinetes / no aya nada que decir / sino que 

entre quatro pares / no hubo ningun paladín / de esto sí que se me da a mí‟ (BNM Ms 3917, 84v).  
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not been fully established but it was certainly much less common than that of men 

(Voros, 2003). Despite Voros‟s assertion that women‟s participation was extremely 

rare, there were notable exceptions. In addition to Ana Caro Mallén and Ramírez de 

Guzmán, other female writers who composed poetic records of public festivities 

included Ana Abarca de Bolea, whose „Romance a la procesión del Corpus en 

Sayagués‟ in her Vigilia y Octavario de San Juan Bautista contains a detailed 

description of the procession, its participants and the dances and other elements of 

the celebrations.
24

  

Moreover, the long account by Ramírez de Guzmán stands in clear contrast to 

the ornate eulogies of similar festivities found in the poetry of seventeenth-century 

female writers, such as Aragon‟s Eugenia Buesso, author of several Relaciones en 

verso of royal and religious occasions.
25

 Far from extolling the lavish celebrations 

with the customary hyperbole (aiding the official propagandist line), the Llerena 

author gives free rein to her humorous vein and the account offered, which lacks the 

subtlety of some of Quevedo‟s satirical descriptions of similar celebrations, 

undermines the solemnity of the occasion with a more realistic and down to earth 

description of the proceedings. 

Ramírez de Guzmán makes clear from the outset that her „portrait‟ of 

Llerena‟s celebrations is going to be different: instead of a composition aimed at 

eliciting public praise, hers is addressed to an unnamed woman friend who was 

unable to attend in person due to absence. The poem opens thus: 

Ya que no viste las fiestas 

en rasgos he de copiarlas,  

si es que no quieres verlas 

                                                 
24

 The poem, narrated by a male character, is addressed to a friend and adopts a similar tone in places 

to that used by Ramírez de Guzmán. It concludes as follows: „Mas, Pascual, al otro año, / si es que 

entonces se me acuerda, / te acabaré de contar / esta procesión tan larga‟. See Abarca (1993: 399-

407). 
25

 For details of Buesso‟s Relaciones see Marín Pina (2009). 
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ni pintadas. (CIII, 1-4) 

 

A note added to the end reinforces this private tone and the request not to divulge the 

contents indicates her awareness of the possible repercussions of her poem, which, it 

appears, was not intended for public consumption: „Amiga, bien disculpa el romance 

mi resistençia, y su precepto arrastra mi desconfiança. Temo que van las coplas 

quebradas, y vuelvan rotas. Perdone la prosa, que romance tan largo no excusa 

dedicatoria. No pase original a otra mano.‟ 

Commencing with the offering of prayers to the town‟s patron, the Virgen de 

la Granada, the proceedings got under way with a eulogy of the heir to the throne by 

a local dignitary: 

Con afecto el orador 

se desató en alabanzas 

y de que el niño sea grande 

dió esperanzas. (CIII, 21-24) 

 

The festivities lasted an entire week but, as we learn from the poem, were 

marred by bad weather:  

Echó el capote la noche  

y montó en cólera el agua  

y se anegara la fiesta  

si no nada. (CIII, 93-96)
26

  

 

The narration of the sequence of events underlines the importance of the local 

gremios (trade guilds), who paraded through the city mounted on horses, donkeys 

and floats and whose hierarchy is reflected in their order of appearance in the 

processions: millers, tailors, shoemakers, ironsmiths, merchants, tanners, etc. 

The highlight of the celebrations was a bullfight featuring twelve fearsome 

bulls from Badajoz („doce tigres se lidiaron / que tributó Guadiana‟, 221-22),
27

 

                                                 
26

 The tone used in the references to the downpours is reminiscent of Quevedo‟s watery allusions in 

his description of the „Fiesta de toros, con rejones, al Príncipe de Gales, en que llovió mucho‟ (1981: 

739). 
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although equally popular with the public were the sortijas (running at the rings) in 

which horsemen galloped down the crowd-lined streets to spear hanging rings with 

their lances. Popular also was the spectacle of the riders competing in the game of 

estafermo (quintain),
28

 as well as the masquerades and mojiganga (a variation on the 

masquerade in which people dressed in animal costumes).
29

 Another game of 

mediaeval origin, the mock-fighting of the juego de cañas (jousting with canes),
30

 

was also staged for the crowds in Llerena, which was decorated in its finest colours 

for the historic occasion. 

From one of the most prized vantage points in the city, the upper windows of 

the family house in the „portal del pan‟ on the main square, Ramírez de Guzmán 

would have enjoyed a magnificent view of the proceedings.
31

 However, this 

privileged view was used not for a hyperbole-filled account of the fiestas of the type 

which was common currency in the public occasion literature of the day but to poke 

fun at the participants and underline their lack of grace and dexterity in the 

tournaments, including their unsuccessful efforts to behead live geese hung from a 

                                                                                                                                          
27

 Narrations of bullfights were a popular subject in the poetry of the period. In addition to the many 

formalised descriptions, witty variations were common and included Pantaleón de Ribera‟s romance 

entitled „Relazion de la fiesta de toros que se hizo a 26 de junio de quien no las bio y las tubo escritas 

antes que se yzieron‟ (Ms 3773, fols. 45-48v). The poem is similar in tone to the one by Ramírez de 

Guzmán and, like it, is addressed to one individual: „Marica pues no has querido / Ber los toros por 

olgarte / decuelgate con oyrlos / de la lengua de mi Romanze‟ (1-4). 
28

 „El juego de estafermo tomaba su nombre de un muñeco giratorio, en cuyo escudo golpeaban con 

su lanza varios corredores a caballo. Si no lo hacían con rapidez, volvíase el estafermo y les sacudía 

las espaldas con unas bolas o saquillos de arena‟ (Deleito y Piñuelo, 1989: 182). 
29

 The popularity of these and other festive games and events of the period is recorded by many 

foreign authors, including Dunlop (1834: 479-81).      
30

 For a detailed description of the game including a discussion of the origins of the expression „las 

cañas se vuelven lanzas‟ (referred to in lines 79-80) to denote the violence that occasionally crept in, 

see Hernández Vázquez et al. at http://www.cafyd.com/HistDeporte/htm/pdf/1-3.pdf. A contemporary 

of Ramírez de Guzmán, Isabel de Aguiar, also refers to the game in her poem entitled „A una librea 

que saco en un juego de cañas un cavallero guarnecida de plata y las espadas sin guarnicion‟ (BNM 

Ms 3771, fol. 80).   
31

 As noted in the biography of the family, several years later, in 1674, Ramírez de Guzmán inserted a 

clause in rental contracts for the house guaranteeing access to one of the high windows during 

festivities and bull-fights. 

http://www.cafyd.com/HistDeporte/htm/pdf/1-3.pdf
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wire (49-56).
32

 The mocking aim – signalled explicitly in the second stanza, where 

the friend is warned to prepare herself for a „romance de mojiganga‟ – is 

foregrounded regularly in the poem through direct references by the author to her 

intentions, including an appropriate lexical play in the case of the tanners:  

Del gremio de curtidores 

mormurar se me olvidaba 

y mi musa ha de çurrarles 

la badana. (CIII, 341-44)
33

 

 

Among the targets ridiculed in the witty portrayal are the tailors („fue desastre 

su fiesta‟, 69), whose unimpressive efforts to hit the quintain are recorded as follows: 

Con un estafermo airado 

anduvieron muy a malas 

porque tragaban talega 

sin poner lanza […]  

Insensible aunque no inmóvil 

se burla de ellos la estatua 

que a moro muerto cualquiera 

da lanzada. (CIII, 73-76, 81-84)
34

  

 

Each guild‟s contribution to the festivities is conveyed with appropriate vocabulary: 

the blacksmiths „hiceron torno, volviéndose / a sus casas‟ (147-48) on concluding 

their participation in the procession, while the shoemakers began theirs „con mejor 

pie‟ although the initially positive impression proved short-lived. The arrival of the 

scribes is described as follows: 

Un «sepan cuantos» nos dieron 

de lucimiento sus hachas, 

                                                 
32

 Compare, for example, the treatment of the participants with that offered in a poem by Leonor de la 

Cueva, which is discussed by Fox (2004: 40): „she acknowledges a young man‟s success at toros y 

cañas. This dangerous game, reserved for the wealthy upper classes, provided opportunities for 

display and advancement for the successful contestants. In writing of such events, Cueva inscribes 

herself into the privileged, provincial circle, and shows that she is knowledgeable about and 

participates in the lives, interests and pastimes of the important men of her region‟.  
33

 The frequent self-references in the poem include indications that the poet was aware of the reaction 

her account might trigger: „Ya dirán los escribanos / que mi pluma es mal cortada / y una causa le 

harán / sin otra causa‟ (185-88).  
34

 Unlike Ramírez de Guzmán, Ana Abarca de Bolea‟s character Ginés is reluctant to speak ill of the 

„oficios‟ who took part in the Corpus Christi procession in Zaragoza, perhaps due to their local 

influence: „De los oficios, no digo, / que mal oficio tuviera / quien fuera su relator / en una Villa como 

ésta‟ (1993: 404).   
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tomando carta de pago 

de su gala.  (CIII, 193-96)  

 

Apart from the merchants, whose participation is praised as „la major fiesta en 

inventivas y traza‟ (157-58), virtually the only group spared from the humorous 

descriptions are the town‟s women, who observed the proceedings from the lavishly-

decorated balconies partially covered as their appearance in public demanded:
35

 

Cada balcón era un cielo 

si una estrella cada dama, 

y hubo a la tarde luceros 

de la mañana. 

Bellezas de manifiesto 

en deidades se disfrazan, 

huertándole el disimulo 

a las tapadas. 

Pero a pesar del emboço 

en conocidas ventajas, 

quien la gala no llevó 

llevóla gala. (CIII, 225-36) 

 

Viewed in purely artistic terms the long Relación is not the most 

accomplished poem in the collection but is nonetheless of considerable interest as a 

piece of historic literature for the presumably reliable account of the festivities, 

including the detailed descriptions of, for example, the attire of the sortija 

competitors. Moreover, the clearly private nature of the composition is a rare 

exception to the very public expressions of similar festivities in Spain. If the 

authorities were hoping that Ramírez de Guzmán might assist their cause by 

extolling the celebrations, they could not have been more wrong. Her natural 

tendency for wit ensured she produced a humorous and, in various places, mocking 

rendering which undermined both the official central discourse and the solemnity of 

her home city‟s most important event for several decades. As already stated, the city 

fiestas in honour of the newborn Prince are not recorded in the Llerena archives, let 

                                                 
35

 A „tapada‟ appears elsewhere in the poem also, voicing ridicule at the horsemen: „Viendo errar la 

escaramuza  / burlándose una tapada / dijo: <<otra pata le nace / con que se escapan.>>‟ (53-56). 
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alone in published form. Ironically, what was intended to be a private poetic 

description of a very public celebration is the only surviving record of the historic 

occasion and although not intended for publication has become accessible to a much 

larger audience than its author could ever have imagined when sending the piece to 

her unnamed friend. 

4.2. PRIVATE OCCASION POETRY 

4.2.1. Pregnancy and childbirth 

 In contrast to the above commemoration of a major public occasion stands a 

group of poems that record occasions and situations of a more private nature, 

associated with Ramírez de Guzmán‟s day to day relationships and her family. Like 

the Philip Próspero poem, one such piece concerns the birth of a child. The long 

ballad on the subject of the unborn baby of a friend („Otro romance a la preñez de 

una dama‟, CXV) merits inclusion in this examination of her occasional verse on 

account of its relative rarity in the literature of Extremadura and Spain and for the 

glimpses it provides of the largely taboo subjects of pregnancy and childbirth. Apart 

from a small number of prescriptive tracts offering instructions on how to manage 

the body in its gravid state and the well-known description by Quevedo of 

fertilisation, pregnancy, miscarriages and abortions in his philosophical treatise 

Providencia de Dios (1641),
36

 the themes of childbirth and maternity were far from 

common in early modern Spanish literature, particularly poetry.
37

 Despite occupying 

                                                 
36

 For a discussion of Quevedo‟s treatment of these subjects, see Tato Puigcerver (2008). 
37

 Exceptions deserving mention include Pantaleón‟s de Ribera‟s ballad to the unborn child of his 

protector, the Duke of Lerma, which opens „Conde mi señor de Ampudia / el que sin aver nacido / 

sois en el vientre materno / aun antes Grande que vivo‟. The style and tone of the humorous piece 

offer some similarities with the poem by Ramírez de Guzmán, particularly the allusions to maternal 

cravings, the advice to remain in the womb and various references to gender preference (1944: I. 91-

98). Although not dealing directly with pregnancy, a small number of poems to the infant child of 

patrons (essentially commemorations of christenings and birthdays) feature in the occasional verse of 

Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz (2007: 153, 157). Other poetic accounts of pregnancy and childbirth include 

highly implausible pieces such as the bizarre romance by Fernando Alvarez, Relacion muy verdadera, 
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much of women‟s lives and being a very visible phenomenon, pregnancy appears to 

have been largely invisible in terms of cultural representation and was confined to 

the purely private or domestic sphere.  

The 184-line ballad, one of the longest of Ramírez de Guzmán‟s poems, fits 

this private/domestic context to a large extent, although in her personal address to the 

unborn child she broadens the scope to include laudatory references to the baby‟s 

family antecedents and, as we shall see, to comment on society‟s perception of 

female children. From biographical inferences in the piece it is almost certain that 

the child-to-be‟s uncle was Juan de Almezquita, a member of one of Llerena‟s most 

prominent families and the local poet with whom Ramírez de Guzmán exchanged 

verses on the subject of her novella, El Extremeño.
38

 The poem is replete with 

metaphors and plays on words concerning aspects relating to pregnancy,
39

 which, 

although depicted as leading to a joyous outcome for the parents, is described in 

unflattering terms in places. The baby, „hecho un vinagre‟ due to his mother‟s 

„damerías‟, is temporarily accommodated „entre panças y cuajares‟; the pregnant 

bump is an abscess („postema‟); and the actual act of childbirth is conveyed in 

similarly unromanticised terms as „cuando a los pies te arrojare‟. For its part, 

morning sickness, a subject rarely treated in the literature of the day, is alluded to in 

a witty conceit based on the canonical descriptions of hair which are an ever-present 

feature of Ramírez de Guzmán‟s portrait poems: 

Si en el mar de tu cabello 

                                                                                                                                          
en que se da cuenta de vna muger natural de Seuilla, que en tiempo de doze años que ha que es 

casada ha parido cincuenta y dos hijos ... (Seville, 1633), which can be viewed in the wider European 

context of the literary treatment of superfetation (simultaneous pregnancies by different men), a 

subject which features in Shakespeare‟s The Winter’s Tale. 
38

 The multiple references to the child‟s relatives include the lines „Busca a Mesquita, otro tío / que 

tus grandeças te cante‟ (135-36) in reference to Almezquita‟s literary background. 
39

 The allusions include conventional puns on cravings („ponle a tu madre antojos; / verá que quieres 

mudarte‟, 77-78) and a number of contrived references which are less understandable to modern-day 

readers, for example, the mention of a famous sword maker of the period: „aunque la que traes en 

çinta / es mejor que la de Juanes‟ (95-96). 
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acedías se criasen, 

aunque a vómitos provoque 

yo sé que no ha de trocarte.  (CXV, 53-56) 

 

Like Quevedo in his Providencia de Dios, Ramírez de Guzmán also enumerates 

childhood illnesses, including measles, smallpox, worms and other ailments, all of 

which are warded off with appropriate plays on words. The child need not, for 

example, fear epilepsy:   

No temas la alferecía 

aunque te alistes infante, 

que a ti no se han de atrever 

achaques de capitanes. (CXV, 25-28) 

 

The baby‟s „imprisonment‟ in his mother‟s womb is conveyed humorously as an 

„aprieto tan grande‟, „piadoso hospedaje‟ and „calaboço amable‟.
40

 The wordplay 

extends also to the physical description of the future baby, whose features are 

rendered with appropriate noble analogies in the style of the portrait verse canons: 

Tus cejas, al Duque de Arcos 

dirá que son semejantes; 

al Conde Claros tus ojos 

y al Duque de Alba tus carnes. (CXV, 109-12) 

 

The witty ballad is full of references that facilitate the piecing together of the family 

background of the baby-to-be. In addition to explicit allusions to the lineage of the 

family, through the mentions of the surnames Mendoza, Alba, Paz, Almezquita, etc, 

we learn that the baby‟s father is the „alcalde y alguacil mayor‟ in Valencia de la 

Torre, a circumstance which is seized upon to warn the baby to remain in the womb 

for the full term or risk paternal wrath and retribution: 

Si intentas quebrantamiento 

de la prisión en que yaçes 

te cumplirá de justicia, 

a pedimento de parte. (CXV, 85-88) 

                                                 
40

 The „sweet captivity‟ paradox is recurrent in the poetry of the Ramírez de Guzmán, particularly in 

the nature poems: the cold water of the spring is a „prisión tan rica‟ which prevents the flowers from 

escaping (XVI, 51). Elsewhere, her sister Antonia‟s eyes are described as pirates who enslave all who 

see her: „piratas ellos / que a cuantos los ven conducen / a tan dulce cautiverio‟ (XXVIII, 30-32).  
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The importance of a full-term pregnancy is alluded to in several places in the poem, 

perhaps as an antidote to the past deaths of ill-fated siblings: 

Escarmienta en tus hermanos 

que son tan orates fratres 

que adrede se van al Limbo 

por no dexar gobernarse. (CXV, 41-44) 

 

A last and important aspect of this poem on the theme of pregnancy and 

childbirth is the allusion to prevailing cultural dictates concerning the value of 

children depending on their gender. Although in the closing section both possible 

genders of the future baby receive equal treatment („A Periquillo-Francisquilla / en el 

vientre de su madre‟, 177-78), only 24 of the previous 176 lines contemplate the 

possibility that the child will be a girl. Throughout the rest of the poem, positive 

desires and an optimistic outlook are expressed for the baby, provided he is a boy, an 

assumption evident from the first word of the ballad, in which he is referred to as 

„Periquillo el de Valencia‟, an allusion to the likely name of a male child (Pedro).
41

  

However, the closing strophes raise the possibility that the unborn baby may 

turn out to be a girl and there is more than a hint from Ramírez de Guzmán that, due 

to societal prejudices, this may be the less favoured option for the family.
42

 Whereas 

Periquillo will be the object of maternal and, in particular, paternal love and 

affection (his father is „para todos liberal / y para tí sera amandi‟), the baby girl is 

advised to cover up in case her arrival triggers resentment on the part of her parents: 

                                                 
41

 The opening line, a good example of intertextuality in Ramírez de Guzmán‟s verse, would certainly 

have been familiar as a local play on a fictitious character made popular by, among others, Jerónimo 

de Cáncer, who composed a jácara beginning „Periquillo el de Madrid / aquél que cuando acaricia / le 

hace a su dama mil fiestas / con otras tantas vigilias‟ and an entremés entitled El Sordo y Periquillo el 

de Madrid, first staged in 1649 to mark the arrival in Madrid of Mariana of Austria for her marriage to 

her uncle, Philip IV.   
42

 Allusions to the positive and negative connotations of the gender of a child were common in 

Spanish literature from earliest times. In Act V of La Celestina, Sempronio uses the expression „Dime 

si tenemos hijo o hija‟ in asking Celestina if she brings good or bad news. „Tenemos hijo o hija: frase 

con que se pregunta en los negocios dudosos, por el buen o mal estado de ellos‟ (Aut.). Similarly, the 

expression „mala noche y parir hija‟ was common in the seventeenth century to denote 

disappointment at the outcome of painstaking efforts.  
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Y si fueras Francisquilla 

ven en manto por taparte 

y por si acaso enojados 

te enviasen a la calle. (CXV, 153-156) 

 

Although the negative connotations are tempered in subsequent references, for 

example, the likelihood that the girl will be beautiful given her parents‟ physical 

attributes („Fea, no es posible, siendo / hermosa de padre y madre‟, 165-66), the 

distinction drawn between the two sexes in terms of the social repercussions of 

gender is nonetheless striking and one wonders whether Ramírez de Guzmán herself 

shared this discriminatory view in expressing the desire for the baby to be male: 

„Güela pues la casa a hombre‟ (81). 

4.2.2. Family poems 

Gender distinction as a social reality can also be said to underpin the group of 

poems recording occasions and situations associated with Ramírez de Guzmán‟s 

family life. A substantial number of her poems can be viewed as domestic-sphere 

variants of the occasional poetry marking occasions of public significance such as 

the birthdays and weddings of patrons or rulers. In contrast to Sor Juana‟s poetic 

commemorations of aspects of the very public lives of the Countess of Paredes and 

her husband, Ramírez de Guzmán‟s poems on similar themes focus almost entirely 

on the private realm of her family. The large number (approximately 20) dedicated to 

her parents and siblings is a distinctive feature of her poetry, suggesting that she 

viewed her verses as mechanisms for consolidating and reinforcing family bonds. 

She is exceptional among the authors of her day in the quantity of verses dedicated 

to or concerning members of her own family and on all manner of family occasions, 

ranging from birthdays and weddings to domestic accidents. The poems, several of 

which have been referred to in previous chapters, constitute for the most part 
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celebrations of family love and are filled with expressions of devotion and affection, 

while at the same time providing useful glimpses of the social reality of the day.  

A revealing distinction can be observed in the treatment of the male and 

female members of the family. The occasions that serve as the pretexts for the poems 

to the poet‟s father and brothers usually involve their physical absence, including her 

father‟s trips to Madrid on official business (which the poet takes advantage of to 

request items of female fashion),
43

 her brother Pedro‟s absences, presumably also in 

connection with his official duties as an administrator (XVII, XLI), and her other 

brother Lorenzo‟s spell behind bars for disobeying the orders of his ecclesiastical 

superiors to cut his long hair (CXI).  

Conversely, the references to the female members of the family tend to 

record presential occasions.
44

 In contrast to her husband, Isabel de Guzmán, the 

poet‟s mother, is virtually invisible in her daughter‟s poems. As stated in Chapter 2, 

she makes only one direct appearance as the subject of an affectionate piece (XXIX) 

in which she is admonished for her devotion to her needle-work, despite its harmful 

effects on her sight. The rebuke, expressed in playful language (the allusion to her 

mother‟s squinting, for example), may carry a more serious undertone as a reflection 

of Ramírez de Guzmán‟s views on the traditionally subservient role of the mother in 

the male-dominated home. Doña Isabel is chastised by her daughter for her limited 

occupations, which are confined to domestic chores:   

Tus ojos forman querella 

                                                 
43

 XII: „Pidiendo el autor a su padre una almilla‟; LXXXIX: „Pidiendo la Autora a su padre que la 

trujese un manto, estando en Madrid‟.  In XCV, the poet voices concern at her father‟s health after he 

suffered gout on his return from a trip to Madrid: „No habrá sido inadvertida / la inquietud que me 

alborota, / temiendo que agüe una gota / el gusto de la venida‟ (7-10).  
44

 The contrast between the treatment of the male and female members of the family is also noted by 

Kaminsky in her brief comments on the poet in her anthology: „Doña Catalina Clara was a prolific 

writer whose family comes to life in her verse […] These domestic poems bear witness to the 

traditional gender roles of the Spanish aristocracy of the era. The mother and four daughters 

composed a society of the home while the men went out into the world for political or military 

purposes‟ (1996: 383). 
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ponderando que es rigor 

amar tanto la labor 

que ciegues Silvia por ella. 

Pero como sólo ella 

te entretiene (cosa es llana) 

tomaré de buena gana 

(en esta fineza advierte) 

solo para entretenerte 

que me zurzas la badana. (XXIX, 1-10)
45

 

 

The portrayals of the Ramírez de Guzmán sisters also reflect gender roles in 

society. They receive essentially stereotyped mentions as the subjects of stylised 

portraits in verse (see Chapter 5), celebrations of birthdays – an occasion not marked 

by the poet in the case of her two brothers – and, in a domestic variation of the 

Petrarchan spilling of blood caused by a rose-pricked finger, references to the 

occasional accident, such as the eye injury sustained by Ana Rosalea.
46

 Despite their 

manifest echoes of conventional poetic representations and their clearly domestic 

focus, which is explicitly acknowledged by the author,
47

 the poems are not devoid of 

interest. Although spoilt at times by infantile word play based on the names of the 

sisters and the multiple puns derived from the different meanings of „colgar‟,
48

 the 

birthday poems, for example, offer interesting biographical details, especially in the 

                                                 
45

 Cruz views this and other poems as reflecting a particularly strained relationship between mother 

and daughter: „Aunque la relación madre-hija llega hasta la madurez, sus poemas evidencian 

sensiblemente una separación entre las dos. La siguiente décima compara la inatención de la madre en 

su hija con su demasiado interés por la costura, que le ha afectado la vista […] Ramírez de Guzmán le 

reprocha su desamor al utilizar el juego de palabras entre „zurzir la badana‟ coser un cuero fino, con 

„zurrar la badana‟, expresión que significa maltratar de obra o de palabra‟ (1996: 58-59). 
46

 CXIV: „A una hermana que se hirió con un garabato‟, which like the poem to doña Isabel deals 

with the health risk (interestingly, also to the victim‟s eyes) arising out of a domestic pursuit. The 

poem is of lexicographical interest also for its multiple references to „garabato‟ as a type of hook used 

to hang kitchen scales.  
47

 For example, in the poem marking the birthday of Beatriz: „por ser aplauso casero / puede entre 

hermanas pasar; / lo vulgar le perdonaremos‟ (CIV, 22-24). The piece ends as follows: „de la 

bendición casera / muchos dias veas destos‟. 
48

 Two of the poems (CIV, CXV) dwell extensively on the pun, which is understandable to a modern 

reader only if the less widely-used meaning of „colgar‟ is recalled: „regalar o presentar a uno una 

alhaja en celebridad del día de su santo o de su nacimiento. Dícese así porque se hacía esta 

demostración echando al cuello, a la persona a quien se obsequiaba, una cadena de oro o una joya 

pendiente de una cinta‟ (DRAE).    
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case of Beatriz.
49

 Two references in the poem commemorating her birthday (CIV) 

allow her date of birth to be fixed in late July (the coincidence of her saint‟s day with 

that of St Martha is mentioned specifically in lines 4-5 and the July heat is referred to 

in line 83), much earlier than her baptism the following April, which is somewhat 

surprising given the family‟s track record of ill-fated babies. The mentions in the 

same poem of the gifts received by Beatriz (perfumed gloves, comb, slippers, 

brooch, ear pendant, etc) and to a contemporary hairstyle („copete‟) also offer an 

interesting snapshot of the fashions of the privileged classes of the day.  

For its part, the short poem on the wedding of Ana Rosalea (LXXIX) is of 

interest for the perspective offered concerning the female role: Ramírez de Guzmán 

refers to her youngest sister as the „dulce posesión‟
50

 of her husband-to-be (who is 

virtually non-existent in the piece) and expresses her hope that her marriage will 

produce children, which would be the „fortuna mayor‟. 

4.2.3. Poems accompanying gifts 

Other poems recording essentially private as opposed to public occasions 

give further access to the social reality of the day in provincial Llerena. Many 

aspects of these verses mirror topics reflected in the work of contemporary authors, 

such as descriptions of blood-lettings, with the customary hyperbolic references to 

the female patient‟s beautiful pallor (XXXV, XXXVI, LXXX), and conventional 

descriptions of ladies styling their hair (LIV) or in mourning dress (LXXXIII).
51

  

                                                 
49

 In the case of Ana Rosalea also, allusions in the poems confirm biographical details such as the 

month of her birth: „Invidioso del enero / el mayo se desmayó‟ (CXVI, 21-22).  
50

 The description echoes the views of leading moralists of the day with respect to the respective 

husband-wife roles, as well as Fray Luis de León‟s reference in the Perfecta Casada (chapter 13): 

„porque no hay joya ni posesión tan preciada ni envidiada como la buena mujer‟.   
51

 In „A una dama que trajo mucho tiempo toca en un luto‟, Ramírez de Guzmán attempts to persuade 

the lady to end her period of mourning and free her hair from its prison (mourning bonnet). The poem 

consists of a series of extended conceits based on words associated with imprisonment (crime, 

sentence, etc) and closes with an ingenious reference to one of the most feared Inquisition torture 

methods (a form of waterboarding): „y hasta averiguar las muertes / le das tormento de toca‟ (9-10).   
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Penning poetic accompaniments for gifts was also a fashionable custom in 

the literature of the period. The titles of several poems by Antonio de Solís indicate 

he regularly composed décimas to accompany presents for female acquaintances, for 

example, „A una Dama, que tomaua tabaco, embiandole vn Coco de la India lleno 

dél‟; „Embiando à vna Dama vn vidrio de Santo Domingo, que auia pedido‟; 

„Enviando un abanico de porcelana‟, etc. Occasionally, instead of the gift, Solís 

would send a poem playfully excusing his non-compliance with the request: „El 

abanillo cortado, / tampoco te he de embiar; / Porque te puede matar, / si te dà vn 

ayre colado‟.
52

 Jerónimo de Cáncer‟s poetry includes a décima entitled „Enviando 

desde Alcalá una bota de vino moscatel a un amigo suyo‟ and a romance entitled 

„Enviando de sangria a una dama unas naranjas, unos barros y unos ramilletes‟ 

(2007: 333).
53

 Verses recording the sending of gifts in Miguel de Barrios‟ Flor de 

Apolo include the „Décima de un galán a una dama que le dio unas flores de con un 

poco de hinojo‟ (2005: 369) and „Décima burlesca de José Semáh Arias enviándome 

un presente de dulces con un candil‟ (2005: 355). For his part, Góngora penned a 

number of letrillas to accompany gifts of food to local nuns.
54

  

  The custom features prominently in Ramírez de Guzmán‟s work, which 

contains a number of poems reflecting social interaction in the form of the sending of 

gifts, particularly to female acquaintances.
55

 One décima – „Inviando unos cabos 

bordados de plata pasada que, habiendolos prometido, no fueron muy puntuales‟ – is 

                                                 
52

 For all the poems listed, see Solís (1968).  
53

 According to Deleito y Piñuela, it was common to send a present to a beloved whose blood had 

been let. The lady would send a blood-stained handkerchief in return (1954: 59).  
54

 „Enviando dos conejos a una monja, pariente suya‟; „A otra monja, que le había pedido unas 

castañas y batatas‟; „A dos monjas. Enviándoles una cesta de ciruelas cubierta de unas hojas de laurel‟ 

(1967: 351-54). 
55

 Not all the gifts were for women, however. The theme of poem LXXXIV is a culinary offering 

(„huevos hilados‟) sent by the poet to an unnamed military judge. Like the pieces addressed to the 

horse requisitioner and the senior inquisition official, the décima might also be interpreted as a 

conscious use by Ramírez de Guzmán of her poetry for a specific social purpose. 
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a playful apology explaining her delay in sending some decorative needlework as 

promised: 

Esos cabos que desmiente 

su tardanza a mi cuidado 

bordados van de pasado 

y inviados de presente. 

Por serviros diligente 

hoy mi ingenio liberal 

echó en ellos su caudal. 

Decidme por la estafeta 

que en dibujos no me meta 

si ese os pareciese mal. (XXXVIII, 1-10) 

 

Elsewhere, verses are used as a humorous reminder to a friend who had forgotten to 

send a popular, but unpleasant-sounding, cosmetic of the period made from animal 

bile („muda de hiel‟):
56

 

Está tan acreditada 

vuestra liberalidad 

que aun la mesma cortedad 

os hace desperdiciada. 

Y así no falteis en nada, 

si acaso os habeis mudado 

de haber la muda mandado, 

que no es avaricia alguna 

pues en no inviándome una, 

muchas hieles me habeis dado. (LVII, 1-10) 

  

The use of various types of „afeites‟ by Spanish women, particularly those 

from the affluent classes, is well documented and was frequently mentioned in the 

writings of foreign visitors to Spain. A target for criticism by moralists,
57

 the 

cosmetic custom also prompted satires against women in the poetry of the day, 

particularly in academy verse. For example, the subject of a poem in Repetida 

carrera (Valencia, 1659) is „un galán que haciendo aire a su dama no pudo quitarle 

                                                 
56

 The poem is entitled „A una señora que habiendo prometido a otra una muda de hiel se olvidó de 

inviarla‟. „Muda: cierta untura que las mugeres se ponen en la cara para quitar dellas las manchas‟ 

(Cov.).  
57

 Andrés Laguna, for example, called the fashion an „infernal costumbre‟: „¿Puédese hacer otro 

mayor disparate […] que cubrir el rostro natural […] con una hediondez de emplastos y cataplasmas?‟ 

See Vigil (1986: 172-75). For criticism and defences of female cosmetics during the period, see Colón 

Calderón (1995).  
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las moscas que se le pegaban al afeite‟ (Robbins, 1997: 79). Polo de Medina also 

ridicules a lady for using an „afeite‟ made from cat‟s intestines (Castro, 1951: 201). 

The fact that Ramírez de Guzmán appears to have used such cosmetics herself, as the 

above décima suggests, may well account for the absence of a satirical treatment of 

this particular fashion in her poetry.
58

  

Some of the poems indicate her role as a go-between in gift-sending, for 

example, the décima (LX) written on behalf of a gallant who sought the favours of a 

young lady by sending her biscuits („barquillos‟), or another recording assistance 

given to „Aminta‟ to ensure her present of orange-blossom sweets reached Ramírez 

de Guzmán‟s brother (LXXVII).
59

 The gifts took unusual forms on occasions. In a 

rare presence of domestic pets in seventeenth-century verse, Ramírez de Guzmán 

records with humour and ingenuity the sending of a troublesome dog to a gentleman 

who agreed to give it a new home. In a neat closing play on words, she ventures that, 

for all the problems the dog can be expected to cause to its new owner, it may prove 

a blessing in disguise:   

Llevan, señor, a Corcilla, 

y según me ha dado guerra, 

quisiera mas que a esta perra 

en un labio una perrilla. 

No os causará maravilla 

que me alegre su destierro 

si advertís en vuestro yerro; 

pero si os agrada, basta 

para poder hacer casta 

pues con la perra os dan perro. (LIII) 

 

As the above examination of a representative selection of this large group of 

poems has attempted to show, the poemas de circunstancias of Ramírez de Guzmán 

                                                 
58

 As we will see in Chapter 6, another popular female fashion (ladies eating clay „búcaros‟ to whiten 

their complexion) is satirised by the author. 
59

 Ramírez de Guzmán was not the only female poet who composed verses to assist amorous 

endeavours. See, for example, the décima by Isabel de Aguiar entitled „A una Dama embiandola un 

galan unas pastillas de boca‟ (BNM Ms 3773 fol. 87). 
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offer a curious blend of poetic representations of public and private occasions, 

ranging from official festivities and encomiastic celebrations of aristocrats to 

occurrences much closer to home. Many of the pieces coincide broadly with the 

themes appearing in the occasional verse of the day, although the important focus on 

events and situations related to the poet‟s family and immediate social environment 

provides an interesting contrast. Unlike much poetry of this type, where a specific 

occasion was often merely the pretext for stylised poetic representation, the 

occasions consigned to paper by Ramírez de Guzmán provide a connection with the 

real, everyday world. Viewed solely in terms of their at times trivial subject matters 

(but which were very much in keeping with poetic vogues) and their literary merit, 

several of the pieces could arguably be assigned the inferior value referred to by 

Hegel. However, as detailed reflections of everyday reality at multiple levels – at 

least the reality lived by a member of an affluent family in an Extremaduran 

provincial city – their sociohistorical value is undisputed.
60

 

                                                 
60

 The importance of the everyday to social life and for reconstructing the reality of past societies has 

been underlined by various social historians and sociologists, including Berger and Luckmann (1987) 

and de Certeau (1984). 
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5. ‘PAINTER’ POETS: THE PINTURA PREDILECTION OF RAMÍREZ DE 

GUZMÁN 

In this chapter the focus of our endeavours to provide a more complete 

picture of Ramírez de Guzmán will turn appropriately to an examination of one of 

the most distinctive facets of her poetry: the verses in which she „paints‟ members of 

her family, female acquaintances and, perhaps most interestingly of all, herself. The 

number of poems (8) and lines (almost 700) devoted to the genre of pintura poetry 

warrant a detailed consideration of the pieces as a separate category within her lyric 

output. To place the poems in context, the first half of the chapter will trace the 

origins of verse portraits in Europe and discuss the popularity of the genre and its 

variations in Spain‟s baroque literature, drawing examples from major and lesser-

known authors. Against this background, the portrait poems of the poet will then be 

examined to demonstrate her detailed familiarity with the genre and to consider the 

features which distinguish her compositions from those of her contemporaries. 

5.1. Background to the genre in Europe 

A consideration of the pintura poetry (meaning here a systematised order of 

description of female beauty based on an extensive list of stock similes and 

metaphors) of the seventeenth century needs to be prefaced by brief reference to the 

aesthetic and philosophical background of a genre which acquired great popularity in 

Spain in the seventeenth century, although it was not a phenomenon peculiar to the 

country or, indeed, to the period. As the detailed studies by Hagstrum (1968) and 

Davies (1975) have clearly shown, suggestions of kinship between painting and 

poetry are well documented and date back to ancient times. Following the definition 

attributed to Simonides of Ceos of painting as „silent poetry‟ and poetry as a 

„speaking picture‟, a long line of influential philosophers, including Plato and 
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Plutarch, argued the case for similarities between the two sister arts in terms of their 

fundamental content and purpose. The ancient critical notions, particularly the 

Horatian ut pictura poesis formula, found particular favour with Renaissance 

theorists and authors, who repeated and expanded the analogies between art and 

poetry and stressed their commonness of intention, while also encouraging greater 

pictorial vividness (enargeia) in poetic description. Differing only in their modes of 

imitation (the poet using figures of speech in place of the artist‟s colour), painting 

and poetry were both thought of as mimetic arts, in line with Aristotle‟s conception 

of Art in general as a form of imitation of Nature and his emphasis on the intellectual 

pleasures derived from mimetic representation. Flowing from the same fount, both 

also shared a common goal to instruct and delight. 

With the growing influence of Platonist teachings came an increased 

perception of the world as a likeness of the divine world, whose artistic creator was 

God, a philosophy reflected in literature‟s multiple metaphorical associations of 

beauty as divine and, by extension (and of interest for our purposes here), beautiful 

ladies as portraits painted by heaven. An associated philosophical notion was that of 

macrocosm and microcosm, which posited that man‟s configuration simulated that of 

the universe: „thus, man‟s head corresponded to heaven, set with the stars of the eyes 

and animated with the fire of the soul‟ (Davies, 1975: 292).
1
  

During subsequent decades critical debate throughout Europe addressed the 

Art-Nature comparison (Hagstrum, 1968: 66-70) and witnessed impassioned 

theoretical „sibling rivalry‟ disputes concerning the superiority of one over the other, 

with practitioners of each proclaiming the greater glory of their art. One of the most 

                                                 
1
 As Davies notes also, „such correspondences could be fruitful for the poet, since the beloved‟s 

portrait naturally brought into play potential metaphors from the macrocosm, so that the lady (subject 

of the painting made by God) might at times be depicted in terms of universal forces and elements‟ 

(1975: 293). 
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outspoken defenders of the poet‟s superiority was the English author Ben Jonson, 

whose collection of literary reflections, Timber, or Discoveries (1641), included the 

much-quoted conclusion, based on the perceived hierarchy of the mind and senses, 

that „Poetry and picture are Arts of a like nature; and both are busie about imitation 

[…] yet of the two, the pen is more noble than the Pencill. For that can speake to the 

understanding; the other but to the senses‟ (cited by Smith, 1974: 106). 

Although similar debate took place in Spain also,
2
 the relationship between 

the two was not always one of rivalry.
3
 Seventeenth-century poets regularly penned 

works in praise of their painter colleagues (Góngora‟s sonnet to El Greco, Lope de 

Vega‟s silva in praise of Rubens, Bocángel‟s eulogies of Montañés, Van der Hamen, 

etc) and, in an age characterised by a widespread preoccupation with the practice and 

conjunction of both skills, a significant number of poets and painters took up both 

the pen and the brush, well-known examples being Bocángel, Céspedes, Pacheco and 

Jáuregui.
4
 The convergence of interests went much further: literary gatherings, many 

of which included discussion of aspects of art and literature, took place regularly in 

the homes of painters (Sánchez, 1961: 208).  

The omnipresence of poet-painter analogies during the period was reflected 

in the numerous invocations by poets of celebrated artists of Antiquity (most 

notably, Apelles)
5
 to eulogise their fellow-writers and a noticeable intensification of 

                                                 
2
 For a summary of the arguments in favour of the superiority of poetry, particularly its capturing of 

the nature, emotions and passions of the soul, as opposed to painting‟s imitation of corporeal things, 

see the Arte Poética by Baltasar de Céspedes, which was written between 1605 and 1615. 
3
 It will be recalled that both art forms were strongly encouraged by the Church in Counter-

Reformation Spain as instruments to promote religious sentiment. For the role of painting in this 

regard, see Portus Pérez (1999: 25).   
4
 „Venimos insistiendo desde hace años […] en el hecho de que se haga más frecuente y estrecha la 

relación entre le poesía y la pintura al llegar la época del Barroco. Se hace más frecuente el 

poeta/pintor‟ (Orozco Díaz, 1967: 33). For a detailed discussion of the poet/painter relationship 

during the Baroque, see Orozco Díaz (1989). 
5
 Poets were not alone in recalling the renowned painter of Alexander the Great. Apelles was a central 

character in Calderón‟s Darlo todo y no dar nada, one of many of the playwright‟s plays to allude to 

the visual arts. For details of Calderón‟s links with painting, see Cruickshank (2007: 156-58).    
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the use of terms such as „borrones‟, „lienzos‟ and „pintar‟ to denote poetic 

description.
6
 Perhaps most forcefully, it was reflected in the unprecedented 

popularity of the genre of pintura poetry, which can be considered a by-product and 

point of convergence of various aesthetic and philosophical theories and literary 

trends dating back many centuries, as outlined above. 

The specific origins of the popular Baroque pintura genre of poetry can be 

traced also to a Europe-wide trend of formalised description of female beauty which 

had established itself firmly in literature many centuries earlier (Davies, 1975: 293). 

As far back as the fifth century A.D., Greek and Latin writers cultivated a genre 

known as descriptio puellae (description of a lady). The following century, 

Maximian wrote in his Elegies about a lady with milky-white complexion and hair of 

bright gold, a description which was to become the archetype for every beautiful 

woman in literature throughout Europe.
7
 By the twelfth century, fuller and more 

stylised portraits were an integral part of almost every major writer‟s work. 

Referring to a number of verse portraits of the period, de Bruyne (1958: 184-95) 

notes how „todas las representaciones de la belleza femenina son del mismo tipo: 

responden, en efecto, a una teoría elaborada hasta en los menores detalles‟, a direct 

result of „una tradición escolar probablemente ya fijada durante la segunda mitad del 

siglo once‟.
8
 

                                                 
6
 „La idea de la igualdad entre pintura y poesía no era subscrita únicamente por unos cuantos literatos, 

sino que estaba presente en todo tipo de manifestación escrita, y que muy probablemente había caldo 

incluso en el lenguaje vulgar‟ (Portus Pérez, 1999: 40). 
7
 According to Brewer, Maximian‟s description established „the type to which every lady conforms in 

all the medieval Latin and vernacular literature of Europe. This conformity is a remarkable illustration 

of the cultural unity of medieval Europe‟ (1982: 31). 
8
 Faral drew attention over a century ago to the „innombrables descriptions dont fourmille la 

littérature de la seconde moitié du XIIe siècle et qui en sont un des traits originaux‟ (1924: 76). As he 

notes, „la description du physique obéit à des lois strictes. Souvent précedé d‟un éloge du soin donné 

par Dieu ou par Nature à la confection de sa créature, elle porte d‟abord sur la physionomie, puis sur 

le corps […] et dans chacune de ces parties chaque trait a sa place prévue‟ (1924: 80). Geoffrey de 

Vinsauf, a widely-travelled thirteenth-century English author, complained that the descriptions were 

so commonplace that writers had little margin for originality: „sed cum commune est describere 

pulchritudinem, ponamos difficiliores et minus usitatas descriptiones‟ (cited by Faral, 1924: 214). 
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For one late twelfth-century writer, Matthew of Vendome, such description 

constituted the supreme goal of poetry. Vendome was the first to suggest a 

theoretical framework for the genre, arguing in his Ars Versificatoria that the portrait 

should be a vertical feature by feature account, in which only the most beautiful 

images and richest forms of expression should be used. Vendome put his theory into 

practice in two descriptions of Helen of Troy, who is portrayed as having golden 

hair, paper-white forehead, black arched eyebrows, starry eyes, reddish-white cheeks 

in which snow and roses are perfectly blended, ivory teeth, small honeyed mouth, 

smooth neck, slender figure, etc.  

The widespread tradition of the descriptio as a poetic art was not restricted to 

learned Latin verse. The stylised portraits in the work of the French poet Chrétien de 

Troyes (for example, Erec et Enide, lines 411-58) evidence their popularity in 

courtly vernacular literature, while well-known conventional descriptions of female 

beauty in Middle English works include the formal portraits of Criseyde in 

Chaucer‟s Troilus and Criseyde.
9
 Three quarters of the early fourteenth-century lyric 

„The Fair Maid of Ribblesdale‟ is devoted to the elaborate description of the subject, 

which contains all the elements noted above: the maiden‟s hair is as bright as a 

sunbeam, her forehead brighter than the moon at night, her complexion a blend of 

rose and lily, etc.
10

 Decorative artistry of this kind was employed by mediaeval 

authors in various genres of verse composition for a number of reasons. Most 

important, perhaps, was the dramatic property of the portrait: despite its undoubted 

artificiality, the account of extraordinary beauty served to explain the attraction for 

                                                 
9
 „These sketches, formalized in arrangement and concentrated upon the physical aspects of personal 

appearance, are a well-known type of medieval decorative artistry called the portrait or effictio which 

was authorized by the medieval poets in every genre of verse composition‟ (Haselmayer, 1938: 220). 
10

 According to Moore (1951: 70), the lyric is „a disguised catalogue. The fairy of Ribblesdale is the 

apogee of medieval pulchritude, an ideal compounded of all the portraits of the lovely ladies of 

romance‟. For the full text of the poem, see Brook (1948: 37-39). 
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the lady felt by the hero of the tale. Moreover, since physical beauty in courtly-love 

literature invariably reflected moral perfection, the lover‟s subservience to the lady 

was fully justified. 

The superlative terms of description were assimilated by Petrarch and 

elaborated upon in his love poems, which – unlike the poetry of the troubadours – 

strove to underline the splendour of female beauty, placing the beloved on an 

unattainable pedestal. Like countless mediaeval heroines, Petrarch‟s Laura was a 

conventional and stylised creation, not a creature of flesh and blood. The influence 

of the Italian poet ensured that the elaborate conceits he employed contributed to an 

even more widespread codification of female beauty. Significantly, with the spread 

of the sonnet form came increasingly condensed portraits, together with individual 

poems devoted to the description of just one feature, in particular the eyes and hair. 

Numerous examples of poetic portraiture appear in the verses of the French 

Court poets of the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries, particularly writers of 

the Pléiade such as Ronsard and du Bellay. The convention was favoured by the 

English poets of the Renaissance and the Baroque also. Lord Herbert of Cherbury 

adheres closely to the established pattern in A Description: the lady‟s hair is a 

collection of sunbeams, her forehead the reflection of the white and azure sky, „her 

each brow a celestial bow‟, etc (Howarth, 1931: 2). Robert Herrick, in The 

Description of a Woman, portrays every feature of his lady in descending order from 

head to toe: 

Each cheeke resembling still a damaske rose, 

Which like a garden manifestly show 

How roses, lilies and carnations grow […] 

Twoe smelling swelling bashful cheriletts, 

The which with ruby redness being tipt […] 

These be the Ruby portals and divine 
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Which open themselves to shewe an holy shrine […] (1965: 404)
11

 

5.2. The pintura tradition in Spanish literature  

Turning to Spanish literature, the development of verse portraits of female 

beauty is equally easy to trace. The anonymous thirteenth-century Razón de Amor 

provides one of the earliest examples of the conventionally-prescribed troubadour 

format for depicting the lady‟s attributes. A young man resting in a field notices a 

maiden, whom he proceeds to describe in accordance with the courtly-love pattern:  

Blanca era e bermeja, 

Cabelos cortos sobr‟ell oreja, 

Fruente blanca e loçana, 

Cara fresca como maçana. (Blecua, 1957: 15-16) 

 

The portrait of Thalestris, Queen of the Amazons, in the Libro de Alexandre 

conforms almost exactly to the mediaeval rhetorical prescription for female beauty 

outlined by Faral, although with more hyperbole than in the Razón de Amor. General 

references to her fine figure and slender waist are followed by a close-up of her 

features, beginning with her forehead: „La fruent‟avié muy blanca, alegre e serena / 

plus clara que la luna cuando es düodena‟ (1995: 456). The author describes her 

pretty eyes, noble nose, small mouth and perfect teeth, and compares her complexion 

to the rose in the morning dew. Here, however, the description ends, since he does 

not wish to provoke sinful thoughts on the part of the reader: „De la su fermosura 

non quiero más contar, / temo de voluntad fer alguno pecar‟. Don Amor in the Libro 

de Buen Amor also enumerates the features of the ideal lady, repeating with little 

variation the mediaeval canon of true beauty. Among other attributes she should 

                                                 
11

The poetic clichés and stylised imagery were a favourite target for parody by Tudor and Jacobean 

authors. Shakespeare‟s mistress, for instance, bore little resemblance to the divine beauties described 

above: „My mistress‟ eyes are nothing like the sun. / Coral is far more red than her lips‟ red: / If snow 

be white, then her breasts are dun‟ (cited in Hiller, 1977: 81). Sir John Suckling derides the code in 

more scathing terms: in place of the starry-eyed, pearly-toothed beauty of Petrarchan verse he desires 

a Deformed Mistress, whose nose would be at least a foot long  „with pimples embroider‟d, for those I 

love; And at the end a comely pearl of snot‟ (cited in Clayton, 1971: 33). 
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have „cabellos amarillos‟ and „las çejas apartadas, altas en peña‟ (stanzas 432-435). 

Likewise, Santillana employed extravagant conceits to portray the hair of a lady in 

typically Petrarchan fashion: „Non es el rayo de Febo luciente / non los filos 

d‟Arabia mas hermosos / que los vuestros cabellos luminosos‟ (1975: 311).
12

  

The popularity of standardised portraits can be gauged also from the 

inclusion of a prose version in the most famous work of the late fifteenth century, La 

Celestina. In the opening exchanges with Sempronio, Calisto describes Melibea‟s 

„soberana hermosura‟ not in the chaotic manner which one might expect of his 

enamoured state (having been smitten by the mere sight of her) but in conformity 

with the age-old pattern. „Comienzo por los cabellos‟ he informs his servant before 

embarking on the description. After dwelling briefly on the wonders of her hair 

(„madejas de oro delgado, que hilan en Arabia‟), Calisto proceeds to an orderly 

descriptive enumeration of her features (Rojas, 1981: 65-66).
13

  The examples given 

above suffice to illustrate the widespread awareness of and rigid conformity to the 

rhetorical portrayal of female beauty in the Middle Ages. In the vast majority of 

cases, such description formed part of a longer work and was included largely for 

dramatic or psychological effect, particularly to explain the lover‟s attraction to his 

lady. 

The pastoral ladies of the sixteenth
 
century possessed the same features as 

their mediaeval counterparts. However, since much Renaissance poetry was 

concerned with conveying the anguished condition of an absent or rejected lover, the 

emphasis often lay not on the cause but on the actual state itself. That the lady was 

                                                 
12

 In a rare family application of the convention, the troubadour ideal is applied by Santillana to the 

description of his own daughters, who have „Fruentes claras e luzientes / las çejas en arco alçadas / las 

narizes afiladas‟, etc (1975: 60-63). 
13

 A century later, Cervantes included a similar prose catalogue of the beauty of Dulcinea in Don 

Quijote (Part I, Chapter XIII): „en ella se vienen a hacer verdaderos todos los imposibles y quiméricos 

atributos de belleza que los poetas dan a sus damas‟ (1967: 1074). 
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beautiful was taken for granted. Hence, in countless verses, in place of a 

comprehensive and stylised description the reader is told of the joyful singing of the 

birds, the musical babbling of the brook, etc. The conventional imagery was far from 

forgotten, however. Indeed, as Petrarchan influence increased, the hyperbolic terms 

of comparison became not only more standardised but, in some cases, more extreme. 

Lomas Cantoral‟s Philis, for example, has „cabellos de oro sobre nieve pura‟ (cited 

in Fucilla, 1960: 125) while for Gregorio Silvestre even these superlatives are 

insufficient to capture his lady‟s attributes: „No son de oro, que no es el / oro de tanto 

valor; / porque no hay cosa mejor / los comparamos con él‟ (Blecua, 1982: 182). The 

stock imagery was applied not just to living beauty but even in elegies of deceased 

ladies.
14

 

  In the late sixteenth century and for much of the seventeenth, Spain witnessed 

a remarkable growth in the popularity of verse portraiture. The baroque predilection 

for the reconstruction of mythological fables provided the perfect occasion for a 

conventional catalogue of female attributes. The portrait of Hero in Góngora‟s 

parody of the fable of Hero and Leander corresponds almost exactly to the vertical 

order put forward by Matthew de Vendome five centuries earlier, with all the 

customary hyperbolic associations present: 

De rosas y de jazmines 

mezcló el cielo un encarnado 

que por darlo a tus mejillas 

se lo hurtó a la Alba aquel año. 

En dos labios dividido 

se ríe un clavel rosado 

guardajoyas de unas perlas 

que envidia el mar Indiano. (Góngora, 1982: 343) 

 

                                                 
14

An important part of Silvestre‟s Elegy on the death of doña María Manrique is taken up by his 

description of her, as if to emphasise the devastating repercussions of her lost beauty.  
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Valentín de Céspedes, a disciple of Góngora, follows a similar pattern in the 

description of the subject of his Fábula de Mirra, although paying closer attention to 

certain features.
15

  

In the theatre of the period the leading female character would often be 

introduced to the audience by means of a conventional portrait.
16

 The heroines 

inevitably possessed all the attributes of the perfect lady and hence the lover‟s 

attraction was fully justified. Well-known characterological sketches in plays of the 

day include Alonso‟s narration of his encounter with Inés in Lope‟s El Caballero de 

Olmedo and the extensive 124-line catalogue by Menon of the features of Semiramis 

in Calderón‟s La Hija del Aire, which includes the following description: 

De sus mejillas la tez 

era otra unión de diversas 

colores. ¿Viste la rosa 

más encendida y sangrienta 

en la púrpura de Venus? 

¿La azucena viste en ella 

con el candor de la aurora? 

Pues tú allá te considera 

esa azucena, esa rosa, 

ajadas entre sí mesmas 

y sus mejillas verás. (1995: 124)
17

 

  

Mythological poems and stage works such as the above were not the only 

vehicles for stylised descriptions of female beauty. Formal portraits increasingly 

came to stand on their own as independent compositions and lengthy poems 

dedicated exclusively to the description of the lady became a popular recreation in 

literary circles. The seeds of the genre, as Davies has shown, can be found in the 

                                                 
15

 Mirra‟s neck is described thus: „De tanto cielo era Atlante / tratable alabastro terso, / si no de cristal 

columna / origen blando de Venus‟ (Alfay, 1946: 173). For other portraits see, for example, the 

description of Syringa in the anonymous „Fábula de Pan y Syringa‟ in the Cancionero de 1628 

(Blecua, 1945: 646-47) or the description of Judith in Céspedes‟s reworking of the Biblical tale of 

Judith and Holofernes (BNM Ms 3916, fol. 189). 
16

 For a discussion of the use of portraits to delineate characters in literature, see Heier (1976). 
17

 The description is followed by a humorous comment by Irene enquiring „¿Qué retórico orador / qué 

enamorado poeta / os dio para esa pintura / tantas rosas y azucenas, tanto oro, tanto marfil, / tanta 

nieve / tantas perlas‟ (1995: 124). 
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pliegos sueltos of the early part of the century, although it is not until the final years 

of the sixteenth century and early part of the seventeenth that we see clear evidence 

of a „real vogue for portraitures‟ (1975: 297), as reflected in the verse collections of a 

period characterised by a noticeable resurgence of the debate concerning the 

connections between poetry and painting, as noted earlier. To take but a few 

examples, the second part of the Romancero General (1605) contains over half a 

dozen pinturas and the Cancionero de 1628 includes a „Descripción de una dama‟ 

and a „Descripción de vna belleça‟. A quarter of a century later, verse portraits 

occupied a significant part of Alfay‟s Poesías Varias (1654), including, among 

others, a „Pintura de una dama‟ by Jerónimo de Cáncer, a romance amoroso entitled 

„Retrata una hermosura‟ attributed to Góngora and an anonymous piece painting the 

„retrato de otra Julia‟.  

Portraits, it appears, had become an obligatory subject for every poet, major 

and minor. Quevedo composed a „Pintura no vulgar de una Hermosa‟ and a „Retrato 

no vulgar de Lisis‟; Francisco López de Zárate a „Romance retratando una dama‟, a 

„Retrato de Filis‟ and a long and elaborate „Retrato de toda una hermosa‟. 

Manuscript 3884 of the Biblioteca Nacional contains a „Retrato de una Dama‟ by 

Sebastián de Villaviciosa (fol. 213r) and two portraits by Leonardo Arias del Castillo 

(fols. 197v, 215r). Other prolific exponents of the genre included Gabriel Bocángel, 

Antonio Hurtado de Mendoza and Antonio de Solís. 

This variant of the descriptio puellae achieved such widespread popularity 

among poets of the day that it is rightly viewed as a genre in itself, practised by male 

and, as we will see below, female authors. In an age that witnessed a great passion 

for painted portraits, an important symbol of social status,
18

 it was perhaps natural 

                                                 
18

 In her novella El prevenido, engañado Zayas (2007: 318) mentions the popular custom of 

portraiture: doña Violante „estábase retratando (curiosidad usada en la Corte)‟.   
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that poets should be entrusted with the task of representing in colourful words the 

features of beautiful ladies. That they viewed themselves as painters is evident from 

the frequent allusions made to the sister art, for example, the use of „retrato‟ and 

„pintura‟ in poem titles, the numerous references to „pinceles‟, „bosquejos‟ and 

„dibujos‟, and the frequent analogy drawn between the poet and Apelles, Court 

painter to Alexander the Great and the most celebrated painter of Antiquity. 

A verse portrait would have been composed for a number of reasons: it may 

have been commissioned by the lady herself, as the titles of several poems indicate,
19

 

perhaps to arouse the envy of her acquaintances. Just as ladies would ask their 

gallant to have their portrait painted, an analogous written representation would have 

been entrusted to a poet of repute (Davies, 1975: 306). The origin may also simply 

have been the poet‟s desire to sing the praises of his beloved in typical gallant 

fashion in order to earn her favours:
20

 

Suele un amante que de veras ama 

Ablandar a su dama […] 

Retratando su rostro en breve suma 

Con ingenio pintor y pincel pluma. (Castro, 1951: 193)  

 

Many were composed also for literary gatherings and academies.
21

 Given its 

rigid format and stock metaphorical associations, as an academy topic the pintura 

was an ideal test of a poet‟s wit and ingenuity, although for every worthy and 

original composition there were numerous monotonous repetitions of the 

standardised descriptions. Portraits may also have constituted an elaborate guessing 

                                                 
19

 BNM Ms R-51593, fol. 29v: „Discúlpase un galán de no auer retratado a su dama, auiendeselo 

mandado‟ (Juan de Heredia). 
20

 In some cases the portraits were composed for actual singing, as indicated in the „solo humano‟ by 

musician Cristóbal Galán, which opens „Atención al retrato de Filis, borracha divina‟ (BNM Ms 3881, 

fol. 21). Luis Antonio‟s Nuevo plato de varios manjares. Para divertir el ocio (Zaragoza, 1658) 

includes among its six portraits a „Pintura en cuartetas para cantada‟ (74) and a „Pintura a una dama 

de la comedia, para que ella misma cantara‟ (68-70). 
21

 A Valencian Academy in 1658 included the following instructions: „Cíñense todos los asuntos en 

una inventiva, y por los mismos se celebra la agudeza de los poetas y se pinta la hermosura de las 

damas‟ (Robbins, 1997: 16). 
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game played by an assembled courtly audience: without revealing her identity, the 

poet would describe the lady using a mixture of hyperbole and teasing indications or 

„señas‟, which, if seized upon, would solve the riddle.
22

 The openings to a number of 

portraits indicate that the verses were read out to an expectant audience, perhaps the 

very people who commissioned the piece. An important feature of many such 

portraits is the pastoral backdrop created for the description: the lady is given a 

pastoral name and the audience is transformed into groups of shepherd lads eager to 

hear of her beauty.
23

 Bocángel, for example, opens one portrait „Al retrato de 

Antandra / venid zagales‟ (2000: 533), while an anonymous poet exhorts the 

„pastores los de Aldea / venid a ver a Lysarda‟.
24

 

The conventional pattern is observed strictly in the vast majority of the 

portrait poems. After a general introduction emphasising the extraordinary beauty of 

the lady (the result of favouritism shown by nature, a beauty so divine it cannot be 

reflected accurately with human „paintbrushes‟, etc), the features are catalogued in 

the customary descending order, each described in the most extravagant terms. The 

poets‟ familiarity with the established order is clear: Trillo y Figueroa explicitly 

mentions the tradition –„Si por los cabellos / ha de empezarse‟ – while Polo de 

Medina, when he finally begins the description of his lady, states „comienzo, a lo 

                                                 
22

 „Señas‟ were widely used by courtly love poets in an attempt to hide the identity of the beloved 

(Davies, 1975: 296 and 307). In seventeenth-century portraits, however, the term was used even when 

the identity of the lady was already known or extremely obvious: in Calderón‟s La Hija del Aire, for 

example, Menón concludes his long description of Semiramis with the words „Este es su nombre y 

sus señas‟ (1995: 123). 
23

 Satirising the custom of using a pastoral name for the beloved, Polo de Medina bemoans the lack of 

a suitable one for his lady. He has spent days trying to come up with „un nombre dulce y blando / que 

con el tuyo frise / como con el de Inés frisa el de Nise / con Isabel Belisa […] / y en el alma me pesa / 

que te llames Teresa‟ (Castro, 1951: 192).   
24

 BNM Ms 3884, fol. 380r. Such overt pretence was not always gratuitous: as Davies notes, the 

recital of portrait verses „was one aspect of the bucolic charade that helped fill the interminable leisure 

of the courtiers on the banks of the Manzanares and Jarama‟, (1975: 305-06). See also Davies (1971: 

99). 
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usual, por los cabellos‟ (Castro, 1951: 73 and 193).
25

 The terms of comparison are, 

by and large, the Petrarchan commonplaces: the lady‟s hair is a sea of gold or mesh 

of sunbeams; her cheeks the perfect fusion of roses and lilies; her mouth a red 

blemish in which pearls are jealously guarded; her neck a crystal column supporting 

a heavenly face. The descriptions were such common currency that further examples 

need not be listed here. 

The genre was not exclusive to male authors. The novellas of Maria de Zayas 

contain typical pinturas, sung or recited by gallants in praise of their beloveds. In El 

prevenido engañado, for example, Don Fadrique acknowledges that neither he as a 

poet nor the painter portraying Violante can hope to reflect her beauty accurately: 

Que él y yo seremos cortos: 

pincel y pluma se quedan 

sin saber sacar la estampa 

que al natural se parezca; 

Pues el molde en que os formó 

la sabia naturaleza, 

ya el mundo no lo posee, 

porque otra cual vos no tenga. (2007: 320)
26

  

 

Verse portraits feature in the novellas of Mariana de Carvajal also. Amar sin 

saber a quién, the last of the eight stories in Navidades de Madrid (1663), contains a 

„retrato‟ of Lisena, recited by Enrico as he woos her outside her bedroom (beginning 

„Lise, Aurora destos montes‟), and one of Leonor by Don Antonio („El retrato del 

dueño‟) (1988: 181 and 243). The convention is present too in the poetry of Leonor 

de la Cueva. In octavas entitled „Introduce un galán, describiendo la hermosura de su 

                                                 
25

 In his Fábula Burlesca de Apolo y Dafne, Polo reverses the traditional order: „Aquí es obligación, 

Señora Musa… / El pintar de la niña las facciones, / Y pienso comenzar por los talones / aunque 

parezca mal al que leyere: / Que yo puedo empezar por do quiere.‟ (Castro, 1951: 207). Antonio de 

Solís also insists on beginning from the feet upwards in his „Retrato de Flora‟:„Comienço, pues, desde 

abajo / que he de pintar tu persona / cuesta arriba, aunque en los fines / sude la copla tan gorda‟ (1968: 

161).  
26

 In another novella, however, Zayas warns of the dangers of heeding the flattering descriptions 

typical of the portraits: „tantos hipérboles como dicen los retratos, que se ha visto infinitas veces ser 

engañosos‟ (1983: 341). 
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dama‟ the gallant‟s secret contemplation of his beloved Felisalba from his hiding 

place behind a myrtle tree leads him to extol her beauty as follows: 

Quiero, en fin, retratar si brevemente 

el dueño hermoso de quien soy despojos: 

es nieve pura el cielo de su frente, 

y dos estrellas sus divinos ojos; 

las negras cejas, aunque Amor se afrente, 

arcos del cielo son, que sin enojos, 

como arrojan del fuego tantas flechas, 

al libre corazón se van derechas. (BNM Ms 4127, fol. 221) 

 

Like Zayas‟s Don Fadrique, the gallant emphasises the unique and 

unrepeatable beauty of the lady: „Ni en el tiempo pasado ni futuro / formó ni formará 

naturaleza / rostro, talle, donaire, gala y brío / como el que ha dado el cielo al dueño 

mío‟ (fol. 223). In a much rarer example of a female voice describing a lady‟s 

features (as opposed to female authors writing words spoken by men, as above), Ana 

Caro Mallén appears to have utilised the convention as a vehicle to cultivate her 

friendship with noble ladies. A sonnet written to the influential Doña Inés Jacinta 

Manrique de Lara indicates she composed, or at least considered composing, a 

portrait to comfort her during her illness: 

Si pensara, señora, que al terrible 

mal que molesta vuestra hermosura 

de alivio sirviera la pintura, 

que al pincel de los versos es factible (Serrano y Sanz, 1903-05: I. 216). 

 

The popularity of verse portraits among women authors extended to the New 

World also. Sabat de Rivers, a leading scholar of the works of Sor Juana Inés de la 

Cruz, has identified no fewer than sixteen portrait-themed compositions in the 

Mexican nun‟s work, including eight actual verse portraits and several 

moral/philosophical poems inspired by the contemplation of portraits.
27

   

                                                 
27

 See Sabat de Rivas (1984, 1986) and Graciela Carullo (1991). 
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Not surprisingly, the repetitive use of extravagant conceits led to voices of 

disapproval. Just as Tudor and Jacobean writers in England were quick to disparage 

the convention, their Spanish counterparts dedicated satirical and highly witty pieces 

to the subject. One poet felt obliged to take up his pen „para desmentir las pinturas 

que hasta oy han salido, compuestas de flores y piedras preciosas‟, denouncing the 

fact that women had been turned into potted plants and apothecaries as a result of the 

over-use of the stock metaphors (Antonio, 1658: 32-33). Lope de Vega added his 

voice by refusing to follow the convention to portray a less than beautiful lady on 

moral grounds.
28

 The practice was a favourite target also for Quevedo, who warned 

of the dangers of such description in his „Riesgos de celebrar la hermosura de las 

tontas‟, which begins „Sol os llamó mi lengua pecadora‟: his lady, on hearing that 

her teeth were pearls, tried to sell them! Quevedo complains that the far-fetched 

associations had become part and parcel of every writer‟s language: 

Eran las mujeres antes 

de carne y hueso hechas; 

Ya son de rosas y flores, 

jardines y primaveras, 

hortelano de facciones 

¿Qué sabor queréis que tenga 

una mujer ensalada 

toda de plantas y hierbas? (1981: 578-79). 

 

Some of the wittiest attacks on the convention are found in the poetry of Polo de 

Medina, particularly the Silva in which he confesses his poetic sins and begs 

forgiveness for, among other things, having committed heresy in using hyperbolic 

imagery to describe his lady.
29

 On one occasion, in a burlesque fable where he 

                                                 
28

 See Lope‟s sonnet entitled „No se atreve a pintar su dama muy Hermosa por no mentir, que es 

mucho para poeta‟: „Mas puede ser, que algún letor estrañe / estas musas de amor hiperboleas, / y 

viéndola después se desengañe‟ (2008: 133).  
29

 „Mil veces en mi canto le decía / leche, aurora, cristal, candor del día… / siendo todo mentira y 

embeleco‟ (Castro, 1951: 184). Polo derided novice poets who indulged in the literary commonplaces: 

„¡Oh, qué linda ocasión de decir nieve / si yo fuera poeta principiante!‟ The popularity of his 

burlesque portraits is clear from the title of Sor Juana‟s witty treatment of the cliché-ridden 
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succumbs to the temptation to use the clichéd terminology of novices, he excuses 

himself ingeniously. Daphne‟s forehead is described thus: 

… Está limpia y serena 

Con sus ciertos humillos de azucena, 

Dije azucena; en fin, no pude menos; 

Que el concepto me vino de apaleta; 

Y así, ningún poeta, 

Aunque sea el mejor de los mejores, 

Diga: no beberé de aquestas flores. (Castro, 1951: 207-8)
30

 

 

Male authors were not alone in poking fun at the well-worn convention. 

Echoing Quevedo‟s jibe, Sor Juana lampoons the style in her witty description of 

Lisarda and admits to having used flowers for her hyperbole-filled comparisons: 

Pues no soy la primera 

que con hurtos de sol y primavera 

echa, con mil primores, 

una mujer en infusiones de flores […] 

Mas no pienso robar yo sus colores; 

descansen, por aquesta vez, las flores. (2007: 210) 

  

In addition to the standard verse portraits included in their novellas, both 

Zayas and Carvajal also offer burlesque treatments of the canons. The best-known 

example in the former is the comical scene in which don Marcos wakes up on the 

morning after his wedding to discover, instead of a beautiful bride, the old and infirm 

Lisadora, who is depicted in the following terms: „los cabellos eran pocos y blancos, 

por la nieve de los muchos inviernos pasados […] los dientes estaban esparcidos por 

la cama, porque como dixo el príncipe de los poetas, daba perlas de barato, a cuya 

causa tenía don Marcos uno o dos entre los bigotes‟ (Zayas, 1989: 147-48). 

In her humorous rendering of the fable of Orpheus and Euridice in Amar sin 

saber a quién, Carvajal‟s Leonor admits she has little choice but to obey the rules 

and offer a description of both protagonists: 

                                                                                                                                          
descriptions in her 396-line parody entitled „Pinta en jocoso numen, igual con el tan célebre de Jacinto 

Polo, una belleza‟ (2007: 209-21). 
30

 Polo‟s most tongue-in-cheek attack is seen an actual pintura poem in which the conventional terms 

are of little use because the beloved is a mulata (Castro, 1951:193).  
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Porque fuera mal trato 

el no poner retrato 

de estos fines amantes, 

el de Euridice antes, 

que después al moçuelo enamorado, 

llegará la ocasión de su traslado.(1988: 201)
31

 

  

As with all common literary topics, variations on the basic pintura were numerous. 

The portrait could also be of a group of ladies rather than one in particular.
32

 

Occasionally, instructions given by the poet to a painter as to the correct manner in 

which to portray the lady constituted, in effect, a disguised portrait.
33

 At times the 

poets‟ task was rendered more difficult by the bizarre demands imposed by their 

subjects: BNM Ms. 3773 contains an anonymous pintura entitled „Pinta el maestro 

Ortensio una muger que le pidió la retratase estando tapada‟ (fol. 107v). More often, 

however, it was the poets who imposed unusual demands on themselves. A portrait 

in BNM Ms 2202 (one of six in the manuscript by anonymous authors) – „Retrato a 

una señora de esta Corte‟ (fol. 1) – is based entirely on the names of streets, gates 

and squares of Madrid, while the „pintura de una Dama en términos militares‟ in Ms 

348 of the University of Zaragoza (fol. 99) offers, as the title suggests, a succession 

of allusions to war and conflict, justified by the author on the grounds that the lady 

triggers similar conflict in his heart („Pues de Filis la Guerra / mi pecho aflige‟). 

Other self-imposed constraints included the use of lines from other poems or from 

plays, or complicated lexical challenges in the form of compulsory rhyme schemes.
34

  

                                                 
31

 Unlike the majority of the verse portraits included by female authors in their novellas, here the 

narrator is female (Leonor) not male.  
32

 For example, Trillo de Figueroa‟s painting of the „damas cortesanas de Granada‟ (1951: 92-96). 
33

 See, for example, Esteban Manuel de Villegas‟ directions to the artist in his „A un pintor‟ (Castro, 

1951: 559). 
34

 BNM Ms 17666 includes an anonymous „Pintura de un galán y una dama en títulos de comedias‟ 

(620-21). For constraints in terms of rhyme scheme or word stress pattern, see Antonio (1658: 54). 

The Academy in the home of Melchor de Fonseca in 1663 challenged participants to compose a 

„Retrato de una Dama en exdrujulos‟. Sor Juana also set herself extremely challenging tasks in her 

verse portraits: each of the 68 lines of her portrait of the Marchioness of La Laguna commences with 

a proparoxytone word (2007: 165-68), while another portrait in redondillas is constructed entirely on 

the basis of musical terminology (1982: 207).  
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By far the most popular variations of the convention, however, were comic 

self-portraits, which were so numerous that they have come to be viewed as a sub-

genre in the period‟s verse.
35

 As Salgado notes: 

Es por eso la sátira, uno de cuyos fines es ridiculizar vicios y vanidades, la que 

proporcionaría al escritor barroco el vehículo idóneo para autorretratarse, soslayando 

así cualquier sospecha de auotengrandecimiento. El humor satírico dirigido a sí 

mismo humaniza al sujeto poético y permite al autor representar sus vicios y 

virtudes entre bromas y veras. La sátira le ofrece la flexibilidad de temas y formas 

necesaria para permitirle componer retratos originales y fuertemente 

individualizados (1998: 214).   

 

Famous poets who painted self-deprecatory pictures, often in response to requests,  

include Quevedo, Góngora, Jerónimo de Cáncer, Pantaleón de Ribera, Trillo y 

Figueroa and Arias del Castillo. Góngora, for instance, opens one well-known ballad 

as follows: 

Hanme dicho, hermanas, 

que tenéis cosquillas 

de ver al que hizo 

a Hermana Marica. 

Porque no os mováis 

él mismo os envía 

de su misma mano 

su persona misma.(1982: 184)
 36

 

 

On other occasions, however, as with Polo de Medina‟s „Retrato del Autor‟, the 

purpose was simply to follow the prevailing trend: 

Pues no hay dama ni fregona 

zapatero ni pelaire, 

que no se retrate y pinte 

musa mía, retratadme. (Castro, 1951: 182-83) 

 

If, in the actual description, the conventional head-to-foot order was widely 

observed, the same cannot be said of the hyperbolic comparisons. In compositions 

that were anything but self-eulogy, the far-fetched metaphors of standard pinturas 

                                                 
35

 Witty self-portraits were set as an academy topic also. See, for example, the romance by Antonio de 

Solís, „Retrato del Autor, á instancia de vna Academia‟, which begins „Mi retrato me ha pedido / La 

Academia Mantuana‟ (1968: 151). 
36

 Herrero García (1930: 181-82) argues that Góngora may have set a fashion which was followed by 

others and continued for almost a century. See also Trillo y Figueroa, „A unas damas que le pidieron 

se pintase en verso‟ (1951: 180).  
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were reversed. Indeed, if we are to take these self-ridiculing and extremely witty 

catalogues literally, the emerging picture is far from flattering. Trillo y Figueroa, for 

example, informs his ladies: 

Pueden las orejas 

en cualquier patio 

servir largamente 

de toldo en verano […] 

De la boca puedo 

decir solo un rasgo […] 

tiene pocos dientes 

y muy gruesos labios 

aquellos muy negros 

y aquestos muy blancos (1951: 182). 

 

Burlesque self-portraits by female authors, although much rarer, were not 

totally unknown. The work of the Toledan nun Sor María de Santa Isabel, who wrote 

under the pseudonym Marcia Belisarda, includes a 64-line „Romance burlesco para 

un billete‟ describing her features for an unnamed „yllustrissima Señora‟. Although 

not reaching the extremes cited above, the unflattering portrait has its witty moments 

and, in keeping with Belisarda‟s status, contains the occasional religious allusion: 

La nariz, que Dios mantenga, 

algunos dicen, es roma, 

mas no dirán que concede 

el Papa gracias ni glorias; 

ya quando menos me cato 

emos llegado a la boca 

y es qual dicen que la cassa 

la buena portada onra. 

Grande es por su magestad 

de quien previlegio goza 

de limpia y noble en aliento, 

calidad de que blasona. (BNM Ms 7469, fol. 56v) 

  

5.3. Verse portraiture in Ramírez de Guzmán 

The detailed examination of the origins and characteristics of pintura verse 

provided above concluded with reference to a burlesque self-portrait by a female 

poet. It is appropriate to turn our attention now to the group of portrait poems by 
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another woman author, Ramírez de Guzmán, and consider them within the general 

context of the genre as outlined above.
37

 Like Sor Juana, she composed eight 

detailed portraits, together with several other poems which have portraits as their 

theme. The retratos are written in a variety of metres: seguidillas (4), silvas (2), 

coplas (1) and romance (1). References to the tradition appear in the titles of a 

number of other pieces also, for example, „A un caballero, que, habiendo visto y 

alabado un retrato en verso, le envió a pedir después‟ (V) and „Habiendo enviado un 

retrato en verso a su hermano, que le escribió se lo enviase‟ (LII). Furthermore, as 

we will see below, the contemplation of a painting of a lady (LXX) provides the 

pretext for a philosophical consideration of art versus fiction, a literary commonplace 

of the age. One portrait written „a imitación de uno que hizo un galán‟ (II) explicitly 

mentions the obligatory convention of eulogising in verse the attributes of the lady: 

„Pues que tanto retratar se usa / la dama que se quiere / yo he de hacer un ensayo de 

do diere‟ (II, 4-6). In some cases, like the examples cited earlier, the portraits were 

composed in response to specific requests to Ramírez de Guzmán: „Que la retrate 

Celia me ha mandado / y sólo obedecerla es mi cuidado‟ (I, 1-2); „Un retrato me has 

pedido‟ (XLIX, 1). 

Various other features of the poems conform closely to the pattern of the 

pinturas discussed above. The element of secrecy, by now far removed from the 

unbreakable code of Courtly love but still part of the fun, is maintained through the 

use of „señas‟ (I, 6 and XXVIII, 3), while the pastoral charade is preserved in several 

portraits not only through the use of bucolic names in place of the proper names of 

the subjects –„Tisbe‟ (XXII), „Anarda‟ (XXIII) and „Aminta‟ (LXXVIII) –, but also, 

                                                 
37

 A number of Ramírez de Guzmán‟s retratos and portrait-themed poems in BNM Ms 3884 are 

quoted or referred to by Davies (1975) but are mistakenly attributed to other authors or given as 

anonymous. Davies attributes the sonnet beginning „Retrato, si eres Sombra, ¿como imitas‟ (LXX) to 

„a poetess of the Spanish court, Doña Ana‟ (1975: 301).  
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in one opening reminiscent of Bocángel, through the exhortation to the shepherd-

boys to come and listen to the description: 

Si me preguntáis, zagales, 

para libraros del riesgo, 

las señas de Antandra, ved 

que aun en ellas hay veneno. (XXVIII, 1-4) 

 

In another poem, which is an indirect portrait of a lady who did not appear in public 

for many days, the two elements (secrecy and bucolic charade) are combined: „Bien 

conocereis, zagales, / a Clori por estas señas‟ (LXIII, 33-4). 

That Ramírez de Guzmán considered herself as much a painter as a poet in 

the poems is reflected in the presence of numerous elements of artistic vocabulary. 

Celia‟s portrait is not written but „pintado‟ (I, 84); the finished product is not a 

complete and detailed picture but an outline sketch – „bosquejo‟ (XXIII, 49) and 

„rasguños‟ (LXXVIII, 49) – and the author hopes her pen will achieve the reputation 

of a paintbrush (XXIII, 3-4). The conventional references are made also to the 

futility of attempting to imitate divine beauty: „Pues querer copiarte / deidad divina / 

con pinceles humanos / es osadía‟ (XXIII, 5-8);
38

 the first retrato includes an 

opening admission that it is impossible to copy „la luz que alumbra el día‟, while in 

XXVIII Ramírez de Guzmán stresses that only a mirror is capable of reflecting such 

beauty and her endeavours downgrade „a una sombra todo el sol / a una risa todo el 

cielo‟.
39

 The frequently employed poet-Apelles analogy is inevitably drawn in 

support of the argument that human brushes cannot hope to portray such 

extraordinary beauty: 

                                                 
38

 Cáncer apologises for his inaccurate portrait in his „Romance. Pintando una dama‟: „Perdonad bella 

Amarilis / Si no salió semejante / A vos aqueste retrato, / Que mal se copian deidades. / Y si os 

buscáis parecida / Con pinceles más durables, / Miradme el pecho y veréis / Más perfecta vuestra 

imagen‟ (2007: 415-16). 
39

 Similar terminology is used by Sor Juana in conveying the futility of her efforts to portray the 

Marchioness of La Laguna: „Pues la excelsa, sagrada María, / humana y benigna, quiere reducir / todo 

el sol a una esfera tan corta, / todo el mayo a un pequeño pensil‟ (2007: 174-75). 
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Y si no es parecido, 

poca culpa el pincel habrá tenido, 

pues aunque fuese Apeles 

ignorara el acierto sus pinceles. (I, 85-88) 

 

Turning to the order followed in the descriptions, once again we see close 

conformity to the established pattern. After the customary warning to those present 

to hide from her „basilisk‟ beauty, Ramírez de Guzmán proceeds to describe in order 

the lady‟s hair, forehead, eyebrows, cheeks, nose, mouth, neck, hands, feet and 

figure. Her familiarity with the prescribed order is evident in the first of the portrait 

poems – „Mas el retrato empieza / y es fuerza el empezar por la cabeza‟ (I, 11-12) – 

and in her witty reversal of the convention as she brings another portrait to a close: 

„A mayores hazañas me prevengo, / pues de pies a cabeza, / tengo ya retratada esta 

belleza‟ (II, 90-92). 

The imagery employed in the descriptions of the different physical features 

also reflects a detailed awareness of the literary commonplaces. In XXIII, for 

example, we find almost the entire stock of well-worn terms of comparison 

condensed into 56 short lines: the sun is imprisoned in Antandra‟s hair, her forehead 

is the Queen among lilies, her cheeks are tinged with red, her lips are sweet-smelling 

carnations and her mouth is home to thirty-two pearly teeth, etc.  

A brief examination of how three features – hair, neck/throat and cheeks – 

are portrayed in some of the retratos will serve to illustrate the use made of the 

conventional imagery. Celia‟s black hair is „un mar de Guinea [...] / que en negras 

ondas se dilata bello...‟ (I, 13-14), a maritime metaphor which is repeated in the 

description of Beatriz, based on Petrarchan shipwreck imagery, in poem XXII: „Es 

un mar su cabello / que en negras ondas / a las almas anega / que en el se engolfan‟ 
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(9-10). In a description recalling that of Semiramis in Calderón‟s La Hija del Aire,
40

 

Antonia‟s hair is neither light nor dark, but this does not mean that room cannot be 

found for the standard comparisons: 

Entre dos luces, ni obscuro, 

ni claro, su hermoso pelo 

ni hizo lisonjas a el oro 

ni a el azabache desprecios. (XXVIII, 9-12) 

 

In XXII, Tisbe‟s neck is described in familiar Gongoran terms:
 41

 

Es Atlante su cuello 

si no es columna 

que sustenta el çielo 

de la hermosura. (XXII, 41-44) 

 

The whiteness of the lady‟s neck and throat is repeatedly underlined by Ramírez de 

Guzmán: in poem II the throat is a „sierra nevada‟, a conceit which is extended 

further to show that even if the lady drinks warm water it is quickly rendered ice-

cold since her throat is the finest of all „cantimploras‟ (63-68).
42

 Elsewhere, the 

lady‟s throat is so transparent that the water she drinks is visible – „Tienes la 

garganta / tan transparente / que se ve en ella el agua / cuando la bebes‟ (XXIII, 33-

36) – and her voice can be seen as it forms inside: „y hay quien diga que le ha visto / 

formar la voz allá dentro‟ (XXVIII, 55-56). 

As a third and final example we can consider the imagery employed to 

portray the subjects‟ cheeks. Here more than anywhere else in the verse portraits do 

                                                 
40

 „Ni bien rubio, ni bien negro / su variado color era, / sino un medio entre los dos: / como en la 

estación primera / del día luces y sombras / confusamente se mezclan, / […] así, hecha / del azabache 

y del oro / una mal distinta mezcla, / crepúsculo era el cabello.‟ (1995: 120). See also Góngora‟s 

description of Hero: „Crepúsculo era el cabello / del día entre obscuro y claro‟, (1982: 243). 
41

 The Atlas metaphor had already been drawn by a long line of poets, including in English verse. In A 

Description, Lord Herbert of Cherbury speaks of how „the weight of this harmonious sphere / the 

Atlas of her neck doth bear‟. Cited in Howarth (1931: 3). 
42

 Cantimplora: „Es una garrafa de cobre, con el cuello muy largo, para enfriar en ella el agua o el 

vino, metiéndola y enterrándola en la nieve, o meneándola dentro de un cubo con la dicha nieve, cosa 

muy conocida y usada en España y en todas partes‟ (Cov.). The same comparison, almost to the letter, 

is found in Trillo y Figueroa‟s „A las Damas Cortesanas de Granada‟, although in this case applied not 

to the throat but the forehead which, given the ladies‟ city of origin, is necessarily a „Sierra Nevada‟ 

and is so icy white that „bolsas cantimplora / siempre beben fresco‟ (1951: 93). 
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we see rigid adherence to the ready-made comparisons. In all but one case (her 

burlesque self-portrait), the commonplace rose-coloured skies, rose-filled gardens 

and blend of jasmine and rose are offered: 

Y sus mejillas / cielos de rosas son (I, 51-52) 

La rosa y jazmin de sus mejillas (II, 57) 

Sus mejillas de rosas / son dos vergeles. (XXII, 29-30) 

 

The examples given above confirm Ramírez de Guzmán‟s detailed 

knowledge of the prescribed rules of retratos and her willingness to adhere to them 

when necessary. Readers familiar with the genre might consider the poems as 

undistinguished manifestations of a phenomenon that had reached near saturation 

point by the mid-seventeenth century.  In the light of what we have seen, such 

criticism would not be unwarranted. 

However, the group of portrait poems is of considerable interest for other 

reasons. The first is their biographical and/or autobiographical content. In a rare 

familial use of the genre in the period, reminiscent of Santillana‟s use two centuries 

earlier, Ramírez de Guzmán provides poetic descriptions of all three of her sisters, 

Beatriz, Ana Rosalea and Antonia Manuela (XXII, XXIII and XXVIII) and although 

in many respects these might be viewed as the weakest of the compositions, given 

that they constitute little more than an idealisation of the beauty of each sister using 

the standard hyperbole, the poems offer some clues as to their appearance. It would, 

of course, be foolish to take literally the references to pearly teeth, ruby-coloured 

mouths and crystal-clear throats etc, but we have no reason to reject as false Tisbe‟s 

black hair or the spot on her chin, Anarda‟s blonde hair and bright eyes, or the 

description of Antandra‟s hair as neither dark nor light. 
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Arguably of greater interest from the informational perspective are the verses 

in which the poet describes herself. In his introduction to his edition of her poems, 

Entrambasaguas refers to two self-portraits: 

Además se hizo dos autorretratos: uno imitando el que le había hecho un galán suyo 

y se ha perdido, y el otro a petición de su hermano don Pedro. Por el primero de 

ambos sabemos que doña Catalina Clara ere de extraña belleza: dotada de 

extraordinaria blancura, sus cabellos tenían aquel maravilloso tono rojizo que tanto 

se estimó entre las bellas de la época […] y sus ojos verdes y profundos eran como 

los cantados por Bécquer, siendo igual de atrayente el resto de su persona… En fin, 

la preocupación constante de los galanes de Llerena y de cien leguas a la redonda. 

(1929: 29-30) 

 

The poem to which he refers in the above quote is „Otro retrato de la misma Auctora, 

hecho a imitación de uno que hizo un galán‟ (II). However, for various reasons it is 

unlikely that this poem is a self-portrait. Firstly, the title suggests that the poem was 

composed by her, adopting the male voice of a gallant, rather than being a portrait of 

her. Secondly, and perhaps more importantly, it is implausible (particularly if we 

remember the modesty and decorum expected of women during this historical 

period) that she would set out to sing her own praises in such laudatory fashion. 

Behind the ingenious touches which characterise the poem, the impression evoked is 

undoubtedly one of extraordinary beauty: 

Hoy una moza ví, y al ver sus luces, 

la admiración se estaba haciendo cruces. 

Y viendo cuanto en todo aventaja, 

se quedó la belleza cabizbaja. (II, 7-10) 

 

Indeed, if we are to accept the affirmation by Entrambasaguas that Ramírez de 

Guzmán‟s beauty made her the object of the attention of the young men of Llerena 

and surrounding parts, it might seem somewhat incongruous that she never married 

despite an allegedly long line of suitors. 

The humorous portrait written at the request of her brother Pedro (XLIX) 

seems a more realistic guide to her appearance. Given the devotion she continually 

expresses for Pedro in her poems – „Dichosa mil veces Clori / que a voces puede 
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decir / que te adora‟ (XLV, 29-31); „el que es mi hermano y mi amante‟ (XLI, 9) – it 

would not have been unthinkable for Ramírez de Guzmán to compose a genuine 

portrait of herself to accompany him during his frequent absences from Llerena. 

The picture painted in these verses (colourless cheeks, sunken eyes, large 

mouth and short neck)
43

 is quite the opposite of what Entrambasaguas believed her 

to be. While such exaggerated description cannot be accepted literally, since almost 

every line is designed to contribute to the overall comic effect, some statements have 

to be taken more seriously: the poet admits she is far from pretty and has been aware 

of this for some time („el carecer de belleza con paciencia lo he llevado‟, 7-8). She 

expects her brother will be sorely disappointed with the results of her efforts, not 

because of the portrait‟s lack of accuracy, which would have been the case had she 

been trying to paint divine beauty, but for precisely the opposite reason. Her exact 

copy, the antithesis of the artificial and stylised versions, will cause Pedro to lose any 

desire to see her in person: 

Tal cual, allá va esa copia 

y si me deseas ver, 

yo bien creo 

según ha salido propia 

que te he de hacer perder 

el deseo. (XLIX, 127-132) 

 

Although, as mentioned, these and other similar remarks must be treated with 

caution, it seems plausible that, for all its humorous intent, the poem provides a more 

accurate indication of the appearance of the poet. Unlike the case of Góngora and 

Quevedo and a small number of women poets such as Cristobalina Fernández de 

Alarcón (who was painted by Juan de Noort), no painted portraits of Ramírez de 

Guzmán have survived and one can only lament the fact that the period of residence 

in Llerena of Francisco de Zurbarán, one of Spain‟s foremost artists of the period, 

                                                 
43

 Colón Calderón (2006: 147) hypothesises that the description of the features may have been a 

deliberate parody of typical manifestations of syphilis during the period.   
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coincided with the very early years of her life. Consequently, the self-portrait in 

verse provides the only clues, however tenuous, as to how she may have looked. 

Turning away from any biographical or autobiographical value which might 

be attributed to the poems, a second aspect of the verse portraits merits our 

consideration, namely, the use of the genre by Ramírez de Guzmán as the vehicle for 

some of her wittiest and most original poetry. In marked contrast to the mechanical 

portraits (particularly those of her three sisters, as mentioned above) stands a 

separate group of humorous compositions, often verging on parody, in which her 

„estilo donoso‟ rivals anything found in the pinturas of her contemporaries. 

Significantly, the first poem in the section of BNM Ms 3884 containing her 

verses is a portrait entitled „Retrato de una dama, en chanza‟, in which the poetic 

voice is male. The silva opens in the conventional manner with a general eulogy of 

the beauty of Celia: she is the light that illuminates the day and her gaze is fatal, like 

the fabled basilisk. However, as soon as the description proper commences, the 

serious tone is swiftly deflated. Echoing Polo de Medina, the description of her hair 

– „un mar de Guinea es su cabello / que en negras ondas se dilata bello‟ – is swiftly 

dismissed as appropriate for a novice poet only. The poet, it seems, is pre-empting 

possible criticism: „Mas, ¿que bozal apodo? / Vaya pues su cabello de otro modo‟ (I, 

15-16). 

One of the main features of these more interesting pinturas is this blend of 

formalised description and deliberate tongue-in-cheek deflation, often achieved 

through the use of a light-hearted and engaging conversational tone combined with 

metatextual commentary that reminds us that the poems are as much an exercise in 

poetic virtuosity and a rhetorical performance as anything else. In II, also spoken by 

a male poetic voice, the reader is urged to be patient and await details of the lady‟s 
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features („lector, paciencia, yo seré sucinto‟, 14) and is asked later not to fret at the 

inability to come up with a suitable conceit to describe her hands: „No me deben las 

manos un concepto, / mas, letor, no te espantes‟ (72-73).  In between, the description 

is interrupted momentarily by self-congratulation on having conveyed so much 

greenery (emerald eyes) without the need for an entire country scene: „Y no es poco 

primor haber pintado / ojos verdes sin prado‟ (49-50). 

The frequent insertion of colloquial expressions and self-referential content 

contributes to the undermining of the serious elements. Taking her leave of Celia‟s 

hair, Ramírez de Guzmán moves to the description of her forehead, familiar territory 

for such a capable muse: „Mas pelillos dejando, / por la frente se va mi musa 

entrando / como por casa propia‟ (I, 21-24). Having lingered too long on the 

description of the eyes, she proceeds to that of the nose and is quick to insert a witty 

allusion: 

Dejando niñerías que ya enfada, 

me voy como por viña vendimiada. 

Y a pintar su nariz, mi musa, toma 

el camino de Roma. (I, 41-44)
44

 

 

In poem II, the lady‟s forehead also comes in for colloquial treatment, reminiscent of 

Góngora: 

Dejo, pues, este pleito aunque pendiente 

porque me llama retratar su frente 

mas limpia y escombrada 

que una casa robada...(II, 25-28)
45

 

 

On this occasion, however, she chooses not to dwell on the description: „y estar 

despacio en frente tan serena, / a catarro me suena‟ (33-34). 

                                                 
44

 The frequent references by Ramírez de Guzmán to her muse were also part of established 

convention, particularly in burlesque portraits. The assistance of the muse is enlisted in poem II to 

compose the portrait of the beloved: „Yo me he de enamorar Señora Musa, / y pues que tanto retratar 

se usa / la dama que se quiere / yo he de hacer un ensayo de do diere‟ (3-6). Sor Juana also makes a 

humorous rhetorical appeal to her muse as she sets about describing Lisarda‟s hair: „Y en fin, después 

de tanto dar en ello / ¿qué tenemos, mi musa, de cabello?‟ (2007: 214). 
45

 Góngora describes himself as having „la frente espaciosa, / escombrada y limpia‟ (1982: 185). 
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We have already established Ramírez de Guzmán‟s detailed familiarity with 

the standard terms of comparison used to portray female beauty. As noted, at times 

these are rejected on the grounds that they are for beginners only; the stock 

association used to describe female eyebrows has become far too common: „Son del 

amor saetas… / pero esto es muy vulgar‟ (II, 37-38). In place of these run-of-the-mill 

comparisons, more original and unexpected associations are engineered. Reflecting 

the period‟s cometary association with death (Geneva, 1995: 96), the aforementioned 

„saetas‟ are transformed into two comets announcing the death of anyone who 

contemplates the subject‟s beauty („son dos cometas, / que pronuncian su ira, / pues 

anuncian la muerte a quien los mira.‟ (II, 38-40). In poem XXVII, Antandra‟s eyes 

are pirates that capture all who see her („que a cuantos los ven conducen / a tan dulce 

cautiverio‟, 31-32).
46

 Similarly, the eyes of the widowed Laura are not the 

conventional bright suns but purgatories causing suffering to countless souls: 

Tantas almas penando 

tienen sus ojos 

que a pesar de lo claro 

son purgatorios. (XLV, 33-36) 

 

Her hair, we are told, must have grandee status since it remains covered at all times 

by the mourning bonnet: 

Preeminencias por grande 

su pelo goza 

y así, vano, cubierto 

le trae la toca. (XLV, 13-16)  

 

The feet of the lady of poem II, meanwhile, are so small they require the protection 

of a guardian („digo por menores / han menester tutores‟, 83-84). 

Occasionally, descriptions of individual features are deliberately passed over 

and an ingenious explanation offered instead to justify the departure from 

                                                 
46

 The captive analogy appears also in a non-portrait poem (XXVII), in which a lady‟s dark eyes are 

described as follows: „Dos negros son de Guinea, / y aunque negros, tan activos / que han blasonado 

que tienen / a muchos blancos cautivos‟ (33-36). 
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convention. How can the lady‟s hands be portrayed accurately if she is wearing 

gloves? (II, 72-74). Likewise, an appropriate metaphor cannot be found for Celia‟s 

feet, which are so tiny they must have grown out of her slim nostrils. However, since 

the nose has taken the proverbial Roman route (the standard metaphor for slender 

noses), no suitable analogy can be drawn: 

Digo, que son breves sus matices, 

que vinieron sus pies de sus narices; 

que si a su pequeñez no hallo apodo, 

ya que fué a Roma su nariz por todo. (I, 67-70) 

 

In her burlesque self-portrait Ramírez de Guzmán is unsure of the exact 

colour of her forehead and is thus unable to provide an accurate description: 

Si es de azucena o de rosa 

mi frente no comprehendo, 

ni el color 

y será dificultosa 

de imitar, pues no le entiendo 

yo la flor. (XLIX, 25-30) 

 

Such wordplay, one of the hallmarks of her poetry, is characteristic of the 

more accomplished pintura poems, particularly the self-portrait, which derives its 

comic effect from the rapid succession of puns and other ambiguous terms of 

comparison. The entertainingly unflattering picture is arguably the best of the pieces 

and bears favourable comparison with the burlesque portraits of Quevedo and Polo 

de Medina. For example, Ramírez de Guzmán‟s dislike for her unattractive nose is 

conveyed through an appropriately ambivalent play: „siempre la he traído / entre los 

ojos‟ (53-54). Her mouth, we learn, is the object of frequent (but hardly positive) 

comment: 

No hallaré falta a mi boca, 

aunque modesto el desdén 

me lo mande, 

porque el creerlo me toca, 

y dicen cuantos la ven: 
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«¡cosa es grande!». (XLIX, 61-66)
 47

 

 

The deliberate confusion created throughout is a good example of the 

wordplay cherished by Gracián, for whom „la primorosa equivocación es como una 

palabra de dos cortes, y un significar a dos luces. Consiste su artificio en usar de 

alguna palabra que tenga dos significaciones: de modo que deje en duda lo que quiso 

decir‟ (2001: II. 53).  

A greater enigma surrounds her hands. Here there are no signs of the 

Petrarchan „burning ice‟ paradox used to describe her sister‟s hands in XXII 

(„Acreditan milagros / sus manos blancas / porque siendo de nieve / su hielo 

abrasa‟): the man who succeeds in gaining access to Ramírez de Guzmán‟s hand will 

be very fortunate, which is also a paradox since, as she readily admits, they are worth 

even less than the smallest of coins. 

Tiene el que llega a mi mano, 

aunque ella misma lo niega, 

gran ventura; 

pues llegue tarde o temprano 

a sus dedos, siempre llega 

a coyuntura.
48

  

Con todo, tan poco valen 

aunque alegan con querellas 

no ser mancas, 

que cuando mejores salen 

nunca hallo quien sobre ellas 

de dos blancas. (XLIX, 79-90). 

 

Similarly ambiguous, not to say elusive, descriptions are given for almost all 

the other parts of her body, as if to demonstrate the „misterio escondido‟ which, 

according to the author, is present in the portrait (122). Her throat is „pasadera‟ (in 

                                                 
47

 See Baltasar del Alcazar‟s comment in his burlesque description of Inés: „Gran boca tiene Inés‟. 

Unlike Ramírez de Guzmán, however, he is quick to clarify the ambiguity, „estando extendida bien / 

como los extremos den / en la oreja…‟ (Castro, 1951: 250). 
48

 „Coyuntura: Es propiamente aquella ligadura con que se ata un huesso con otro, como las 

coyunturas de los dedos, de las manos […] quando uno tiene con otro negocio y halla buen sazón, se 

dize aver llegado a buena coyuntura‟  (Cov.).  
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both senses of „passable‟), while her figure is „corto‟ and „delgado‟ („el mundo le 

viene estrecho‟) and apparently gives rise to unfavourable comments: 

Y viendo su mal deshecho 

más de cuatro le han cortado 

de vestir.
49

 (XLIX, 100-102) 

 

Even the traditional apology for the lack of accuracy of the portrait is part of 

the conceptual game. Unlike the vast majority of pinturas, which are acknowledged 

by their authors as unworthy imitations of reality, in this case the portrait is a true 

match –„ha salido propia‟; „tan parecido‟; not even Apelles could have painted with 

such accuracy etc –, so much so that it will produce the opposite effect to that 

usually sought and her brother will regret his decision to ask for it. The game does 

not end there. Ramírez de Guzmán playfully begs her brother‟s forgiveness for not 

complying fully with his request: he had requested a complete picture of his sister 

but the end result will prove disappointing since, she alleges, she has managed only a 

partial portrait (her hand): 

Sin haberte obedecido 

el trabajo a mi despecho 

ha sido vano, 

pues tu cabal lo has pedido 

y todo el retrato he hecho 

de mi mano. (115-20) 

 

The burlesque self-portrait, with its succession of deflating descriptions and multiple 

send-ups of the hyperbole used in conventional portraits of ladies, occupies a 

significant place in Ramírez de Guzmán‟s poetry. Its value is all the greater as 

possibly the first of its kind by a female poet in Spain, a groundbreaking composition 

which may have set a trend for others to follow.  

A question difficult to resolve with certainty is the intention that lies behind 

the burlesque treatment of the convention. The fact that Ramírez de Guzmán 
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 „Cortar a uno de vestir, murmurar dél‟ (Cov.). 
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observed the demands of portraiture in several serious pieces indicates acceptance of 

the standard format when it suited her poetic purpose to eulogise the beauty of her 

sisters and female acquaintances. Like many male authors of the day, in composing 

counter-portraits (poetic representations of the anti-ideal which presuppose audience 

familiarity with the conventions of the genre)
50

 she participated in a widespread 

fashion in turning on its head a literary code established over many centuries and she 

clearly felt at home in a framework that afforded her an ideal outlet for her naturally 

burlesque style.  

However, as rare examples of female-authored portraits the question of 

whether her approach was influenced by her gender cannot be avoided and indeed 

has been raised by feminist critics in recent considerations of the pinturas, which 

have tended to be viewed exclusively from this perspective, as opposed to the 

broader context of the genre considered here. Despite the clear similarities noted 

above, a number of differences compared to male-authored burlesque portraits can 

be discerned. One obvious difference is the fact that her portraits are commissioned 

not just by women but by men also (her brother Pedro and Juan de Almezquita). A 

noticeable contrast between Ramírez de Guzmán‟s poems and a group of portraits by 

male authors contained in BNM Ms 3884 is the total absence of the sexual or erotic 

innuendos that usually appear towards the end of the compositions and often warn of 

the risks of continuing with the description.
51

 Moreover, the Llerena poet‟s self-

description is constructed entirely on the basis of her physical attributes, in contrast 

to well-known male self-portraits which contain burlesque references to their 

                                                 
50

 Such manifestations were not confined to poetry. It will be recalled that actual paintings also 

reflected the popularity of non-idealised portraits of, for example, jesters and dwarfs, as well as other 

satirical representations by artists.  
51

 For example, Leonardro del Castillo‟s remark following his reference to the lady‟s legs: „Si arriba 

mi pluma vuela / es muy posible que hallen / tal materia mis ardores / que haga que llama levanten‟ 

(fol. 310v.) Similarly, the pintura by Francisco López de Zárate: „Lo demás, que es lo más bello / 

quiero en enigma decir,  / mas no podrán entendello / que aunque quieran discurrir / no han de poder 

dar en ello‟ (fol. 387r). 
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professional and/or personal lives and achievements, amorous conquests, etc.
52

 The 

absence of references of this type is unsurprising given the decorum demands 

imposed on women by a patriarchal society. Indeed, Ramírez de Guzmán herself 

suggests that the mere act of composing and sending a portrait may well be a 

transgression of female modesty. Various references are found in the poems to the 

perils that compliance with requests for portraits poses to a woman‟s modesty, 

reputation and honour. The portrait intended for her brother opens as follows: 

Un retrato me has pedido 

y aunque es alhaja costosa 

a mi recato (XLIX, 1-3) 

 

Elsewhere, the lengthy rebuke to Almezquita following his request for a portrait 

explicitly mentions the possible social connotations of publicity:   

Y pedir el retrato de una dama 

es ser curioso a costa de su fama 

y yo por ser muy mío no quisiera 

que ande su honra por la Regadera. (CVII, 59-62) 

 

No such reservations are found in similar male-authored portraits and the comments 

might not therefore be purely gratuitous. However, it is equally possible that they 

may have been a further element of the pintura game, part of the playful teasing 

expected in the genre (notwithstanding the reservations voiced, we know from the 

content of both poems that Ramírez de Guzmán complied with the requests and 

obediently forwarded the portraits).
53

 

                                                 
52

 Salgado also draws attention to this difference between male and female authors in their approach 

to poetic self-representation: „Lo que sí diferencia a estos retratos es el modo en que el sexo de sus 

autores determina su acercamiento a la autorrepresentación. Vale notar que aunque los varones se 

burlan, no por eso dejan no sólo de colocar en primer plano su figura, sino también subrayan, jocosa 

pero minuciosamente, detalles de su vida personal y profesional, describiendo sus estudios, sus éxitos 

amorosos, su saber, y en especial su arte poética, exaltando, y exhibiendo de paso, su habilidad para 

escribir versos. La mujer, por el contrario, se limita a describir su figura dentro del patrón retórico 

[…] Este acercamiento la lleva a comentar la dificultad de describirse cuando no se es hermosa.‟ 

(1998: 215). 
53

 Other aspects of the game included the frequent semantic play on „retrato/retracto‟. See, for 

example, the teasing of her brother in LII („Que me retrate agora / mandais, sin considerer /que no se 

ha de retratar / quien ha dicho que os adora‟) and in XLIX („por lograrte agradecido, / si he dicho que 
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It should be recalled also that explicit feminist content, even in humorous 

compositions, could have ruined a female writer‟s reputation. Hence, any criticism 

(in this case of the masculine discourse of female beauty) would probably have had 

to be more veiled and it cannot be ruled out entirely that Ramírez de Guzmán viewed 

the portraits as an ideal vehicle to smuggle some form of rebellion against male-

dominated practice into her production. 

Several feminist critics detect clues in the poems indicating her reaction to 

the constraints of the male-authored and immutable literary canon of female beauty. 

Some recent appraisals of the verse portraits focus on the tensions generated by the 

obligation to operate within the boundaries of a consolidated masculine tradition. 

Borrachero in particular has drawn attention to the value of the portraits as 

interesting examples of female authorship at a time when women‟s participation in 

culture, although increasingly common, was discouraged by the establishment. 

According to Borrachero, the archetypal descriptions of female beauty posed a major 

dilemma for Spain‟s women writers of the period: 

El modelo lírico del que disponen, creado por la imagen masculina, presenta un 

retrato femenino literariamente sobredeterminado y rígido. En la medida en que 

dicho retrato sea atribuible a sí mismas en cuanto grupo marcado por el mismo 

género sexual que el de la imagen representada, el acto de escribir será también un 

momento de toma de decisiones poéticas. ¿Qué hacer con ese cuadro que dice 

retratarlas? ¿Remedarlo sin más? ¿Enfrentar los códigos, más allá del 

enfrentamiento que supone escribir siendo mujer, e introducir cambios? (2006: 

80).
54

 

 

We have already seen above that the mechanisms employed by the poet to deflate the 

convention in her self-portrait included overt parody of the stock analogies and the 

use of a range of double-meanings to render the message deliberately elusive on 

occasions. The fact that almost exactly the same parodies are encountered in male 

                                                                                                                                          
soy hermosa / me retrato‟). Similarly, Trillo y Figueroa: „que en lo demás miento, / y assi me retrato‟ 

in „Retrato del poeta, a unas damas que le pidieron se pintase en verso‟ (1951: 181) and Antonio de 

Solís, „Retrato del Autor, á instancia de vna Academia‟: „Que hasta el que dize heregias, / Acierta, si 

se retrata‟ (1968: 151). 
54

 For an interesting discussion of this perspective on the portraits, see Borrachero (2006).  
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send-ups of the genre makes it difficult to state with certainty that they constitute a 

clear manifestation of the aforementioned tensions.  

A similar interpretative dilemma arises in the case of the portrait-related 

„Soneto a un retrato de una dama‟ (LXX), which addresses the baroque theme of 

portrait contemplation and reflects a central thematic concern of the day in offering a 

philosophical discussion of the validity of art and its role in exploring the boundaries 

between illusion and reality. Although passing mention is made in another poem to 

the fictitious nature of portraits (the portrait is an „imagen fingida‟ in LI), the themes 

of the ambiguity of artistic symbols, in this case painting, and the disjunction 

between appearance („parecer‟) and reality („ser‟) are explored much more explicitly 

on this occasion. 

The beautifully-constructed dialogue with the portrait of the absent lady 

focuses not on its representation of beauty or inspiration for amorous sentiment but 

on its potential as a vehicle to convey disillusionment. In typical baroque fashion, 

including multiple antithetical plays and paradoxes (shadow/sun; life/death; 

body/soul etc), Ramírez de Guzmán engages in an ambivalent reflection which shifts 

from an apparent extolment of the achievement of the inanimate portrait in reflecting 

beauty to a harsh attack on the painting as an artistic fiction that fails in its efforts to 

capture the superlative reality of the subject. Although capable of deceiving the 

senses (sight), a more distanced perspective brings the awareness of what it really is: 

appearance, illusion, fiction:  

Retrato: si eres sombra, ¿como imitas 

a el sol de mas lucientes resplandores?; 

muerto ¿cómo están vivos tus colores?; 

sin vida, ¿como tantas vidas quitas? 

Sin cuerpo, ¡muchas almas acreditas!; 

sin alma, ¿dónde forjas los rigores? 

Si Clori es sin segunda en los primores, 

¿como darle segunda solicitas? 
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Eres una apariencia que recrea 

gozada de los ojos solamente. 

Una ilusión alegre de la idea; 

un engaño que finge en lo aparente; 

una ficción que el gusto lisonjea, 

mentira, al fin, que a la verdad desmiente. (LXX, 1-14) 

 

The treatment of the theme corresponds largely to the approach seen in 

contemplations of portraits during the period, part of the art versus nature debate 

which fills a substantial portion of seventeenth-century verse. However, a recent 

interpretation of the poem has challenged this reading and sees in the sonnet a 

criticism of the validity of the stereotyped and idealised female beauty propounded 

in masculine canons. In their discussion of the subversions of amorous discourse in 

women poets of the Golden Age, Olivares and Boyce contend that the last line 

should be read not as the conventional statement that the portrait is unable to capture 

Clori‟s beauty but that it surpasses it as a more true-to-life reflection, given that the 

archetypal beauty of courtly love is itself a fiction („la idea‟).
55

 Indeed, in terms of 

truth, the author‟s own self-portrait may even claim superiority over the established 

canons since the retrato, unlike the artificiality of the conventional rhetoric, is so 

accurate, so exact a copy, that it will achieve the desired effect of deterring (rather 

than attracting) the requester, in which case she considers that she will be „bien 

pagada‟.       

Ramírez de Guzmán was not alone among women poets in voicing 

philosophical considerations based on the contemplation of portraits. In a poignant 

                                                 
55

 „La acumulación de los elementos comparativos, sin embargo, apuntan [sic] a la posibilidad de que 

son los sentidos los que vencen en el debate. Con esta lectura hay que aceptar el significado de 

„desmentir‟ como „vencer o exceder compitiendo en alguna acción o perfección‟ (Auts). De esta 

manera, el „al fin‟ del último verso asume valor concesivo, y los sentidos convencen al hablante de 

que la belleza fingida del retrato vence a la belleza verdadera de la dama […] Esta lectura nos obliga a 

releer el poema, ahora desde el punto de vista de la mujer, lectura que infunde un sentido aún más 

irónico al poema. Si la „ilusión‟ del retrato suplanta la „idea‟ de la belleza de Clori, ¿qué decir de la 

realidad de ésta? Dicha realidad se esfuma, dando a la mentira – primer significado de desmentir – el 

concepto neoplatónico de la belleza femenina. El soneto plantea la posibilidad de ser un rechazo de la 

imagen superidealizada de la belleza femenina, ilusión que no corresponde a la realidad humana‟ 

(1993: 34).  
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carpe diem treatment of the theme several decades later, Sor Juana dialogues with 

her own portrait and employs much the same language as her Extremaduran 

colleague, although the criticism levelled at the painting is noticeably harsher. Far 

from being a lasting monument to beauty, the portrait is colourful treachery, filled 

with false syllogisms, a deceptive subversion because it fails to reflect the passing of 

time on her appearance: 

Este, que ves, engaño colorido, 

que del arte ostentando los primores, 

con falso silogismos de colores 

es cauteloso engaño del sentido; 

este, en quien la lisonja ha pretendido 

excusar de los años los horrores, 

y venciendo del tiempo los rigores, 

triunfar de la vejez y del olvido: (2007: 253)  

 

For the Mexican nun it is „un vano artificio del cuidado‟, an idea underlined 

particularly forcefully in the closing line, which recalls an early sonnet by Góngora: 

the portrait „es cadáver, es polvo, es sombra, es nada‟. 

As noted, baroque poetry‟s fascination with portraits was not confined to the 

composition of the actual paintings. Various other themes related to portraiture 

(painted and poetic) permeate the verses of the period, including reproaches to 

painters for failing to capture the beauty of the subject (as in the Luis de Ulloa sonnet 

„Al pintor que no sacó parecido el retrato de Celia‟) (Blecua, 2003: 257-58) or 

rebukes to the paintings themselves for daring to imitate such beauty. Popular also 

were amorous complaints addressed to the portrait of an inconsiderate lover,
56

 as 

                                                 
56

 In a ballad by Violante del Cielo, the poetic voice tells us that she has carried her undeserving 

gallant‟s picture for six years to alleviate the pain of absence and wishes he was as constant as his 

painted counterpart: „¡Ay, si como parecido / os hizo a Silvano el arte, / él a vos se pareciera / en ser 

conmigo constante!‟ (quoted by Olivares and Boyce, 1993: 284). Like Ramírez de Guzmán, the nun 

also penned a sonnet („A um retrato‟, in Portuguese) on the theme of the art/reality duality. 
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well as expressions of jealousy at its good fortune at being with the beloved, a 

presence denied to the author.
57

  

This latter complaint features also in the group of portrait poems by Ramírez 

de Guzmán. Poem LI, written on behalf of a gallant to accompany a self-portrait sent 

to his lady, contains the customary courtly-love expressions of obedience tinged by 

the sadness and suffering which are caused by absence and remedied only partially 

by the knowledge that at least the portrait will enjoy the lady‟s favours. The gallant‟s 

envy of his own picture is conveyed in the habitual terms (he would willingly swap 

his entire life for the fleeting instants enjoyed by the portrait etc), including the 

conventional reference to the fact that the portrait is not an exact replica since it 

lacks his love-smitten soul, which has been surrendered to the lady: 

A instantes de su existencia 

feriara siglos de vida; 

y si esa imagen fingida 

quereis que os hable de mi 

volvedle al alma que os di 

enamorada y sentida. (LI, 5-10) 

 

The jealousy topos forms the basis also for another piece by Ramírez de 

Guzmán, a décima accompanying the self-portrait penned for her brother. Here, 

although the basic context is the same as above (envy at being deprived of the 

presence of a loved one), the argumentation and tone are different. Given that the 

portrait (presumably poem XLIX, discussed above) is her true likeness, a surrogate 

self, she is placed in the paradoxical situation of being jealous of herself:    

Que me retrate agora 

mandais, sin considerar 

que no se ha de retratar 

quien ha dicho que os adora. 

Mi amor Píramo no ignora 

                                                 
57

 Such themes were popular in academy verse also. An example of the former is Gaspar de Medina‟s 

ballad „Celosa Anfrisa rompe con un puñal el retrato de su amante‟ (1678: 70). In the Badajoz 

Academy, Alonso de Morales read a sonnet on the topic of „Fabio ausente habla con su retrato, 

enviándosele a Lisi‟  (1684: fol. 12v). 
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ni el alma que cuerda os di, 

que si la copia es así 

que ha de andar siempre con vos, 

aunque una seamos las dos 

tendré yo celos de mí. (LII, 1-10) 

 

The detailed examination in this chapter of the pinturas and portrait-related poems 

by Ramírez de Guzmán has, it is hoped, underlined the important place of the 

compositions in her poetry and demonstrated her skill in cultivating a genre for 

which she showed a particular predilection. Her close familiarity with the demands 

and components of verse portraiture is manifest in the explicit references made to the 

conventions and in the presence of almost the entire repertoire of metaphorical 

commonplaces applied to the description of female beauty. As we have seen, the 

occasions on which she limits herself to merely repeating the standard associations 

(notably in the descriptions of her sisters) result in arguably the poorest of the eight 

verse portraits, even though they are very much in keeping with the fashion of the 

day and would have been written with audience expectations in mind. In contrast, 

when her natural tendency for wit dictates the content she produces some of the 

cleverest examples of her lively humour and the resulting compositions rival the best 

pinturas by better-known contemporaries. The picture that emerges from this sub-

group is one of an author who, while never reaching the extremes of parody of, say, 

Polo de Medina, permits herself a wry smile as she mockingly chips away at the 

already unstable foundations of the genre. 
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6. FINELY-CHISELLED MALICE: LAUGHING AT LOCALS 

José Manuel Blecua‟s anthology of baroque poetry contains just one poem by 

Ramírez de Guzmán, a satirical sonnet on the subject of a tiny man (2003: 368). The 

choice of poem, the source of which is the Entrambasaguas edition, suggests he 

considered it a representative sample of the Llerena poet‟s work. Blecua is neither 

the first nor last to draw attention to the humorous and satirical components present 

in her poetry.
1
 As we saw in Chapter 1, in his request for her verses a young admirer, 

Vicente Díaz de Montoya, included multiple references to her characteristic „gracia,‟ 

inspired by Thalia (the Muse of comedy):  

Remítame algo jocoso 

vuestra gracia peregrina, 

y temple el buen humor suyo 

el de mi melancolia. (Turbia Aganippe, fol. 111r)  

Since her verses came to light in 1865, this facet of Ramírez de Guzmán has been 

underlined to varying degrees by critics, particularly Entrambasaguas, for whom she 

merited comparison with one of the renowned satirical authors of the day:  

Algunas de esta clase de composiciones son verdaderos epigramas en que luce 

maravillosamente doña Catalina Clara su extraordinario ingenio satírico, […] 

modelos en su género todas estas composiciones epigramáticas, por la sobriedad de 

palabras, lo certero y exacto del ataque y la gracia incomparable del asunto pudieran 

atribuirse, sin empacho, a la sutil musa del Conde de Villamediana. (1929: 51-52)  

 

Singled out for individual praise by Entrambasagus was her account of Llerena‟s 

festivities marking the birth of Prince Philip Próspero in 1657, which he considered a 

„muestra preeminente de la literatura satírica del siglo de oro‟. His views were 

endorsed three decades later by Gazul, who detected similarities between Ramírez de 

Guzmán and Quevedo, although stressing that she was less acerbic in her satire:  

                                                 
1
 Her sole appearance in Navarro‟s 1989 anthology of Spanish female poets of the Golden Age is also 

a burlesque piece, the self-portrait parodying conventional pintura poems, which was discussed in the 

previous chapter. Ramírez de Guzmán is the only early modern female author to feature in Martínez 

Sarrión‟s Antología de poesía satírica (1997). Interestingly, in the classification of the poems 

contained in the Cancionero de Insignes poetisas de España (HSA Ms B2466), nearly half those 

listed as „festivas y satíricas‟ are by her (Rodríguez-Moñino and Brey, 1965: 286).   
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Catalina Clara debió conocer total o parcialmente la obra satírica del autor de Los 

Sueños. Algunas de sus poesías tiene marcado sabor quevedesco […] La risa 

quevedesca se despoja en ella de su acidez y su punzante y a veces ensañada sátira. 

Ella es la gracia observadora y ligeramente maliciosa. (1959: 510)  

 

Further examples are unnecessary to illustrate the emphasis accorded to the 

satirical and burlesque components of her work, which account for a large proportion 

of her known poetry, considerably more than other Spanish female authors of her 

era. We have already seen evidence in the previous chapter of the debunking of the 

conventions of female beauty in her witty verse portraits, which are typical of the 

burlesque treatments by poets such as Góngora, Solís, Trillo y Figueroa, Cáncer and 

Lope de Vega. Passing reference was also made earlier to her humorous portrayals of 

certain occupations, including the tailors who are ridiculed in her description of the 

Philip Próspero festivities
2
 or the pastry-makers alluded to in poem XLVII, the 

origins of which may lie in Quevedo‟s satires on the same theme.
3
  

The glimpses of this humorous vein offered in previous chapters will be 

completed in this final chapter with a more detailed examination of Ramírez de 

Guzmán‟s specifically satirical and burlesque poems. No picture of the poet would 

be accurate without fuller consideration of these comic compositions. Attention to 

the category is warranted not just by the number of comic poems in her poetry 

(approximately one sixth of the total) but also because she is one of very few female 

authors of the seventeenth century to engage so extensively with this popular current 

                                                 
2
 Professions, particularly the emerging ones of the day, were common fodder for the satirical 

diatribes of Quevedo and Góngora, among others.     
3
 The poet‟s suggestion to her brother Lorenzo that he should reconsider his courting of a „pastelera‟ 

(„anda con cuidado / porque tu dueño cruel / no te eche en algún pastel / pues te tiene tan picado‟, 7-

10) echoes contemporary satires on pastry-makers, a favourite target for cruel descriptions by 

Quevedo, who famously denounced their pies as containing more animals than Noah‟s Ark and 

denigrated their reputation further in his poem „A un pastelero‟: „Y sábese por cierto / que en su 

tiempo no hubo perro muerto, / rocines, monas, gatos, moscas, pieles, / que no hallasen posada en sus 

pasteles‟ (1981: 645). 
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of literature.
4
 Before turning to consider individual poems, it is appropriate to dwell 

momentarily on the genre of Golden Age satirical and burlesque poetry to obtain a 

clearer idea of the literary background within which the pieces were composed.  

6.1. Satire and burlesque in the seventeenth century 

In the introduction to her discussion of the burlesque sonnets of Cervantes, 

Martín refers to the marginalisation by scholars of humorous literature despite its 

crucial role: 

Humor and its manifestations are of profound and vital significance to both social 

history and literary studies; without knowledge of what makes us laugh and why, our 

understanding of human nature and of literature in any given time and place is 

incomplete. Comic poetry – burlesque, satire, and festive verse in general – is an 

enormously fertile and joyful area of study for Hispanists […] Unfortunately, in the 

late twentieth century we still operate to an extent under the often prudish 

nineteenth-century canons of literary "good taste." (1991: 1-2).   

 

The comparatively scant attention paid to this literature for many years contrasts 

with the prominent place such compositions occupied in the production of 

seventeenth-century Spanish authors. This oversight, in the case of poetry at least, 

has only recently begun to be remedied thanks to a concerted effort to raise the 

profile of satirical and burlesque verse, a category that permeated the production of 

many major and minor authors of the day.
5
  

Various explanations have been advanced for the aforementioned lack of 

attention, including the formidable hurdles encountered in deciphering the content of 

such poetry due to the abundance of highly specific allusions requiring painstaking 

                                                 
4
 Juan de Zabaleta‟s misogynistic treatment of female poets in his Errores celebrados (1653) is 

revealing for its damning view of the suitability of women for satire: „La mujer es naturalmente 

chismosa, si le añaden la vena de poeta, no parará de hacer sátiras con que ande chismando al mundo 

las faltas ajenas‟ (Zabalatea, 1972: 43).  
5
 The popularity of the genre is summed up by Huerta Calvo as follows: „Las burlas traspasan y 

contaminan casi toda la literatura áurea cualquiera que sea el género que visitemos. En la poesía se 

nos presenta con insistencia desde el Cancionero de obras de burlas provocantes a risa hasta las 

postrimerías del siglo XVII y su legión de cancioneros burlescos debidos a una pléyade de divertidos 

y no pocas veces extravagantes seguidores […] Tales escritores no hicieron sino seguir el ejemplo que 

les brindaba la santísima trinidad de la lírica secentista: Lope, Quevedo y Góngora, en quienes, junto 

a los poemas elegíacos, metafísicos y religiosos, no desmerecen los sonetos satíricos, las letrillas 

escatológicas y las desvergonzadas jácaras‟ (2001: 10).   
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detective work by modern-day critics to unravel their meaning.
6
 A further obstacle 

has been the prevailing opinion for many decades (one still held by certain critics 

today) that, compared to serious verse, non-serious poetry was less worthy of formal 

study.
7
 Another contributing factor may also be the problematic lack of clarity as 

regards the differences between satire and burlesque, an issue that has kept theorists 

and scholars occupied for decades.  

Dictionary definitions and literary tradition have commonly differentiated 

between the two according to the presence or absence of moralising intention, satire 

generally being viewed as the use of literary creation (plays, novel or poetry) to pour 

scorn on evil, folly or topical issues using ridicule and irony, whereas burlesque is 

frequently seen as more of a ludicrous imitation or caricature, with little or no 

moralising purpose. However, although some elements of the distinction drawn by 

classic authors and theorists still persisted in the Baroque, the borders were not 

always clear and the concept of satire had strayed a considerable distance from its 

origins.
8
 The coining of the term „satírico-burlesco‟ by Hispanists to describe a large 

portion of the literary production of the Golden Age reflects the degree to which 

satire had gradually been assimilated by the burlesque due to the merging of 

boundaries between styles and genres during the period. Woodhouse is one of those 

                                                 
6
 These difficulties are highlighted by Arellano in his excellent analysis of Quevedo‟s comic 

description of a black wedding in „Boda de negros‟: „Si toda la literatura barroca nos plantea muchas 

dificultades, la burlesca las acumula con peculiar intensidad. El lector actual ha perdido numerosas 

claves que deben serle proporcionadas por una copiosa anotación filológica […] cualquier personaje, 

costumbre, objeto o vocablo puede tener para el oyente del siglo XVII un sentido evidente, oscuro 

para el lector hodierno‟ (1987-88: 262-65).  
7
 According to Vaíllo and Valdés, „parece cuando menos llamativa la desatención que sufre un género 

que cultivaron Cervantes, Góngora, Quevedo […] Tal vez sigue pesando sobre la sátira la vieja 

condena del género maldiciente o el menosprecio frente a los «géneros nobles»‟ (2006: 7). Concerns 

at the lesser value of such compositions, not to mention the possible consequences of their 

publication, prompted some seventeenth-century publishers to censure satirical and burlesque pieces 

in order not to tarnish reputations. For Pellicer de Tovar‟s explanations of his modifications to 

Pantaleón de Ribera‟s poems prior to publication, see Arellano (1987-88: 266-67).  
8
 Covarrubias‟ definition of satirist merely stated „el que escribe sátiras o tiene costumbre de dezir 

mal‟ (1611).  
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to have drawn attention to this shift in focus and to the problems of accurate 

classification:   

Posiblemente la noción más fecunda para resolver este conflicto es el concepto de la 

literatura satírico-burlesca como parte de una amplia escala que va desde el serio 

tratado del moralista, pasando por sátira ya picante, pero todavía con intención de 

corregir, para acabar en una literatura burlesca en que lo dominante es la comicidad, 

mientras que disminuye hasta finalmente desaparecer del todo el propósito de 

reprender vicios (1986: 752).
9
 

 

The countless collections of published poetry, the circulation of an even greater 

number in manuscript form and the obligatory presence of burlesque and satirical 

topics in academy-type events evidence „una verdadera promoción de lo burlesco a 

categoría estética y del absoluto triunfo, a partir de la tercera década del siglo XVII, 

de la literatura que incita a la diversión‟ (Pérez Lasheras, 1995: 180).
10

 

This need for diversion prompted vast quantities of comic poetry, much of 

which took the form of satire extending across the entire spectrum of society: men 

(especially cuckolds) and women (fickle nuns and ageing ladies‟ attempts to hold 

back time), all social ranks from aristocrats to knaves, as well as a wide range of 

professions and occupations, including the doctors lampooned in Quevedo‟s famous 

„los médicos con que miras‟ parody of the Petrarchan descriptions of the beloved‟s 

eyes. Today, even if the task of restoring satirical and burlesque verse to the status it 

enjoyed during the period is far from complete, few would now dispute that an 

appraisal of the work of poets must take into account their less serious compositions, 

which can often be as enlightening and interesting as their serious verse. 

                                                 
9
 Pérez Lasheras (1994; 1995) traces the history of satire and burlesque in Spanish literature and 

provides an interesting overview of the emergence of the burlesque as a subversion of the excessively 

rigid literary genres of the late sixteenth century.  See also Schwartz Lerner (1995). 
10

 Góngora complained in his „Noble desengaño‟ that intellectual poetry had largely given way to 

burlesque works: „Pero ¿quién me mete / en cosas de seso, / y en hablar de veras / en aquestos 

tiempos, / donde el que más trata / de burlas y juegos, / ese es quien se viste / más a lo moderno?‟ 

(cited in Pérez Lasheras, 1995: 27).   
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6.2. Lampooning locals: from physical defects to wayward nuns 

Paradoxically, to some extent the situation of Ramírez de Guzmán is the 

reverse of that of many of her male contemporaries. Modern-day appraisals of her 

poetry have concerned themselves less with her serious verse than with her 

humorous compositions, particularly her parodies of amorous convention and the 

social statements perceived by some critics in her burlesque pieces. In most cases, 

however, this critical focus has been excessively narrow and has concentrated on the 

search for a specifically female signature or ideological component to her humorous 

poems, which have tended to be viewed almost exclusively from the perspective of 

their significance as representations of the humour of a marginalised sector of 

society (women).
11

 Although highlighting important aspects of the verses, this 

restricted focus offers only a partial view of her satirical and burlesque poetry 

because it fails to situate it adequately in the wider context of the genre. The final 

chapter in this thesis will therefore consider a more representative selection of the 

poems, which will be discussed in relation to the background of the genre during the 

period.   

Reflecting the decorum expected of women of the day, even one like Ramírez 

de Guzmán who transgressed norms when necessary, the group of satirical-burlesque 

poems does not include any on sexual or scatological themes, thus offering an 

immediate initial contrast with the verses of many male contemporaries.
12

 Another 

feature differentiating her poems from much satirical poetry of the day is the lack of 

                                                 
11

 For example, Olivares and Boyce‟s brief examination of her burlesque verse is limited to the cases 

where she ridicules courtly-love conventions: „La risa femenina sería la expresión velada de su 

sentido de inferioridad y subordinación al hombre y su sociedad machista‟ (1993: 57).  
12

 Not all women poets avoided sexual undercurrents in their verses. A poem by Marcia Belisardo in 

which she gives advice to a lady on how to make her lover jealous is replete with innuendos, 

particularly allusions to horns and the double entendre present in the description of a handsome man 

as „de buen pico‟, not to mention various references to „polvo‟, „paja‟ etc (BNM Ms 7469, fols. 57r-

v).   
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explicit political satire
13

 – surprising, perhaps, given Extremadura‟s discontent at the 

effects of the war with Portugal – or condemnation of court life, which is easily 

explained by the author‟s lack of contact with a world that provided her colleagues 

with ample fuel to satirise the foolish efforts of suitors and hangers-on to ingratiate 

themselves with those in positions of influence. Although Llerena‟s provincial 

microcosm did not offer examples of morally reprehensible life at court, it offered 

equally foolish characters to be lampooned, as we will see below.  

Like her occasional verse, the satirical and burlesque poetry of Ramírez de 

Guzmán is grounded almost entirely in the quotidian: people known to her and 

situations of which she had direct experience. That satirical verse had departed 

considerably from the corrective purpose advocated by moralists such as López 

Pinciano by the time she was writing is evident in many aspects of her poetry, 

particularly in the poems which deride physical „defects‟ (of sight, stature, colour 

etc) in attacks that, given the massive shift in social attitudes, would probably be 

considered highly inappropriate nowadays but were certainly the order of the day 

among Golden Age poets.
14

  

A striking feature of her satirical-burlesque poems is the number of pieces in 

which women are portrayed in a negative light. Almost half offer unflattering 

pictures of females, either for their appearance or their behaviour. In some cases, if 

we did not know they were penned by a member of the same sex, it would be hard to 

differentiate them from male-authored pieces on similar themes. The witty but cruel 

                                                 
13

 Apart from the possible political undertones of her burlesque treatment of the official celebrations 

of the birth of Philip Próspero, discussed in Chapter 4 above. 
14

 Much of what was considered funny in the seventeenth century is inappropriate today due to 

changing social ideas concerning subjects fit for ridicule, which might also partly account for the 

possible lesser interest of such writings for modern-day research agendas: „Habrá de tomarse la 

precaución, en suma, de no sustituir los códigos risibles y observar los poemas auriseculares sobre sus 

propias coordenadas‟ (Arellano, 1987-88: 262). The same warning is given more recently by Griffin 

et al. (2008: xiii), who speak of „writers who may now seem to us to offend a modern sense of 

decorum and also, perhaps, the decorum felt by their own contemporaries […] We may need to try 

especially hard in some cases to understand mentalities different from our own‟. 
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treatment in one décima of a physical defect (strabismus) can easily be 

accommodated in the context of the contemporary custom of the misogynistic 

lampooning of female ugliness,
15

 the unusual situation here being that such harsh 

treatment of a woman by a peer is rarely encountered:  

A una bizca 

Tus ojos, niña, a el mirarte 

me causan mil confusiones 

pues mirando a dos harpones 

cada cual va por su parte, 

y en vez de mortificarte 

el deffecto, haces desdén 

de todos los que te ven, 

que dicen en caso tal 

que a todos los quieres mal 

pues a nadie miras bien.
16

 (XLVIII, 1-10)  

 

Interestingly, two décimas have as their theme the behaviour of outsiders. 

One criticises a „dama forastera‟ whose amorous conquest of a Portuguese man is the 

subject of local gossip (XCVIII). The second – „A una negra que cuidaba mucho el 

pelo‟ (XCIV) – is of more interest since it constitutes a rare appearance by a black 

woman in female verse of the period.
17

 The unnamed subject is ridiculed by Ramírez 

de Guzmán for her obsession with lightening and straightening her frizzy hair and 

the unkind references to her natural hair could, with some malice, be interpreted as 

                                                 
15

 Extreme examples include Lope de Vega‟s parody of the canonical descriptions of female beauty in 

his sonnet to the dirty shoe of a large-footed lady, which he covets as a suitcase (2008: 201). Although 

poems on the subject of „tuertas‟ or „bizcas‟ were relatively common (see for example the anonymous 

sonnet „A una vieja cíclope que no tenía sino vn ojo y quería bolberse moza pero no podía‟ (Ms. 348, 

Universidad de Zaragoza, fol. 14), not all were negative towards the sufferer. Several poets, including 

Lope (2008: 303) and Quevedo (1981: 350, 351), wrote pieces emphasising the fact that the defect 

enhanced the lady‟s beauty, which is not the case here. 
16

 The use of the „todos/nadie‟ contrast was a common stylistic feature of such pieces. See, for 

example, Cáncer‟s „A un hombre rico, que a nadie le quitaba el sombrero‟: „Murmura el vulgo severo, 

/ a quien nada se le escapa, / que a todos quitas la capa, pero a ninguno el sombrero‟ (2007: 369). 
17

 Blacks, including women, were often cast in comical roles in male-authored drama and their pidgin 

Spanish („habla de negros‟) was a popular literary stereotype. It was mocked by Góngora in several 

poems including „En la fiesta del Santísimo Cristo and „En la fiesta de la adoración de los Reyes‟. The 

plays of Lope de Vega contain various examples of the use of Africanised Spanish as a stage dialect 

(Lipski, 2005: 81-84). One of the most famous comic portrayals of blacks is Quevedo‟s ballad „Boda 

de negros‟. 
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reflecting if not actual xenophobia, at least some form of prejudice against dark 

features:
18

  

A esa greña marañada 

que intentas pulir en vano, 

hízole el mal de Vulcano 

para salir tan rizada, 

o es de bayeta frisada. 

Pero yo saber querría 

si es aseo o granjería 

de tus pasos el mojallas 

porque de puro lavallas 

las has hecho de lejía. (XCIV, 1-10) 

 

No clues are given concerning the identity of the subject but it is possible that 

she may have been an African slave in the employment of a local family, perhaps 

that of the poet, or a descendant of a slave living in Llerena.
19 The satire is somewhat 

ambiguous, perhaps intentionally so, and it is unclear whether the jibes are confined 

to the vanity that underlies the woman‟s futile efforts to alter her hair or whether 

they extend also, with more racial undertones, to her bid to change the natural order 

of things by emulating the appearance of white women through the use of the highly 

caustic lye of the closing line.
20

 Noticeably, whereas curly ringlets are deemed 

beautiful in poem LIV,
21

 here the tightly-curled dark tufts are scorned as unattractive 

(„greña marañada‟, „bayeta frisada‟) in what appears to be a parody of the 

conventional topos („lady at her toilette‟) of the beautiful lady combing her golden 

                                                 
18

 Particularly when considered alongside another poem, entitled „A una dama que se quejaba de que 

el aire le había quemado las manos, tiniéndolas morenas‟ (XCIII), where fun is poked at the woman 

for blaming sunburn for the colour of her dark hands („manos que son de carbón‟), the opposite of the 

fashionable pale skins expected of females of a certain status.   
19

 Southern Extremadura had a sizeable slave population during the period, many of whom were 

imported as domestic servants for affluent families (Cortés, 1987: 96-97). Documents in the Llerena 

archives reveal that the poet‟s family had three slaves (two of them women) in 1636.  
20

 The practice has modern resonances also: „African American women's search for societal 

acceptance often encompasses struggle between natural and socially constructed ideas of beauty […] 

African American women have been trying to manipulate, control or find solutions to their "hair 

problem" for years.  Through the process of lye, making one's hair straight is a practice that has made 

textured hair and people of color somewhat acceptable in the white world‟.  See online at 

http://www.dickinson.edu/departments/amos/mosaic01steel/je/hair.html. 
21

 In this poem („A una dama que se había hecho unos crespos conque estaba muy hermosa‟), the 

curls („ondas brilladoras‟) are „sepulcros donde herido / yaçe a sus rayos Cupido‟ (6-7).  

http://www.dickinson.edu/departments/amos/mosaic01steel/je/hair.html
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hair, an act that led a long line of lyric poets to consign in words their reaction to the 

scenario, as in Quevedo‟s sonnet beginning „En crespa tempestad el oro undoso‟ 

(Torres, 2007: 13).   

Elsewhere, the pursuit of whiteness forms the basis of a satire on a bizarre 

eating habit which can also be inserted in a contemporary context.
22

 „A una mujer 

tan amiga de barro que se desayunaba con él‟ (VI) pokes fun at the widespread 

female fashion of eating pieces of earthenware jugs, a custom which is amply 

documented in the literature of the day and aroused the curiosity of foreign visitors, 

including Madame d‟Aulnoy, who commented specifically on the habit in her 

account of her travels through Spain.
23

 A pathological obsession for young ladies, 

particularly those from the upper classes, it was believed that the „búcaros‟ 

contributed to a pale-white complexion, one of the features of canonical female 

beauty.
24

 As Griffin notes, „the ladies of Madrid went to great lengths to acquire and 

sustain a fashionable pallour […] One popular way to ensure a fashionable pastiness 

was to add clay to the diet as an oppilant, a proceeding referred to by contemporaries 

as comer búcaros or comer barro‟ (Griffin et al., 2008: 157). 

A topic at the Academia de los Nocturnos de Valencia in March 1592, which 

heard „Siete redondillas a una señora enferma de comer búcaros‟, the fashion is an 

important theme of Lope‟s El acero de Madrid (c.1612) and is recorded in other 

popular seventeenth-century works also, such as La Dorotea (1632), also by Lope, 

and Juan de Zabaleta‟s El día de fiesta por la tarde (1660), in which a young lady is 

caught discreetly collecting pieces of a broken jug from the floor as her mother 

                                                 
22

 Similar female habits satirised by poets included eating ashes, as in Lope‟s sonnet „A una dama que 

comía ceniza y sal‟ (2008: 327). 
23

 „Si se pretende ser amable a estas damas, es preciso regalarles algunos búcaros, que ellas nombran 

barros; y frecuentemente los confesores no les imponen otra penitencia que la privación de pasar un 

día sin probar aquella tierra‟. Cited in Deleito y Piñuela (1954: 19-20).  
24

 Búcaro-eating was also considered a slimming method (by satiating the stomach) and even a form 

of contraception because it was believed to delay or obstruct menorrhea. 
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entertains her lady friends in her estrado. Associated with female vanity and 

foolishness, the practice, which could cause serious iron-deficiency, was an 

inevitable target for satirical treatment in the poetry of the period.  

The subject of Ramírez de Guzmán‟s poem, Leonor, persists obstinately with 

the sinful custom despite the dangers it poses for her health („Salud y color le estraga 

/ de su vicio la porfía‟, 5-6). The opening quartet plays on the different connotations 

of the raw material of the „búcaro‟ (clay), drawing the inevitable terrenal analogies 

with death to emphasise the health risks: 

Si en la moneda se paga 

que se peca, Leonor yerra, 

pues se tragará la tierra 

a quien la tierra se traga. (VI, 1-4) 

 

The warning, expressed here in a chiasmic play, recalls Quevedo‟s warning to the 

beautiful girl of his madrigal entitled „A una moza hermosa, que comía barro‟: 

„Empiecése a comer su sepultura / en barros disfrazada‟.
25

 

Eating – or rather, not eating at all – is the theme also of the only poem in the 

group not addressed to a specific individual. The literary topos of hunger and 

associated aspects such as enforced fasting and frugal meals occupy a prominent 

place in the work of several satirical poets.
26

 Well-known examples include 

Quevedo‟s ballad entitled „A una cena que dieron cinco caballeros, con una tortilla y 

dos gazapos, un jueves‟, which gives a detailed comic description of the miserable 

meal, summed up wonderfully in the closing metatextual reference:  

                                                 
25

 Other elements of Quevedo‟s poem bear comparison with the Ramírez de Guzmán décima, for 

example, lines 18-19 of the madrigal: „cuando con barro la salud estragas, / no el Paraíso Terrenal te 

hagas‟ (1981: 630). 
26

 The theme, which was popular in picaresque literature, is taken up by a woman author not usually 

noted for her satirical vein. The poetry of Lope de Vega‟s daughter, Sor Marcela de San Félix, 

includes an entertaining poem („A la miseria de las provisoras‟) in which she describes the hunger 

suffered by nuns – „que es aflicción muy sin término / tener las bocas cual páramos‟ – due to the 

stinginess of their convent cellaresses (see Olivares and Boyce, 1993: 689). The pathological 

tightfistedness of the cellaresses features also in Sor Marcela‟s play Muerte del Deseo. For details, see 

Evangelisti (2007: 107). 
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Jaula fue de fieras 

la cena dichosa: 

las hambres, caninas; 

las porciones, onzas. […] 

Átomos de almíbar 

y amagos de ollas 

suspendieron labios, 

no juntaron moscas. […] 

Va muy mal escrita 

esta pobre nota, 

que, de pura hambre, 

aún no puse comas‟ (1981: 1132-37) 

 

The ballad metre enables Quevedo to dwell at length on multiple comic aspects of 

the non-meal. In opting for the much shorter décima form Ramírez de Guzmán is 

obliged to sacrifice the descriptive elements but brevity is no obstacle to an engaging 

satire on the inauspicious occasion and the epigrammatic approach conveys the 

humour just as effectively. The opening antithetical parallel cleverly sets the tone for 

the concise attack on the failed occasion, which is reinforced through the memorable 

conceit of the closing lines:  

A un banquete mal cumplido 

Convidados a comer 

nos sentamos a ayunar 

y hacernos mortificar 

es penar sin merecer.
27

 

El desagravio he de hacer 

merendando a dos carrillos, 

que a mis dientes y colmillos 

temo que les de calambre, 

pues para matar la hambre 

sólo sirvieron cuchillos.  (LVI, 1-10) 

 

Just as the hosts transgressed the rules of social etiquette by offering a 

miserly meal to their guests, the poetic voice of the poem is forced to violate the 

code of good table manners to compensate for the affront as quickly as possible.
28

 

                                                 
27

 Entrambasaguas wrongly transcribes „pensar‟ instead of „penar‟. The mistake, which is repeated in 

the 2004 edition, is corrected here due to the significance of the word for the understanding of the 

poem.  
28

 The expression „merendar a dos carrillos‟ has clear intertextual connotations. Audiences familiar 

with Cervantes would have recognised the advice on table etiquette delivered by Don Quijote to 
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The absence of clues to the identity of the specific characters makes it difficult to 

know the intentionality behind the poem, which may be a parody of the gargantuan 

banquets that fill the accounts of official fiestas of the period, although it could also 

be considered in the context of literature that pokes fun at the „hidalgo venido a 

menos‟, aimed in this case (given the social circles in which the author and her 

family moved) at a Llerena version of the fallen aristocrat revered by satirical 

authors in their condemnations of the outward ostentation masking internal 

poverty.
29

  

  Religion provides a large proportion of the ammunition required for other 

satirical pieces by Ramírez de Guizmán. In XIV, for example, a priest –„un padre 

muy dilatado‟– is taken to task for his obscure sermons.
30

 The specific incident 

satirised is an occasion on which the clergyman‟s bid to ingratiate himself with a 

group of ladies, including the author herself, by inviting them to one of his sermons 

backfires badly, due to his insertion of a reference to the Biblical story of Absalom‟s 

long hair which puzzled his audience:  

A un sermón muy estudiado, 

fui devota esta mañana, 

más cierta que una terçiana, 

más que un catarro sonado, 

de un padre muy dilatado 

que tal sermón nos previno, 

mostrando ingenio divino 

con tanto estudio y desvelo 

                                                                                                                                          
Sancho Panza: „Ten cuenta, Sancho, de no masticar a dos carrillos ni de erutar delante de nadie‟ 

(Cervantes, 1967: 1417). The colloquial expression „comer a dos carrillos, como monja boba‟ is still 

widely used in parts of Spain today.    
29

 The duality is the theme of Jerónimo de Cáncer‟s poem to his patron, Antonio Alonso Pimentel, the 

Count of Luna, imploring him to remunerate him for his services. Like Ramírez de Guzmán, Cáncer 

comically describes the plight of his idle teeth („Mil días ha que no los canso, / ni a ellos palillo 

asomo‟) (2007: 138). González Maya points out that the impoverished situation of the Pimentel 

family was well known and led to the coining of the popular saying „En casa de Pimenteles, poco pan 

y muchos manteles‟ (2007: 137).  
30

 The importance of sermons as a social phenomenon is discussed by Cerdan (1993: 63): 

„Archisabido es que la predicación alcanzó en toda la Europa del siglo XVII, pero más especialmente 

en España, una extraordinaria importancia. Hay que pensar que entonces el sermón era, de la misma 

manera que la comedia, un fuerte polo de atracción de la vida socio-cultural, como lo documentan 

múltiples testimonios de la época‟.  See also Smith (1978). 
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que trajo un lugar a pelo 

que por los cabellos vino. (XIV, 1-10)
31

 

 

In a clever closing play derived from the twin meaning of „letor‟ (reader, but 

also preacher), Ramírez de Guzmán parodies the introductory addresses by writers to 

their readers as she inserts an enigmatic allusion to the ornate orator, whose identity 

is deliberately concealed: 

Por conocer tal sujeto 

mi oçiosa curiosidad 

«¿quién es su paternidad?» 

preguntó a cierto discreto 

(que es predicador perfeto 

y el mayor çensurador 

alabara su primor) 

y respondióme gracioso: 

«ni es cándido, ni es curioso…» 

(Pues ¿qué será este letor?). (XIV, 11-20) 

 

The reproach directed at the clergyman is, however, mild compared to the 

denunciations of nuns, who are portrayed in a particularly negative light in several 

poems which foreground their questionable morality. These pieces stand in stark 

contrast to the eulogies in verse of women whose taking of the vows and betrothal to 

Jesus are recorded by poets, who were often called upon by the families to compose 

a poem celebrating the key stages in the nun‟s religious career, from entry to a 

convent to the definitive professing of vows.
32

 

                                                 
31

 Contemporary satires on preachers include „A un predicador que predicó un sermón del juicio‟ by 

Juan de Salinas (1987: 395) and a „Sátira contra el sermón que predicó el P[adr]e Fray Diego de 

Villalobos‟ which appears in BNM Ms 3917 (fols. 198-202) and is written in the same hand that adds 

notes clarifying the titles of some poems by Ramírez de Guzmán, indicating that the satire was 

probably a local one also. For details of specific criticism by poets of culto sermons, including sonnets 

by Lope de Vega and the Count of Salinas, see Cerdan (1993: 64-65). Poets were not alone in 

criticising the increasingly ornate style of preachers: at the end of the sixteenth century, Fray Diego 

Pérez de Valdivia warned in his De sacra ratione concionandi that „los oyentes, engolosinados con el 

estilo, se pararán en él y no probarán el alimento sólido del Evangelio‟ (cited by Cerdan, 1993: 68). 
32

 Such poems feature prominently in the work of female poets, including Sor Marcela de San Félix, 

who commemorated the professing of vows of her convent sisters. Similar pieces by male poets 

include Cáncer‟s ballad entitled „En la profesión de una monja dominicana‟ and his humorous piece, 

also a ballad, „En la profesión de una religiosa de Santa Catalina‟ (2007: 281 and 296).   
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Given Llerena‟s many convents, including several close to the Ramírez 

home, occasions of this nature could be expected to feature in her poetry, particularly 

if we recall her close family ties with two of the convents, where her four aunts 

served as nuns for many years. Eulogy is conspicuously absent in almost all cases, 

however, and the occasions receive mostly irreverent treatment, with the opportunity 

seized to satirise the characters involved, both the nuns and their families. 

In an interesting subversion of traditional male-female emotional roles, the 

unemotional reaction of one woman to her sister‟s entry to a convent, a decision that 

moved a male relative called Pizarro to tears, prompted a witty jibe at the hard-

hearted Nise in the poem which ends  „… a tí no te ha enternecido / lo que enternece 

a un Pizarro‟ (IX, 9-10).
33

 Elsewhere question marks are placed against the religious 

sincerity of a family whose daughter enters the convent of La Concepción safe in the 

knowledge that high-level connections will secure her the prestigious habit of a 

Military Order if she finds she is not suited to the vocation (IV).
34

 Half-hearted 

religious calling is lampooned more forcefully in poem XLIV, in which the subject is 

taken to task for constantly changing her mind about becoming a nun, exiting 

convents shortly after entry. The latest „mudanza‟ proves the final straw for her poet 

friend, who confesses she is no longer able to defend such conduct: 

Para reñir tus pendencias 

siempre de tu parte estaba, 

mas ya que no hallo salida 

a el haber tu hecho tantas (XLIV, 5-8). 

 

                                                 
33

 Evidence points to a true-life character since the names of Marcos de Amor Pizarro and Antonio de 

Vera Pizarro, Llerena councillors during the 1630s, appear frequently in local archives. Enmity 

between the Ramírez family and „los Piçarros‟ was reported by several Llerena witnesses during 

investigations by the Military Order of Santiago into the background of Lorenzo Ramírez de Prado in 

1629.  
34

 Although we cannot be entirely certain, given the absence of more explicit statements, when taken 

in conjunction with other poems on the subject of convent entry, at a deeper social level Ramírez de 

Guzmán may be engaging in a more subtle satire against the career decisions forced on women of the 

day. 
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The woman‟s indecisiveness over a definitive choice of convent, or indeed whether 

to pursue a religious calling at all, is described in humorous terms throughout the 

ballad using a range of colloquial expressions. 

Viéndote mudar convento, 

con tal presteza, pensaban 

que andabas las estaciones 

o delincuentes buscabas.
35

 

No intentes mas el ser monja 

pues que tienes se repara 

mas salidas que un lugar 

y que un calvo mas entradas. 

Tantos habitos te has puesto 

que ya bien puede tu hermana 

por los actos positivos 

ponerse el de Calatrava. (XLIV, 9-20) 

 

Satires on female fickleness and mutability
36

 – the theme running through the 

above poem and summed up cleverly in the description of the subject as „un harpón 

con tocas / y una luna con enaguas‟ (3-4) – were common currency in the comic 

poetry of the day and inevitably triggered reaction from female authors, among them 

Leonor de la Cueva, Ana Caro and Marcia Belisarda.
37

 Unlike her colleagues, 

however, Ramírez de Guzmán offers little defence against the male attacks. If 

anything, she adds ammunition to them with her descriptions, coming as they do 

from a member of the same sex.
38

 Female fickleness is the theme also of XLVI, this 

                                                 
35

 The allusion here is to the reputation of convents as sanctuaries for criminals seeking to evade 

capture.  
36

 In his commentary on Lope‟s „El lastimado Belardo‟, which contains the lines „Sois tan flacas las 

mujeres / que a cualquier viento que os llega / liberalmente os volvéis / como el aire la veleta‟, 

Truman cites examples from Virgil, Petrarch and Calderón to demonstrate that the verses „express a 

view of womankind that prevailed from the time of Classical Antiquity down to Lope‟s own century‟ 

(Griffin et al., 2008: 7). 
37

 De la Cueva and Caro use their characters (Armesinda in La firmeza en el ausencia and Leonor in 

Valor, agravio y mujer, respectively) to counter the misogynistic view of female mutability. See also 

Marcia Belisarda‟s décimas „en respuesta de otras en que ponderaban la mudanza de las mujeres‟ 

which begin „Hombres, no deshonoréis / con título de inconstantes / las mujeres […]‟ (BNM Ms 

7469, fol. 62v). 
38

 Referring to the satirical writings of women authors of the following century, Bilger (2002: 145) 

notes the issues of identification and difference women authors who created satirical sketches of 

female behaviour had to face: „if they presented themselves as completely implicated in the actions of 

their satirized female characters, they risked being dismissed as foolish and silly. If they distanced 

themselves too completely from these characters, they risked being deemed misogynistic. Those who 
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time in combination with implicit parody of the Renaissance convention of secrecy 

in love, as the poet mocks a gentleman whose discreet courting of a lady was 

anything but a secret, despite his efforts at concealment.
39

  

¿De qué te sirve negar, 

Anfriso tu galanteo, 

si tu amoroso deseo 

mudo se sabe explicar? 

Deja ya el disimular 

el cuidado en que te empleas, 

y tan secreto no seas, 

pues yo sé quien asegura 

que aunque la noche sea oscura 

siempre a la Luna paseas. (XLVI, 1-10) 

 

The multiple opportunities afforded by the surname of the lady of Anfriso‟s 

affections are seized for a series of humorous warnings to him to exercise caution 

given that, for all his demonstrations of love, his beloved will inevitably switch her 

attentions elsewhere.
40

  

Con todo, no es bien hacer  

demonstraciones amantes 

pues crecientes y menguantes 

siendo Luna ha de tener 

y hasta llegarlo a entender, 

no hagas fineza alguna, 

que será poca fortuna 

cuando sigues su arrebol 

que te pique como sol 

y se mude como Luna.
41

 (XLVI, 21-30) 

 

The roles are reversed in one of Ramírez de Guzmán‟s most memorable 

satirical compositions, which deserves quoting at length on account of its interesting 

                                                                                                                                          
satirized female shortcomings with the aim of reforming female foibles […] could provide fodder for 

their enemies by contributing to the list of comic female types‟.  
39

 The „secrecy in love‟ commonplace of Renaissance poetry is parodied also by Lope in his „A un 

secreto muy secreto‟, which opens: ¡Oh qué secreto, damas! ¡oh galanes! / qué secreto de amor!, ¡oh 

qué secreto! (2008: 239). 
40

 The multiple associations between the moon and change were (and remain) part of popular folklore. 

The warning closely echoes one well-known saying: „Condiciones de luna / tiene mi amante; / para 

poco creciente / y mucho menguante.‟ (Rodríguez Marín, 2005: 279). 
41

 See also the similar rhyme play on „fortuna/luna‟ by the Count of Villamediana in his sonnet 

„Definición de una mujer‟: „Es la mujer un mar todo fortuna, / una mudable vela a todo viento; / es 

cometa de fácil movimiento, / sol en el rostro y en el alma luna‟ (Tassis y Peralta, 1969: 319). 
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combination of several thematic commonplaces of baroque satire (fickleness, nuns, 

physical defects, etc). Poem XLII can be considered a local version of the satires on 

bizarre courtships and odd pairings which were dear to the hearts of poets, not to 

mention the secretaries tasked with setting topics for academies.
42

 The comic couple 

were clearly a source of great amusement and fascination to the poet, who penned 

several pieces on the subject for the enjoyment of her absent brother Pedro, as we 

learn from the title of the poem which follows it in Ms 3884: „Inviando la autora a su 

hermano este romance con otros hechos al mismo asumpto‟ (XLIII). 

The ballad is addressed to María Gago, according to the poem a beautiful and 

much sought-after nun whose affections, to everyone‟s astonishment, are secured by 

a lame suitor:  

Si para no tener celos 

lo que otras desprecian amas, 

haciendo mártir el gusto 

no me contenta la traza. 

Mas que por el apellido 

por la elección eres gaga 

pues cuando tantos te siguen 

un cojo sólo te alcanza. (XLII, 9-16). 

 

The fun poked at the nun over her choice of lover, whose identity and reputation 

(„sujeto que a todos cansa‟) would have been common knowledge in Llerena‟s 

gossip mill, is augmented with tongue-in-cheek praise of her intelligent ruse: opting 

for a man scorned by other women is a blessing in disguise since her gallant is 

                                                 
42

 Referring to the seventeenth century, Deleito y Piñuela notes how „la literatura de aquel siglo está 

llena de admoniciones graves y de frecuentes pullas y sátiras, dirigidos a tan extraños amadores‟ 

(1952: 119). The same author (p. 113) indicates that a number of poetic certámenes were held in 

convents during the period, which might explain the popularity of nun satires. Ramírez de Guzmán‟s 

„cojo‟ poem recalls the topic set for poets at an academy held at the Salamanca home of the Count of 

Salas, „A una monja que haziendo cara a todos se enamoró sólo de un calbo‟ (Simón Díaz, BLH, IV: 

1573, 9). Another contributing factor may have been a well-documented urban legend surrounding the 

King‟s alleged courting of a Madrid nun. Examples of bizarre courtships abound in the poetry of the 

day. See, for example, Polo de Medina‟s ballad „Escrito en la Academia a un hombre muy viejo que 

galanteaba a una niña‟ which satirises an old man for his courting of a young girl and mocks the 

conventional terms of endearment used for the beloved: „¿Con qué requiebro imaginas / galantear? 

Que llamarla / tu vida es pronosticar / que se ha de morir mañana‟ (Castro, 1951: 181). 
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unlikely to abandon her, thus sparing her the pains of jealousy. Gago‟s questionable 

taste is underlined through appropriate religious allusions („haciendo mártir el 

gusto‟, her suitor is her „devoto‟) and, as in many satires of the type, the comic 

humour hinges on the denigration of the lover‟s appearance and character using a 

succession of plays associated with his condition („cojo‟) and colloquial expressions 

which would have been very familiar to a contemporary audience, even if some are 

less so today.
43

  

In addition to voicing criticism of the nun for her bizarre choice, the ballad 

contains a noticeable element of anti-male satire through the implication that only a 

disabling handicap can curtail men‟s natural womanising tendencies. In this case, the 

nun is assured that she need not concern herself unduly with her lover going off the 

rails because his constancy is guaranteed (39-40). The clever satire, built – as 

recommended by the manuals of rhetoric – around an introductory thesis („beauty 

and poor judgement often go hand in hand‟) which is developed further and proven 

in the remainder of the poem, is delivered through an impressive combination of 

literary devices, including contrast, antithesis, parallelisms and alliteration. Ramírez 

de Guzmán also subtly reverses the traditional male satires on enchantresses, hags 

and diabolical women in making the suitor, not the woman, the Devil:
44

  

Cuando dijiste este escojo
45

 

tus pretendientes pensaban 

que no era amor que tenías 

sino pulla que le echabas. 

El es el Diablo Cojuelo 

                                                 
43

 For example, lines 27-28 refer to „A la mala costumbre, quebrarle la pierna: la costumbre hace ley‟, 

an allusion to the importance of nipping bad habits in the bud before they become permanent (Cov.). 
44

 Comic portrayals of diabolical women and temptresses were also common in the literature of the 

period and include Quevedo‟s ballad, „Pintura de la mujer de un abogado, abogada ella del diablo‟ 

(1981: 959).  
45

 Puns of this type, based on alternative divisions of the same word to create a different meaning, 

were a regular device in satirical and burlesque verse. To illustrate the technique, Arellano cites a 

well-known example from the above-mentioned „Boda de negros‟ where Quevedo makes a sexual 

innuendo based on the couple‟s slave origins: „ella esclava y él es clavo / que quiere hincársele en 

medio‟ (1987-88: 274).  
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y es evidencia bien clara 

que mas que con sumisiones, 

con tentaciones te ablanda. 

No es bien que escoxas a un cojo 

ni que a quien tu dueño llamas 

como la mala costumbre 

tenga la pierna quebrada. 

Si a tu pesar se divierte, 

pues que ya por su desgracia 

sabes del pie que cojea, 

discretamente le atajas. 

Y si porque no te ría 

le luzcas con esa falta 

los grillos de tu hermosura 

para detenerle bastan. 

Firme en tu amor estará 

que es fiador de su constancia 

el trabajo que le cuesta 

hacer cualquier mudanza. 

Piérdele la devoción 

a el devoto que te ultraja 

haberte inclinado a quien 

siempre en malos pasos anda. (XLII, 17-44) 

 

Apart from the satirical craft evident throughout the piece, the poem is of interest for 

its referential value. Although sharing features with the archetypal wayward and 

amorously-inclined nuns who fill the verses of major and minor poets of the day,
46

 

the subject is a true-life individual known to Ramírez de Guzmán. While many of the 

satirised figures in poems of this type were clearly fictitious, the nuns she satirises 

are genuine characters. In this particular case, despite Entrambasaguas‟ mistaken 

reading of the word „monja‟ as „morla‟ in the title of the poem, we know from local 

archives that María Gago was indeed a real person and was prioress of the Convent 

                                                 
46

 With the customary warnings to men to be on the alert not to succumb to temptation, Juan de 

Salinas urges „los devotos de monjas‟ to resist the siren call of nuns if they venture near a convent: 

„deten el paso afuera, / que no te pesque la red, que es barredera / y apenas de sus mallas / verás pece 

que escape las agallas‟ (1987: 321-22). In his „Sátira a una dama‟ Cáncer ridicules Lisi as follows: „A 

ser monja se fue un día / Lisi, y el camino erró. […] Vio un convento de varones, / infundióla amor 

profundo / y trocando conversiones, / huyendo el riñón del mundo, / se fue a un mundo de riñones‟ 

(2007: 417). 
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of St Anne in Llerena in 1666, although it is likely the poem was written some years 

earlier.
47

 

The comic description of the unnamed lame suitor is by no means the only 

example of anti-male satire in this group of poems, an aspect which, as already 

mentioned, has constituted the main, not to say exclusive, focus of recent attention. 

One particularly ridiculous character is lampooned in two separate poems on account 

of his mannerisms, including his affected style of writing, which merited the 

following invective:
48

  

El que tus cartas procura 

pasar sin linterna es bobo 

porque no hay boca de lobo 

que esté, Julio, tan obscura. 

De tu letra se murmura 

que tan inlegible es 

que si tu la lees después 

el acertar es a bulto, 

pues siempre escribes en culto 

aunque dictes sayagués.
49

 (XXXI, 1-10) 

 

The criticism, which is not the only time Ramírez de Guzmán takes issue with culto 

style,
50

 echoes the jibes directed at culteranistas in the war of words between the two 

schools of poets of the day, in which verses were frequently used by the practitioners 

of the respective styles to voice their mutual dislike. Implicit in the attack on the 

                                                 
47

 Gago and her convent position are mentioned in a carta de poder dated 9 September 1666. AHM, 

Protocolo de Gaspar Aguilar, 1666 (July-December), fol. 278v. 
48

 Obscure writing is the theme of another décima (XX), this time to a woman, who escapes more 

lightly than the target here. The tone of the criticism is benevolent and the subject (Silvia) is only 

playfully rebuked: „que es siempre tu letra obscura / aunque a lo claro se lea‟ (3-4). The poem ends 

with a pun based on two qualities attributed to women of the day: „que no son bien entendidas / tus 

cartas, siendo discretas‟ (9-10).   
49

 The reference here is to the Extremaduran adaptation of a dialect which originated further north in 

parts of León. The low rustic style of this popular speech was a frequent feature of the dramatic works 

of Diego Sánchez de Badajoz a century before.  
50

 In her teasing of Juan de Almezquita, she expresses distaste for his poems which, like Julio‟s 

letters, were unintelligible due to their excessively culto style: „si no es que el diablo a culto os va 

metiendo / que el no ser entendido ansí no lo entiendo‟ (CVII, 5-6). 
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indecipherable style is a jibe also at Julio‟s shady character, alluded to in the popular 

„boca de lobo‟ saying.
51

   

In the second of the two poems – „A un hombre que por mostrar los dientes 

blancos se estaba siempre riendo‟ (X) – the satirical microscope falls on a physical 

mannerism, not a cultural flaw as above. The same man is on the receiving end this 

time for his masculine vanity and pretentiousness, reflected in the wearing of an 

artificial smile permanently to show off his pearly teeth.
52

 In mocking the folly of 

Julio and degrading him to the status of an animal baring its teeth, the poet leaves her 

target in doubt as to the ridiculousness of his behaviour, which he will hopefully 

amend as a result of her poetic rebuke:  

Verdades son evidentes 

y confesarlo dilatas 

que riñes con cuantos tratas 

pues a todos muestras dientes. 

Con tu risa lo desmientes 

pero en ella no te fíes, 

(ni es justo que desvaríes 

cuando mi musa te avisa), 

que es acertada tu risa 

si de ti, Julio, te ríes. (X, 1-10) 

 

The ridicule poured on another male character satirised by the poet, the 

„Castaño‟ of poem LXII, is rather more subtle than that dished out to Julio above. 

The background information provided in the academy-style title of the sonnet is 

crucial to the understanding of the attack:
53

  

                                                 
51

 The underlying connotations of malevolence of character would not have been lost on the audience 

or on the subject himself if he received the poem. Covarrubias, for example, clarifies the use of the 

expresión as follows: „o se dize assi porque el lobo no se descubre si no es en la oscuridad, porque 

cualquiera que va a hazer mal, aborrece la luz‟.   
52

 A classical model for poetic satires on men‟s bright white teeth and beaming grins can be found in 

Catallus‟s description of the boor Spaniard, Egnatious, in which he lists the inopportune occasions on 

which the latter smiles. See Gaisser (2007: 273). 
53

 „Respondiendo a un soneto de un hombre ridículo cuyo apellido era Castaño. Que habiendolo dado 

una dama un vejamen en que él no acertó a responder más de que se holgaba de ser el instrumento de 

la conversación, y la antífona, y esto refirió tantas veces que se hizo reparo particular; salió muy 

obligado de una que le picaba con mas disimulo, y le envió un soneto gracioso con un hermano de la 

tal, mostrándose en él muy agradecido‟. 
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Si no acierto a decir lo que os estimo 

baste haber acertado en estimaros, 

y cuando sólo trato de obligaros 

viendoos desconfiar me desanimo. 

¿Será tal árbol mi seguro arrimo? 

De esta verdad podeis aseguraros 

y aunque el fruto me espine de buscaros 

y siempre ha de hacer tema de serviros 

de mi alegría sois el instrumento 

y mi Antifona sois de todo el año. 

Veros, Castaño, claro, es lo que siento; 

sólo el ser zaíno fuera mayor daño, 

pero si procedeis tan desatento 

mas sereis boquirrubio que castaño. (LXII, 1-14) 

 

The author teases her unsuspecting target with finely chiselled malice, ambivalently 

blending what would probably sound like praise to the gullible Castaño (who was 

blissfully unaware of her earlier cruelty towards him) with comments that would be 

perceived correctly as wounding digs by others, not least the coterie of ladies who 

were clearly in on the game judging by the title.
54

 The belittling tone that 

characterises the sonnet is a worthy example in her poetry of what Bullit termed the 

„laughter of good satire [which] arises from that “fine raillery” which attacks its 

objects from the flank with wit and technical skill, rather than crudely and brutally 

from the front‟ (1966: 39).
55

  

The same cannot be said of the last poem, also a sonnet, to be examined here.  

As already mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, the poem on the subject of a 

tiny man is the most frequently-quoted of the Llerena poet‟s compositions in 

anthologies of Golden Age poetry. Like many of the characters satirised, the subject 

is an actual person even though the theme itself reflects a popular baroque 

                                                 
54

 The existence of a group of like-minded women who shared Ramírez de Guzmán‟s sarcasm and 

humour is apparent not just in the title of this poem but also in poem XIV, discussed above, which 

refers specifically to a clergyman who tried to ingratiate himself with „unas damas que hacían burla 

dél‟.       
55

 The sonnet is a good illustration also of the distinction drawn several decades later by the English 

poet and playwright John Dryden between „the slovenly butchering of a man and the fineness of a 

stroke that separates the head from the body, and leaves it standing in its place‟ (1908: 313). 
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predilection.
56

 Francisco de Arévalo was a well-known figure in Llerena and was 

probably an acquaintance of the poet‟s brother, Lorenzo. The fact that Ms 3917 

contains another poem on exactly the same subject (by an anonymous author who 

describes himself in the title as Arévalo‟s friend) means caution must be exercised in 

interpreting the piece as just an example of anti-male satire in the work of Ramírez 

de Guzmán. As already discussed in the chapter on Llerena‟s literary community, the 

possibility cannot be ruled out that Arévalo‟s diminutive stature may have been the 

topic for a competition or some form of academy-type gathering,
57

 perhaps even 

with the target‟s collusion. Irrespective of the context in which it was written, which 

we will never know for certain, the poem can justifiably be considered an exemplary 

piece of satirical writing, bearing comparison with acclaimed compositions by 

Quevedo and other satirical poets of the day:   

 

Mirando con antojos tu estatura 

con antojos de verla me he quedado 

y por verte Feliçio levantado, 

saber quisiera levantar figura. 

Lástima tengo al alma que, en clausura, 

la trae penando cuerpo tan menguado. 

Átomo racional; polvo animado; 

instante humano; breve abreviatura, 

dí si eres voz; pues nadie determina, 

dónde a la vista estás, tan escondido 

que la más perspicaz no te termina; 

o como te conçedes al oído. 

En tanto que la duda se examina, 

un sentido desmiente a otro sentido. (CXII, 1-14) 

 

                                                 
56

 The many depictions of small people in art and literature include Velazquez‟s portrayals of male 

and female dwarfs accompanying the royal children, among them Maria Barbola, the achondroplastic 

dwarf who appears in Las Meninas, and his poignant 1645 portrait of Sebastian de Morra, a dwarf 

attendant in the Court of Philip IV.  
57

 The topics of the 1663 Academy held in the home of Melchor de Fonseca in Madrid included one 

on the subject of „un hombre pequeño de cuerpo‟. Among the submissions was a burlesque romance 

by Antonio de Espinosa beginning „Liendre metida en calçones‟. The man‟s tiny size enables him to 

shelter from the sun in the shadow of a fly. The author adds further „No has sido mala yerba / porque 

no has crecido nunca‟ (1663: fol. 35r). 
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The belittling that permeates the piece is even more cruel since the subject is already 

very small, another of the physical „defects‟ cherished by satirical and burlesque 

authors.
58

 Here, apart from the implicit association of small physical stature and its 

moral corollary, there is little hint of the male shortcomings (vanity, conceit, 

presumption) derided in other pieces by Ramírez de Guzmán and emphasised by the 

unnamed poet in the second poem in which Arévalo‟s height is mocked.
59

 Not that 

they are needed: Arévalo‟s microscopic stature gives her ample ammunition for a 

witty onslaught from the opening lines – not even magnified vision suffices to detect 

his presence – to the close, where his Lilliputian minuteness is such that it confuses 

the senses (he can be heard but not seen). The description of his insignificant body as 

a cramped purgatory for his suffering soul recalls Quevedo‟s comparison of the 

woman satirised in his canción on a similar theme, „A una mujer pequeña‟:  

La alma un tiempo os di; que da, señora, 

la alma quien adora; 

pero hallábase en vos tan apretada, 

que os la quité por verla tan maltratada, 

y aun dura el temor, y dice y piensa, 

que si no estuvo en pena, estuvo en prensa.[…] 

Calabozo de la alma, y tan estrecho, 

fue vuestro breve pecho. (1981: 642) 

 

Rarely has so much name-calling been compressed into twenty-two syllables 

as in the four noun + adjective pairs of the central lines of the Ramírez de Guzmán 

sonnet, which compete with each other to exaggerate the unworthy size of Arévalo, 

who at least is allowed to retain some vestige of humanity despite being atomised (an 

„átomo‟ and „polvo‟, he nonetheless is „racional‟ and „humano‟). If indeed it was 

composed for a contest or collective event of some kind, this stylistically 

                                                 
58

 Examples include Polo de Medina‟s satires on dwarfs, some of whom were hunchbacks also: one is 

cruelly described as an „átomo con verruga en la espalda‟ (Castro, 1951: 198). See also Polo‟s 

description of an extremely short lady who wears giant platform shoes to compensate for her stature 

(195).  
59

 Arévalo‟s elevated opinion of his own poetry, his critical views of the works of others, and his 

reputation as a local gallant are alluded to in the other sonnet.   
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accomplished piece, with its reversals of terms, ambiguity, compressed allusions (for 

example, the astrological „cast a figure‟ reference, implying that the author would 

have to calculate his position because she cannot actually see him) and ingenious 

plays on words, would doubtless have been received with great applause.  

Blecua‟s choice of a poem to represent the poetry of the Llerena author is, in 

the light of the discussion of the above pieces, clearly no coincidence. The sonnet to 

Arévalo encapsulates many of the elements of the burlesque and satirical vein which 

is detected throughout her poetry and is even more prominent in the group of poems 

examined here, which offer a striking contrast – very much in keeping with the 

duality of the baroque – with her serious poems. As we have attempted to show, her 

comic gaze falls on a broad spectrum of Llerena‟s society, from fickle women 

(particularly nuns) and foolish young ladies to pretentious men and even members of 

minorities. Ramírez de Guzmán dialogues with many of the thematic commonplaces 

of the genre, infusing them with a markedly local flavour through direct observation 

of true-life subjects. Putting faces to the stock characters that populate the poems of 

her contemporaries, her denunciations are, for the most part, not of generic vice but 

of the behaviour and shortcomings of individuals known to her. 

Her familiarity with a genre whose popularity had grown exponentially by 

the middle of the seventeenth century, when her literary career was in full flow, is 

unquestionable. Although despite the many obvious analogies it cannot be stated 

with absolute certainty that she drew her inspiration from specific poems or authors, 

her familiarity with the subject matters and the humoristic potential of conceptual 

games demonstrate a solid grasp of the genre. Her versatility is also evident in the 

use of a range of metres from epigrammatic décimas – ideally suited to the unity of 

idea, not to say the hit-and-run approach and witty incisiveness of effective satire – 
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to more formally-constructed sonnets and the longer ballad form that allows her to 

unfold her satire at greater length.  

To a large extent also, the treatment of many of the subjects reflects the shift 

in direction of the satire of the day, which had strayed a considerable distance from 

its classic moralising purpose, increasingly adopting a format in which the 

educational component was the minor (and laughter the major) of the two partners in 

the Horatian dictum of the function of poetry, namely, that it should be both 

instructive and entertaining (prodesse et delectare). Which is not to say that truth and 

persuasion did not remain „part of the game‟ and partly retain their key function in 

satirical verse. In this respect Ramírez de Guzmán was no different to her 

contemporaries in repeatedly persuading her targets and her audiences of the „truth‟ 

of her observations to ensure the invectives were not viewed as purely gratuitous 

attacks. The opening line of the poem mocking Julio‟s hypocrisy and false smile 

places the emphasis on the „verdades‟ that are „evidentes; the criticism of Silvia‟s 

obscure writings (poem XX) is also truthful („Mi verdad te asegura‟), a formula 

repeated in the ridiculing of Castaño („de esta verdad podéis aseguraros‟). 

Although a markedly personal tone is adopted in several criticisms of a 

particular behaviour or vice (the first person is used ten times in the sonnet to 

Castaño), in others the critical base is broadened to lend greater credibility to the 

attack, making it more objective and detached. Constant references are found, for 

example, to the „fact‟ that the flaw or vice highlighted has been detected, if not 

publicly commented on, by others („todos‟, „se murmura‟ „nadie determina‟ „yo sé 

quien asegura‟, „todos los que te ven‟, etc). Similarly, in keeping with the vestiges of 

the moralising purpose of satire, corrective intent is present in the form of the 
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warnings, suggestions and advice that accompany the highlighting of the faults and 

vices. 

As this chapter has attempted to show also, to approach the poems solely in 

terms of what they offer as evidence of (proto)feminism or for their anti-male 

content does them something of an injustice. While there is no question that several 

pieces present elements of implicit and explicit criticism, including possible parodies 

of models of socially-accepted behaviour for women (and, therefore, criticism of 

anti-female attitudes in society), taken as a whole the group conforms to a large 

extent to the general context of seventeenth-century satire. Restricting the analysis to 

the search for components denoting female authorship overlooks the obvious fact 

that a substantial amount of the thematic content of the pieces was common currency 

in satirical and burlesque verse of the day (masculine falsity and presumption, it will 

be recalled, were major themes of male-authored satire also, not just that of women 

writers). While it is true that Ramírez de Guzmán, like Zayas, inverts the perspective 

of attributes regularly associated with women and uses them against men, as we have 

seen here her attacks on men for their reprehensible conduct are balanced by similar 

criticism of women, making the task of discerning a clearly gendered position more 

difficult.
60

 

It may well be that, in our attempts to extract meaning by interpreting 

burlesque and satirical elements from every possible angle, we are overlooking a 

most obvious function of the poems: to make people laugh.
61

 Indeed, one could take 

                                                 
60

 A more realistic and balanced appraisal is offered by Caballé in her brief consideration of the poet: 

„cuando la autora es capaz de enjuiciar y reconvertir a mujeres y hombres a través de la sátira, se sitúa 

en una posición de superioridad respecto al objeto contemplado; eso no significa que su discurso o su 

retórica sean específicos de una visión femenina, pues adoptan las convenciones del género según lo 

usaban los hombres-autores, aunque existen subversiones al trasladar la crítica habitual de figuras 

femeninas a otras masculinas. Sin embargo la mayor trasgresión está en el hecho de que sea una mujer 

la autora, lo que inmediatamente desautomatiza la lectura del texto‟ (2004: 435). 
61

 As Griffin et al note, „laughter was at this time generally believed at its best to be useful, and even 

conducive to moral and physical health. The philosophy of St Thomas Aquinas (normally known as 
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the argument even further and query the extent to which the poems represent 

authentic sentiments or merely reflect what made people, including Ramírez de 

Guzmán herself, laugh. For all the entreaties of López Pinciano and his fellow 

theorists that vices should preferably be reproved with a moralising objective and 

direct personal attacks avoided, the poet was clearly conscious of which form of 

satire the (or at least her) public most enjoyed. Conduct books of the day may have 

discouraged women from laughing but, from the evidence seen above, in venturing 

so consciously into a male-dominated domain,
62

 Ramírez de Guzmán evidently saw 

laughter as a healthy habit, not just for herself but for her complicitous circle of 

friends. 

                                                                                                                                          
Thomist thought) had enjoyed a revival in sixteenth-century Spain […] Such thought further sees 

provoking laughter within reason as promoting positive moral good by showing up vice and distorted 

values for what they are‟ (2008: xii). 
62

 According to Bilger, „one important aspect of women‟s entry into the literary world […] was that 

women began to laugh back‟ (2002: 39). 
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CONCLUSION 

 

The study of lesser-known female authors is acknowledged today as being 

important to help complete the picture of the lives and works of literate women in 

early modern Spain. As a purely secular author, Catalina Clara Ramírez de Guzmán, 

who did not see her works in print in her lifetime, is a particularly deserving case due 

to the large volume of poetry she produced, much of it informal, and the wide range 

of styles with which she engaged, from serious philosophical reflections to the 

lampooning of foolish characters. 

This thesis has attempted to add to and complement current knowledge on 

this largely unknown figure through an examination of a broader and more 

representative selection of her poems and a detailed reconstruction of the contexts in 

which her poetry was written. It is hoped that the discussion of a large number of her 

approximately 120 known poems in relation to the genres to which they can be 

ascribed has demonstrated her unquestionable familiarity with the literary traditions 

of her era, while also drawing out her individual treatments of many of those 

traditions. The thesis should also have established the poet‟s importance among the 

authors of Golden Age Extremadura at a time when the region appeared to suffer a 

noticeable decline in literary figures. 

Much remains to be done to raise her profile further. In addition to her lost 

novella El Extremeño, Ramírez de Guzmán almost certainly produced more works 

than have survived today. It would not be unreasonable to assume that at least some 

of her verses crossed the Atlantic, accompanying the regular correspondence she 

maintained with her brother Lorenzo in Guatemala for several decades, and today 

may lie undetected in distant archives. However, before seeking to add to her already 

substantial corpus, an urgent task is a new and fuller edition of her known poetry 
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which would offer a more accurate transcription of manuscript sources, along with 

updated biographical details and a more contextually-based critical appraisal of her 

poems. Regrettably, the scope of this thesis has not allowed more than a cursory 

consideration of, for example, aspects of style and imagery in her poetry, her use of 

specific verse forms or certain elements of intertextuality, all of which require 

individual analysis.  

Beyond the actual poems and their author, further work is warranted also on 

the literary heritage of Llerena and Extremadura during this period to bring to light 

other local and regional writers, including an exploration of the possibility that, 

given its clearly encouraging literary environment, the Ramírez de Guzmán family 

may have contained more poets than we know of. In presenting new and interesting 

connections between the poet and an active environment in Llerena, this study has 

endeavoured to demonstrate her participation in literary coteries of the seventeenth 

century. These connections merit fuller exploration also. A fertile ground for 

investigation is the hitherto unexplored role of academy-type forums in the towns 

and cities of Extremadura. As the brief examination of a section of BNM Ms 17.517 

offered in Chapter 2 has demonstrated, such gatherings did take place even if they 

have gone unrecorded until now.  

As the thesis has endeavoured to show also, the verses of Ramírez de 

Guzmán deserve to be viewed as much from the perspective of her status as a poet as 

from that of her gender; as celebrations of individual wit and intellect and not solely 

in terms of their perceived messages concerning, for example, societal restrictions 

imposed on women or as subversions of male-dominated poetic discourse. While 

gender inevitably influenced her outlook in some cases, the many commonalities 
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established between her poetry and other poetry of the period have clearly shown 

that it would be erroneous to view all her writings as exclusively feminine. 

That said, there is no question that the picture of family and local life painted 

in her poems offers an interesting angle, different to that of the male-dominated 

accounts on which we have become accustomed to relying for aspects of early 

modern Spain, and therefore represents an important literary legacy of the poet. 

Contrary to the beliefs of some, even official publications in her region, Ramírez de 

Guzmán lived a long and full life. Much of that life is told through her writings, 

which exemplify the practice of poetic composition and circulation in a provincial 

social and family milieu and provide a rich vein for exploration by social historians.  

Hopefully, the information and analysis offered in this first monographic 

study has helped make the poet who was addressed by a young admirer as a „No 

conocida Señora‟ less of an unknown quantity and will stimulate further interest, 

particularly among British Hispanists. Hopefuly also, the thesis will encourage 

others to pick up where it leaves off and pursue other aspects of her life and work, 

raising the author‟s standing further and helping her occupy the place she deserves 

alongside higher-profile female writers such as María de Zayas, Ana Abarca de 

Bolea or Luisa de Carvajal in considerations of Spain‟s Golden Age literature. The 

proximity of the 400th anniversary of her birth offers a golden opportunity for a 

concerted effort to produce such scholarship. 

 

*******
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Montenegro y Neira, y Fiscal Don José Berné de la Fuente, Aposentador de 

su Majestad, en la real Junta de Aposento. Madrid: Francisco Nieto. 

1678  Academia que se celebró en la Real Aduana desta Corte, Siendo presidente 

Don Melchor Fernández de León, Secretario Don Manuel Ochoa, y Fiscal 

Don Antonio Saravia. Año de 1678. Madrid: Imprenta del Reino. 

1684 Academia que se celebró en Badajoz en casa de D. Manuel de Meneses y 

Moscoso […] siendo presidente D. Gómez de la Rocha y Figueroa […]. 
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APPENDIX 1: Signature of Catalina Clara Ramírez de Guzmán 

 

 
 

Source: Archivo Histórico Municipal, Llerena. Protocolo de Gaspar Díaz, 1666, fol. 

355v. 

 

APPENDIX 2: Bust of Catalina Clara Ramírez de Guzmán in Llerena 
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APPENDIX 3: Portrait poem by Catalina Clara Ramírez de Guzmán 

 

 
 

Source: Biblioteca Nacional, Madrid. Ms 3884, folio 219r.



 

 

APPENDIX 4: Ramírez de Guzmán family tree 

 
 

    Antonio Núñez Ramírez + Beatriz Pinelo Guerrero     Juan de Guzmán + Catalina de Terrazas y Vera y Aragón 

    (grandparents)            (grandparents) 

 

 

 

 

 
Francisco Ramírez Guerrero  +  Isabel Sebastiana de Guzmán  

       (parents) 

 

 

 

 
 
Beatriz Escolástica    Catalina      Mateo Antonio       Juan         Beatriz María      Catalina Clara     Pedro Antonio   Miguel      Lorenzo    Antonia Manuela    Ana Rosalea 
            Tisbe        Clori   Píramo            Lauro            Antandra         Anarda 
    (1610)   (1611)  (1612)          (1614)   (1615)       (1618)            (1619)     (1621)        (1622)        (1625)         (1628) 

 

 

 

 
    Manuel  
    (1648)
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